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J. 1 PROCEEDINGS

r 2 MR. BREY (PSC): Since we have a court reporter
b.

3 here, we would like it if we are talking one at a time. Until
ir

L. 4 she gets used to who people are, start off with giving your

IF 5 name, whether it's PSC or NRC. Of course, speak slowly and

L.
6 distinctly. If at all possible, try and keep the same seats,

r

L 7 and I'm sure very quickly, with the technical subjects we have

r 8 got, we will get into a discussion where we won't readily have
,

L
9 an answer available. At that point we could go off the record,

,-

t 10 discuss it actually amongst each other; but when we finally

11 come to what we want to state in answer to one of the NRC's.

i.
'

12 questions, we will go back on the record and give that answer.
r-

13 Also if there is a situation that occurs where
, , ,

14 we want a caucus, or we want to stop the proceedings, let me~

,.

15 know, and we will take a time out,

16 MR. IRELAND (NRC): My name is Richard Ireland,n.

q' 17 NRC.

i.
,

18 Just as one correction to what you just said,

{i

19 Larry, I believe, did we not agree a little while ago if wec

L 20 have a conference between NRC people and PSC people, it will
,

21 be on the record unless we are in recess and are out in the
; i-

22 hall? Conferring amongst ourselves, we can whisper or go off| g,

|
'

23 the record. .

,

24 MR. BREY (PSC) : Well, I guess that's an area of

ll
|4 25- confusion we have to get resolved because I thought if we run--
[
,

l
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3.
-

1 let's say that you ask a question that has us scratching our

r 2 heads a bit, and we want further clarification or we want to
b.

3 discuss intricasies of the question and we are not sure of how
r
}, 4 we want to answer it, and rather than make any kind of a

r 5 statement which might be misleading, I thought that we could
L.

6 go off the record at that time and discuss it amongst each
r

d. 7 other , even between PSC and NRC, as long as we finally come to

r 8 a resolution; we can come back on the record and give you the
.

i..

9 answer.
,

.

10 MR. IRELAND (NRC): It will be preferable to do
'

I.-
11 it the back and forth between us on the record, I believe,

12 Larry, but we can play that by ear. If we get into trouble,

l'3 we can call for a recess at that time.

- 14 (Discussion between court reporter and Mr.

~

15 Brey).
r

16 MR. BREY (PSC) : She will not go off the recordu

r 17 unless specifically told to go off the record. If we get to
I
L.

18 that point, we will have to ask.

l 19 We will go--if we have a bantering back anda,

i g- 20 forth, unless we ask to go off the record and talk amongst
: ?
a.

21 ourselves, or caucus, or whatever, then it will continue on
!

22 the record.,,

23 MR. BREY (PSC) : In exhibits, let's refer to the ..

.-
24 letter number that the exhibit might be part of. You all have

25 a list of letters, I believe the tendon issue has a lot of,,

|
-

r
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s.

s

e-
j, 1 1984 letters.

r 2 MR. HOLMES (PSC): Anything in the way of
l.

3 passouts or lists that you intend to make part of the record,
0-
j, 4 we probably ought to give an exhibit number, just A , B, C, I

U- 5 guess I would recommend starting off with; and we have some

1.
6 labels around here that we can stick on a copy and give to the

y,

7 transcript court reporting outfit and then refer to that as.c

- 8 Exhibit A, Page 1, 2, 3.
-

<

'

9 Anything in the way of exhibits or diagrams or

L 10 detailed discussions we are referring to, the more explicit

~

u- 11 you can be, as far as what you are showing and why you are

L
12 showing that and not just point to it and say, you know, this

t 13 here is so and so; but this line going from point A-to point B,
l

l- 14 or fully describe what you are pointing to, what page, what

Ii'~

15 exhibit, or what document and so forth. So that somebody that
!

g 16 is reading the transcript can go back and find amongst the

i
g 17 exhibits or the letters exactly what page and diagram the
,

'

18 figure and table, and so forth, that you are referring to.

19 MR. BREY (PSC): I guess with that, we will go
,

'; 20 ahead and start in the agenda. Do you have any problem with
i

'

21 the agenda as it was presently passed out, Dick?
i

22 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Nc. I believe that is the

3 23 order of the topic which we had agreed upon. I have just one
, ,

i 24 statement to make for the record--that is, we are keeping a
'

25 verbatim transcript of this meeting for the sole purpose of

.
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3.
,

r i

), 1 eliminating the need for a formal exchange of questions and

a- 2 answers through the normal kind of correspondence so that we

3 can expedite the review. For that reason we have to, of
Q-

.] 4 course, anticipate that our questions, whatever they might be,

e- 5 clarification or substantive, will be clearly stated and that

J
6 your answers would be clear and accurate.

e

j, 7 With that, I will stop.

* 8 MR. BREY (PSC): Okay. The first subject is
J

.

9 helium circulator bolting. Don Warembourg will start off on

10 that issue.

-

11 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : I have mine numbered

12 circulator 1 through circulator 10, I don't know whether that

13 means anything or not.

- 14 InforWation which I have just passed out has

'

15 been labeled in terms of identifying mark Circulator 1 through

I 16 Circulator No. 10, and I don't know whether that's sufficient(

17 enough for the court reporter to identify these, but at leastg

i'
18 that would be the identification that I will be referring to

19 as I go through this presentation.

20 By way of review, first in terms of the

l'' 21 circulators and what we want to discuss is the circulator
,I

l; 22 bolting problem which was reported to you here very recently

23 by the Plant, and in order to get you familiar with what
, ,

'

24 circulators we are talking about, maybe we need to review that

25 a little bit.
,
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.l .

r

[ l C-2104, which was the A's? circulator that we

removed during the refueling # g &
b

2 e was sent back to GA for

3 refurbishment. We replaced that circulator with C-2102. Later
r

d 4 on as we'got into operation, we discovered a leak in C-2102 in

{ 5 the bearing water end of that circulator, and we pulled C-2102
8

6 out _ and sent that back to GA for investigation. They
AN

7 determined initially on that circulator that one of th ;f6rebolt'
.

8 flanges on the bearing water system one of those bolts ad
.

9 failed. That bolt failure was due to a defect in the bolt
,-. .

I. 10 material itself as manufactured. So that bolt that failed on

11 the bearing water system has nothing to do with the bolting

12 problem that we are going to be discussing now.

13 So remember the 2104 came out initially. It was
.

14 not in the core during the transient. 2102 was in the core

15 during the transient and 4t came out later.
,> C h U

Thi(s is a cross-sectional view of the circulator.
<

16
i'

/\

r 17 The areas of bolting that we will be--that I will be talking |

!t
18 about today are really four areas within the circulator. The .)

t- j

19 primary acciosure bolts on the circulator itself are located ju
|

t 20 down in this lower area. The shut down--the hold down bolts
i i

21 for the ducts are located up here. The bolts that bolt the

i' |
22 rotor into the rotating shaft are located there, and then we |u

23 have got another system of bolts which bolts the stator in,
, _

r

24 which is called the stator holddown bolts.

25 So those are typically the four areas that I

KOENIG fi PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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*

r

.! . 'l will be talking about in terms of the circulator bolting.

c' 2 In terms of the Circulator No. 2 of the exhibit,
J.

3 this provides a summary of our investigation in the 300-40
c~

). - 4 series bolts, which are the primary closure bolts, the lower'

eN(;
r 5 24 bolts 'ctreetec-on the circulator itself. Those bolts are
a

6 made of H-ll, mtM a high strength fidcydmium-pla ted
j, 7 material, sort of a high strength tool matgrial, if you will.

,o
'

8 The properties cf that material The
.

260,000,| 215,000 yield.| -

9 number of bolts in that circle are 24, and the size of those
7 -

|, 10 bolts are 3/4 of an inch in diameter.
~

- 1_.
j- 11 When we initially were looking at C-21G( and in
e.

12 . torquing up some of those primary closure bolts, we
-

13 experienced one bolt that failed while we were torquing it up.,

r 14 That's what really got us started into the investigation of
n.

15 the bolts themselves.

(
t 16 So all total, in 2102, we have now looked at six

!

r 17 bolts out of circulator 2102. Out of that 24 bolt circle, of
'l

18 those six bolts, one of those failed in the initial torque;.

1

19 two of the bolts that were just selected at random exhibit 'g

< 20 etress corrosion cracks. Thh failure was also attributed to
'

n.
21 stress corrosion and on three of the bolts, there were no

|
22- problems. We could not identify any problems.c.

23 Prior to going through all of this exercise, we . .

a.

24 did take all 23 bolts and send them to a flourescent liquid
4

25 penetrant test. We found no indication of penetration.,,

f
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| j. 1 That's an indication of how tight these cracks are. With the |

h
| e- 2 exception of the bolt ( that failed, all of these bolts

i ). Av
3 exhibitedad> indication in the flourescent liquid penetrant

:er y
j, 4 test on Circulator 2109 !

W
ar 5 In the same pete, we pulled six bolts of out of

L ' d.u k
.that ring @at6- rand om. We inspected those bolts the same as we

| 7 did 2102. The results were no indications on 2104. We also

r 8 flourescent liquid penetrant tested those 24 bolts with no
~

|1.
|

9 indications. We found problems with three of the bolts in
'r

10 2102. Three came out clean'. We 'found no problems at all in;o
.

r 11 2104. Again, remember 2104 was not in during the transient.

I k.
| 12 However, that circulator has been in the core--or has been in

13 the. PCRV for almost ten years.
,

;

14 Proceeding on to the other bolt circles in
|

~

15 reference to Circulator No. 3, exhibit the stator bolts which

| 16 are the 380-10 series. Those are A-286, bolts which are

t 17 precipitation hardened austenitic stainless steel

~

18 silver-plated. The properties of that material are 135,000 to
r
[ 19 160,000 in ultimate, 135,000 being the minimum properties for

|

|t 20 that bolt; 65,000 to 115,000 in yield. The number of bolts in
i
~

21 the stator bolt holddown circle are 12. The size is 7/16 in
P

22 diameter.,,

< 23 Out of Circulator 2102, we picked six bolts at .

24 random; ran them through. And as a result, we found four of
t -

25 those bolts had linear indications. All of the linear
,

e

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 indications were identical.

A 2 The top three threads--and what I mean by the

3 top three threads is coming from the head up the shank to the.

4 threaded section of the bolt. These first three, I'd say,

5 these exhibited cracking essentially 360 degrees around those'-

i
6 threads. It wasn' t continuous, but all the way around the

r-

i, 7 threads we found cracking. Those three threads were not

g- 8 engaged in the female hole. They were exposed. Cracking

[. ,rtN e4 *

9 occurred in the cold bolts, the cracking occurred in the cold

workarea of the thread.10 And it's typically, about 40 to 50
'

mills. O the six ur had the linear indications; two had no11

12 defects at all.
p.

13 We went to Circulator 2104, again seiected sixy

14 bolts at random. The results of that were no indications on-

~

15 any of the six bolts out of Circulator 2104.
O'

h 16 Went then out to the duct holddown bolt which is

. (Qu.Gir eth %)
17 340-9 series. Again the material is A-286 stainless steel.

|
18 The same properties as mentioned before. The' size of those

'

19 bolts are--it's that 12 bolt circle, and the size of bolts are

| 20 5/8 of an inch in diameter.

21 We pulled two bolts at random out of C-2102, out

22 of that bolt circle. Had no indications on either one of-

23 those. Likewise, we pulled two bolts out of Circulator C-2104.
g{

.

'

24 No. indications on either--on any of those bolts. These bolts
.

25 are the duct holddown bolts, are pretty much in a secluded

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1.
,

1 area and are not directly in the primary circuit path. So we

*- 2 wouldn't, I guess, have expected to see anything on those
1.

3 bolts. ,

p [d4A L 'fA
{, 4 Now we proceeded on to the rotor bolt [. These

{ 5 bolts are made of inconel 718 properties, of 185,000 ultimate,
L

6 150,000 yield. The number of bolts is 8 bolt circle bolting

,
7 down that rotor. The size of those bolts are 3/8 inch in

8 diameter. We pulled two out of Circulator 2102. The results

9 were no indications on any of the inconel bolts. We did not

10 look at any of the inconel' bolts from Circulator 2104,

'

11 primarily because we really don't expect anything with that

12 kind of material.

13 So that's really where we have been in terms of

14 the bolting investigations of the circulators.

15 In terms of what we intend to do with that, in

,
16 reference to Circulator No. SA Exhibit, our planned actions

r 17 right now, of course, are replace the bolting in circulators

18 2102 and 2104, primarily the 300- The 380-10 and the 340-9

I
L 19 bolts will all be replaced in those two circulators that are

20 back at GA. The replacement bolting will be inconel 718.j
a

21 In addition, we planned to pull the B helium
t

[ 22 circulator, which is.in the PCRV right now, and we would

23 intend as a result of that to evaluate those same bolts in the . ,<

24 B circulator on 300-40, 380-10 and 340-9. Further actions
,

25 beyond that point will really be the result of our evaluation,,

,
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?
j, 1 of the B circulator. We don' t have any plans beyond tha t .

O- 2 In terms of the chloride source report, we sent
d.

3 you an initial chloride source report in our studies. We
er

4 intend to update that further. We finished some f urthert

W Wtr 5 testing on the 327 graphite end HLM graphite Ans core and will
o.

6 be updating that information in terms of its contribution to
,.

7 chlorides within the core itself. We are also working on thej,

r 8 chlorides effects evaluation of the primary circuit major
*

1.
9 components; and as we have indicated to you, we intend to have

10 that finalized by the end of February.
.

11 I do not intend to go through the detail
L

12 photographs of the bolts, unless you want to do that. We do
'

.,
13 have GA representative here, we would be happy to discuss

- 14 those if you like. I think they are self-explanatory without

15 going into those in detail.

baware that on primary closure bolts we
,

16

r 17 definitely identified that as stress corrosion cracking. We
n.

18 have not identified a failure mechanism for the other bolts.

19 It's not clear that it's chloride--it's not clear what the

1 20 cracking mechanism is of those three threads on the four bolts.

L
21 We have not be able to identify a mechanism for that.

t-

22 MR. IRELAND (NRC): May I ask one question. You,

, 23 stated that the flourescent liquid penetrant examination . .

._

24 method was pretty negative because the tights were so--the
i

25 cracks were so tight. What method did you use to disclose the

4
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a,

1 cracking that you now have observed?s

*- 2 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We took the bolts and cut

3 them up and did a mination of the bolts
..

4 themselves...

r- 5 MR. IRELAND (NRC) : Okay.
L

6 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): The liquid penetrant was

f .

i 7 negative in all cases. We did not do a liquid test on the

r 8 four bolts that had the three threads cracked. I think those
_

1. .

9 would have very clearly showed up in a liquid penetrant test.

10 We did not do that. They. were visible otherwise, and we did

r 11 just p ta agr examination. I

L
~

12 MS. BENNETT (NRC): About how long was

13 circulator 2102.in the core? You said about ten years for
.

14 2104.j- ,

a.
15 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : 2102 had been sent back

- gc.[wr k<1 bad
16 to GA and had been refurniah J, okay. So when we took 2104.a_

.

t 17 out, 2102 went in in a refurbished condition. It had been in

.i .
18 another position in the core previous refueling. We took it

I(, 19 out and send it back :,o GA for refurbishment. It had gone

t 20 through a complete re furbishment at GA facility.

s. re -

21 We brought it back during the last ef rbishi
f

22 and tock the A circulator out and put that circulator in. It,_

23 terms of its past history and what holes that circulator may'
..

s.

24 have occupied, I don't have that on the tip of my tongue.

25 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : I hear you saying 2102 was

|
,.

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1
,

-
,

j, 1 basically refurbished, even though it seems to have the most

r 2 problems.

3 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : 2102 initially went back
r

d, 4 to GA to be refurbished. It replaced 2104. 2102 was in the
~

5 core during the transit:.-

A.
6 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Jack reminded me on 2102

7 when we sent that back, the bolts were not replaced in the

8 refurbishment process. To the best of our knowledge, there
I~

-

.

9 was no--no rea.1 ef fort made to check those bolts during that

10 refurbishment process, either.

p- 11 MR. POWERS (NRC): In circulators, is there any
L

12 checking of the existing torque on the bolts between 2102 and
a -.

,
13 2104 to see if they are both under the same torque? .,

14 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : a ?

'~

15 MR. POWERS (NRC): No, in disassembling them, to
<

16 check the service torque.

g- 17 M'R . WAREMBOURG (PSC) : I don't know that.I can
L

18 answer that. Can anybody from GA? .

p.

19 MR. ROSENBURG (GA) : No, not specifically, butg,

20 when the circulators are disassembled, there was nothing

21 reported that was unusual relative to that particular

22 operation.

- 23 MR. POWERS (NRC) : Follow-up question. Is there. ,

c'-
24 a certification when the circulator is assembled that the

.-

25 torque is within some specifications? .

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 MR. ROSENBURG (GA) : There is a QA traveler

2 that is followed. There is also a procedure that is followed"

i

3 and each operation is monitored by the QA to identify that,

~

4 indeed, what is specified has, indeed, taken place. In those

'- 5 travelers, torques are specified and, therefore, it's the QA record

1.
6 of the signoff on that.

r
j, 7 MR. POWERS (NRC) : One other question. Are

. 8 there any other components in tha circulators that may have-

.

.

9 been cracked?

10 M'?.. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : Based on our engineering
,

~

{-
evaluation of the circulator, these are the only four areas11

L
12 that we are aware of that would be, subject to this kind of

g4. e-

13 stress corrosion in the primary circul:ter_
_

- 14 MR. POWERS (NRC) : Is that because of the stress

15 loading that is on the bolts relative to the casing?

16 MR. WAREMBOURG: Yes, the primar stressing.

r- 17 M R. POWERS (NRC): Thank you.
:

18 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Any other questions?
:t

.|, 19 MR. BREY (PSC): This completes our presentation

20 on the helium circulator bolting. And if there are no more-

._

21 questions concerning this issue, I would like to now go into
,

22 the rest of the agenda for today. We have not prepared any, , ,

23 specific presentations for the remainder of the agenda today,
.

.

24 and it will be primarily a question-and-answer session.

25 And the next issue I would like to bring up is
,,

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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e-

g. 1 the prestressed concrete reactor vessel tendons. So we are

r'- 2 open to your questions and comments on that issue.
h,

3 MR. MILLER (NEC) : I guess, Larry, what we would
e-
d, 4 like to do is answer questions--I mean ask questions in three

a- 5 general areas. The first area has to do with the cause of the
c.

6 corrosion and the corrosion control. The second is tendon
ir

t, 7 surveillance, and the third area is PCRV structural. integrity.

I_'
8 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I think what we would kind

.

-

9 of like to do is have some clarification questions from the

10 document that you have sent us; try to get, you know, some of

11 those points cleared up. I guess the first document.that I

~

,

12 had listed was lab report 52, which was the examination of the

13 failed wires. Excuse me, that is document P-84543-4.

14 What I did was kind of list the questions as I
~

, c.

15 went through the documents. I guess on Page 3 I had a!
i .

,
16 question on how many of the 15 foot unstressed sample wires

|

17 were placed in the PCRV, which tendons were they placed in and
'{

E.
18 were the sample wires inserted through the washer, implying

I' _b $
~

[ 19 also they might hav Cieceiving when]this happened for the

20 regular wires.
|{

4.
21 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): That's a loaded question.

) 22 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Thank you.g

! 23 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We can get that answer, -

|7-
a.

24 but I don't have it right at the tip of my tongue. We would
n .

25 have to go back and look at the records.,

c.
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}. 1 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : You don't have any idea?

y- 2 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We would have to go back
L

3 and really look at the detailed drawings on the sample wires.
T
i. 4 I don't have that, I don't think anybody else has that

?' 5 _information right on the tip of their tongue, and I don't know
L

6 for certain exactly how the sample wires were installed either,

-7 Debbie. I don' t know that they were inserted to through the

r 8 washer or whether they were installed before that and then
'

L.

9 greased after. I really don' t--I really don' t have that
,~ '

c. 10 in fo rma tion. We will have to go back and look at the field
-

t' 11 records.

12 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : Do you feel that these
:-

13 unstressed sample wirer their condition correlates well tos

;r 14 what stressed tendon wire would be like?
t{-

15 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): In terms of the general

L. 16 corrosion that we are seeing, yes. Obviously, in terms of any

17 stress corrosion that may be in those tendons, they are not
..

18 representative of that.
11

3. 19 MR. MILLER (NRC) : Don, I guess the question--

j' 20 the followup question to Debra, is there anything in any of
!..

21 the reports that you recall that would imply that there is any

:, , 22 stress corrosion? You mentioned stress corrosion in terms of

23 the-- -
.

$
24 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : I believe this report

25 that you are referring ' to makes reference to it, yes.3,
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.

r-

.i . 1 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Lab report 52.

'' 2 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I think if you look on

Page 36of
4.

3 40 and the conclusions under section 13 it says "The

4 final failure mechanism was continual overload, resulting from

5 a reduced cross-sectional area due to corrosion, failure{
L

6 originating in stress corrosion crackings are all assumed to

7 have occurred." The one before that also indicates that

8 stress corrosion cracking is also thought to have occurred due

to h ans &ySpf i o ,4-r'c '

.

9 acids, and I think throughout the

10 report there is also a reference to the stress corrosion.

11 MR. MILLER (NRC) : Before we move on, is there

12 any way that we can find out the information that Deborah has

13 asked you?

14 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : We will try to do thatr-

~

15 before these sessions end.

,
16 MR. MILLER (NRC) : Okay.

r 17 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Now, you wanted how many

18 sample-wires were installed and in what locations?
r.

19 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Yes.,_

r 20 MR. MILLER (NRC) : And the primary interest is
i
4.

21 the 15 foot wires.

! .

;, 22 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : The initial 15 foot

< 23 sample wires that were installed, yes. And then you wanted to. .

%ML
24 know whether they were installed through the M arey and had

t~_ .,

25 the possibility of grease removed?

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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J
.

T
1. 1 MR. MILLER (NRC) : Yes.

c- 2 MS. BENNETT (NRC): On Page 4 Mr. Dust, asks a
2

,

; 3 question and we were talking about the December '71 .

e-

i. 4 surveillance. There were references to sample wires in three

t' 5 of the circumferential tendons, CO 2.2, CO 2.1 and CI 1.4 and

i.

6 they were found corroded but the current surveillance implies
e-,

i 7 that there has been limited circumferential tendon degradation.

'- 8 And my question is: Have all the longitudinal circumferentia1

d.
,

9 and cross head tendons been inspected at one time or another
<g.

_

10 since they were installed?t
.

r 11 MR. WAREMBOURG: Have all of them been inspected?

' d.
12 MS. BENNETT (NRC): At one time or another.

13 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): No.

14 MS. BENNETT (NRC): If not, then can you tell me

.

15 for sure which ones? I know you have done some recent type of

16 surveillance, in addition to what has been noted here. Is

- 17 there a listing of what all tendons have been inspected up to

l.
,

18 the current date?

19 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : We do have, based on the

:

lj
- 20 ' telephone questions that we got, Debbie, we do have a update

e.
21 on those tables that were provided in the original letter. We

i

22 do have a update of that which we can--I don't have it ine

23 exhibit or anything marked on it, and I don't have copies made. .-

a.
24 of it, but most certainly we can leave that with you.

25 This would indicate that we have looked at an,

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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b.

.

r-

j. 1 additional nine circumferential tendons and we have looked at

"" 2 an additional 12 cross head tendons.
1.

3 MR. MILLER (NRC) : Larry, could we get that

4 marked some way and get it so that we can get a copy.

[- 5 MR. BREY (PSC): Yes, we will get you copies of
A.

6 probably in the next couple hours.

F
i. 7 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): That gives the indication--

8 you should be aware that we are giving you some information
,

9 but it has not been reviewed. You know, it-hasn't gone

10 through our independent review process, the surveillance tests

r 11 have not been signed off on this information. So it's raw
,

-L.
12 data which we have taken off of the surveillance tests, tests

13 that are in progress. They have not been reviewed at this

14 point in time. If there are any discrepancies, I guess what

15 we are telling you, that they don't have an independent review

i 16 at this point in time.

17 MR. MILLER (NRC) : I don't have any objection,
{
a_

18 either way. If you want to give it to us with that caveat,

19 tha t's fine. If not, if you want to wait until it getsm,

J 20 r eviewed , that's entirely up to you.

| 1.
21 MR. BREY (PSC): We will give it to you with

.

22 this caveat.

23 MR. HOLMES (PSC) : We will label this Exhibit -

.

24 Tendon 1. The title is Liftoff Data and distribute it as soon

25 as we have it reproduced.,,

.
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.

ar-

j. 1 MR. MILLER (NRC) : A related question. Have you

r 2 seen anything unusual with these additional ones? Have there

1.
3 been any other signs of corrosion? Have there been any popped

T
i, 4 heads as a result of your tests? Anything unusual?

,

O a. 2 I w i'3
|

5 MR. BRET' (PSC) : Il refer that to Gahm.

I.
MR. C...rr.." (PSC) : !

.

6 . We are looking at these to try i

r !

L 7 to get photographs for you and we have not. We are having
.

!

r- 8 dif ficulty finding corrosion at all. I believe the status of

L.
9 the information that you are referring to now is that we have ;

10 seen no new failed button heads on these and there is minimal

- 11 corrosion.

(
'

12 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Clarify for me, please, the
i

13 way I read these documents, they come out and say which ones

14 are corroded and/or broken, but I clearly don' t recall that it-

'

15 really comes out and says all of the ones that have been
,L

j- 16 examined. Am I misinterpreting how things are said?

e 17 I mean, this document says which ones are corroded and broken,

"
18 which is lab report 52, the accessibility report--or, excuse

u ,
me--this is 84543, the engineering report on the tendons,19

[ 20 tells which ones have received tests, but I guess I don' t

.

21 really see a listing of everybody who has been examined, or

22 each tendon that's been examined--am I-reading it wrong--
,

|

23 for virtual examination to a liftoff? -

;' ..
24 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): 'I guess I don't know that

I'
25 there is a complete correlation. In other words, I don't know

,,

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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3

.

r-

j_ 1 that this table--there was a cutoff date when we wrote these

r- 2 reports.

1. -

3 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : Sure.

T
j, 4 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I guess at this point in

r- 5 time, I don' t know that all, for example, of the tendons that

'd~
6 might have had a raised wire are necessarily indicated in

e-

j 7 report No.$h. I do know that all of the tendons that have

8 been examined up to that point in time, in terms of liftoffr,
.

d.
9 were included in that table, in that literature; and now you

g--

10 have got an update which will be given--an update of that

- 11 which will bring up to date in terms of the tendons we have

.

12 looked at. We will have to go back, Debbie, and determine
,,

13 whether or not this represents all of the tendons that had

- 14 been problems in terms of brok n wires. And it would be our
SM

15 intent, in r March |
,.

this update to you, to provide that,

...

16 detailed information.
,

r 17 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I guess that goes back to-

"

18 the conversation that we had, the conference call we had not

1'
19 too long ago, about providing a complete map of all of the,

-6L420 tendons and all of the types of urvey lines 3 hat have been

21 performed, from corrosion to broken wires; has such a complete

T 22 map been formed?

23 MR. WAREMBOURG: We were working on that . .

"
24 complete map. Rick, why don't you give--we don't have the

M.

25 information all ekong there yet, in terms of being ebr4 to
..
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i.
*:
F

). 1 give it to you to walk away with today, but at least we would

r 2 like to show you what it is we are doing and make sure that

b.
3 that's what you're looking for.

T
d. 4 MR. CRAUN (PSC): How do you want to do this?

?~ 5 How about if I just come over and show -it? This is

i
6 preliminary, this came off the drafting machine. It will give

-

j. 7 you an idea of what we are wanting to do. We have preliminary

8 information on the top--this is the top head. We can spread ,-

9 these out. This is the cross head sheet. These are the

10 barrels. There are two for the barrels, it will have a

11 designation like this, each tendon will have a little box. In

12 that will be whether or not we've done the--the date on the

13 bottom or top will indicate the last time the tendon was

1 14 inspected. It will tell whether it was a visual inspection-

Im
15 liftoff, excuse me, this is the accessibility, visually. It

16 will give you the number of failed wires total. Lower corner

17 down here will tell you the number of new failed wires, right

~

18 there. 'This will give you the tendon number, and the number

7.
19 of times that this has gone through a survey lanes and theg

qr 20 data associated with that. Each specific box will have that

-m
21 representation. I'm stating the tophead information--it is

t~

{ 22 filled out, it has not been confirmed yet at all. The barrel

23 and the cross head has not been filled out itself. But tha t's -,

Dbb.

24 the map that we are working on for the 18th submittal.

25 MS. BENNETT (NRC): What's the difference
.

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1.

.

F
,l. 1 between the top date and the bottom date.

F 2 MR. CRAUN: They are the same, It's just the
|.

3 visual effect. If you notice, here the dates on the top; if
w

4 you notice here, the date is on the bottom. It's a graphical.

F 5 presentation. We will get them all on one side.
.

6 MS. BENNETT (NRC): You say this is visual
' Gc.

'", N
liftoff and not accessible, that's an indication of what can7 )a,

j- 8 happen or what has happened?
L

9 MR. CRAUN (PSC): What can happen, what can-
f*

i_ 10 happen.

J' 11 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : Is there an indication of
I.

12 what has happened, in other words, you've got number of times,
p,

1, 13 but can we have, you know, VLVV, or whatever has happened?

14 M R. CRAUN (PSC): We're trying to develop am

1.
.

15 method of putting these letters together, so that we can tell
.

16 the date of the last occurrence as to what's happened, what3,

'' 17 has happened, and what is capable of happening. It's the

..
'

18 graphic detail we are trying to get worked out.

19 MS. BENNETT (NRC): You say the number of failedu,

20 wires. Where--

.

21 MR. CRAUN (PSC): In that tendon--

;,_ 22 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Where is there an indication

23 of the number of degraded wires and some indication of the

L
| 24 degree of degradation?
|
L, 25 MR. WAREMBOURG: We may never know that. Unless

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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b, |
1-

F 1
'

1 1 we detension a tendon, there's no way for us to really

l
y 2 determine the number of degraded wires. There's no way for us ;

$.
l3 to look into that bundle, with the tendon under tension,
l

4 there's been absolutely no way we can come up with that
.

5 information.-q

1'
6 MS. BENNETT (NRC{: So that you would have no

r-
7 good indication of incipient if a wire was corroded to

8 a point where, you know, if you looked at it cross-eyed, it

"

9 might break? You would have no indication? All you see it

10 doing is button head, -backing off. That's the only way of
'

.- 11 being able to tell there's a broken wire or corrosion in that

'-
12 tendon.

13 MR. WAREMBOURG: When we're doing the liftoff

- 14 test, we are pulling the shims--I mean, we are looking at the

~

15 corroded area from the outside, you know, you can see

16 typically a couple of wires in the bundle. We can get a

17 general, if you want, a general indication of the types of

18 corrosion that might be on that tendon, but if you want us to

19 map out 169 wires for you and tell at p condition they are,
20 we cannot do that.

1s'
21 MR. POLK (NRC) : In regard to trying to address

1
22 that question, you can see possibly two layers of wires into

. 23 the bundle, could we restrict the visual observation to say .

'' 24- those two layers of wires, or some layer of wire that you can

.

25 see, and have that information on this document knowing tha t
u

0
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'J.
.

Er

. 1 it is only the first two layers of wires that we can look at?

r 2 I think this would give us some idea as to.how badly the
J.

3 tendons are corroded.
Er

d. 4 MR. WAREMBOURG: On a--let me say that, in

' ~

S making an initial inspection when we first pull the bearing
J.

6
,

plates out, we may be able to give you that indication.
.

. 7 Subsequent to that, however, you got to recognize we are regreasing

I" 8 those tendons so when we go back and look at them a second
,

4.
9 time, the chances of us identifying that are slim to none.

. .

~

10 MR. POLK (NRC) : I understand that, it should be.

11 some mechanism for removing the grease on the first two layers

12 of wires, even if you just wipe it off with your hand, or some
; |, '

L 13 way remove some of it, but 1 think we would need to know this,
.

14 or it would be desirable to know, at least on the outer layer

15 of wire, preferably through the second layer of wires, what

16 sort of degradation we are seeing, and this thing should be

17 kept up to date, as you inspect these wires.

18 MS. BENNETT (NRC): When will this map be ready?

a. 19 MR. CRAUN (PSC): We are shooting for a
,

{ 20 submittal on the .

a_.

21 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I guess we'd like to
!'
.. 22 review this inspection information. My concern in going in

! 23 there and wiping grease off of those tendons after we grease ~-

s.

24 them, you've got to recognize what kind of condition we are in.
f

25 We are sitting there with a jack on this tendon, okay, andm.

t
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L
.

j, 1 with i ; ring-plates out, and I don't want to be the volunteer

2 to stick my hand in there and wipe this grease off. And most

3 certainly, I don' t think from our viewpoint we want to commit

4 to that.
,

5 MR. POLK (NRC) : I appreciate that.

~

6 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): That is a serious safety

7 hazard our personnel and I would not want to commit to that.

8 If you want to provide a volunteer--
.

'

9 MR. POLK (NRC) : We use a one-armed man.

10 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I believe that Harold and I
-

\

- 11 both agree, and that is, that we appreciate the fact that

'

12 you've got an indication of whether the tendon can be visually

13 examined or how a liftoff is not accessible; we both feel it

14 is important to say for each tendon it's had two visual exams,-

'

15 three liftoffs and no accessibles. It's important to
p

16 understand how many of each test has been performed and au

| g- 17 given--

}_
18 MR. CRAUN (PSC) : The graphics people are

f

|_ 19 screaming at us already trying to get that piece of paper. It

, 20 can be a tear-out, to be a 14 foot scroll, a full-size drawing.>

!'.

21 Now, there's only so much I can get on that. We do have the

| 22 number of times _it has been urveiled, nd the surveillances
s _-

23 that it's gone through, so we will have that information on

| 24 there.

|
25 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : There is a difference,

j

|
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o n-

'l though, between a visual exam and a liftoff exam, a very,g,

r- 2 marked difference, and that's why we are interested in finding

i.
3 out how many times each of those examinations has been

r-

j3 4 performed on a given tendon. So, we are just telling you what

' e- 5 we'd like to see.

'b.
6 Are these ours to keep or did you want to

7-

L 7 retrieve these?

g- 8 MR. CRAUN (PSC) : We can retrieve them a little

: |' *

| 9 later.

Ie
(g 10 MR. BREY (PSC): They are not--we're not in a
,

r- 11 position to submit them to you.
!

| L
j 12 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : I guass my next question has

13 to do with visual examinations, and I have gotten the
~

r 14 impression that in all cases, just because a given wire breaks,

.{
15 that its button head will not rise. What is your experience

L,

16 with this? Do you have any feeling for broken wires withoutg

u - 17 the button heads rising? Can you give us some idea of, you

L
18 know, are you sure that you're identifying all of the broken

F 19 wires without the button head rising?g

: 20 MR. WAREMBOURG: I guess based on the
4

information that we can co}lectively gather, we s&gowAt believe21
t' 14 MALA

22 that we fcu-f te late that have failed that the wire has,, _,

23 -not raised. Now, that's not to say that if the wire failed-
.

o
24 further down into the bundle and was caught up in the rest of

1

j ,, 25 that, of that bundle, that the wire would necessarily raise.

>
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j.
.

.-

1 In fact, it probably would not raise, if it failed lower in

P 2 the bundle. But those that we have seen that are typically

4. l
3 failing up near the washer head, which is typical of the j

r. .

j, 4 longitudinal tendons, those always tend to rise to the washer,
;

c- 5 and collectively, we don' t think there's been any failed that
'

b / [C)
6 have not raised, but there could have been :n ;; 5.w s . I

7 don't really know. ;

r 8 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Maybe I was mistaken, but I

|' .

9 thought I had read in one of the earlier surveillances, that

10 there were some broken wires and you had to have a special

11 tool to pull the button head out. Maybe I was mistaken about

12 that. I don't know. I guess it does really bring up the

13 issue of how do we tell if-there are broken wires if we depend

14 only on the button head incident, your point about a wire

15 breaking further along the length and probably not rising, has

7

16 any attempt been made to figure out a way to identify broken,_

17 wires without relying on the position of the button head? Haso

~

18 there been any thought given to it?

19 MR. WAREMBOURG: We have tried several attempts,

5- 20 Debbie, but none of them have really been successful on a

21 repeatable basis. We have looked at UT, we have looked at

l'
22 some eddy current Ot' conductandS/through the bundle. We have

,

a 23 looked at various kind of tests that we could do and have not

._

24 really been bula to develop those with any repeatability. .

:

25 ;, r, WAREMBOURG (PSC): I was reminded that--on,,

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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e. 1 those that we did detension we did do a continuity check on

r 2 every button head to be sure when we pulled c a one end, the
L.

3 other one responded. And so we did do that check on the ones
e-

j_ 4 that we detensioned. And we found no--we found no broken

r 5 wires anyplace within that bundle that we had not already
b. p% <{D $$40)C. VM l]

~
* '

6 identified Wthat continuity check. g- f ggp
.

L 7 MS. BENNETT (NRC): You mean on the longitudinal

P 8 tendons that you've done this exam?
.

l..

9 MR. WAREMBOURG: We have done that on detensioned--wG
r

i, . 10 detensioned one in each group, at least one in each group. We

e' 11 detensioned--
t

12 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : From this specific type of
,,

4 _ 13 -test, is what you're saying?

~

14 MR. WAREMBOURG: And did a continuity check of
n_

15 the button heads, yes. The other thing we have done, we
.g- p'~o,b f
L 16 pulled a fulW length wi e out of each group. 2 rire that t.;d

1' 17 butter h;;d. vu Lvuu enos. .5ed -e did chan th: betten h..as
f. LU e oLEcl(3&& .' ^-ad sad poll;d a full length wir[ o M k & a18 eff et nna '

out of one t ndon

. 19 in each group, to demonstrate whether or not it was corroded
,

{ 20 anywhere along its length. We found no corrosion on any of
C- d et I

21 the tendons groups on the esse.=see: that we pulled. l

t

22 MS. BENNETT (NRC): This is a recent test that._

23 you've done? -
*

..

24 MR. WAREMBOURG: This was--when we detensioned
8

25 the tendons, each tendon that we--the detensioned tendon on,,

'

1
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L.
e-

1 the longitudinal circumferential and cross head that we2,

r- 2 detension, we'd pulled one-good wire and that wasn't just

a.
3 recently. That's been an ongoing process, when we detensioned

P
i 4 it we pulled a peed wire.

0- 5 MR. WAREMBOURG: And I believe that's reported
i
A.

6 in the metallurgical report, but you should be aware that in
r

7 terms of us trying to determine whether there's any corrosion7

r 8 anyplace else along the length of that tendon, we have done
.

L
9 that on one full length wire in each tendon group.

.

10 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Have any of those types of

11 tests been performed on a tendon that has identified corrosion?

~

12 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Oh, yes. In fact, the

,
13 longitudinal tendons that we detensioned, and the cross head

14 tendon that we detensioned both had corrosion.-

~

15 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Can I ask you which tendons

16 those were?

17 MR. WAREMBOURG: I knew you'd ask that.

a.
18 Let us check on that had Debbie, and we will get

19 that.
,

20 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : I'd like the correlation for--

21 okay.

22 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Could you later on, not
,

23 right now obviously, identify which full length intact wires -

24 you have pulled from which tendons? Give us a listing of the
i

25 total inventory of wires? ),

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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). 1 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : We will give you a

T 2 listing of the tendons detensioned and which tendons we pulled
i.

3 a full length of wire.
w-

3. 4 MR. IRELAND (NRC) : If there's any indication of

i- 5 it at all on any of the wires through its length of corrosion,4

i.
'

6 so indicate , sort of a tabulation I'd say.
e-

d. 7 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Okay. I believe that's

r- 8 in the report, but we will clarify it.
'

.

9 MR. IRELAND (NRC): If it not, please add it.
r

|_ 10 If it is, correct me.

11 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : I'm going to ask you ao

12 sticky one. Is the--do you have any kind of a criteria that

._
13 says if X number of wires are broken, or if Y number of wires

4

14 are identified with some amount of corrosion then the tendon
~

15 becomes detensioned or removed for further inspection or even
1

16 replaced? Do you have any criteria that states what you dc
.

.

g 17 under given circumstances?c

I l_
| 18 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We have no specific

19 criteria on the number of broken wires. Our criteria on that,,

20 basis is based on the lif toff test -never, if you get broken

| 00Js.

21 wires, and you perform your liftoff test, andsatill within the
,

22 acceptable load, that tendon is still capable of carrying its,_

23 load that would be our acceptance criteria. We know--we know .
-

n

24 of no direct way to relate the number of wires to the cross
,

25 sectional area of that tendon.,,

.
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'b.

.

r
], 1 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : But if you visually examine

r 2 a given tendon, and there are cases where there are, say, 20
b.

'3 broken wires and the button heads stand up, is there any
r

f. 4 criteria that says aha, we've got this many broken wires,

r- 5 let's detension this and really look at it and see how badly;

I
.

.

6 its corroded? Is there any kind of a criteria for that?
<,,

(, 7 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Debbie, I guess we have

r- 8 no criteria for detension gM as such. Every tendon which we 1
l ..

n

9 are pulling the caps off of that we can get a jack onto, we
,.

,
10 are performing a lif toff test, regardless of whether it has

11 broken wires or not. So, in our continuing surveillance that

12 we're going through right now, when we pull a cap off, we are
..

13 doing a lift off test on that, if we can get the jack on.
,,

14 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Just for clarification, do I+

|
'~

15 hear you saying, then, that there will be a liftoff test

16 performed on, say, all of the circumferential tendons that you%
,

17 can get to, and all the cross heads, and I know them-

18 longitudinals have pretty much been taken care of.
,-

19 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : If you're referring to ad
_

i

e- 20 infinitum, the answer to that is no. In terms of our
'!

,..

,

21 -investigations right now, we're trying to perform a lif toff

|1
|,, 22 test wherever we can, in terms of our commitment of future

23 surveillance test I think the percentage of liftoff tests we -'

.-
|24 have given you.

.

25 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : Yes, I saw that.,,

.
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1 MR. POWERS (NRC) : During the last , say, half a,,

r- 2 year during these lif toff tests, what is the frequency of

1.
3 wires breaking during the liftoff test itself? I get--I have

?-

. l. 4 the impression it's around two wires total.
.

'

** 5 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : Two wires?

6 MR. POWERS (NRC): During liftoff tests.

7 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): No. There's been more

8 significant wire breakage during lif toff test than two. Ie-

.

''

9 don't have the exact number, but--you're right, liftoff was
,

_

" '

10 not--it was ete sio that gyr we broke the wires, th:2 ::
'

- 11 4.e.tene+emed . I think we broke twelve wires when we retensioned

~

12 one tendon. One tendon, during lif toff there have been very

13 minimal wires broken in.,
,

14 MR. POLK (NRC) : These wires that are breaking,-

'~

15 are these wires that are severely corroded, or moderately
g.

'

16 corrod ed , in your vernacular, or wires that have no corrosion

- 17 at all?

a
18 MR. WAREMBOURG: I don't know the specific

19 answer to that, but they are addressed in the report, I'm sure.

20 We can find that for you.rs

21 MS. IINNETT (NRC) : I think I have to agree with
1
g 22 Harold, I haven't found any indication that says that the ones

7 23 that popped subsequent have been identified as being corroded>

.,

s
24 or noncorroded.-

i .

25 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : Rick says page 19 of 40.,

; KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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r-

1 MR. POLK (NRC) : So you got a total of six wires
,

r- 2 that have failed during a retensioning process.
j.>

3 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : Yes, those do not
c-

I 4 necessarily represent liftoff tests.a

c- 5 MR. POLK (NRC) : And that the fractures that

i.
6 were observed for this table shows no corrosion at all.

e- .

[ 7 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I guess we wouldn'ti

r 8 consider that to be abnormal. In terms of retensioning,
.

L
9 you've got to recognize that, first of all, not all the wires

1

,

as you button head them are the same length, and when you10

'

11 retension them back again, you very well could be"-

12 overstressing some of the wires in terms of retensioning

.,
13 efforts. So that really doesn't surprise us that that may

14 occur. *-

'

15 MR. POLK (NRC) : The column in table seven, it

e

L 16 says remaining diameter. That would indicate to me that the

17 wire that has broken in some cases has some rather severe

4

18 corrosion, particularly the one that's down at point two zero

19 inches, started out as a quarter, and further in the report,
,

; 20 it appears that when the cross sectional area gets down to

*
21 about point one eight, point one nine, we are seeing failure.

...

22 Am I right in concluding that this remaining diameter table,;,

23 column in this table, tells me that the tendons wires that . .

''

24 have broken are essentially corroded tendons? Can I make that

25 conclusion?
'

\

l
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a. 1 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): * Let us get a

" 2 clarification of that from the metallurgist, but let me give
:s.

3 you, on a preliminary basis of what our interpretation of this
T
4. 4 table is, is that the fracture observations that says no

~P 5 corrosion means on the fracture ese. Okay? And we think
i.

6 that's the case, but let us verify that for certain. -

7 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : Which would imply that it

8 was a new fracture, is that right?
,

9 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : It's obvious that it has
'

10 to be that, but it says the remaining diameter is point two

m- 11 zero eight and how we got from a quarter to point two thirty
4 .

12 left without corrosion is very difficult. So what I think
_ .

13 that that table is referencing is that there was corrosion,,.

14 which nicked the wire down, the actual break, however, had no-

L..

15 corrosion on the fracture ;t.;;e, which indicates that it broke

u 16 during that process.

< r' 17 MR. POLK (NRC) : Understand. Thank you.
t.

18 MR. BREY (PSC): Why don't we revisit this issue
3

3_ 19 we' re trying to get ahold of Rick Hellner, our metallurgist.
I

!! 20 MS. BENNETT (NRC): While we are throwing out
' i-
, _ _

21 the questions on this, I'll just throw this one out. The
!
;. 22 implication like BILU3, that first tendon in table seven,

]; 23 there were seven that were broken during retensioning, the .

i_
24 remaining diameter is that an average diameter of the,

?

25 remaining--there of the seven wires that broke? I will just,,

r

t
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] 1 throw that out. I don't expect an answer right now. Well,

c- 2 never mind.

'
3 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : Okay.

c-

j, 4 MS. BENNETT (NRC): We also need a point of

g- 5 clarification between table seven and table two, again of lab

5.
6 report 52, off of table seven, the sixth reference to a tendon,

7 BTLU4, implied that it had broken wires during retensioning

r 8 yet I don't e'ven find the reference to it on table two.

*

9 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : Run that by me again,

r
10 Debbie.

_ , ,

11 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : Sure. The sixth tendon down,g-

k~
12 BTLU4 implies that it had some failed wires during

13 retensioning, or that there was some kind of--maybe I'm

14 reading this wrong. I don't know. Maybe not, there's no

'

15 reference to it on table- two. Are we just saying that there's

16 corrosion on that tendon? And it doesn't have any broken

17 wires? It's mostly clarification about this.r
'~

; 18 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I think that should be

1-:

[ 19 BILU4 instead of BT, I don't think there is any BT's.

|r 20 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I didn't think so. All
|
'"

21 right.
t

[ 22 MS. BENNETT (NRC): That makes me feel better.

23 Except there's a BILU4 right above it. In fact there's two
, ,

.

;'' 24 BILU4's. I think we need to have table seven clarified some.
I

25 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We think we need to get

,
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1 that clarified. I think what the situation is, Debbie, that.

" 2 not all of, the broken w' ires were examined by the metalurgist,
h,i

3 so he's.)::ppi_, those wires that he looked at, and he's not
I'
t 4 trying to represent that there were four wires that broke in

i' 5 BILU3 or 7 in BIL--4--U, and they looked at every one of those.
I

6 He's, I think, trying to represent the ones that he looked at.

7 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Clarification of that table,

" 8 I think, would be very helpful.
*

<.

9 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : Okay.
r

-|. 10 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Especially what wire number
~

I notice some in'dications you have stars and others{- 11 means.
L.

12 you have numbers.
, r'

L. 13 MS. BENNETT (NRC): There is no numbering scheme

P 14 for the button heads, is there?
t.

15 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : No.
1-

16 MR. STEWART (NRC): I think there is a:i_

j' 17 clarification as to the core wires that were turned, I think
i_

18 tendon turns during fabrication, and then the outer wires were
r

19 counterclocked turned four and a half turns. There is somet.

l' 20 clarification there, or some numbering. How many wires are in

|L
| 21 the intercore that were turned, tendon turns, counter, during

i

i_ 22 fabrication, if you recall.

it 23 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : I believe there were ._

n.

24 three cores, Bob.

25 MR. STEWART (NRC) : Is there? I just recall the.

|
,.
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.

r

]. 1 two turns. The intercore was ten 46f( wraps, twists, and the

r 2 outer wraps were four and a half wraps, counter clockwise.
l.

3 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : We do have the drawing.
r
j, 4 We'll have to look at it, Bob. I'd hesitate to say what the

r 5 turns are at this point.
t,

6 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : Not meaning to hop around,

7 but off of page nine of this report, there was reference to

8 some fungi, having been identified only on the bottom cross
,

,

9 head tendon wires. Is there any significance to the idea that

10 fungus was, has been found? Do you know of any--can you think
.

; 11 of .any significance to the fact that fungus has only been

(' 12 located on the bottom cross head tendon.

13 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): With our latest
;

14 surveillance test that's not the only place we have seen it.*

j 15 As I recall, we have also seen some of the white stuff on one

16 of the circumference tendons.-

u

!

! 17 MS. BENNETT (NRC): In recent work.

18 MR.WAREMBOURG (PSC): Recent work.
.

19 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Will that be reported?
,,

20 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Yes, in our March 18th

a_
21 update.

f!
i ;, 22 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : Page 10, and this kind of

|

|r 23 relates to one of my questions earlier, I asked for a criteria,. .

~ ~

24 but can you be more specific in your definition of slight to

l,'
:

25 severe corrosion? I guess I'm not clear what slight is, nor
,

.
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r-

'j, I what severe is.

y' 2 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : Let's wait until Rick
L

3 gets in here. I hate to speak for him in terms of slight or
r-
l
g, 4 severe corrosion.

m 5 MR. BEEY (PSC) : Debbie, you asked a number of

L.
6 questions which maybe Rick Hellner can help respond to, so

7 would you readdress those, please.
,

8 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I believe that there was
-

.

'

9 some confusion about table seven of lab report 52, and we

10 would like some clarification about the designation of the

~

p- 11 tendons, wire number, remaining diameter, and what is raeant by

'

12 fracture observations, there seems to be some discrepance; you
,W.

L- 13 seem to have a---- ery pl r.ing diameter. How can you have no

14 corrosion if you have a small diameter? We'd like some-

'

15 clarification on that.
I'

[ 16 MR. HELLNER (PSC) : Okay. The remaining

- 17 diameter is a rough measurement of a corroded surface, okay,

a_
18 so it was just a rough measurement of a failed wire. These

.. , .

[ 19 are wires that had failed. So there is corrosion, on the

O
20 wires. .All these are here is just a rough estimated mover.;-

.-

21 MR. HELLNER (PSC): The remaining diameter is a
.

22 measurement of a corroded wire, f ailed corroded wire, and what,,

23 we did was to remove as much of the corrosion product as we
.

*

._

24 could and just measure roughly what the remaining diameter was.

h25 The fracture observations are, on the fractured phr ee,

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103,,
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c. 1 corrosion occurred many times af ter failure, so what we are

'' 2 saying here is, you know, just roughly, what was on the

3 fracture y eSNI was there no corrosion; was there slight
,.

I
i. 4 corrosion; or was there heavy corrosion?

j' 5 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : Wire number , what do you
a.

6 mean by that?
g

i. 7 MR. HELLNER (PSC) : PSC they, sometimes,

8 recorded the location of the wire, as on a map, and where it
,

9 came out of the tendon, the location of it within the bundle.
v-
|, 10 MS. BENNETT (NRC): That implies then that there

.

11 may be some type of a numberng scheme used for the wires.
..

12 M R. HELLNER (PSC): There's no numbering scheme,

13 only at first they recorded some of the wires just where rough

r 14 locations were, so there's no--there's no actual numbering
*

n.
15 scheme for all the wires within the tendon.

I'

i,_ 16 MS. BENNETT (NRC): So it's almost like a sample

17 then.

:

18 MR. HELLNER (PSC) : Just because after you

| 19 detension it and put it back, it's going to end in a different..

'- 20 orientation, so mainly it's a sample must be--
L.

21 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Like the number in the
:

-

22 bottom part of the table, like number two, number five or,,

23 something else. .

'

..

24 MR. HELLNER (PSC) : Yes.
.

25 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I understand--the second,,

,

, s. KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 half of wire number, you have two, four, five, four, three,.,

e- 2 two, that is like a~ location, or is that the number of wires?

4.
3- MR. HELLNER (PSC): No, that would be a location.

V
; j, 4 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : That is the location.

]- 5 MR. HELLNER (PSC): Indication or sample number

.i.

6 as you stated, also.

.f '

; g, 7 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : And tendon BILU3, the

v 8 indication is that there have been 12 originally broken wires,-

L -

9 and 7 during retensioning, does this table imply that three of
g.

10,

,
those 19 wires have undergone metalagraphic examination?

~
-- 11 MR. HELLNER (PSC)i That's correct. Plus some

~

12 of them underwent SEM, also in the SEM section we looked at
,

t |'O

13 the wires that failed during retensioning.
,

'- 14 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Just to clarify, the sixth

'. 7
15 reference down, it says BTLU4.

16 MR. HELLNER (PSC): It's a BI. It's a typo, yes.; g

17 MS. BENNETT (NRC): One other question. like onj{
| n- Yu-e-b; 18 BILU3, there were 12 originally broken and then 7 broken adga

! 19 on the retensioning, is there any reference here to which of,,

N
: 20 these 3 wires, if they were some of the originally broken anoe
.f.

21 or if they were some of the ones broken during retensioning,

22 was there any reference to that?
,

23 MR. HELLNER (PSC) : As far as out of which group - ..

24 they came?
.

25 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : Out of BILU3, it says that,,

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103,,
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1 there were 3 examined metallagraphically, and I wanted to know
,.

7- 2 if those 3 were some of the original 12 that were identified

i

3 as being broken or if they were part of the 7 that broke
e-

4 during retensioning
,

'- 5 MR. HELLNER (PSC) : The BILU3 wires listed in
I

6 here are wires that failed during retensioning.

7 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : And BILU4?

8 M R. HELLNER (PSC): Same.e-

.

9 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : Can we assume they all have
t-

[ 10 once, then ended on this table are ones that broke during

'

s' 11 retensioning?
-l
4.

12 MR. HELLNER (PSC) : No, only the ones with the

13 stars. Right below --

- 14 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): The asterisk indicate

'

15 they failed during retensioning.

,
16 MR. HELLNER (PSC) : During,retensioning. We'll

- 17 have to look, I believe a good look at some of the failed

^

18 wires of BILU3, we'll have to look at .their report.
.g-
j, 19 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Just out of nosiness what's

i 20 the double standard asterisk for? I don' t see. any reference

''

21 to it.

\/M'

22 MR. HELLNER (PSC ) : iM530, GA looked at.
,_

23 MS. BENNETT (NRC): You have better eyes than I
,

..

24 do.
t

25 Table two of that same document, there are
,,

,

K0ENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 references--well, is there a more specific definition of

2 slight to severe corrosion? I do not know what slight is as.

3 to severe.
f

{ 4 MR. HELLNER (PSC) : You're indicating this is *

5; what was observed during the lif tof fs, by visual contacts by
i
*

6 the people performing the lif toffs and what they did was they
F

{ 7 would just report as an estimation, it's not a very accurate

8 reporting mechanism. It's just what they could see visually

*

9 which is very limited within the bundle, so these are just off

10 of- the surveillance they would note where they saw severe

11 corrosion or slight corrosion.
'

12 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : Somebody's opinion.

13 MR. HELLNER (PSC): Yes.
,

14 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : Is there some kind of a more

[ 15 clear definition of how you're defining corrosion, as in your
i -

16 metalagraphic examinations, do you have like a scale for the

17 corrosion?

"

18 MR. HELLNER (PSC) : No, because it would be very

19 difficult to, as far as when you're looking at the bundle

20 visually, it's very difficult to estimate even what the

21 remaining diameter is, how much corrosion it is, because you,

i!'; 22 really can only see past the first layer of wires, or maybe

23 even the second, so it's just not a very accurate way of
.

.

*
! 24 trying to determine the amount of corrosion within a bundle.

25 MS. BENNETT (NRC): But like for the ones that[,

| KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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I have had further examinations, do you have any kind of a scale
.

? 2 that you use?

4

3 MR. HELLNER (PSC): No. No. I could not think
t

i 4 of anything that you could judge as to what would be severe' or

| 5 not severe, it would also kind of depend on the mechanical

!

6 people.
.-

;. 7 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Also while we are on that

8 table two, I think there needs to be a point of clarification.*

If we go down to the circumferench tendons under comments,9 I

10 guess I'm a little confused by what we are calling anchor

'

11 assemblies, I was under the impression there were basicall.y

12 310 circumferential tendons which implies to me that the

13 there's 620 anchor assemblies. That is how anchor assembly

14 has been used in longitudinal and bottom top cross head

f 15 tendons. Can somebody clarify that, please?

16 MR. HELLNER (PSC): I agree with you. An anchor

,g 17 assembly is either one end of the tendon or the other.

18 MS. BENNETT (NRC): So really, this should have

19 said 75 out of 620?

i
20 MR. HELLNER (PSC) : Yes. I guess. They wouldj

i 21 have inspected both ends, so we would say 620.

22 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Now, wait. Are you saying<

,

23 that both ends of 75 tendons were inspected?-

.
'

24 MR. HELLNER (PSC) : Yes. h8
25 MS. BENNETT (NRC): So that says 150 out of 620? TN,
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1 There's quite a difference.,

2 We can't--would he have to answer--what I'm*

!

3 saying here is 75 of the 3)0 tendons, circumferential tendons,

4 have been inspected. Now, whether both anchors of each end

r 5 have been inspected, we'd have to go to each individual record
I
'

6 to take a look at that.

J.v..

{ 7 MR. HELLNER (PSC) : I can't answer that right [

8 now,
*

i.

9 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : What I am saying , though,
_

10 are 75 out of 3(0 circumferential tendons were inspected. I

~

11 find that very different to the references you have in the

12 other 3 cases because you talk of 89 out of 90 top head, okay,

' 13 of the longitudinal tendons, you have looked at basically 89

14 out of 90 of the assemblies.

&
15 MR. HELLNER (PSC) : Right. In this case we know b (

'l'g 16 that only the top were looked at.

I 17 MS. BENNETT (NRC): , Basically they are only

0b,0'

18 accessible? L
4 p (r-19 MR. HELLNER (PSC) : Yes.

20 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Let's go. 44 out of-- g
*

21 MR. HELLNER (PSC) : Excuse me. One of the 1MA
C,

[. 22 bottom head verticals was looked at.

23 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : All right. Bottom cross-
, ,

''

24 head, 44 out of 48 anchor assemblies. Okay. That implies to

25 me that for 24 tendons, you looked at basically both ends.

.
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-1 MR. HELLNER (PSC): I didn't distinguish both
t

2 ' ends. Once'again, I think if you wanted this information de*

~i

3 exactly both ends were looked at, we'd have to go back

4 through the record and list--we'd have to go back and check to

i 5 'make sure that both assemblies were looked at, or both ends of

I
6 the tendon. All I was stating here was that 44 out of the 48

i
(. 7 tendons happened to be inspected. Whether it was both ends or

8 not, we'll have to go through the records.
,

,

9 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : There's only 24 tendons. ,

10 MR. CRAUN (PSC): This is a clarification.

.

There are only 24 bottom cross head tendons. Therefore, it's11
,

12 a fair assumption that 44 out of 48 would mean that both ends

13 were inspected on 22, and that there were a couple that were

14 not inspected on both ends. Thank you.

15 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : I need to know then what

16 happened with the circumferenc

17 MR. HELLNER (PSC) : This table was just a

18 general--it was not intended as th~e of ficial record of the -

AEx ' ::
'19 surveillances. I think that's--there's another--my 'ET of this )#

f 20 table for this report was just to familiarize whoever would be
MM'

.

21 looking at this report, just a basic Er of what was looked at.

22 I don't think the intent is the record of the surveillances.
,

'

23 That's submitted in other documents. .

'

24 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Okay. That may be the case.
i

25 However, I think it's very important for us to know if we
,

|

|<
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1 looked at 75 circumferential tendons at both ends or we just.

*
2 looked at 75 independent caps.

t

3 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : I want to know if we looked
I'
i 4 at 75 or 150.

I 5 MR. HELLNER (PSC) : We can identify that.
{

6 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I'd like to know that,
,

7 please.

8 MR. HELLNER (PSC) : Okay.
,

9 MS. BENNETT (NRC): You understand my problem is
_

10 semantics there.
.

11 MR. HELLNER (PSC) : Yes, I understand what

12 you' re asking.

13 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : Statistically it's a little

14 different, so-- *

15 MR. POLK (NRC) : In the second group, bottom

16 head, you-have a statement in there that says one tendon with
'

17 severe core corrosion, being that we can only see the first
o

18 layer, possibly the second layer of wires, what do you mean by

19 that statement?
^

n

l 't 20 MR. HELLNER (PSC) : This came off of the
1 -

21 surveillance record. Apparently they were able to see on this
i
; 22 particular tendon. And by " core" I don't know if they mean

;

? 23 exactly the center or within the bundle. It's not that
...

2 24 accurate' of the visual inspection that they done. Once again ,
*'

,
,

j 25 these comments are all from the visual inspection records,..
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1 which are very limited as to what they can see, and their only,

V $WMLci-"6 inspection is ia}4 *i=L inspectione- 2

i-

3 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I guess I have a problem in

'

4 the idea that, you know, what you write here I take almost

t 5' like gospel, and yet I hear you saying to me that these are
1

-

6 people's opinions. Will there ever come a time when we can be

I
; 7 more specific about what is really happening?

8 MR. HELLNER (PSC): For each individual wire
.

9 within a tendon from a visual inspection, the answer would be

10 no, in my opinion. Because all you can do is--you have to see
.

11 it. All you can do is look in and visually try and estimate

12 what you're--how many wires are corroded that I'm seeing,

13 where are they located. It's very difficult to do a visual.
,

14 And these are just--like I say, these are just observations.

15 1 don't know if I would call them opinions or observations if

16 an individual just takes a look visually.s,

I 17 MR. STEWART (NRC) : Is there an inspection

o

18 procedure that whoever is doing the inspection of the tendons

'

,
19 is working from a specific instruction and guidelines that

,

, 20 tells him what he's looking for and what he is doing?

.I
21 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): There's an inspection

!
22 procedure--this is being done underneath a surveillance test

i 23 type program. And to the extent that a surveillance test goes -

*

24 into the thing, yes, there is a procedure that says look at

25 this tendon and record what you see. Now, obviously, some of,_

'
'
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3:
r
j, 1 what they find here is a matter of opinion of the inspector.

r- 2 And I don't know. In defense of this report, Rick is pulling

3 this information off of a surveillance report, which was done

{ 4 by an inspector who said, "No, I saw slight corrosion or heavy

c 5 corrosion." And those are the kinds of indications that we
!

-d.
6 get off of the surveillance tests. And I don't know that we

7 can develop any more specific criteria with this limited

8 accessibility that individual's got, and he forms an opinion7

'' '

9 as an inspector, and he records that opinion. I don't know

10 how we can say, " Hey, this means heavy corrosion and that
-.

11 means light corrosion, and don't write that down unless you

12 see this." That's very difficult to do when it's a subjective

13 type inspection that this is.
.

- 14 MR. STEWART (NRC): I understand. But maybe

15 from this new development, this chart you're making up, you

16 can decipher these in and more clarification related to these

17 reports.,

18 MR. IRELAND (NRC) : hink one of the b"'

1

j 19 problems that I'm having, and certainly it seems others, is

20 that ic 'hal,there is no explanation in these documents that.

'

21 there are no criteria for deciding what's heavy or light

22 corrosion for your inspectors to use. If that had been said

23 in connection with these statements in the tables, we would .

*
24 have been able to interpret what they were telling us a little

.

25 better. So, we are a little bit confused.
.-

F
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1 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): And I guess, to some

*- 2 extent, I agree with you, Dick, in terms of how do you define
4.

..

3 heavy or light corrosion, but again, unless we had some

if i t's al. M;. down to aI NZ.], 4 mechanism of saying, you know, ,

5 certain point even then it heavy corrosion if it's not at thatj-
4.

6 point, it's not heavy corrosion, but that again requires the

7 individual to get into that bundle when it's being held up

r 8 there with 1,300,000 pounds on it and trying to measure some
; -

9 diameters of wires. I'm here to tell you that again, it's

._
10 strictly a subjective think that the guy has to look at and

.

11 say well, I believe that tendon has severe corrosion on it, or

~

12 it has light corrosion. I don't know how we can come up with
.

13 a specific criteria and expect the to get in there and measure
,,

14 it or come up with definite determination.~

15 MR. IRELAND (NRC): I recognize the difficulty

16 of doing this in a qualitative or disciplined manner. The,

17 problem is there was no explanation in this report, that this
>,.

18 is a very tough thing to do and they are very subjective
t
j, 19 observations taken from field notes, so we have taken these

20 statements rather literally.'

.

21 MR. HELLNER (PSC): I guess I didn't explain it

22 maybe f ar enough. I said limited visual explanation. I guess

23 that wasn't enough of an explanation. I understand what -

24 you're asking, but it's just going to be impossible to really, '

25 like Don said, be subjective, as to the amount that you would,.
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3 . _ ',

r
J. 1 see visually.

" 2 MR. IRELAND (NRC) : I think maybe the fact that
-d.

3 we are establishing some degree of record of this conversation
Fj, 4 - will help to clarify it. There may be some clarifying

{ 5 statements that would be worthwhile, if you are going to

a.
6 develop an errata or an amendment or something to some of the

*-

[ 7 existing reports that would give a fuller explanation of what

r- 8 these statements mean.

l. -

9 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : I think--I think we'd be
WDe, -

e-

10 willing to put the metallurgical report in pm pW == ing

r 11 terms--the metallurgical report was not intended to give you a

h.
12 detailed description of every wire that was corroded in the

13 tendons. It was really to give, from a metallurgical

- - 14 viewpoint, it was his representation of what he looked at, an'd

15 what he used to arrive at his conclusions in terms of stress

16 corrosion, and those kinds of things, and it certainly was not

'

17 intended to be a total engineering evaluation, which

18 represented all of the findings of the tendons. That

- 19 certainly was not the case.

1' 20 MR. IRELAND (NRC) : And we were perhaps misusing

o.
21 some of the information in there, taking it rather literally,

,

22 and even assigning, perhaps, in our minds, some statistical
.

23 significance to it, and all kind of things like that, when we -<

'

24 shouldn't have been. I recognize the difficulty, having had a

25 firsthand look at these tendons, what you're saying.
,

KOENIG si PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 MR. HELLNER (PSC): Because an individaal would A l
..

J4[W $% d& %) ) w w d q @four wires ande 2 even be able to look in and see and say, I saw
'i .

3 there may be even more that he could visually see.
F
i. 4 MR. IRELAND (NRC): I was imagining you had some

,$YU W000y2--
[ 5 kind of fancy light', '1"a - a,% that you invented and were
i.

6 peering around even there.
r

L. 7 MR. STEWART (NRC) : Which is a good question, do

8 you have any fiber optics available onsite?
,

9 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : We do have fiber optics
t-

10 but there isn't room to get them in between those bundles.
..

11 MR. STEWART (NRC): You don't have the snake?
'~

.

12 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Rick indicated on a
~

Lm
._ 13 detension onee- where we could actually wires apart, we can-

huse
14 use some f.ieets optics to look at those but on the ones under''

15 tension, we cannot.

16 (Break taken.) -u,
,

t- 17
1
s

18

1 . 19

t 20
4

c.
21

i

22
..

23
..

24
.

25..

.
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4

1 MR. HOLMES (PSC) : We have been asked by the

2 court reporters, particularly from people in the second or

3 third row, each and every time you jump into the discussion,

4 state your name loudly and distinctly. The name tags are

: 5 pretty hard to read when you're that far back, and do'your

1

| 6 ~ interaction. If it jumps from person to person, we need to

7 state your name again the next time you jump back into the !-

8 matter. Without these big name tags in front the court I

9 reporter it's a little difficult figuring out whether 5t's'

10 person A or person B in the back row that's speaking. And do
i

-

11 speak up back there, don't tail off on the sentences, so we
<

.

: 12 get everything down.

13 MR. IRELAND (NRC): We have perhaps an hour to'

,

f - 14 an hour and a half more questions related to the PCRV and the

15 tendons system. We do expect that there is a possibility

16 af ter we have reviewed the transcript tonight that we will

17 have some.. follow-up questions tomorrow morning. Thank you.

18 M R. HOLMES (PSC): If we can get the rest of the

19 tendon discussion this morning before the lunch break, and

| 20 then we would have that transcript available by the end of the
|

[ 21 day to take home with you, and then deliver this af ternoon's
:

22 transcript to the motels and so forth for review later this

23 evening. -

|

24 MR. IRELAND (NRC) : That would be very efficient.

25 MR. BREY (PSC): Let's continue then, getting

K0ENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 back to the PCRV tendons.

2 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : We want to make one comment.

3 We didn't want to give you the wrong inpression that we didn't
i

4 like slight and severe corrosion comments. We realize that

5 those comments are subjective, but they are helpful. What we

6 would kind of like to see is perhaps, you know, a little more

7 guideline, in identifying the corrosion that your inspectors

8 do see. Some of the examples given to me just a moment ago
''

9 were aha, there is a presence, we can visually observe the

10 presence of corrosion property or no, we can't. Yes, we can
.

11 see a discoloration of wires; no, we can't. We can see a
Lehbx-

12 perceptible nicking in som wires; no, we can't. It might be
j

13 helpful for your inspectors, you know, if there's some kind of

14 general guideline for future reference. So, we just wanted

| 15 you to know, we like the subjective comments, but you know,

16 it's hard to judge quantitatively what's going on there.

17 We noted in lab report 52 that 8 of the 24

18 bottom cross head tendons have broken tendon wires and

| .

19 statistically we feel that is a relatively large percentage.

l
20 If significant degradation is occurring in the bottom cross.-

|. 21 head tendons, then are the bottom ends of the longitudinal

22 tendons or the lower circumferential tendons experiencing

23 comparable environmental conditions in your estimation? And -

24 likely to have comparable kinds of corrosion, perhaps even to

25 a greater extent than the ones we might find in the top ends.

|
r
'
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1 In other words, we've got a lot of corrosion in the bottom

2 cross heads.

3 It kind of makes me wonder what kind of an

4 environment exists down there that makes it so perceptively

5 different than the top cross head. Do you expect to have

6 increased corrosion in the bottom ends of the longitudinal, or

7 in the lower circumferential tendons?

8 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I guess again it's a
~~

.7 .

9 subjective comment, but no, I do not think that just because

10 of location on the side wall, would we expect to see anything
.

11 different in the circumferential tendons. Perhaps, what we

12 are seeing on the bottom cross head tendons is its orientation

13 with reference to how its sitting in the PCRV. So, it may be

14 giving us a little bit dif ferent indication in terms of what,

15 of how the corrosion products reach the end of that tendon

16 versus how they may reach the end of a certain circumferential

17 . tendon, but I would hesitate to draw any conclusions that the

18 lower circumferentials, because we have seen some corrosion in

h Ythat would be rel &'du19 the cross head tendon sha4 Live of a lower

20 circumferential tendon.

21 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : And the lower ends of the

22 longitudinals?

23 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : The lower end of the
~

24 longitudinals, I guess, would be least suspect to us,

25 primarily because we think that the grease--the reason why we

.
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1 are getting corroded--corrosion up on the end is if the wires

2 is coated with grease, the grease is doing its job. And even

.3 in the corrosion atmosphere, those wires that have grease on

4 them are not being corroded. And that is evident from the
ggM

5 PCRV1 and it's also evident from the tests that Dr. Pope

6 conducted.

7 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Why do we not expect to
Op%.04A W

8 see gr::se in the bottom of the longitudinal tendons, in fact
'

9 we expect to see a buildup of grease in the bottom of the

10 longitudinal tendons, so we would expect the bottom end of
*

I

11 those tendons to be more adequately protected in terms of the

12 corrosion inhibitors, than the top end. If there is a

13 tendency for this grease to run down--and there is--it would

14 tend to collect in the bottom of those tendons.

15 MR. IRELAND (NRC): That observation is borne

16 out by looking at one individual lower end?

17 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : Yes.

18 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Out of the 90? And that one

19 did have a collection of grease that had run down.

20 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Yes, and we are

~

21 installing--we are in the process new of installing the valves

22 and for the nitrogen system on the longitudinal

23 tendons. In that process, we are draining grease off of the ~-

24 bottom, and I don't--without exception, we have drained grease

25 off of every tendon so far that we have tapped.
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1 MR. STEWART (NRC) : I understand that there has been an anchor,

2 a threaded anchor, has considerable corrosion on it. Can you

3 address that?

4 MR. CRAUN (PSC) : We found two washers that have

5 corrosion on the threads. These threads are the threads which

6 engage it to the jack. Relative to the tendon performing its

( 7 safety function, they are irrevelant. They have no function.

8 Their sole purpose is to allow to you detension and/or

9 retension. In both--on the last one, I believe which'Eas just

10 discovered a few weeks ago, I did prepare what was called a

11 noncomformance report. We miked up the thread and did a;

12 stress analysis on the thread to determine this stressi

13 capability. They still are capable of taking full tendon load

14 for detensioning from that end. If we decided to detension

|

| 15 that tendon, you can detension from one end or the other. It

16 doesn't matter. So relative to the safety function, it has no

17 bearing.

18 MR. STEWART (NRC): What areas were these rusted

19 anchors? You say you found two.
i

!
20 MR. CRAUN (PSC) : Yes. One was found very early

21 in the surveillance--by the way--that was e bottom cross head,
1

22 and the second was found just recently, and I believe that was

23 a top cross head. It could have been a top cross head or a -

24 top circumferential head tendon. We are working in that area,

25 so it was one of the two. I'm not sure which it was.

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 MR. STEWART (NRC) : In the terms that you're

2 using, lightly corroded, heavily corroded, where would you

3 place this type of corrosion?

4 M R. CRAUN (PSC): I would call it thread

5 corrosion. Yeah, it's a different type of corrosion relative

6 to the wire. I made no attempt to classify the observation at

7 all. I- was interested purely and solely from the strength

8 characteristics f rom the threads.

9 MR. POWERS (NRC): This corrosion did not extend

10 to the washer, the shims? Is that correct?
.

11 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Please repeat that.

12 M R. POWERS (NRC): The corrosion that you found,

13 it did not extend to the washer or the shims.

'14 MR. CRAUN (PSC): The corrosion that we were

15 reviewing was on the threads themselves. I'd have to pull the

16 visual inspection sheet to identify if there was any other '

17 corrosion noted on that tendon. I don't know.

18 M R. POWERS (NRC): If the corrosion that you're
,|

19 describing was on the washer, is that of significant thickness
!

20 of corrosion to be of concern?

(' SC) : Corrosion on the exterior of21 MR. CRAUN P

22 the washer where the threads are where the jack joins the

23 . washer, are not of concern relative to the strength capability''

24 of the tendon. You would have to be in the load-bearing

25 -vicinity of the tendon itself to have significant effect.

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 y MR. POWERS (NRC) : Do you have a reason or an

i
2 idea as to why this corrosion is limited only to the component

3 that you' re talking about? Is it a material difference or

4 what _s the reason for limiting the corrosion?

5 MR. CRAUN (PSC) : The materials are all

6 susceptible to the corrosion. They are carbon-steeled

7 material based. I'm not sure of the exact ASME, or ASTM

8 composition of the material, but they are all capable of being

9 corroded. It would be supposition on my part as to why those

10 threads would have been corroded. It could have been slightly
.

11 coated with grease, some sort of corrosion protection, I have

12 no idea.

13 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC) : I would ask, maybe it's a

14 loaded question, but is your basis that the visual inspection

15 is irrelevant and that--the visual condition of the tendons,

16 and that the actual liftoff is the criteria? And I guess I'd'

17 like to qualify that, in observing what was happening in the

18 field, most recent inspection, af ter they did the lif tof f test,

i19 in doing the visual, they would remove one-half of the washer,

20 do a visual inspection on that side, and then they would pump
l

21 it full of grease, and then they had put that washer back in I
~

i

l
22 and go around and remove the second half of the washer. And 1

23 when they went to inspect that, that side was cased with the
'

24 new grease that you just inverted--in other words, covering up

1
25 the, any sort of visual evidence, so that it's hard for me to

'
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1 see how you could have obtained any sort of qualitative

2 evidence.

3 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : Let me say that we don't

4 consider the visual inspection to be irrelevant, or else we

5 wouldn' t be performing it. Based on the telephone

6 conversations that we had, and the concern that you expressed

7 about grease getting over to the other side, we did evaluate

8 that. We do now have an instruction out there as to how to

9 grease that half of the tendon to assure that we don' t get an

10 excessive amount of grease slop go over to the other half, and
. .

11 we have tried to accommodate that in our visual inspection

12 . efforts. So, again, we tried to address that area.

13 But we do have to put the visual inspection in
.

14 perspective in that tendon. Under-tension does not allow a

15- lot of look-see in terms of the visual aspects of that tendon.
t

16 So, do you have to keep the visual inspection in perspective.

17 We're not saying that it's irrevelant, but certainly it's not

18 a deciding factor either.

19 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC) : I just understand from

20 other--earlier discussions, it appears to me the staff is

| 21 concerned about the visual condition. And in my firsthand

22 look at what's going on, I could physically come up with a
,

; 23 criteria to aid the inspectors in determining surface

24 corrosion, pitting corrosion, to what length the corrosion is,

| 25 <whether it's extending down in the tubes or so forth, and I
|
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1 was trying to, have been trying to determine the relevance of

2 this. Is this relevant, the actual physical condition of what
i

l

3 you can physically see, to determine what the condition is of |

4 the tendon, or basically are we just concerned about the

5 liftoff? !

6 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I think from an overall

7 general viewpoint, we are looking at the visual inspection,

8 but I would agree that the final acceptance of whether that

9 tendon is capable of performing its designed f unctio'n [s the
~

10 liftoff test.
.

11 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : Would you make some comment,

12 please, on the liftoff tes,ts? Are they calibrated in some way

/2.U M 'i
13 to the number of replaning wires? Like if you know there are

14 20 wires broken. ,
,

15 ')& Is this lif toff performed in some
n

f.

16 different way? Is it calibrated in some way?s

17 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): No. Do you want an

18 explanation as to how we do the liftoff test.?

19 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC) : I think I can probably

20 clarify that what we'd like to know is, say, he had a tendon
ja|0ed

21 that had 20 Eieb6 wires, and you have a limit, 1400--or 1400

22 kips, what adjustments do you make, if any, to allow for that,1

23 now that you have the 20 strands broken? Do you understand

24 what I'm trying to say?

25 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I think I understand.

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC) : I was told that there is

2 some calculations that you go through that no longer do you

3 have a 1400 limit. Since you have 20 strands broken, now you,

4 in fact, down to say 1100 kips. Is that factual or not?

5 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): When we are doing--when

6 we are doing the lif toff test, all we're trying to determine

7 when we are doing the test itself is just barely to get that

8 off of the washer to determine what load that tendon is

9 carrying. We're not trying to overstress it or retension it,

10 or anything else. All we're trying to do is just lift that
.

11 off of the washer to see what capability that tendon--what

12 load-carrying capability that tendon has. We record that

13 load-carrying capability at that point. We do not retension

14 it. We set it back down on the bearing plate, and that's all

15 we do with that. See, we are not trying to adjust the liftoff

16 test because we have to lif t it off of the bearing plate to

17 determine where it is in terms of its load-carrying

18 capabilities. Regardless of whether it's got 10 wires or 60

19 wires, you have to get it off of the washer to measure its

20 liftoff characteristics. We're not trying to retension it,

21 however.

22 MR. PLUMLEE- (NRC) : In the case for the

23 retensioning, when you retension the longitudinal once, in -

24 that particular event to determine what the requirement is,

25 you do do this calculation?

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : Yes, we do, on a

2 retension tendon. If there are failed wires, we do go back

3 and determine an appropriate lock-up point for that tendon.

4. The only thing there is, there is a limit on the

5 jack, we don' t allow the jack to go above 1400 kips. That's

6 the only criteria that's in there on the liftoff test, if they

7 reach 1400 kips on the jack, they stop the liftoff test.

8 We haven't had any of those, but obviously that is a safety
, . . . . .

9 limit that's put in.
,

'

| -

' 10 MR. POLK '(NRC) : Let me see if I understand your

11 previous comment on your retensioning. When you lift off to

12 determine the load--the existing load capability of your

13 tendon, and let's say it was one of the tendons that you

14 remove the shims and unloaded it totally, like the one I saw

! 15 in the report that you pulled out--

16 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : Detensioned it.

17 MR. POLK (NRC): You did. It looked like

18 several feet that you had pulled out. When you went back and

19 retensioned that tendon, did you retension it to the liftoff

| 20 force that you measured, or did you come up with a different

21 number based on the 70 percent of guaranteed ultimate tensile

22 strength of the wires times this number of wires that were

23 still available in that tendon, or did you use the degradation -

24 curve for the nominal prestress force for these tendons based
,

25 on the degradation curve that I believe you supplied to me
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1 about some time last year.

2 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I'm going to--let us look

3 into the details of that, but as a preliminary answer, let me

4 tell you that we, when we retension it, we leave it at a

5 lock-off load that's equal to or greater than its relaxation

6 design limit that we would have off of those curves that we

7 sent you.

8 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): There are calculations,

9 however, that are made of.a cross-sectional area remaining in

10 the tendon to the best of our ability. Now, granted, we can't
.

11 come up with an accurate cross-sectional area because we can't

12 --we have no idea what some of the cross-sectional areas in

13 the wires really are. An attempt is made at that, but again

14 it's a subjective type thing we do on the lock-off to assure

15 that that tendon meets the designed criteria for its

16 relaxation line at that point in time. Otherwise, the tendon

17 would not meet its designed function on that basis.

18 MR. POLK (NRC) : Let me put some number on, just

19 for the sake of some numbers. They don't mean anything, but

20 let's say when you lif ted the tendon off, you lifted off at

21 1100 kips. If you look at your degradation curve, that load

22 should be, let's say, 1150 kips, just for some numbers. And

23 when you did your calculation, based on your estimation of the -

24 reduction in the area of the wires so that you didn't exceed

25 70 percent of your guaranteed ultimate tensile strength of the

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 wire, if that number was 1050, just for some numbers, which

2 number would you use to shoot for to retension that tendon?

3 MR. CRAUN (PSC): That cannot be a physical

4 possibility. This tendon is a strainer limited device. You

5 strain it, and then you lock it off. Therefore, the strain is

6 f ix ed . If you lose 50 percent of the wires, that strain is
.

7 still fixed. Theoretically, you may have some infinitestimal

8 elongation due to the reduction in precompression of the PCRV,

9 however, it is infinitestimal in relating to the leigt[ of the
2

10 tendon, it is a strainAF limited device. If you do a liftoff
.

11 before you detension, that will guarantee you if you take it

'

12 back to that value, that you are insuring 70 percent GUTS,

13 because those wires, whether it be one wire or 169, were

14 strained to a specified length.

15 MR. POLK (NRC) : That's not quite true. Because

16 if you look--if you strain the wire over its entire length,

17 and then that--it would then see a particular load based on

18 the stress level times the cross-sectional area of the good

19 wire, that.that wire had an area which was.less than--

20 MR. CRAUN (PSC): That's correct.

21 MR. POLK (NRC) : Then than particular--an area

22 that was at less diameter than a nominal area, then the stress

.

23 level of that necked down area which would be much longer than'-

a
24 70- percent of GOTS and what you are seeing are the wires that

h
25 are breaking M -king at that area so that the stress
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1 level at that point is higher.

2 M R. POLK (NRC): That's what I was alluding to

3 when I said you had a calculated value of 1050 kips. All I

4 was trying to do was to determine what number you are using

5 for it, or whether you're trying to restore the tendon to the

6 original liftoff value, or you are then lowering that value

7 based on your estimation of what the reduction in the cross

8 sectional area is?

9 MR. CRAUN (PSC): There is no systematic

10 lowering of the elongation. Our primary objective is to meet
.

11 the elongation that we found the tendon in, whatever amount of

12 elongation, that's what we try to bring it back to.

13 MR. POLK (NRC) : You are putting the same number

14 of shims back that in that you started with.;

j 15 MR. CRAUN (PSC) : Not all the time. We shoot
|

| 16 for that, that is our objective. But it is not part of the
'

|
,

17 criteria. We have a range. If you've got a little bit

18 thicker or a little bit higher stretch or a little bit larger

j 19 stretch, or a little bit smaller stretch, provided that you
1

20 meet the minimum design requirements for the pretensioning of
l

| 21 that tendon, that tendon would be acceptable.

22 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We don't disagree with

| 23 you, Harold, on an individual wire basis, some wire that may ~~

24 be necked down maybe underneath higher stress. But we are
,

|
| 25 looking at it from a tendon capability, not from an individual
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1 wire capability.

2 MR. POLK (NRC) : And that's the reason you

3 measure the pressure in the _ jack and that translates to a

4. force in pounds, and not to an elongation of the tendon.

5 MR. CRAUN (PSC): We measure the elongation on

6 retensioning.

7 MR. POLK (NRC): My question is, when you

8 retension the tendon, do you do it on a pound basis or do you

9 do it on an elongation basis? And I haven't got tha't answer

10 yet.
.

11 MR. CRAUN (PSC) : Both. We try to meet the

12 elongation, but it's essential that we meet the pretensioning

13 value for that tendon. Both are involved. Did I answer your

! 14 question.
l
i

15 MR. POLK (NRC) : Not really.

16 MR. MOORE (NRC): You apparently then have two

17 criterias, the first one being you reinstall the same

i 18 thickness of shims as a first criteria. If you don't meet the
l

19 pounds load , then you go to thicker shims.

20 M R. CRAUN (PSC): If that's necessary to insure

1
i 21 pretensioning values necessary to insure the design of the

22 vessel. That has not been necessary to date.

23 MR. MOORE (NRC) : You haven't done that in any

24 case. You've used the existing shim thickness on all cases

25 where you have retensioned?

| KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Highly existing or less.

2 MR. MOORE (NRC): Okay. Thank you.

3 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : Why would you put less shim

4 back in? I can understand more, but why would you put less?

5 MR. CRAUN (PSC) : The liftoff values that we are

6 finding are far in excess of what we need. The minimum design,
bu < o y7' we laugh a significant margin. We do have corroded tendons. r

8 The ones that we have detensioned have been corroded, and--

9 I believe the ones.that we have detensioned are corroded. And,

10 .

.

therefore, to try to be as reasonable to the tendon as

11 possible, we are not trying to over-extend the tendon material.

'

12 We are wanting to tension it to a value that's greater than

13 what we need. But if it's not necessary to take it all the

14 way back up to where it was which was higher than it was--than,

15 - was necessary, we are not doing that. It's to minimize wire

16 failure, simply because of the neck down that you mentioned or

17 alluded to earlier, if the strand is a specific--if a specific
,

!

| 18 strand is necked down, the more I pull on that tendon, the

19 higher probability that wire has to fail, much higher than any

20 other wire in that tendon. So that's exactly. why we're trying
!

i

. to minimize that. We're trying to balance the pretensioning21,

22 requirements for the design and the physical condition of the

23 tendon. It's a balancing of the two. Does tha t help you out " ~

24 MR. POLK (NRC): I think I understand what

25 you're doing now. You're making some estimate as to the

-
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1 available cross sectional area of wires left in that tendon,

2 and then you're using--don' t let me put words in your mouth,

3 but you're using a stress value to determine what strain you

4 go to.

5 MR. CRAUN (PSC) : In effect.

6 M R. POLK (NRC): Or you're using a jack value.

7 It's irrevelant which one you use.

8 MR. CRAUN (PSC): They are one and the same. If

9 you know the cross sectional area and the load in the jack,

10 then you do have the stress in the wire. We are trying to
.

11 balance that, yes, as much as possible, consider both aspects

12 of the tendon itself.

13 MS. BENNETT (NRC ) : Just for the record , by the

14 way--I'm learning, too, just for the record--what value do you

15 use as an " acceptable," quote, unquote, tendon liftoff value?

16 MR. CRAUN (PSC): The relaxation curves. They

of the FSARgf Page 11, lab report 52 there is a17 are out

&d- 1

18 comment that--well, that and table 3, that seven of eleven

19 tendons that were inspected during 1971 to 1979 time period

20 were.. found corroded in the 1984 surveillance.

21 ) ) Do you have a feeling of what condition has

22 really caused this change to take place? Because it's a

23 relatively recent phenomenon. I mean, from 1971 to 1979 these~

esc
24 tendone4as weren't found to be corroded, and now suddenly they

25 are in '84.

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 MR. HELLNER (PSC) : First off, the '71 through

2 '79 surveillances were only done on sample wires, in which

3 case the tendons were not detensioned. They were not lifted

LLAh2
4 off, so that the inspection simply was pulling the sampte,

5 . unstressed sample wire off and looking at it. So there's a

6 difference in inspections, so it's impossible to know how much

7 degradation was actually in the tendons since only the sample

b rytv0- @
8 wire was looked at. The anchor assembly, which wuuld be che-

9 stressing washer, the bearing plates, what you coul[ see

10 visually was also inspected in that surveillance
.

11 MR. POLK (NRC) : If I understand what you're

12 telling me, the tendon surveillance procedures, up until

13 recently,. did not require lif ting the tendon off and

1 14 inspecting the wires inside of those shim blocks?

| ,
'

15 MR. HELLNER (PSC) : That's correct. That's what

16 the sample wires were intended for was the corrosion

| 17 surveillance. In other words, the reason that the

18 surveillance was made more extensive was because of the

19 observation of the corrosion.

| 20 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Just out of curiosity, where
,

21 are the sample wires usually placed? Are they on the

22 periphery or in the center?j

23 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Anywhere.
~

24 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Anywhere?

25 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): From some of the typical
:

-
t

t ., .
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&
1 papas they could be anywhere in the bundle. You mentioned h

2 having to use a tool on some of those fif teen foot wires. We

3 did have to use a tool to extract those. Especially if they

4 were in or near the center of the bundle under tension, we had

W$ d4 h6
5 to use a tool to get those out. m Q
6 MS. BENNETT (NRC): We're going to take a

7 gargantuan leap back to page 32. There were--let's see.

8 Because many of the tendons have been found not covered with
'

9 the original grease at the end, are there intentions to do
~

10 regreasing, and is a different grease with a higher liquidous
.

11 temperature being considered to replace 'the current grease?

12 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): In terms of the end of

13 the tendons and that portion of the tendon that's available to

14 us, we are regreasing those tendons.

15 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : Same grease?

16 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Same grease. We have--we

17 are evaluating different types of greases in terms of perhaps

18 other fixes in the future, but certainly we're not looking at

19 that right now in terms of applying a different type of grease

20 to the tendon.

21 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): The question has been

22 raised in terms of the grease, it's the same type of grease.

23 It's not from the same manufacturer.
~

, 24 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I think we'd like to move on

25 to document 84 543, which is the GA report on the evaluation

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 of the causes of corrosion. Just a few questions with this

2 d ocument .

3 MR. BREY (PSC): May I interrupt? For the

4 record, this is P 84 543-5.

5 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Thank you.

6 One of the questions has to do with neutralizing

7 the identified formic and acetic acids caused by the

8 microbiological degradation of the grease. Are there any

|
9 efforts to remove or neutralize this existing

~~
"

10 degraded grease?

11 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Are we doing anything now,

| 12 to remove that?

|. '

| 13 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Or to neutralize it. The.
I

14 reports imply--

15 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : I guess I don' t know what

16 we would do to neutralize it, but we are not within the

17 existing facility doing anything wi'.h the grease that's on

| 18 those tendons. In terms of our future test programs, we are

I 19 looking at what we need to do, or test, in terms of can we

20 remove the grease with a solvent, with the tendon under

21 tension; could we put in another grease pumping that in in a

( 22 hot fashion and expect that grease to meld with the grease

23 that's in there and give us some protection. Those kinds of;

I

| 24 ' things we are looking at as future tasks, but obviously are

| 25 .not being done within the facility.
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1 MR. BENNETT (NPC) : I guess I want you to

2 ' understand what I'm saying. That is, that there have been

3 recommendations for halting the microbiological attack. I
t

4 understand that. However, I am concerned that the acids that

5 have already been formed still exist in the tendons, they

6 still have a caustic type of an effect. What is being done or

7 what is recommended to neutralize that kind of an effect?

8 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Our recommendation in the
'

9 report indicated to you that we intended to try the nitrogen

10 blanket on the longitudinal, and the bottom cross head tendons.
.

11 Our tests, and those conducted by Dr. Pope, which are appended

12 to the report, indicate that a nitrogen blanket did protect

13 the wires underneath the acetic and formic acid type situation.-

14
,

And we believe that by having the nitrogen in there, we can at

15 least halt the corrosion that's taking place at this point in

16 time.

17 MR. IRELAND (NRC) : That is, the nitrogen

'

18 somehow inhibits any further corrosive attack by formic and |

|

- 19 acetic acids which are already there, or simply stops the |

,

- 20 growth of any more organisms which might-- |
,

21 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We are not looking at
>

|'

22 nitrogen to stop this growth of the organisms. But in order
,
,

23 for the corrosion to proceed, you need oxygen. And wha t we ' re -

24 trying to do is take the oxygen atmosphere out of the tendon

; 25 tubes and replace that with nitrogen. If we take away any of

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 the components that's causing this, if we can kill the

2 microbes, that takes care of a problem; if we can get rid of
,

3 the acetic or formic acids, that takes care of the problem; or

4 if we can get rid of the oxygen, that will also take care of

5 the problem. The points we are attacking right now in that

6 other two are not feasible.dds

7 ++k. ,;;. Ruib u v nG- R5H At least a quick-term

8 basis is to install the nitrogen blanket and remove the oxygen,

which agrives the corrosion mechanism.
-

~ )(9

10 M R. IRELAND (NRC): I understand. You're
.

11 looking at it by removing one of the reactants from the

12 equation, so to speak, and putting a stop to it.
'

13 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : And the reason why we are

14 just now at the nitrogen point, if we're going to install the

15 nitrogen blanket much earlier than this, given the general

16 corrosion aspect that we identified, once that was identified,

17 however, as microbiological corrosion, we were very concerned

18 about installing a nitrogen blanket in that you can have

19 aerobic microbes and you can have anaerobic microbes.- If our

20 microbe population would have been anaerobic in nature,

21 installing a nitrogen blanket would have done much more harm

22 than it would have done good. They do not need oxygen to

23 survive. So it was a situation where we wanted to make sure .

24 what kind of microbes we were seeing in there. We have not

25 been able to identify the anaerobes, and so ve are proceeding

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103'
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I with the nitrogen blanket.

2 MR. STEWART (NRC) : Was there any look-see to

3 see if there could possibly be a generation of nitric acids

4 due to the radiation and combination of the component- within

5 .the radiation field? Has this been looked at?

6- MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): On this particular grease

' 7 there was extensive irradiation testing that was done in the

8 qualification of that grease application, yes. Before that

9 grease was even used, there was extensive radiation e ~~

10 qualification.
.

11 MR. STEWART (NRC) : I realize that. But now

12 that you're adding another ingredient into this radiation

13 field, and this potential of nitric acid--or is there a

14 potential .of nitric acid being generated through the radiation

15 and the combination of the greases? *

16 MR. THURGOOD: There's always been air in that

17 tendon. We have done some recent radiation tests on these

18 greases, and we have not seen any.

19 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : Could you refresh your

20 memory. and show us where in this documentation that it says

21 that oxygen is required for further corrosion with

22 pre-existing acids? I mean if the acids are already there,
-

23 can you show us the chemical equation that says that you

24 really require extra oxygen to continue the corrosion process?-

|

25 I heard you say--and correct me, ' ease--that with the

i
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1 nitrogen that you shut out the oxygen. I guess we're not

2 convinced that you need extra oxygen if the acids are already

3 present to continue the corrosion process. And we'd like--

4 we'd just like to be able to verify the chemical equations

5 that say that.

i 6 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I can't refer to you a

i 7 chemical equation. The only thing I can refer you to is the

8 actual tests that Dr. Pope conducted with various samples of
,

'

9 our wire in an oxygen atmosphere, grease, non-grease; ahd so

10 forth. And he did several samples. If you will recall in the-

.

11 report, one of the samples he did in the presence of formic

12 and acetic acids and the corrosion atmosphere in a nitrogen

13 blanket and showed that the corrosion did not proceed under.

14 that process. That's the only thing I can refer you to in the

15 report.

16 Brian or Dave, can you add to that?

17 MR. HELLNER (PSC): What was done on the

18 corrosion test is, in the test tube sample, a wire was placed

19 with grease and sealed off with water, so that you create a

20 100 percent humidity environment. The wires--the test tubes

21 were sealed off and incubated at 100 degrees Farenheit. -

22 That's the designed temperature of the tendon. N did grease )k

; 23 removed f rom tendons. Also he added some acid, formic and -

24 acetic acid, to make it even more aggressive. What he did

25 then was, he had, with just normal air sealed off, and then he>
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1 also purged the test tube with nitrogen to remove all the

2 oxygen. And what was done was, no corrosion was seen in any

3 of the nitrogen-purged test tubes as compared to the other

4 test tubes that had just air in them. And it's in his report.

5 It does not have a page number, but it's about the third page

6 f rom the end.

7 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : That's in the GA report?

8 M R. HELLNER (PSC): No. It's in mine also in

9 the back, in the appendix, Dr. Pope's report.
'"

>

10 MR. HELLNER (PSC): For the record, this is
.

11 document P-84 543-4. Under paragraph D on his report, where

12 he is summarizing these tests, he talks about the rapid

13 corrosion that was seen with the acetic and formic acid;

14 however, when a nitrogen atmosphere was noticed, no corrosion

15. was seen.

16 MR. POLK (NRC) : Do we know how long these tubes

17 were sealed with the material inside of them?

18 MR. HELLNER (PSC) : The test tubes.

19 MR. POLK (NRC): Yes.

20 MR. HELLNER (PSC ) : ' Yes. We'd have to look at

21 the exact times, but roughly the corrosion was seen very

22 rapidly within a couple hours on-t2'er that were not purged,

23 so corrosion occurred very rapidly. And how long he ran the -

24 nitrogen-purged tubes, we'd have to recheck, but I think it

25 was on the order of a couple weeks. But corrosion occurred

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 almost very rapidly within two to three hours of setting up

2 this incubation test. So it's very easy to observe how fast

3 it would occur.

4 MR. POLK (NRC): What I wanted to establish was

5 .that there would be no long-term corrosion under these

6 particular environments. And I guess to do that, you would

7 have to keep these samples in a test tube for an extended

8 period of time to establish that fact, since that seems to be,
'

9 at least I perceive, the way you may be going to pro'tect the
:

10 tendons into a nitrogen purge.
,

! -

| 11 MR. HELLNER (PSC): I think along with our

12 surveillance would also be to verify that corrosion is

13 continuing or not. So it would be kind of combination.

14 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC) : While we are speaking to

15 surveillances, can you tell me how you perceive determining

16 whether the corrosion is continuing or has stopped? I guess

17 this falls' back to the overall quantitative visual examination

18 of corrosion.

'

19 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): The final surveillance

> 20 tests that we proposed was to install individual surveillance
L

21 test wires in those tendons, and pull those wires. Now, we

22 believe that whether the wires are under stress or not, we can,

|
| 23 measure whether or not the general corrosion or the - -
'

6microbiological corrosion is pricebing on those test wires,24
7

25 which is an indication of whether or not the nitrogen blanket

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 is working or not working. So that is really the basis of the

2 tech specs surveillance program that we would utilize to

3 determine whether or not corrosion has been arrested in any

4 given tendon.

5 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC) : What success ratio have you

6 had of your existing surveillance test wires indicating

7 corrosion versus the popped button heads that you initially

8 discovered?

9 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : I don't know th5t Y have
'

10 that information. Do we know the number of surveillance wires
...

11 that we pulled out that indicated corrosion?

12 MR. HELLNER (PSC): No, I don't know that. I

13 believe that once we started the extensive program, that when

14 we were doing the lif toffs and the visual, that we were just

15 using the visual. Now, how many of the sample wires we'd have
'

2&l.lW
16 to go back through through the =**rnd records to find out.

17 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I guess we don't have any

18 statistical information.

19 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC) : It just seems to me if you

20 are proposing a sample wire program, which would meet some

21 assurance that the sample wires have given you some indication

22 of this problem, from my close experience here, it seems like

23 what has occurred recently has mainly been based on a visual -

24 indication that the wires did f ail, and not the sample wires.

25 That's what I wanted clarification on.
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l MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : You have two indications

2 on the sample wire, which I have to point out to you. If the

3 sample wires that are in there now are coated with grease,

4 they would not be a good indication as to whether or not

5 corrosion was proceeding or not. So strictly judging from the

6 existing corrosion wire samples, we cannot come up with a

7 statistical number. The new wires we intend on putting in

8 there are non-coated wire, so they will provide a gauge of the

.9 corrosion products that we are seeing, so there's a -diYference -

10 in how these wires are trea t ed .
~

11 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : Rick, reminds e that our

12 intent was to install the wire in the hole. We would be

13 installing the sample wire in a hole where a previous wire had

14 failed, so we would be putting the wire into an area where

15 corrosion had occurred. Earlier, there was some requests that

16 the wire be of a certain length. And again, you have to

17 recognize that the sample wires that we insert are going to be;

1

!- 18 length limited by how much we can get into the bundle, and

19 obviously we are not going to be able to reinsert a fifteen

: 20 foot sample wire in the middle of a bundle. That's physically

21 impossible. But we only need about the first 18 inches anyway.

t

| 22 MS. BENNETT (NPC): Can you refresh my memory,

|
| 23 please--I know it's in here somewhere--what your schedule is . .

24 for supplying nitrogen blankets?
,

--

25 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): June is our echedule.
.
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1 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : A'nd that applies to which
,

'2 sets of tendons.

3 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Longitudinal and bottom

4 crossheads.

5 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : And when will you have2

6 circumferential and top crosshead tendons?

7 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We may never have them.

8 We don't know. Obviously, what we are trying to convey to you
~

9 in terms of establishing the nitrogen blanket is tha't we feel

10 that that's something that can be accomplished. We do not
.

11 know at this point in time whether it is possible. If the

12 tendon tubes, for example, should leak considerably, we could

13 not keep a nitrogen blanket on the tendon tubes themselves.

14 There's a lot of parameters that could defeat the nitrogen

15 blanket system before we even get it off the ground. So we

16 want to install them on the vertical tendons and the bottom

17 crossheads to see what our capabilities are in that area, and
,

18 then, based on that, develop a program for the other tendons.

19 If, in fact, that shows us that we can't keep a nitrogen

20 blanket on the tendon tubes, then we are off on a different

21 program. We wouldn't profess that we can keep a nitrogen

22 blanket on any tube at this point in time.*

23 MS. BENNETT (MRC): So then we have to assume -

.:

24 that the corrosion process is still happening until--assuming

25 the nitrogen blanket works, until that is implemented . Is
,
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1 that correct?

. 2- MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): That is correct. I

3 should clarify that last statement. We assume that the

4 mechanism for corrosion still exists within the tendon tubes.
'

5 However, we believe that the corrosion rate in that top area

6 has been significantly reduced by our regreasing efforts, and

| 7 could--in fact, at this point in time, we could have adequate
,

8 protection on a good many of those tendons that we looked at,

9 and could have arrested whatever corrosion has taken' place by'

10 the fact that we regreased those.
.

11 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Okay.

12 MR. IRELAND (NRC) : A'little clarification,
.

13 please. Assuming that you can successfully inert the vertical-

14 tendons and the bottom crosshead tendons, do you intend to go

15 ahead and inert the top cross tendons and the circumferential

16 tendons' also, at some later time also?

17 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Based on our plans right

18 now, Dick, yes. We would intend to proceed with that, you

19 know, if our evaluations indicated that it's possible. And

20 that if any other evaluation that we are doing in parallel

21 does not define a better way of skinning the cat--and we

22 obviously are looking at other areas of investigation in terms

23 of how to protect these tendons, including nitrogen blankets -

24 and pumping grease into the tendon tubes, and various things

25 of that nature, which we hope to have going on in parallel

'
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1 here, too. So for me to say without any definite reservations

2 that we intend to put nitrogen blankets on all of the tubes

3 eventually, I don' t know that for certain.

4 MR. IRELAND (NRC): You do intend to do

5 something positive, however , on all of the tubes.

6 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Yes.

7 MR. IRELAND (NRC) : Whatever that is, is not

8 necessarily defined , to arrest corrosion.

~

9 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): That's correct ~.' And we

10 would like to--if it's an interim dix, we would like to apply
.

11 whatever we can to protect the tendons that we have right now.

; 12 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Okay.

13 MR. STEWART (NRC) : I understand from the

| 14 reports that most of the European tendons are not sealed. Is

(
| 15 this correct? I guess the question I have is, have you ever

! 16 considered unsealing tendons and letting them breathe to the

17 atmosphere?

18 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : I guess we haven't

19 considered unsealing the tendons. You have to look at the

20 conditions of the European tendons. Most of those are

21 grease-packed tendons, so they have a different protection

22 criteria than what we do. I don' t know that we have

23 considered unsealing the tendons. -

24 MR. STEWART (NRC) : I guess I misread. Are you
I

25 saying there they are pumped grease on most of the European
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1 units similar to our containments?

2 MR. THURGOOD: Most of the European tendons have
.

3 grease coatings similar to the ones that we have on them, and

4 they do, in fact, vent those tendons. If they ever see any

5 evidence of corrosion on those tendons, they use instrument

6 air to dry them out, but they have also seen corrosion of the

7 sort that we' re talking about. So to make the decision to

8 vent these may not necessarily solve this problem.

~~

9 MS. BENNETT (NRC) : While we are talki5g about

10 the grease, is there a shelf life on that grease?
, .

11 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : None that I know of.

12 MR. STEWART (NRC): You are testing the grease

13 in accordance with the ASTM standard. What is it? 4412 or

14 some number. There is an ASTM standard that relates to

15 testing of the grease.

16 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : I can't address that. At

17 least up to now, within the surveillance tests that we have

18 defined so far, I don't know that we are doing any grease

19 testing to any ASTM. We have analyzed grease samples that we

20 have taken out to determine what corrosion products and so

21 forth may exist within that grease, but I don't think we are

22 analyzing it to any given ASTM, to my knowledge.

23 MR. STEWART (NRC): You are familiar with the -

24 ASTM standards that I'm referring to?

25 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I guess I don't know, Bob.
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,

1 I'm not familiar with it.

2 MR. STEWART (NRC): I will look that up later

3 and confer with you.

4 MR. WAREMBOUPG (PSC): Okay. Bob, can you tell ,

5 me if this is a procurement ASTM, or is this an ongoing

6 testing ASTM? Do you know that?

7 MR. STEWART (NRC): Well it relates to a
Qy , .. ..hk.

8 qualification testing. You test for moisture eente4emetit.
'

9 I'm not sure of the specific tests that are ~ involved, I ut

10 there is an ASTM standard that you qualify that particular
.

11 grease for tendon application.

12 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : This is an initial test?

13 MR. STEWART (NRC) : It probably is an initial

14 test. Whether there's any reference to an ongoing time

15 surveillance type test, I'm not sure. But it may be the '

16 initial procurement qualification test for the no-ox grease.

17 There are two related ASTM standards, I believe. I guess

18 there's three ASTM's that relate to this, so hopefully-I can

19 get the numbers for you and look them up.
<

20 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC) : I would add as an initial

21 qualification of the grease, it went through extensive testing

22 and extensive programming, including irradiation, moisture,

23 chlorides, corrosion protection and so forth. Now, if you're -

24 talking about an ongoing thing, I don' t know of anything

25 that's ongoing beyond the initial qualifications of that
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1 grease itself.

2 MR. STEWART (NRC) : You mentioned a new supplier

3 for the same grease, and I didn't know whether you exercised
'

4 some kind of a qualification test for that or not.

5 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I know that we purchase,

6 it to a specific procurement spec, Bob. But I don' t know what

7 the details of that specification are, and I don't know that

8 we are doing any specific ASTM testing on our own.

9 Bob, with reference to your question on the

10 number of turns, we have looked that information up. It's
.

11 contained in the FSAR Section 5.11.4.3 titled Tendon

12 Fabrication. And to excerpt from that, there were three

13 separate wire group lengths for each tendon in order to

14 compensate for the shortening due to twist and tendon profile.

15 The inner group consisted of thirty wires; the middle group,

16 consisted of fif ty wires; and the outer group up to a maximum

17 of 90 wires. The inner and middle groups of the wires were

18 twisted clockwise to give a ten foot pitch (ten full turns per

19 100 feet) . The entire tendon was then twisted counter-clockwise

20 four full turns per 100 feet. That's directly out of the FSAR.

21 MR. STEWART (NRC): I was making reference to

22 that in order to maybe establish some identification of wires

| 23 that are broken, were they in one of these groups or not? -

24 That's what I thought--I thought maybe there could be some
i

| 25 reference to those particular--but I see you shaking your head,

'
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_

1 so--

2 MR. IRELAND (NRC): We are coming to the point

3 where I think we are running out of the questions we choose to

4 ask at this point in time. There may be a few more left, but

5 before we recess for lunch, or whatever we're going to do,

6 we'd like to have a short caucus.

7 MR. BREY (PSC): Certainly, that would be fine.

8 MR. IRELAND (NRC) : Are there more questions

9 before we caucus?
'

10 (Recess was taken.)
.

11

12

13

14

15

16

17
i

18
,

|
| 19

20

21

22

23 .

24

25
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1 (Proceedings after lunch.)

2 MR. BREY (PSC): I guess we,are set.
/

-3 MR. IRELAND (NRC): I believe we are. We have some

4 questions in the area of surveillance, and your intentions,

5 and also some questions in the area of what you're going to do

6 to put a stop to corrosion and approximately by when. Part of

7 that is to clarify things that have been said previously at .

8 this session, previous meetings, and I guess to some extent on

9 the record, which is now becoming just a bit. confusing.~~

10 Deborah, would you please--oh, yes, before I give it to
.

11 Deborah, I have one mandatory question to ask you--namely, the

~

12 March 18th submittal, which is forthcoming, what will its

13 contents be?

14 MR. CRAUN (PSC): It is going to be including

15 the map and a synopsis of all of the surveillances completed,

16 a recap of general history as to what has taken place on the

17 tendons, areas that we are interested in exploring, just to

18 bring everybody up to speed with what we're trying to do. It

19 should address a variety of different areas.

20 MR. MILLER (NRC): Will all of the areas be

21 related to tendons?

22 MR. CRAUN (PSC): The report will be similar to

23 the control rod drive report, and it will be solely based on -

24 tendons. Its topic will be tendons, so it will be of the same

25 type of report without all of the graphs that are on the CRD
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1 -report, but with the attachment that tells you what

2 surveillances have been performed on which tendon to date.

-3 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Deborah.

4 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Before we get.into '

5 surveillance, we had two other questions in the GA report,

=6 which we identified earlier.

7 MS. BENNETT (NRC): P-84543-5, there was a

8 recommendation that there be some type of a corrective action

'

9 on removing the water out of the tendon tubes. Are there any

10 intentions to do something to that effect?
.

- 11 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Right now, there is no

12 intent to try to remove water out of the tendon tubes, other

13 than what it is that we are getting out of draining the

14 vertical tendons. The only direction that we are heading in

15 right now'is to provide that nitrogen blanket, and we feel

16 that that nitrogen is also going to serve to help dry up those

17 tubes, but most certainly, we feel that moisture can be

18 emulsified within the grease itself, and we don't know of any

19 good mechanism to get it out.

20 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Which brings up a good point.

21 Would you, please, give us a thumbnail sketch for the record

22 on what the nitrogen blanket really is. I mean are we talking

'

23 about pumping it full of nitrogen and trying to hold it or are

24 we talking about a purge type of system? Would you give us a

25 thumbnail sketch, please?
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1 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Our intent is to pump the

2 nitrogen tubes full of nitrogen and hold it. It is not the

3 intent to have a continuous purge.

4 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Has there been--if you're

5 not purging it, then, why do you believe that the water will

6 be dried up?

7 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We do intend, initially,

8 to get a flow of nitrogen going through there, as an initial

9 pass through and try to clean up everything that's in that

10 tube. We really haven't decided how long of a run we're going
.

11 to make on any given tube. We think that that's going to

12 serve to dry up some of it, just from the fact that we are

13 opening it up and sending nitrogen there. Quantitatively,

14 Debbie, I guess, I really don't know how much moisture it will

15 take out in that process.

16 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Will there be any kind of

| 17 atmospheric, you know, examination, to determine how much

!~

18 water you are taking out as you do this purge, for how long it

19 is?

20 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We tried to

21 quantitatively determine what kind of a moisture level we had

22 in the tubes before by extracting the atmosphere and pulling

23 vacuums on the tendon tubes and taking samples of that -

24 atmosphere. And the data was so scattered, as we reported to

25 you in our previous letter, that it was almost meaningless in
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1 terms of trying to determine the quantity of water.

2 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Do you intend to purge until

3 they are quite dry, say starting with dry air or something?

I 4 It's related to a question of whether or not these organic

5 acids can attack the wire, if there is moisture present.

( 6 There's got to be moisture probably for the attack to occur in
;

I 7 any significant way. So it would seem that if you remove the

8 moisture, you're also removing one of the potential

i 9 ingredients in the chemistry here.
. . . .

i

10 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We would agree with that.

11 I think, if you do remove the moisture, you're removing one of

12 the potential elements--I think when we look at it from a
i

|
' 13 realistic viewpoint, how the moisture might be in there and

14 whether it's emulsified within the grease.

| 15 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Those kinds of things we

16 don't know. We don't think there's any effactive way of
|
t

17 gathering kinds of moisture out of there. You may be able to

|

18 get some free moisture out of there by a purge, but certainly

19 not that that might be emulsified in the grease. And we think

20 that that's a problem.

21 MR. IRELAND (NRC): What are the sources ofj

22 water that can still get into the tendon ducts; through the
l'

23 concrete? That's the only way it can get there, except,

i

24 perhaps, from the up and down ones from steam leaks on the

25 bottom side of the PCRV, right, is through the concrete?
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1 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): It could get in through

2 the concrete. We don't believe that the tendon tubes have

3 degraded to that point where that's our source of water.

4 MR. IRELAND (NRC): I'm asking, really, the

5 adverse of that, I guess. Would it not require a cooling coil

6 leak on a liner to get water into the concrete that could get

7 into a duct? Or are there other sources? Is migration of

8 free water from the concrete possible to get into the ducts?

' '

9 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Just from hydraiio'n of

10 the concrete, ,you could get some moisture through the tendon
.

11 tubes. If you had a leak in the liner, obviously, that would

12 be another source, yes.

13 MR. IRELAND (NRC): It's a question; in my mind,

14 I guess, of the mobility of the water and what the source is.

15 I don't know if one can draw any comfort from the notion that

16 this~ concrete should be getting pretty well cured, and,

17 therefore, even the free moisture rather immobilized and,

18 therefore, would you reason that for additional water to get

19 into the ducts, other than what's already there, you would

20 have to have a leak somewhere, or some outside source, like a

21 steam leak down below?

22 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I guess from our

23 viewpoint, we don't believe we are talking about significant -

24 quantities of water in the tendon tubes. We don't think that

25 they are floating in water, for example. It's difficult at
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|

1 this point in time to determine how the moisture got there.
.

2- We have postulated that moisture had got there during the

3 original prestressing days of the tendon when, in fact, the

4 reactor building was wide open to the elements. The tendon

5 tubes were obviously opened to the elements, and during that,,

,

i 6 process, we could have gotten moisture in the tendon tubes.

7 We have also postulated that with various steam leaks and so

8 forth, especially on the side walls,'that it is possible for
'

9 the water to make its way into the tendon behind the bearing
.

10 plate and get in in that fashion.
.

! 11 Those are two areas that we feel possibly were

12 the sources of water that we are looking at. We do not, I

13 think, at this point in time, believe that water is comin'g in

14 through the concrete, through the tendon tube. We don't

15 believe that that's the source. I have no proof of that one
,

f

16 way or the other, but we don't believe that that's the source.

17 MR. STLWART (NRC): Have you looked at the

18 possibility of a path from--I know you've had leaks in the

19 cooling tubes for the core support barreld. Is there a path

20 that you could have gotten moisture from those leaks on into
,

3 21 the PCRV? Is there a path? Or have you looked at that?
i-

22 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): No, the watervcore

| 23 support floor is furnished through 12 support floor columns.

24 Those columns are vented, and if there were any leaking in

25 that piping, it's contained within the core support floor|
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1 columns-itself, and there's really no mechanism for that water

2 to get from a core support floor column into the PCRV concrete.

tThat's vented and also drained back to the liquid (A% ways and gas3

kd
4 _ maya system, so I really don't see a mechanism there of,-

5 getting water out of there.

i 6 MR. STEWART (NRC): How about the bottom of the

7 support; does that.not rest on the PCRV inner annulus?

8 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): The bottom of the core

9 support floor columns are, yes, they are embedded down'~below,
~

10 yes.
.

11 MR. STEWART (NRC): In the head?

'
12 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): In the bottom head, yes.

13 MR. STEWART (NRC): So is there not a

14 possibility of leakage down through that path and into the

15 PCRV?
i

16 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I can't think of a

17 mechanism right now that would cla+ * hat without, you know, a

18 double wall failure or something.

19 I'm not saying it's totally impossible, but

| 20 certainly we see no evidence of that.

21 MS. BENNETT (NRC): How many liner cooling tube

22 breaks have you had? I mean, liner as in for the PCRV cavity,

23 because that's where your cooling tubes are sitting. They are. .

; 24 sitting between the liner and the concrece. That would be a

25 direct source. How many leaks have you been able to identify?
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1 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): The leaks that we've had

2 have occurred within the core support floor itself.

3 MS. BENNETT (NRC): So you haven't identified

4 any others happening on the liner.

5 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We haven't identified iny

6 leaks on the liner itself.

'7 MR. STEWART (NRC): I have one other question.

8 There were moisture monitor instruments embedded in the PCRV's

9 initially, and--is that correct?
'

~~
'

10 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): That's correct.
.

11 MR. STEWART (NRC): And they are monitored in
i

12 the DAS system. Have they monitored this? Are they still

13 monitored?

14 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Let's say that DAS system

15 has long well served its function, and most of those
<

16 instruments that were provided there in terms of strain gauge,

17 moisture indication, are no longer giving valid information.

18 They weren't intended to last for the life of the plant. They

19 were only intended to look at the heat of hydration and

20 response of the vessel. We have not even collected that data

21 at this point.

22 MS. BENNETT (NRC): When did you stop? I'm

23 curious, when did you stop collecting that data?

24 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I don't know the date of

25 acquisition of the system in terms of, other than the load
-
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1 cells information that we are pidking up, has long been given

2 erroneous data for'the last some years, and I really don't,

3 know exactly when some of this data became erroneous. I can't

4 answer that. ,'.

5 MR. BREY (PSC): Let me interject. For a long

6 time we were getting data out of that system, but only for

7 general a,tomic, and I don't know when we quit providing them.
=; 56

8 MR. HOLMES (PSC): There is--of course, there's

9 certain data that we have gotten in the past and probaEl'y -

1

10 still will in the future. Like for the PCRV hot spot problem,
- ,

11 there are like certain thermal couples in certain areas that
.

12 provide some us,eful information at various power levels. But

13 on the whole, we just have not been operating the system in

14 recent years.

15 MR. BREY (PSC): It would also be probably

L6 appropriate to indicate that part of the DAS did include the
_

17 load cellu, and of course, we still monitor the load cells.
|

18 MS. BENNETT (NRC): And the strain gauges?

19 MR. BREY (PSC): These are the load cells.

| 20 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I know. I'm asking also
|

21 about the strain gauges. They are long since defunct, also?

22 And document P-34543, which is the engineering

23 report on Ft. St. Vrain tendons, under the long-term plans and -

!

24 investigations on page 9, there is a comment that you are,

l

! 25 intending to remove one or two of the tendons for subsequent
l

i' s
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1- investigations. Have you decided which ones, and how have you

2 made that selection process, or how will you make that .

3 selection process?

4 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Rick, we haven't decided
'

:

5 exactly which ones?

6 Rick indicates that we've had one tenative

! 7 selection on the top cross head tendon, and that is not firm

,

8 at this point in time. So no, we have not made any firm

! '. --.

9 selection of tendons.
'

10 MS. BENNETT (NRC): What criteria will you use

i 11 in determining which ones you will remove? I mean, it seems
: .

12 that the top cross head tendons are probably the least

I - 13 affected, and it makes me wonder, if you are going to remove

i 14 one or two, why don't you remove perhaps one of the more

15 corroded ones?,

i-

16 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Number one, we are*

i

17 looking at trying to get tendons replaced within a reasonable !

18~ period of time so we don't want to get involved with the

19 longitudinal ones while the work is going on on the top head.

20 The other thing'we are looking at, and we are getting bids

21' from vendors in terms of what's accessible and what's the best
,

22 in terms of maintaining the integ 'ity of that tendon and the

1 23 grease, and those kinds of things, so all of those are going
*

,

24 into the selection of what it is to pull.

25 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Has there been any

|

|
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1 consideration given to removing, like, the bottom head tendon?
,

2 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): A bottom cross head?
.

3 MS. BENNETT (NRC): . Excuse me, yes.

4 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): None other than

5 accessibility.
,i

6 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Will the criteria that you

7 use for selecting the tendons be supplied to NRC at some time
!

8 or is it arbitrarily your choice?

9 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): As far as I kno'w, it's *

10 arbitrarily our choice.

11 MS. BENNETT (NRC): There was also a second

12 recommendation in "long term" that was for the addition for

'

13 some load cells. There are, as I understand it, 27 load cells

14 available right now out of 448 potential tendons. How many

-15 more are you thinking about adding, and which tendon groups

16 are you thinking about adding them.on?

17 MR. WAREMBOURG ( PSC )'s In terms of the scope of
;

|
18 that, what we have done, we have tried to go out to some

19 vendors to see whether or not it's even feasible to get a

20 split shim type load cell, that would allow us during the

21 liftoff test to substitute a load cell for some of the shim

22 plates that exist. We have some preliminary quotations from

.

23 vendors, and I will say that they are preliminary, they are -

i

l' 24 dependent on a whole lot of things. And we are right now

:

: 25 evaluating those to determine which method might be best, and
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1 we've got several different alternatives of putting little

2. individual load cells around, so that perhaps you take any

3 tilt that might occur on the bearing plates, that is going to

4 a split-shim plate type load cell, and we are proceeding to

5 evaluate that, and would hope to be able to commit some of

6 those load. cells in the immediate future.

7 Our plans, if load cells were to work, our plans

8 would be that every time we detensioned a tendon, we would

~

9 install a load cell in that shim bank, so that event'a11y weu

10 may have a 100 percent of the tendons with a load cell on it.
.

11 So, we are not particularly looking at a tendon group, or

12 anything of that nature. We would be prepared, if we could
.

13 find Joad cells that are accurate enough and repeatable enough

14 on that basis, to install them as we detension tendons,

15 accessible tendons I should say.

16 MS. BENNETT (NRC): That magic word.

17 Which leaves in my mind one issue unaddressed,

18 and we've kind of skirted and around it it seems, and that is

! 19 what do we do for a corrective action on the circumferential

20 and top head cross head tendons. I mean we have talked about

21 nitrogen blankets for the longitudinals and bottom cross heads.

22 I really don't hear anything that we are talking about on the

23 circumferential, or the top cross head tendons, and I guess I -

24 would like to hear something, you know, a little better idea

25 of what you all really want to do with those eventually. I
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1 mean that's a large percentage of your tendons.
,

2 FR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I guess from our plans

3 right now, if the nitrogen blanket looks feasible at all, when

4 we get into that and get nitrogen in those tubes, iflit looks

5 feasible at all that those tubes have sufficient integrity to
*

6 hold nitrogen, I think we would proceed'immediately to the

7 rest of the tendons to try to accomplish nitrogen blanket on

8 an interim basis. 'I would not want to represent that that may

9 be the ultimate fix, because I, at this point in time, he

10 really don't know that, but we feel it's important to us to
. .

11 try to at least reduce any corrosion rate that might be in

12 there right now by whatever mechanism we can, and we are;

,

'

13 obviously using the vertical and the bottom cross head as a

14 test ground to see whether or not it's even feasible before we,

15 go on to multi-million dollar type situations to install and

16 tap tendon caps and those kinds of things for a system that

17 doesn't work. So that's where we are coming from. We really

18 don't want to commit to installing caps on 300 tendon,
a

( 19 circumferential tendons and only find out that they don't hold

|
20 nitrogen.

21 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Maybe this is a dumb

| 22 question. Why did you decide to do longitudinals and bottom
l

23 cross heads, rather than taking like a certain percentage of .
i

24 all four tendon groups for this nitrogen blanket test?

25 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I think the thing that
)

i
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1' drove us to that is that, first of all, we think that the most

2 severe corrosion is occurring in those two areas. And if

3 we're going to salvage those tendons, it's important that we

<4 try to do something in those areas first, and so that became

5 one of the driving forces.

< 6 The second driving force became that on the

Yk
7 vertical tendons, once we start up the plant, and it gets en

GS
8 the 7.u;L c deck, the possibility of installing valves on those

9 tendon caps are b$e~untilthenext refuel. So, it wa0 again,

10 that was a matter of our thinking in terms of we better get_in

.

11 there and install those now while the plant is shut down

12 because once we get started up, we won't be able to get it

13 until the next refueling, the circumferential tendons; and the

14 other, we could install those while the plant was at power,

15 and that's really what drove us in that direction.

16 MR. MILLER (NRC): Did I understand that you're

17 going to have this first part of the test installed in, like

18 June, and how long would you envision the test to run before

19 you would make a decision on what you're going to do next?

20 MR. MILLER (NRC): The basis for my question is,

21 you have given us nothing to hang our hat on in terms of the

22 top cross head tendons and the circumferential tendons, so I'm

23 looking for something. .

24 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I guess from what I know

25 about the situation right now, if we get that system done in
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1 June, and we can, in fact, demonstrate that we can get a

2 nitrogen blanket in there and hold it for a sufficient period

3 of time, such that we don't have to have an armada of nitrogen

4 trucks parked out in the backyard, that we would proceed in a

5 timely fashion to do the rest. I mean, I'm not looking at

6 taking six months to evaluate the nitrogen blanketed system on

7 the vertical or cross head tendons. We are looking at a

4LM wfwW
8 period of, perhaps ei- =^rth to assess whether or not we can

.

9 really maintain a nitrogen pressure in there or not''and given,

10 that fact, I think we would proceed then to go on.
.

11 MR. MILLER (NRC): And another question, to

12 clarify what I thought I heard you say, and please correct me

13 if I'm wrong, initially, we'll have a nitrogen purge through

14 the tendons, or will the nitrogen lines only be hooked to one

15 end cap?

16 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Rick, clarify that, if
'

17 you will.

18 MR. CRAUN (PSC): We will have tubing going to

19 both the bottom of the longitudinal and the top. Why ge will )('
20 have pressure regulators and relief valves on that tubing. On

21 the top we will have pressure-indicating components, and bleed

22 valves, so that we can bleed through to establish a nitrogen

-23 blanket, and we will have the pressure controls and automatic -

24 supplies, such that we will maintain that supply. Our initial

25 design includes a redundant bottle farm so that if we lose one
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l' . set of bottles, we will come in automatically with another set :

I

2 of bottles to maintain the blanket. It may be a purge,

3 depending on the leak rate, but we don't know that.

I4 MR. MILLER (NRC): So you will have the
s

5 capability initially to purge?

6 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Yes.

| 7 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We plan on putting

8 fittings on both ends of the tendon.

9
, MR. MILLER (NRC): Yes.

~

10 MR. IRELAND (NRC): How about sampling of that
. ekkks P

11 purge, do you intend to sample the EFF fluid when you do purge,

12 which I assume would be periodically, looking for moisture for

13 example, or oxygen? Hydrogen?

14 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We certainly haven't

15 crossed that bridge, yet. Ag

16 MR. IRELAND (NRC): You haven't precluded it.y1

17 can't say we precluded it, but I can't say we're going to do
|

| 18 it either. I don't really know.

19 MS. BENNETT (NRC): If the idea of the purge is

20 to try to remove the moisture, how will you know that you've

21 removed the moisture if you are not sampling the atmosphere?

22 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We're not establishing

23 the nitrogen to remove moisture. We think that we're going to-

24 get some benefit in removing moisture, but that's not the

( 25 ultimate--it's not the ultimate objective of the nitrogen
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1- system. The ultimate objective of the nitrogen system is to

2 remove the oxygen. If we get any benefit in removing moisture,

3 that's gravy, but our criteria is not to remove moisture.

4 MS. BENNETT (NRC): But I heard you--maybe I'm

5 wrong, I heard you say, I thought, that initially there would
5

i 6 be some kind of a purge happening, and then you kind of cap it

'

7. off.

8 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Yes, we will be

9 establishing a purge. We've got togettheairatmo$p5ereout '

10 of there, make sure it's completely nitrogen, there will f-2

j

11 purge that takes place in that process.

12 MS. BENNETT (NRC): So we'll be sampling the,

!
13 atmosphere to make sure that you have replaced all of the-

14 available oxygen then?

15 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): That's a distinct,,

16' possibility. But we're not looking to remove moisture as an
;

17 ultimate objective. If we get any benefit from it, that's

18 fine, but that's not our objective.
,

19 MS. BENNETT (NRC): But do I hear you saying;.
i

20 that you will be sampling the atmosphere to see that you have

21 removed the other junk?

22 MR. EGGEBROTEM (PSC): The intention of the,

i

23 purge is to eliminate the need to sample for oxygen by using

L 24 an engineering basis for saying that enough mixing would have
i

25 occurred that it would have eliminated any oxygen that had

i
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1 been in the atmosphere.

2 MR. MILLER (NRC): Then I interpret what you're

3 saying that you are saying that the water that's in there, is

4 the only water that you foresee getting in there during the

5 test period, this elimination then any of the action that Mr.

6 Ireland was talking about that there may be water ingress. Is

7 that what I heard?

8 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): In our opinion right now,

9 we do not believe we have a constant source of water fdYo the -

10 tendon tubes. That's a correct assumption, yes.

~

11 MS. BENNETT (NRC): One final question in

12 relation to this. Let's be hypothetical for a second

13 MS. BENNETT (NRC): What happens if the nitrogen

14 blanket system does not work, where does that leave you all?

15 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): As I indicated to you,

16 the two tendons that we intend to pull, we want to do a test
:

17 program in parallel, and within that test program we intend to

i

18 look at several things. One area that we have investigated,

19 and not thoroughly enough yet to determine whether it's
i

20 feasible, is that perhaps an Ozone purge is a possibility in

[ 21 doing away with the microbes. Microbes do not live in an

22 Ozone atmosphere. There's a possibility that we could get
i

23 Ozone into the system, and perhaps kill the microbes that
.

24 might be existing in the tendons.

|

| 25 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): That process, however,
L
I
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1 has some ramifications which we need to test, first of all, we

2 don't know how effective the ozone might be in penetrating any

3 grease or microbes that might be living beneath grease, grease

4 levels. Ozone does have a deleterious effect to the seals

5 that we've got on the tendon caps, and so, therefore, that

6 would be included in our test program to see what we would

7 need to do to establish an Ozone purge.

8 'We would also like to look at, first, at the
.

9 nitrogen blanket in our tests. We would like to look lE

10 whether it's feasible to develop a solvent that we could
.

11 flush through the tendon tubes with the tendon under tension,

12 and expect to remove grease within the center of that bundle.

.

13 That doesn't look too feasible to us, but nevertheless, it's

14 not out of the question. If, in fact, we could come up with

15 some kind of solvent to clean those tubes, that would, at

16 least, get us in a situation where we've got rid of the -

17 moisture, we've even got rid of the old grease and now we can

18 look at a new greasing system.

| 19 The other alternative that we would like to look
;

20 at is the possibility of using a high alkaline grease, and

i

21 what effect--and what kind of problems we would have in

22 pumping that into our tendon tubes, whether they could take

| 23 those kinds of pressures, whether or not pumping grease at
,

24 somewhat of an elevated temperature could get rid of some of

| 25 the problems that we've got, whether the mere fact of having a
|
|
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1 high volume of alkaline grease in there, regardless of whether

2 the microbes continued to live or not, would take care of the

3 acidic formation. And the corrosion that might be caused by

4 that. So those are the kinds of other programs that.we are

5 looking at, and so we're not putting all our eggs in the

6 nitrogen blanket thing without looking at other areas.

7 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Would you agree, then, that

8 if the nitrogen blanket. idea does not work, that you're

9 basically looking at another year, maybe two, of the'c'dirosion

10 process still happening while you are' testing?
.

11 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I guess I'm not prepared

12 to answer that.,

-13 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Some period of time.

14 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I don't know how long it

15 would take us at that point of time.

16 MS. BENNETT.(NRC): It seems it would put you

17 back to square one if the nitrogen blanket doesn't work f

2

18 because there's a lot of evaluation that has to happen with

19 these other processes.

20 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I believe there's a lot
,

.

21 of evaluation that has to take place after that, yes. How

22 long'it will take, I don't know really know.

23 MS. BENNETT (NRC): That's-- . <.

24 MR. HOLMES (PSC): Don't' forget that this |
|

25 grease addition that we are doing as we inspected these i
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1 various tendons, at least the end parts,-Dr. Pope test did

2 show was effective in reducing or minimizing corrosion for the

3 time being, also. That's interim or remedial measure.

4 MR. MILLER (NRC): I guess from the discussion

5 that's been going on, you ought to get the flavor that we're

6 not convinced that you're going to know everything from the

7 -nitrogen purge, if you don't monitor the purge. I guess from

8 where we are coming from, we can probably write a TER--SER, in

9 your terminology, however, I think it's fair for us to'~ -

10 forewarn you that that will probably be an open issue. That
. .-

11 we will be looking for some kind of program to monitor the

12 nitrogen purge, maybe initially, and some time thereafter.

13 I guess from what I heard you say--and again

14 stop me if I'm wrong--you have the capability of knowing, of

15 determining flow through a given tendon, because you have a

16 tap on both ends.

17 MR. CRAUN (PSC): There's no flow meters
.

18 installed. There's pressure indication, and our intent is to

19 maintain the pressure in the tendon at 10 pounds above

20 atmospheric--

21 MR. MILLER (NRC): So even initially, there

22 would be no flow?

23 MR. CRAUN (PSC): There are no flow meters ..

24 installed. You could tell that there was flow, but there are

25 no flow meters, no flow instrumentation.
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1 MR. MILLER (NRC): Okay. I guess that's it. My

2 original comment still stands, that it looks like we will be

3 indicating to you that via the SER that some type of

4 monitoring will need to be done.

5 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I would guess, Jim, in

6 terms of trying to establish the initial nitrogen blanket,

7 we're going to do'whichever is necessary to assure we do have

8 a fai~rly high pure nitrogen blanket in there. I don't think

9 we're trying to duck that issue. I think in terms of~ioisture $

10 monitoring, and those kinds of things, we are indicating to
~

11 you that we do not intend to do that.

12 We do not intend to do moisture monitoring and
s

13 those kinds of things. Now, once we establish the nitrogen

14 atmosphere in the tendon tube and are able to demonstrate by

15 the pressure gauge readings that we are able to maintain a

16 pressure in that tube.

17 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I guess you can come back

18 to us and ask us periodically to check that in terms of its

19 atmosphere, but I don't see a mechanism of getting moisture

20 and air back in there when you've got a 10 pound positive

21 pressure of nitrogen on the tube. But, that's your decision

22 to make.

23 MR. IRELAND (NRC): That's assuming you can hold, ,

24 that 10 pounds.
.

25 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): That's assuming that we
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1 can hold it, Dick

2 MR. IRELAND (NRC): If they are all pretty leaky

3 you won't be able to and you will have to be content with<

( 4 something near. atmospheric.

5.. MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): That's possible. Wer

F .6 don't know that. And.that would change the complex of our

7 program.

8 MR. IRELAND (NRC): But certainly I would have.

; 9 to agree on a common sense basis, that if you can hold 10
~

10 pounds, and if you purged until you have essentially zero
.

.

11 oxygen left, you're in pretty good shape. That doesn't
,

12 preclude the notion, however, that maybe you ought to take a

13 bomb sample of that atmosphere once in awhile and see if its
,

14 got anything in it that might represent a corrosion product or

15 the possibility of moisture coming out of your' emulsion, or
i

even some oxygen from some ;t... % '-SW
uiuv. source. I don't know16

'

17 where that source would be, but whatever. I-think what we are

|

| 18 all trying to suggest is that we can't close the book on the
:

19 idea of sampling, at least a selected number of these

20 atmospheres, not all of them perhaps, while you're still on

21 the learning curve, until you've-got to the point where you

| 22 have determined enough information on the behavior of that

23 atmosphere perhaps, and what else might be going on, to decide .

24 that you no longer have to do it. I think that's the tenor of

25 our observations here.

4
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1 MR. MILLER (NRC): That's right.

2 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Maybe two years you can have

3 a final fix and we can forget it all. You'll stop it forever,

4 but right now we are leaning there.

5 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I think we have committed

6 --Dick, I think we have committed to a sampling program, the

7 tendon tube atmosphere, in the final proposed technical,

8 specifications.

'~

9 MR. IRELAND (NRC): In the final, I don't know. '

10 There's an interim one here in one of the previous ones, which
.

11 suggested that you were not going to semple anything because

12 it didn't work very good.

13 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): The interim basis was,
.

14 the basis of our interim letter to you was that it's not going

15 to do us any good at this point in time to sample the tendon

16 tube atmosphere and confirm that we have air in there, and,

17 have an. atmosphere that is conducive to corrosion because we

18 already know that. And to do that exercise would more or less

t

| 19 be an exercise in futility, I think, from our viewpoint. In
,

| 20 terms of the final specification that we've sent to you in our

21 ongoing surveillance program, in addition to our liftoff tests
!

22 and the sample wires, we have also included there sampling,

23 the tendon sampling, the tendon tube atmosphere. -

!

24 MR. IRELAND (NRC): I guess we can move on Debra,

| 25 if you're ready.
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1 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I believe that we wanted to

2 talk a little bit about the interim surveillance, and the

3 submitted technical specifications, the interim surveillance

4 is document P-85039 and the tech spec version is out of 84

5 excuse me P-84523.

6 "P. In:LANO ( NRO ) . - A couple of these things are
,

7 purely clarification type of issues. One thing that I get a

8 feeling for is that the interim tendon surveillance program is

9 basically less than what the long term preliminary program is

10 that you've,, submitted. They say that there will be no sample
,

[MAbik1 W-

'11 wire ir;;reinar and there will be no atmosphere samples which

12 are understandable, but the other items about visual ,

d

13 examinations and liftoffs are basically the same thing as what
.

14 is proposed in SR5.2.2; is that correct? ' '

- '
-

YL4 % ll(J htd'44A4/
So we are saying the interim (g
-y

15 MS. BENNETT (NRC): p

16 is really no more--the interim tendon surveillance is really
,

17 no more than what you're proposing in the final. The interim

18 tech spec or the interim tendon surveillance, page 2, if you

19 would do some clarification for me, item 3, " Visual
n

20 Examination of Accessible Tendons," about the middle of the

21 paragraph it says you've gone through and said you'll inspect

22 5 percent of the top crosshead and circumferential tendons,

23 and then 33 percent of the longitudinal and bottom crossheads,. .

24 and then the comment says this will include reexamination of

,

25 tendons with areas of known corrosion.
t
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1 My question is, when you find a tendon of known

2 corrosion, why is it necessarily included in this 5 percent

3 and 33 percent sample? It seems like it almost falls out into
~

4 a separate sample of its own. I mean, if we are really

5 looking for corrosion, then it doesn't do us much good to keep

6 reidentifying the same tendon. I can understand, you know,,

|
l

| 7 wanting to see the rate.
I

8 MR. MILLER (NRC): Jack, do I understand that

9 those tendons with known corrosion as Deborah is pointing out

10 will be outside of the 5 percent, 33 percent?
.

11 MS. BENNETT (NRC): The sentence reads, this

12 will include reexamination, and it says--or this section

13 sentence says in addition to the required percentage an

14 additional two repeat tendons will be examined. To me, that's

15 confusing. I'm asking for some clarification, please.

16 MR. FULLER (PSC): Let me confer with Rick.

17 The sentence that starts "that will include
|

18 reexamination of tendons of various known' corrosion," we have

19 already identified, based on the examinations that we have

! 20 done so far, a number of tendons that have corrosion on them.

21 This 5 percent and 33 percent sampling that is being discussed

22 in this visual examination will include some of those tendons,

23 so that we can get some information based on corrosion rate. -

24 Now, in addition to that, we will pick out two

25 tendons as specified in that following sentence to be examined

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 everytime that we go out there to do this surveillance test as

2 a--for want of a better word, a control--

3 MS BENNETT (NRC): Like a history to follow two
l

4 particular--

5 MR. FULLER (PSC): Yes.

6 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I guess I really question

7 the idea of including ones of known corrosion in this

i

8 particular sample. I can understand going back and reexamining |
--

j
9 them to see what the rate of corrosion is, but I guess I -

10 really question the idea of, you know, including those in
.

11 these particular samples.

12 MR. FULLER (PSC): That was our understanding of

13 what was asked for. If that's not what was asked for, then it

14 doesn't have to be.

15 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We have already looked at

16 100 percent of the accessible tophead tendons, so the 33

17 percent sample that we're going to look at on this continuing

18 basis is necessarily going to be a repeat sample of wires that

19 are already corroded. And what we are trying--I think that

20 what this is trying to say is that within that next 33 percent

21 that we're going to be looking at, we have already looked at

22 that 33 percent, and we're going to be relooking at that. And

23 within that 33 percent, there will be corroded tendons that we -

24 have already identified that we will have in this 33 percent

25 sample. So we've already accomplished the first 100 percent

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 of the vertical tendons.

2 MS. BENNETT (NRC): But my concern ie not with

3 the 33 percent of the longitudinals. You've done a very nice

4 job on the longitudinals. The real question is, we're talking

5 about 5 percent of like the circumferential tendons. That's a

6 very small number of circumferential tendons, and yet I hear

! 7 you saying to me that we are--we may go back and relook at

8 some of that 5 percent each time we do this surveillance. Now,

9 that distresses us because already 5 percent of 300 tendons
'

10 only 15 tendons. Now, if you're telling me that you're going
.

11 to look back and look at five of them that you've already

12 looked at with known corrosion or known broken wires, to me

13 that really reduces the sample.

14 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I thought--and correct me

15 if I'm wrong--but I thought the two additional tendons that

,
16 we'd be going back and looking at as a control basis, in Reg.

!

! 17 Guide 1.35, which is the basis for the sampling process,

18 allows one tendon to be included in the group on a repeat

19 basis. What we are saying is we want to include two tendons

I
j 20 on a repeat basis, and they would count toward the 5 percent.
!

.
21 Just like Reg. Guide 1.35 permits you to go back and use one

22 control tendon and also count that tendon in the percentage

! 23 that you're looking at. We are proposing that we're going to

24 use two tendons.

25 MR. GAHM (PSC): Again, those two tendons are in

'
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1 addition to the 5 percent.

2 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Okay. If that's the way

3 you intend it, that's fine.

4 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC): Could you tell me how you

5 are going to determine the rate of corrosion?

6 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We're not really--we are not

7 going to get an actual rate of corrosion. What we are trying

8 to do is get a feeling for how many more wires might be

'

9 failing since the last time we looked at it. In terms of

10 being able to tell you that we are getting so many micrograms
.

11 of material corroding in a period of time, no, we are not

12 going to be able to tell you that.

~

l3 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC): Again, so this will be'a

14 determination based on observable wires that you can see, and

15 compare that against existing ones that you noted corrosion on

16 to determine whether it's progressing or not? Is that correct?

17 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Yes.

18 MR. MILLER (NRC): I need to go back to the

19 surveillance test again. You're going to do 5 percent, of

20 which some will or will not be those of known corrosion, plus

21 two.

22 MR. FULLER (PSC): Plus two.

23 MR. MILLER (NRC): The next time you go through -

24 the surveillance process you will do another 5 percent, not

25 repeating--or repeating how many of the ones that you did the
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1 last time?

2 MR. FULLER (PSC): That would depend on what we

3 found the last time. In other words, for example,

4 hypothetical, if we found or did a visual examination on a

5 cable and found one raised buttonhead, and then six months

6 later we went back and we found ten raised buttonheads on that

7 same tendon, then that would be--one would be a candidate for

8 looking at it at the next six-month interval.

9 MR. MILLER (NRC): But my concern is, ho'w'would

10 you know to pick that particular one, or would you pick any of
.

11 them that have raised buttonheads?

12 MR. FULLER (PSC): You would pick those that

13 have raised buttonheads. And have the additional two to be

14 the control group, probably one of either one, depending on

15 what would be recommended by the engineering group.

16 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Are we talking about a long

17 term surveillance program, or the interim one at the moment?

18 I'm confused.

19 MR. FULLER (PSC): The interim.

20 MR. IRELAND (NRC): The interim. Now, to get me

21 a little bit more confused, please repeat some of the stuff

22 you've already said. The 5 percent sampling you're going to

23 do would include how many repeats in that same group? In one - -i

'

24 year I sample 5 percent. I would presume that it would be

25 real nice.if the next year you would go on to a separate and
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1 brand-new 5 per .ent and sample those, including, however, a

2 number of those which you had selected on the first

3 surveillance to take another look at so that you can maybe

4 come up with 6 percent. I'm confused by everything that's

5 being stated here.

6 MR. MILLER (NRC): I am, too.

7 MR. BREY (PSC): Could we take a few minutes

8 break to try and resolve this issue?

9 MR. IRELAND (NRC): You wanted to take a break?

10 MR. BREY (PSC): Yes, please.
.

11 (Break was taken.)

12 MR. BREY (PSC): I guess we are all set to go.

13 Jack or Chuck, do you want to respond?

14 MR. GAHM (PSC): I will try to respond. You

15 know, one of the confusing areas here is No. 1, this interim

16 tech spec was written for a short period of time, about six

17 months. To clarify this in the minutes, we assume that the

W G'cid s'&
18 f'inal tech-papers will be out in six to nine months. What we

19 will do is we will look at 5 percent of the tendons, and if we,

|

|

| 20 have to do this test again within an 18-month period, we will
~

!

21 look at an additional 5 percent, plus go back and look at two

| 22 that we know have corrosion on them. So we won't be looking

23 at the same 5 percent everytime we look at them. I think that -

24 was your concern.

25 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Right, a brand-new 5 percent

|
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1 each time.

2 MR. GAHM (PSC): A brand-new 5 percent.

3 MR. MILLER (NRC): Plus two of the old ones.

4 MR. GAHM (PSC): The two controlled ones we will

5 look at each time.

6 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Then part of our confusion

7 was, from the point of view that your interim program only had

8 a life of six months.

9 MR. GAHM (PSC): That's correct.
~~

10 MR. IRELAND (NRC): And we were extending it.-
.

11 MR. GAHM (PSC): You were extending it for the
.

12 life of the plant also. But it's going to.take that long.,

13 MR. MILLER (NRC): Now when you say 5 percent,

14 that means you will be looking at 5 percent of the

15 circumferential--the accessible circumferential tendons also?

16 MR. GAHM (PSC): Tophead, circumferential.

17 MR. MILLER (NRC): Thank you.

l 18 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I think you answered one'of .

19 the questions, and that was that this was a preliminary kind

20 of tech spec submittal and when was the final one or official
i

21 one going to be due, and I think you said in about six or nine

22 months.

23 MR. GAHM (PSC): We have submitted it to the NRCr

24 and the NRC in the meeting we had in January, wanted the

25 interim put in place now before the final tech spec was issued

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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i

1 by the NRC. And that was our commitment down in that meeting
.

2 on the 14th of January, and this is our--

3 MS. BENNETT (NRC): So the official one is the

4 tech spec out of--

5 MR. BREY (PSC): May we interrupt for a minute.,

6 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We submitted a tech spec

7 as a part of this letter for NRC perusal. We made it very

8 clear in the cover letter that this was not to be construed as
9 the official tech spec submittal. That will cobe about as a

10 part of our overall upgrade program that's coming in. So this
.

11 tech spec is really to give you an indication of what it is

12 that we would like to do. It does not represent the filing

13 for a tech spec change.

14 MR. IRELAND (NRC): I understand,. You didn't

i 15 pay your fee anyway.

! 16 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We didn't pay any money.

17 MS. BENNETT (NRC): And when did you anticipate

18 submitting that with the money?

19 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We're going to try to

20 throw this in with that other tech spec upgrade program so it

21 doesn't cost us so much.

22' MR. MILLER (NRC): But I guess the question is

23 still there. What does that schedule look like? -

,

24 MR. BREY (PSC): Well, we were going to complete

25 our tech spec upgrade in a preliminary form by the first of
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1 April, but that does not include formal submittal as such of

2 the tech specs in their final form to the NRC, but only more

3 or less for review.

4 MR. MILLER (NRC): Okay, we understand that.

5 MS. BENNETT (NRC): In regards to the tech spec,

6 the one that is not the official, but the one you haven't paid

7 your money for yet, but I guess it comes out of document

8 P-84 523, the tendon surveillance program. This will be SR

9 5.2.2. I have a couple of clarification questions. 'dithe '

10 first page of that document under section A, where it talks
.

11 about the sample wires, I had a question about what process or

12 what criteria would you use in determining which tendons will

13 get sample wires, and how many--the comment was that selected

14 tendons.with areas of known corrosion, how many of those will

15 get sample wires, and how many of them will get sample wires?

16 Every tendon that has corrosion, will they get a sample wire?

17 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): You ask good questions.

18 We're going to have to get back to you on that one. I don't

19 know that I've heard that information one way or the other,

20 and I don't know that we have discussed it in any detail, to

21 be honest with you.

22 MS. BENNETT (NRC): So then do you want to know

23 how many sample wires you will insert, and you don't know how ' -

24 many with tendons of known corrosion, okay. And you don't

25 know what criteria will be used in that selection process?

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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:
.

.

1 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Not right off the top of

2 my head, but we will let you know before you leave.
.

.

3 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Section B on the next page,

4 it talks about a sample of the atmosphere contained in at

5 least one of the our tendon-groups.

6 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Analyze for products of

i

7 corrosion.

8 MS. BENNETT (NRC): And th re as a question

are the f;p.r - of corro..sion that
, e

9 from my people as to what r sui .y

10 you're looking for? Just to be specific.
.

.

11 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We have tried to write

( 12 this tech spec on this basis, not knowing what we are going to

13 have in the tendon tubes. So I guess it's very--if we've got

14 a nitrogen atmosphere in the tendon tube, then we will--the-
;

15 products that we will be looking for obviously are different.:

16 If, for example, we just had air in there, then we'd be really

17 looking for a reduction of oxygen and an increase in nitrogen,
i

18 which would indicate that the corrosion process is continuing.

19 If, in fact, we end up at this point in time having a grease-filled

20 tendon, then again the products would be completely different.

21 So-I guess we have couched this in the viewpoint that we

22 really don't know what that will be and it will be dependent

23 upon the atmosphere of those-tendon tubes. -

24 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Will the atmosphere be

25 sampled for moisture content?
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1 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): What my people are

2 telling me is we have tried to sample the moisture--the

3 quantity of moisture in those tendon tubes to date. We have

' 4 not been able to do that.

5 MS. BENNETT (NRC): And I find an interesting

6 discrepancy in lab report 52 because table 4 is an indication

7 of the amount of water sampled out of the atmosphere.

8 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We have purchased bags

9 .and we have tried to take samples out of each tube. 'W5 have

10 made an attempt at it. We're not saying we haven't tried it.
.

11 We have purchased bags; we have taken samples out. We sent

12 them for analysis. We have determined from that individual

13 beg, what the moisture level is.

14 I'm saying you could go back four days later,

15 take another bag, six days later and take a bag and

16 quantitatively you'd come up with different results. What we

17 found in our test is that we could determine the fact that we

18 had moisture there', and on a rough basis could say yes,

19 there's moisture in the tendon tube. But if you wanted a

20 quantitative analysis of that, we're not--we were not able to

21 come up with the repeatable data.

22 MS. BENNETT (NRC): So does that say you will

23 not be sampling for moisture content in the sample required .

24 out of the tech spec?

25 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We can look for moisture
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1 quantitatively. I don't know that we will be able to tell you

2 quantitatively what the moisture is, but we can look for

3 moisture.

4 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Qualitatively?

5 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Qualitatively.

6 MR. CRAUN (PSC): A little note, one of our

7 difficulties is we took a sample, sent it down, got it

8 analyzed, they evacuated the bag, sent the bag to us. We

9 thought we'd test the process. We set the bag on a taisi~e in

10 our office area, sent back down the next.' reanalyzed it
.

11 and it had moisture in it again. We don't know how it gets in

12 these bags. These bags are purchased specifically for this

13 test. They are not inexpensive, and that is our difficulty

14 with quantifying the results of moisture analysis. It's very

15 difficult for us to--we were not able to get repetitive data

16 as a clarification.

17 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Item C, visual examinations,

18 I realize chat you may gotten some indication from NRC about

19 this 5 percent of the accessible top crosshead tendons and
i

| 20 circumferential tendons. However, 5 percent of 24 is like

21 slightly over one tendon. Does that give you a little bit of

22 heartburn? I mean only one out of 24, or 5 percent out of 310,

23 that's fifteen out of 310. Do you have a feel for that? Does -

24 that make you comfortable? Do you feel like you're really

25 knowing what the system is doing if you're only sampling 5
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1 percent of the circumferential and top crossheads?

2 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I think, based on the

3 sampling that we have done already in terms of the numbers of

4 those that we have looked at, and now we are establishing a

5 continuing look, yes, I believe that gave us a comfortable

6 feeling, and it's far in excess of what Reg. Guide 1.35 would

7 require.

8 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I guess my comment to Harold
P

'~

9 is to the effect that the reference that you bring up is
~

10 probably talking about an uncorroded system, and we're not
.

11 dealing with an uncorroded system. We are dealing with

12 corroded. So I guess I'm not--I don't have any good feeling

13 for--just because it's in excess of that requirement, you know,*

14 that that justifies the 5 percent.

15 MR. EGGEBROTEM (PSC): I believe the idea there

16 is we really did not see that much difficulty with those

17 tendon groups. And so when you ask the question, does that

18 give you a warm feeling, the answer is yes, it does, because I
i

| 19 think that's more in line with what you're quoting out of the

| 20 Reg. Guide there. We didn't see that much difficulty with
:

21 those groups. And also the mechanisms that we have developed
i

[ 22 that we feel explain the process do not indicate that those

23 groups would be expected to be a problem. ' '

|

24 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Okay. Just again as a point

25 of clarification, selection criteria, how do you go about

:
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4

1 picking your 5 percent or your 33 percent, or whatever? Just

| 2 out of n'osiness, how do you go about picking? I mean there's ~

3 a comment here that says it's on a random but representative
,

,

i 4 basis. Can you give me some better idea of how you go about

5 picking those? Eeny-meeny-miny-mo?

6 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I guess it would be

i. 7 strictly random tempered with--tempered with what other work

8 is-going on in the plant. Obviously, if we select tendon X as
;

9 we go as the one we'd like to look at and there's lits of work
;

j 10 going on at that level and we could not get to that tendon, we

11 may use that to select another tendon at random in order to'

| 12 accomplish that, but I think our intent is to randomly select

13 tendons that are accessible and look at them.

14 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Section D, which has to do

15 with the liftoff tests. The bottom of the page says for a

16 tendon containing a load cell,. reading the load cell is

17 equivalent to performing a liftoff test. Would you please

18 justify that? I have a real hard time with that, with

19 calibration problems and so forth. How do you know the load

20 cell isn't drifting? Your requirement is to check it once

21 every five years. Instrumentation I have dealt with doesn't

22 last that long.

23 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Well, if you saw a drift, you -

24 would see a change in the reading, I would suspect, correct?

25- Our load cells are coming in relatively repetitively at the
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1 same value.

2 MS. BENNETT (NRC): How often are you getting

3 readings?

4 MR. FULLER (PSC): Monthly.

5 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Pardon?

6 MR. FULLER (PSC): Monthly.
~

7 MR. POLK (NRC): How are you reading the load

8 cells? I understand this is a simple trip system that feeds

'

9 into a decision box stating if it's below a certain' level, it

10 alarms in the control room.
.

11 MR. FULLER (PSC): We have a monthly survey. We

12 are now performing a monthly surveillance in which we actually

13 go out there and read from the Data Acquisition System what

14 the load is on the load cell.
|

( 15 MR. POLK (NRC): You get a value in pounds from

16- some--

17 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Yes. We get-a value that is
,

t

| 18 converted into pounds, yes.
|

19 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): The alarm in the trip

20 system is separate from what we are reading out on the
^ I ''& adAA v>j a

b4Edb L21 surveillance test. We are reading the cc:c;y:.

22 MR. POLK (NRC): How do you know you're getting

23 good data? ' -

24 MR. CRAUN (PSC): We are doing liftoffs on the

25 load cells. We've got between half a dozen and a dozen that
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1 we have done liftoffs on to confirm the validity or validate

2 the load cell information. So we are comparing the load cell

'

3 readings to our liftoffs.

4 MR. POLK (NRC): How well do they compare?

5 MR. CRAUN (PSC): The load cells are typically

6 slightly below liftoff, which would make sense to us, since on

7 liftoff we are overextending the tendon, putting the shims in,.

8 and than removing the shims. And within the accuracy of all

9 the equipment, we feel that it's very close.
' '~

- *

10 MR. POLK (NRC): What kind of percents are you
- ..

11 talking about? Within 10 percent? 15 percent? 20, whatever?

12 MR. CRAUN (PSC): I'd have to look at the data.

13 I looked at the data this morning, and I can't remember right

t 14 now.

15 MS. BENNETT (NRC): As I understand it, there
<

16 are 27 load cells currently active?

| 17 MR. FULLER (PSC): (Nodding yes.)

|
I 18 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Can you give me some kind of

| 19 breakdown as to how many are in each given tendon group, like

20 longitudinal, circumferential, whatever?

21 MR. CRAUN (PSC): If I can back up, the load

22 cell information I was fortunate to bring is within 73 kips on

23 one. -

24 MR. POLK (NRC): I'm sorry. Could you repeat it.

25 I didn't hear it.

|
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1 MR. CRAUN (PSC): 73 kips.

'2 MR. POLK (NRC): That's the delta? That's the
'

3 delta between the load cell reading and--

4 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Yes.

5 MR. TCLr (""C)- That would be on VM 17. It
1.

'

k)
6 looks like typically an average would be approximately 100 ASI,

7 -c; 1,000 pannds.-

8 MR. MILLER (NRC): What's the largest delta?
.

9 MR. CRAUN (PSC): I believe that the l'argest '

'

10 delta appears to be on VI 38. That would be approximately 245

11 kips. It should also be noted that the independent standard

12 is to use a load cell for jack calibration also.

4 13 MR. POLK (NRC): -But a recently calibrated load

14 cell.i

15 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Now, can somebody tell me

1<6 -how the 27 load cells are distributed in-the tendon groups?

17 MR. NIEHOFF (PSC): Circumferential, 17 load

18 cells: longitudinal, 12 load cells; top crosshead, 2 load

19 cells; and bottom crosshead, 2 load cells.

20 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Same section D, en the next

21 page, the first paragraph, at the end of the paragraph it says

22 the liftoff test for each group shall be considered acceptable,-

~~.23 if the-value is above the maximum relaxation for the time

24 period, relaxation curve will be supplied in the official tech-

25 spec. The relaxation curves that you are referring to here, )
!
1

I
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I have they been supplemented in any form to NRC at this point?,

-2 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I believe they were in,

i 3 the submittal.

4 MR. POLK-(NRC): I believe--

5 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): They were officially

L 6 submitted on P-84135 dated May 7, 1984, and they were also

7 depicted in the FSAR.
,
'

8 MR. POLK (NRCh: I remember last year you did

; 9 submit some relaxation curves. I think we made a couple of a
'

1

10 revisions on them before we got one that we were happy with.
.

11 Is that the ones you were' referring to?

12 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We originally submitted

13 you some curves via P-84-119, and then"we later clarified

14 those and submitted additional relaxation curves by P-84135.

15 MR. POLK-(NRC). Do you have the dates on those?

16 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): P-84-119 is dated April
4

17 25,-84, and P-84135 is dated May 7, 84.

18 MR. POLK (NRC): Thank you.

19 MS. BENNETT (NRC): And those will be the same

20 relaxation curves that you're referring to in the tech spec?

21 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): (Nodding yes.)

22 MR. IRELAND (NRC): We are all through with the
4

23 PCRV until tomorrow morning. We will change topics now to the -

24 control drives..

25 MR. BREY (PSC): I guess our next subject is

'
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1 control drive mechanisms. Obviously there's no questions for

2 control drive mechanisms--

3 MR. HOLMES (PSC): Can you give us any

4 indication as to how you want to go through the information

5 that's been submitted, so that we might be able to have the

6 right people here at the right time to answer the questions on

7 any given submittal so we don't run into a Rick Hellner

8 situation that you're asking all sorts of questions on his

9 reports and he's not here? Is there some order that p6u want

10 to go through this?
.

11 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Would you let us take a

12 five-minute recess in order to collect our wits on this?

13 MS. BENNETT (NRC): And'we will give you this

14 information.

15 MR. IRELAND (NRC): We do have an order.

16 (Recess taken.)

17

18

19
|

20
[

21-

22

23 - -

24

25

'
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1 MR. BREY (PSC): Dick, it's my understanding the

2 ~ first thing that you want to take in this afternoon on the
,

3 control rod drives is the control rod drive failure mechanism.

4 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Correct.
,

5 MR. BREY (PSC): So if you want to go ahead.

6 MR. IRELAND (NRC): And we do intend, for the

j 7 information of e 'erybody here, to stop at about 4:30.

8 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I believe that we would like
.

'~

] 9 to started with document P-85037, failures to--failures to

10 scram control rod drive and orifice assemblies. Again I think
. .

11 we will just kind of meander through.

12 Let's start with page 1, point one, just a real

13 quick question. First paragraph, it says temporary

14 modifications to 2 CRDOA's have been made by removing control'

15 rod and adding an instrument package. What do you mean by a

16 modification and what kind of instrumentation has been added?

17 I mean what is the purpose?,

|

18 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Those were the ICRD's

19 which are modified for the thermal fluctuation program. They,

1

20 included some of the nuclear instrumentation package,

21 temperature, thermal couples all that was described as a part

I
' 22 of the thermal column to measure various parameters for

23 fluctuations. -

!
| 24 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Just out of nosiness do you

25' know what regions those are in full.
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1 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): 5 and 35, I believe.

2 MR. EGGEBROTEM (PSC): They were in 5 and 35

3 until we refueled last January, February, at which time they

4 were removed from the reactor and subsequently, they have been

5_ reinserted in to be used as plugs.

6 MS. BENNETT (NRC): To be used as?

7 MR. EGGBRATEN (PSC): To use to add a control

8 rod and plug the penetration so we could get the other

9 mechanisms out to work. So in other words, it's not'a ~ -

10 permanent arrangement. It's simply for convienence.

11 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Page 1, .1-2 or 1-2, when i

12 we're talking about the subheaders on the helium purge system

13 this particular table shows that subheader, No. 1, services

14 the helium purge system for 2 regions that had failures to

%4
15 scram on February -20 r--and- of 1982 and June 23rd of 84.

16 financi=1 ferr. Do you have some theory on any particular

17 mechanism that you may think that may b operative in that

18 particular subheader? It's interesting to note that one

19 subheader-has had 2 regions that failed to scram on 2

20 different occasions.

21 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We have no engineering

22 theory on that.

23 MS. BENNETT (NRC): No gut level or anything? .

24 MR. FLY (NRC): Just for my benefit here, it's

25 not clear from the document whether anything was done other
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1 than just running control--the control rods that were in 7 and

2 28. Those would have been control rod drives 18 and 44.

3 After they failed on $22, were they removed and repaired in

4 any way or were they just operated to free up the mechanism?

5 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): They were just operate to

W
6 4kr f r ee. We did a statistical analysis following that event

7 where we did a number of scrams on those rods, and did a

8 statiscal analysis to predict the probability of those rods to
.

~

9 scram. '

10 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Page 1-6 where you're
. ..

11 talking about the lubricant, there was a comment made that the

12 coefficient of friction of the molydisulphide d film

13 lubricant is not affected by the lack of moisture. What

14 information do you have on the coefficient of friction in the

15 presence of moisture?

16 MR. CRAUN (PSC): There's a lot of published

17 data that indicates that the coefficient of friction in

18 moisture increases, and does return when its dry.

19 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Do you have a feel for how

20 much it increases?

-21 MR. CRAUN (PSC): The information that we have

22 literature on is flat plate sliding friction. We have bearing

23 rolling friction. We had no published information on bearing -

24 rolling friction in helium environments with moisture and

25 molydisulphide that we found.
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1 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Out of curiosity, the flat

2 _ plate information that you got suggests what kind of an

3 increase?

4 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Debbie,, since it was not of

5 the form that we were interested in, I didn't try to remember

6 it, so I'd have to look up the literature again.

7 MR. FLY (NRC): Was the information that you had

8 that showed that, this particular material in the sense that

9 it also contained the organic binder, or was that for lidre -

10 molydisulphide?
..

11 MR. CRAUN (PSC): I'd have to read the article

12 articles again. I believe it was an epoxy base similar to our

13 106, I believe. Again, I'd have to refresh my memory by

14 reading the articles.

15 MR. FLY (NRC): Didn't you also show an increase

16 in the breakaway torque on the measurements at Colorado State?
,

17 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Say again, please.

18 MR. FLY (NRC): Didn't you also show an increase

19 in the breakaway torque on the measurements at Colorado State

20 on new bearings?

21 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Yes.

22 MR.. FLY (NRC): In moisture.

23 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Its noticed an increase in . .

24 breakaway torque on new bearings, and on used cleaned bearings,

25 however, the position of the inner race relative to the outer
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1 sa+ee-had more statistical significance than the variation of

2 moisture from, almost zero relative humidity up to I believe

3 98 percent relative humidity; i.e., there was a variation due

4 to moisture, but the positioning of the inner race had more

5 variation. It was more repeatable and more statistically

6 significant.

7 MR. FLY (NRC): Couldn't we quantify these

8 values?

9 MR. CRAUN (PSC): We have them in inch' grams in -

10 a report, excuse me, that's not right, forget the units. We
'

.
-

11 have them in--would he have that information, yes.

12 MR. FLY (NRC): I mean, can we get an idea of i

13 what we are talking about here? I mean, are we talking of 500

14 percent in increase in friction, in coefficient of friction or

15 are we talking of 50 percent increase in coefficient of

16 friction.

17 MR. CRAUN (PSC): The percent increase would be

18 large, however, that quantity, the physical quantity breakaway

19 torque, the measured value, is exceedingly small, extremely

20 small.

'

21 MS. BENNETT (NRC): We are suffering again from

~

22 slight and severe.

23 MR. CRAUN (PSC): I realize that and I wish I .

24 could remember the numbers. This was supposed to take place

25 Wednesday.
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1 MR. GAHM (PSC): Thursday.

2 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Friday, you're two days ahead

3 of me.

4 MR. MILLER (NRC): Can we get this information

5 and come back and rehash ths particular thing on Friday?

6 MR. MILLER (NRC): Or Thursday or whenever.

7 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Yes. We can get the test that

8 was conducted at CSU and give you a synopsis of that.

9 MR. HEITNER (NRC): I'd like, if you cod 1d -

10 think about it from a broader view, you know, when you read
. ..

11 the bearing debris analysis, that leads you to the conclusion

12 that that is the key failure mechanism that you're advancing,

13 and now we are having this discussion again about the effect

14 of moisture on the molydisulphide lubricant, and I suggest

15 that perhaps it would be useful if you could say something

16 about how that failure mechanism, you know, racks up against

|

| 17 the bearing debris analysis as a failure,-so that we can talk

18 about the failure mechanism as perhaps having more than one
!

'19 cause, and, therefore, in your conclusions about what you

20 should you be doing for a long term fix, you can think about
,

l
: 21 all these things ~together, instead of discounting the effect
!
|
| 22 of moisture on the molydisulphide as a failure mechanism.

23 MR. CRAUN (PSC): What I was trying to relate to -
|
|

24 you was that the effects of moisture were less significant
:

25 than the effects of a clean and/or new bearing inner race

l
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1 positioning. Now, if you're talking bearing debris, you're in

2 a different ballpark altogether. There are orders of

3 magnitude of difference in resistant torque.

4 MR. HEITNER (NRC): But what I'm trying to get a

5 clear financial--what I'm trying to do is get a ;1;;r

d u .2 W C & - g&1~
6 0-i.muvial .uli ca t ion etT ttre , for the future it's more

7 important to keep the bearings clean, i.e., keep the bearings.

8 MR. POLK (NRC): Or is it more important to keep

| 9 moisture out of that molydisulphide lubricant in terms'of

10 preventing future failures of the control rod drivet mechanism.
. .

11 That's the bottom line I'm looking for and from what you've

j 12 told me, I just really don't understand which is more

13 important.

14 MR. CRAUN (PSC): The debris.

15 MS. BENNETT (NRC): However, it is interesting

16 to note out of this report that you mentioned moisture effects

i 17 on the molydisulphide, yet you really don't address the issue.

18 You bring it up as a potential cause, but I don't see that

19 this report really addresses it. That was a question a little

j 20 bit later, but that's fine.-

21 MR. IRELAND (NRC): I have an intuitive feeling

22 that the question of the slipperiness of the aclydisulphide is

23 relatively unimportant in the context we are doing it here. .,

|
24 Could you please attempt to quantify my intuition? I think

25 that's what.everyone here is looking for.

...
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1 MR. CRAUN (PSC): I believe CSU bearing test

2 data will help us quantify that position.

3 MS. BENNETT (NRC): See, so we'll come back to

4 it then.

5 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Yes, please.

6 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I had a comment on page 1-7.
|

7 This particular section talks about the design of the CRDM,

8 and it's interesting to note that during the design testing
.

~

9 there were problems with motor bearing wear, failure'of the ~

10 pinion and motor-bearing gear, brake disc hangup, broken
. ..

11 cables, et cetra. Even though there have been some redesigns

12 in components, do you feel that some of these mechanisms are

13 still operative?
.

14 MR. EGGBRATEN (PSC): -I guess based on my

15 general understanding of the problems that we have had with

16 the mechanisms, we have no evidence that the failures to scram

17 are related to some of those developmental problems right now.
!

|

|
18 We have had other problems during retorque, and what have you,

19 on an individual basis, one or two specific problems, but the

20 failure to scram is not related to those, as far as I can tell.

21 MR. FLY (NRC): Wait a minute. I don't

22 understand that. You say that the motor bearings, even in

23 your current design, which is the new departure 3203 stainless -

24 steel races and solid nitralloy retainer with bearite inserts

25 and nine tungsten carbide balls, showed signs of wear. I got
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1 a couple of questions for that. You say that was normal wear,

2 as the duration of the test was far in excess of the life of

3 the parts. How many bearings were tested, and was there a

4 spread in the amount of wear that existed? And my impression

'

5 is that, from what I see, the tests were not anywhere near in

6 operating condition.

7 MR. EGGEBROTEM (PSC): Let me clarify what I

8 just said. What I was addressing were some of the sort of
,

9 specific massive failures of parts, andwhathaveyou,Indnot

10 the gradual degradation or wear which is going to have to be
.

11 directed to someone else, but I'm specifically talking about

12 things like cable failure, pinion failure, and so on and so

13 forth, the kinds of failures that you would expect really in

14 any large scale engineering development project.

15 MR. FLY (NRC): But I still need an answer to

16 that one question. How many bearings were tested?
,

17 MR. CRAUN (PSC): What page are you on, sir?

18 MR. FLY (NRC): I'm on page 1-7.

i
19 MR. CRAUN (PSC): The intent of the section of

20 the report was to try to help clarify an established--to establish-

21 a baseline of information for both parties relative to the

|
22 development of the control rod drives. It was not intended to

| 23 be interpreted as any of our current problems. This was just -

24 a development history, and to bring you historically up,to

20 date. We tried to summarize all the activities of the past,
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1 specific questions would mandate us to go into the archives to
,

,

2 identify specific numbers of bearings, and these types of

3 questions. It was intended to be a historical development

4 chain. That's all.

5 MR. FLY (NRC): I understand that. But for my

6 own understanding here, I just--I don't need a specific number.

7 Did you test a number of bearings or did you test a few

8 bearings? I mean, numbers like 3, or numbers like 307

9 MR. ROSENBERG (PSC): The test thht's refbrred

10 to hear was a life test. There are three bearings in the
. QY -

11 motor. The bearing 4his traces the evolution of the

12 development of those bearings, so the first bearings that

13 failed looked nothing like the bearings that we have today.

14 The last set of bearings passed the life requirements, and

15 those 3 bearings are exactly what you have in there today.

16 MR. FLY (NRC): Right, and that is the current

17 design.NKs____
'

18 MR. RG5EabERG (F5C). And I'm asking if the life

19 tests were done on one set of bearings of in the motor of the

d6Q )20 current design. -

0
21 Mn. M (W : Okay.

%A bNM %
f

22 MR. "^SE!!SE20 (F66): That was the question.
W, (GA) : fu '

23 MS. BENNETT (MC): Page 1-8 in reterence to . .

24 February 22, 1982, failures to scram, there was a comment,

25 there were 2 failures to scram, as I read it, and there were 3

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 other rod pairs that exhibited " sticking tendencies." Is

2 there any information on which 3 those were? I'm interested

3 as in going back to perhaps some subheader correlation.

4 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): I don't recall which 3 they

5 were right off the top of my head, but those 3 were identified

6 in the LER that was provided to you following the June 23--I belies

7 those 3 control rod drives were identified in the LER that was

8 provided to the NRC following the June 23rd, 1984 incident.

9 MS. BENNETT (NRC): There was a commen't 'Ehat I

10 had. Now, I was under the impression--there were mentions of
. -

11 high moisture levels in the primary coolant. Did I

12 misunderstand things? I thought there was also a loss of

13 purge flow during that event? That is true or not true?

14 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): That is true.

15 MR. GAHM (PSC): Which event?

16 MS. BENNETT (NRC): The February 22, 1982 event.

17 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): That is true.

18 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Can I ask if-there was some

19 particular reason why that was not mentioned in this

20 particular document?

21 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): No malice forethought.

22 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): That has been brought to

23 the attention of the NRC on numerous occasions. . ,

1

24 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Right. I guess I was, just

25 if there was some particular reason that it was not mentioned
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1 in this particular document.
.

2 There was also some mention that the corrective

3 action for that particular event was to require daily exercise

of the CRDMsc f Ibb the plant was in a shutdown condition and4

5 daily--excuse me--weekly exercise during plant operation. Is

6 this shutdown exercise plan still operative? I mean when

7 you're shut down, do you still exercise on this frequency.

8 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): No, we are not doing that
.

9 at this point. We are minimizing the amount of exercii that

10 these control rods go through at this point, primarily due to
- .

11 cable considerations. If we saw this cable failure, we

12 certainly wouldn't want to aggravate the situation. We do--we havc

13 however, tested these rods to obtain back EMF data, but as a-

14 part of this exercise program, no, we are not doing that.

15 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Was this exercise program

16 operative last year when you were shut down prior to--in your

17 refueling outage, did you operate with this kind of an

18 exercise program?

19 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): I don't know. I don't

| 20 believe we had a period of high moisture, as high of moisture

21 during that period.

t

22 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I guess the way that I read

23 it was that the CRDMs, because they had exhibited a little bit .

!

24 of sticking, I think was the reference, that they would be;

25 exercised on a daily basis during plant shutdown, regardless
,
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1 of moisture levels. I don't see any reference to that, and I

2 was just curious if that was operative last year.

3 HR. NOVACHEK (PSC): I don't know, I will have
1

4 to check.

5 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I'm trying to get some

6 history on how'the CRDMs may have been exercised prior to the
1

7 failures to scram.

i 8 MR. FLY (NRC): On that same page, page 1-9, you
.

~

9 have back EMF measurements. In January of'85, you had several -

10 failures to scram, January 14, 1985, control rod drive 36,
-

.

11 control r6d drive 17, both failed to scram after a number of

12 successful scrams, and I'm curious how you relate those

13 failures to the' failures that you see with the others. It

14 goes back to the questions of debris, are we saying, in other

15 words, how do we tell between these that were successfully

16 scrammed? Obviously, we've got to have information that tells
;

j 17 us whether those scrams looked successful, or were bad,

18 there's got to be some way to tell. We have got to be able to

19 tell because they successfully scrammed numerous times and
i

| 20 then failed.

21 One thing I see is that the period of the--the

22 number of scrams prior to failure to scram was somewhat

23 correlated. I don't think we have enough data to really say -

24 that, but in other words, you went through numerous scrams,

25 and then it failed. Do you have any correlation in terms of
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1 do you think that's heat up, do you think that's just

2 statistical?

3 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Ycu asked several questions. .

4 MR. FLY (NRC): Question.

5 MR. CRAUN (PSC): A good scram is one that goes

6 in. A scram that fails is one where the rod does not move.
y/

7 If the rod moves, we get data. We generate a6MF voltage and

8 obtain data and we are analyzing that data. As to a

~

9 correlation to the sequence, I don't believe there'r'been any *

10 repetitive correlation that I've ever seen relative to it will
-

.

11 always fail on the fourth step of the test. I've never seen

12 that. Position, I have not seen a withdrawal position d%$

13 correlation yet either. It appears that control rod drive 15

14 and 17, that it's somewhat a function of position, even though

15 the position appears to be irrevelant, also in that--let me

16 finish that--in that at-a specific position where you fail to

17 scram, you can solicit scrams several times, it will stay

18 there. Jog it up, or down, and return it to its position

19 where it just previously failed to scram, and it may or may

20 not scram. Typically, it does scram, but not s1* Y*.

21 MR. FLY (NRC): Had any of these rods been

22 refurbished in any way prior to this failure to scram?

23 MR. CRAUN (PSC): No, sir. -

24 MR. FLY (NRC): Have you ever--you've then never

25 seen a problem, a failure to scram, on a refurbished control
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1 rod, or CRDOA, that was put together properly, or do you know?

2 MR. CRAUN (PSC): A failure to scram, no.

3 MR. FLY (NRC): Wait a minute. There's

4 something implied there.

5 MR. EGGEBROTEM (PSC): See, that's correct. We

6 have had some individual problems with our control rods that
1

7 have been refurbished but what he's saying is correct. For

8 example, the rod that had the broken cable was a refurbished
t
t

9 rod. There have been one or two other problems, but'fillure

) 10 to scram, as far as I know, has not occurred on any
. .

11 refurbished rod. -

| 12 MR. CRAUN (PSC): I think your underlying
I

13 question is, do all of the refurbished rods appear good? I

,

14 believe as indicated in our report, I don't believe any of the

! 15 refurbished rods meet our criteria that we' submitted in our

16 report. That's what was--that was the basis for my hesitation:

17 They do scram.

18 MR. FLY (NRC): There doesn't at this point suem

19 to be a defined--you know, we keep talking about a failure

20 mechanism, and saying that the failure mechanism is deb'ris in

21 the bearings. You seemed hesitant about that, too, but that

22 has been put forth as the failure mechanism.

23 MR. CRAUN (PSC): I don't think we are limiting *

24 our review. We're still searching to other viable

25 explanations for failure to scram. We're not--relative to

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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|

1 back EMF or anything else we are not trying to close our eyes

2 to any specific area.

3 MR. FLY (NRC): That did not come across to me

4 in your report here, but the question is related to, you also

5 gets--seem to have some problems in getting equivalent

6 refurbishment from all of the rods, so when you refurbish a

7 rod, you don't get the same performance out of one rod that
1

8 you refurbish as you do out of another rod that you refurbish.

9 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): In the first few rod's that
~

10 we refurbished, there were different techniques used as we
_

-

11 went through our learning curve. We would have a procedure

12- established at this point, which will--we expect provide

13 consistent results on all rods.

14 MR. FLY (NRC): Explain "we expect," have you

15 not done it?

16 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): It's a uniform procedure

17 that will be used on all rods, so we have only worked one rod

|
18 at this point in time, and its refurbishment, we did our'

19 initial test on that following refurbishment, and it came out

20 as one of the best scramming rods that we have refurbished

'

21 based on the procedure that we have developed. We will

22 continue to use that procedure on all control rods throughout,

|

| 23 the refurbishment program and based on that, I expect that I

24 will get similar results.
|

| 25 MR. IRELAND (NRC): May I interrupt just for one

1
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1 moment. We're talking about the back EMF kind of surveillance.

I 2 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Yes.

3 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Whatever you want to call it,

| 4 that will give you the passing of judgment on each of the 37?

5 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Yes.

| 6 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Which we're going to talk
'

!

7 about in some detail Friday, I think.

8 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Yes. According to the
:

9 schedule.
~ '~

10 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Thank you.
. .

11 MR. MILLER (NRC): Frank, do you intend to go

0
12 back and, gute, refurbish those that you were developing your i( -

13 procedure--

14 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Yes. We are refurbishing

|

| 15 all of the control rods right now.

16 MR. MILLER (NRC): I understood that.

17 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Let me also interject and
i

18 observe that our original premise in the assessment report was !

L 19 that if you could not definitively come up with a failure

20 mechanism and attack it and cure it, that we would expect you

|
'

I21 to'possibly refurbish all of them, which you are doing. I

22 think we are at the point where we are recognizing that you do j

| 23 not have a definitive statement to make about why they failed. -

24 It's the most probable cause in your opinion, if I'm not

25 mistaken. Correct me if I am mistaken, correct me. I know

|
,
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1 that it's probably associated with debris in the bearings

2 because of the very small amount of torque that's required to

3 stop that motor from running freely. But you have met one of

4 our ground rules for success--namely, that you are doing all
(

5 37 of them now. So the focal point really is not on

6 discovering why they failed so much, as it is on how are you

7 going to ascertain that the ones you are redoing are good ones.
|

Lf
i 8 I just wanted to say that for a peespective for the record.

| 9 MR. FULLER (PSC): Well put.
~~

*
-

10 MR. IRELAND (NRC): I'm sorry, go ahead.

; 11 MS. BENNETT (NRC): If I can return to page 1-9,

[ 12 there is a comment that I would appreciate a little
!

13 clarification on, the middle of the page we're talking about
1

14 June 23rd, 1984, it says "The six CRDOAs were served by five
i

15 different helium purge subheaders. Therefore, a malfunction

16 of the helium purge system was eliminated as a likely cause of

i
17 common mode failure." That seems like a pretty broad

[

| .18 statement to me. Can somebody please explain that?
!

19 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Tha'. was supposed to be edited

20 out.

21 MS. BENNETT (NRC): You knew I'd catch that.

22 MR. CRAUN (PSC): By the way--

23 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Well, now that it's there-- - <

!

24 MR. MILLER (NRC): It's perfectly acceptable if

25 you want to correct it on the record now to delete it, just
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1 tell us where to start the deletion and where to end the

2 deletion, if you want to do that.

3 MR. CRAUN (PSC): We will also be talking back

4 EMF on Friday, also.

5 MR. MILLER (NRC): Yes.

6 MR. CRAUN (PSC): We may do that.

7 MS. BE4NETT (NRC): Are you saying then that you

8 wanted to delete this little three-liner?

9 MR. CRAUN (PSC): I want to hold, plea'e.s

10 MS. BENNETT (NRC): We can go to section 2 page'
. .

11 2-1, there was a comment'at the bottom of the page about test

12 T-228. It says it was performed on a CRDM motor brake. Was

13 the condition of that b*eek comparable to the brake o'f CRODAs

14 25, 18 and 29.

| 15 MR. EGGBRATEN (PSC): To the best of my

16 knowledge, that was a very typical brake assembly, and visual
!

17 examination indicated that it was nominal in the sense that it

18 had all the discoloration and whatever surface variations that

19 the other ones had. No specific attempt was made to quantify

20 that compared to the other brakes, however. That test was

21 performed earlier in the whole scenario, and three of the rods
t

22 hadn't even been taken out of the reactors.

| 23 MS. BENNETT (NRC): There was a comment that

24 said that the brake pads did not stick in that test, but there

25 was some reference to a delayed brake release. Do you have
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1 .any reason for the delayed brake release.
_

2 MR. EGGBRATEN (PSC): That's related to problems

3 with the conditions of the test, spe fically getting the

4 voltage to brake, and we had no evidence ever during that test

5 th.c we had any actual physical sticking of the brake pad

6 stself.

7 MS. BENNETT (NRC): The delayed brake release

8 was a function of the test.

9 MR. EGGEBROTEM (PSC): It was in the devslopment

10 of the test where we ran into those problems.
.

-.

11 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Page- 2-2 we are talking

12 about the reduction gear mechanism malfunction, I'd need'a

13 little bit of clarification. We were talking about, out of

14 the debris analysis report, that there was particles on the

15 order of 30 mis. had been identified, and I agree that your

16 efficiency would definitely be reduced by the presence of such

17 debris, even though no major damage had been observed. Would

18 you define what major damage is?

19 MR. CRAUN (PSC): We have noticed slight

20 oxydation of some of the surfaces. That's all we have we have

21 seen, to my knowledge, no evidence of impact loading. It may

22 have-been a poor choice of semantics.

23 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Pitting?

24 MR. CRAUN (PSC): I believe a better way of

25 describing it would be a slight coating of oxydation on some
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1 of the surfaces. I would not say pitting at this time.

2 Typically, that was on the unloaded surface of the gear, not

3 on the loaded surface. There's a front side and a back side

4 to each tooth. One is always loaded, one is always unloaded.

5 This oxydation was noted on the unloaded side typically.

6 MS. BENNETT (NRC): And the surface on the 1

7 loaded side?
1

8 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Typically is a more polished
,

9 gray appearance which is indicative of dry film lubrication. 1.

10 MR. FLY (NRC): I have some questions on the

|
11 size of the particulates, but I guess that comes in just a J

| \
12 little later. I

13 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Bearing debris analysis.

i 14 MR. FLY (NRC): Yes.
;

15 MS. BENNETT (NRC): A lot of the remainder of
i

| 16 the information in this particular report has to do with back '

17 EMF test and so forth and will be deferred until later in the|

1

18 week.

19 MR. FLY (NRC): There's always motor malfunction

; 20 that's addressed here in section 2.3, the motor malfunction,

| 21 the--you've addressed three possible failure mechanisms, and

; 22 we get down into the--talking about the size, ar.d talking
i

23 about crushing forces, I calibrated the--you talk about a
g 4b3

24 crushing force of 190 pounds on a particle that was ps

! 25 of an inch in diameter, and that the forces you get are far in

1

'
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1 excess of the capability of the material to stand the load.

2 But if we get down here and we talk about a 19 pound crushing

3 force on the same particle that's, that's not enough to crush--if

4 the particle is a particle from the bearing, that's not enough

5 to crush it. I mean, we're talking stresses of like 40,000

6 psi so it may not well be enough to crush the particle. And

7 it--it seems like that can be a likely cause of failure, but

8 it also seems likely that it ought to be, you know, if we find
.

~

9 those kind of debris, we ought to know something about when

10 they occur.
.

.

11 I look at your debris analysis and I see that in

12 a lot of the things that you've done, there is that kind of

13 debris, and what I'd like to know is do we have any idea of

14 when we start seeing debris like that, in how many operations?

15 In other words, is this something that occurs over a large

16 period of time, and is an exponential rise so we can get a

i 17 cut-off date on it, or is it something that's a linear

18 progression as we operate the bearing.

19 MR. FLY (NRC): You see my question? In other

20 words, the likelihood of failure is related to how much debris

21 there is as a function of time

22 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Debris in a mechanical

23 mechanism should be seen as impulse loading. The analysis -

24 that we are doing to date on back EMF is looking in that

25 specific area as to whether or not the bearing will push the
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1 particulate to the side or try to crush it is impossible for

2 me to predict. I wouldn't know how to answer that question.

3 From the gear train specifications that we have talked about

4 there is indication that once a gear has gone through or a

5 bearing that has gone through its rotation, complete rotation,

6 it typically has a tendency to be self clearing. It will rub

7 the surface free. So, if you've made--if you get motion going,

8 you also then have the kinetics of the system to help you
,

. - -

9 crush through.
'

10 MR. FLY (NRC): I agree with that. The problem
- ..

11 is that what we are getting is that they are never starting.

12 MR. CRAUN (PSC): That is the problem, yes.

13 MR. FLY (NRC): And so there it's not an impulse

14 loading. It's just a locking torque shall we say.

15 MR. CRAUN (PSC): If the debris is in the

16 mechanism, and there is insufficient quantities to mitigate

17 scram, you should see that, you will see that in the gear

18 train efficiency, in the smoothness and steady state of the

19 gear train. It can't go away in steady state and come back in

20 static or, excuse me, it cannot go away in dynamic situation

21 and come back to haunt you in the static situation.

$dd.it could,22 MR. FLY (NRC): You just amt though.

23 MR. CRAUN (PSC): No. ''

24 MR. FLY (NRC): You just said it was self

25 clearing after one revolution.
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1 MR. CRAUN (PSC): That's correct.

2 MR. FLY (NRC): It does have a tendency to clear

3 its path?

4 MR. CRAUN (PSC): If I didn't answer your

5 question, please repeat it.

6 MR. FLY (NRC): No, that's fine. I have a
|

| 7 little problem with that because I see problems--I'm trying to
~

8 relate everything back here to a mechanism that will lock this

'

9 thing up one time and will let it proceed in a reasonably

10
, -

normal manner 17 other times.,

.

11 MR. CRAUN (PSC): The thing that we are reading

12 in the literature is indicating that as, I will talk about

13 bearing failure just briefly. If a bearing is starting to;

14 fail, you're starting to get a spot on it, or some

15 characteristics or abnormality of that nature, it does

16 typically start to induce impulse loads. Those impulse loads
,

17 can be measured and monitored. The rate--excuse me--the

18 change in the, shall we say the fingerprint of the scram is

19, what's relevant. The specific fingerprint of each scram will

20 be--will be a function of that mechanism ~itself. If I start

21 to see that fingerprint change, indication of either debris in

22 the bearings, gear teeth failure, whatever may be the problem,

23 it typically with all vibrational studies that are out now on ' ~

2<4 gear train analysis, will show up as an impulse type loading.
25 You do see that reaction.

|

I
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1 We are attempting to do a dynamic analysis to

2 indicate the smooth operating characteristics of the rod to

3 help us predict the static. Will it start? That is the

4 attempt of our entire process. That is also standard

5 preventive maintenance programs that monitor vibrational

6 fingerprints of pumps, large motors, this sort of stuff. The

7 same theory stands behind that. And that's what we are trying

8 to do. Does that give you a warmer feeling?
~

9 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Your asking us'to define
'

10 to you how soon the debris is going to build back up in the
. .

11 bearing, which is really what we are t'ying to determine asr

12 the end result of our test program. So, you want us to jump

13 somehow ahead and look into a crystal ball and tell you how

14 long it's going to take this rod to degrade, and I don't think

15 we know that.

16 MR. FLY (NRC): No, I'm asking if you have any s

17 data on that.

18 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): No. Obviously, you know,

19 the back EMF testing is just recent type thing, so in terms of

|

20 statistical data and slow rod degradation over the years, we

21 do not have that information.

22 MR. IRELAND (NRC): You do have some data in the

!

! 23 other direction, do you not, in that you didn't suffer a hang -

24 up until 1982 after several years of successful--
,

!

25 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We do know that rod have
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1 been in service for ten years and it's taken us at least that

2 long to get t,o this point. And if the fai[ure mechanism is

3 strictly related to bearing debris, that gives us some

4 indication that it took some period of time for it to do that,

5 and that's the only indication we have at this point in time.
.

6 But to give you some quantitative thing of how long it's going
7 to.take after we refurbish to get back into trouble again, I

8 think you're asking us for the end result of our program

.-
9 before we even know what that is.

10 MR. FLY (NRC): I don't mean to be asking for
- .

11 that. I understand. I'm trying to get a feeling of the

12 probability of a failure here. We don't have a defined

13 failure mechanism. We ha've several high spot that sees that

14' some of them could recur on moisture ingress, if those are the

15 problems, whereas others may well be related to a long term
I

16 degradation. And to me, I would want to know enough about the

17 failure mechanism and enough about the degradation process to

18 understand that. Even if we do a full refurbishment, there's

19 still some question in my mind at this point whether a little

; 20 bit of wear, and then some changes in properties of he
dad 5
/ nd I don't21 molydisulphide lubricant can cause a hang up? A

| 22 disagree from where you're coming from, I guess, but if you go
|

| 23 back in time and look at what the rods have gone through in

24 terms of moisture in the past, and so forth, this situation
i

25 that we had is not that much different than what the rods have
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1 seen in the past in terms of moisture, loss of purge flow,

2 those kinds of things. So, I guess our whole program is

3 reall, based on what happened to us in the past, what can we

4 gathcr up as a statistical-data base, and then let's go

5 forward from there, and do we have the capabilities with our

6 back EMF to measure degradation that might be taking place to

7 the refurbishment on into the future. And that's the basis of

8 our program right now, without being able to definitely say

~

9 the failure mechanism was the gear train or was the motor

10 bearings, or a combination thereof, we're trying to represent
- .

11 is we are determining a statistical program that will.

12 Where we are able to demonstrate at any

13 different time the rods are operable, and will remain operable

14 -until we get to the next PM program, period. And that we got

15 a mechanism of identifying a rod as it starts to degrade.

16 Whether that's degrades in six months or 18 months, I don't

17 really know.

18 MR. IRELAND (NRC): I think we do have to

19 recognize that this is kind of an open-ended question. There

20 is no way under the sun that you can predict failure before it

21 happens, and that what is important is you have had a problem,

22 you're refurbishing these things as well as they can be

23 refurbished presumably, and that you are working on testing
^

24 methods which will give you intelligence as you operate the

25 plaat, hopefully on the possibility that the mechanisms are
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1 deteriorating in some sort of fashion, which will give you

2 some intelligence then on what to do later. I think we do

3 have to recognize that you do not have this as totally in

4 place and developed method, except possibly for looking at

5 these rods in terms of the success of the refurbishment,out of

6 pile.

7 MR. MILLER (NRC): Do I infer that you ag ee

8 with what Mr. Ireland just said, that you have no way of
,

9 interpreting any data to date that you can say that there is a

10 rod that may fail? That's what I heard him say, and I don't,
,

11 know--

12 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Let me correct what I said.

13 MR. MILLER (NRC): I want to be careful as to

14 what was being said.

15 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Let me correct what I said,

16 I said they do not have a finished testing method in place

: 17 today for use in pile to predict--well, there's no.way they

18 can tell to predict failure ahead of time, but to measure the

19 degree of deterioration with time as the reactor is operated.

20 There is no such thing developed yet, because that testing has

21 to be the development of the method. It has to be done in

22 pile after the refurbished rods are reinstalled. You've got

23 friction in that core from the channels alone. You've got

24 different conditions than you have in the hot cell. Test

25 fixtures or whatever you do this in, and that has to be taken
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1 into account before you can have an useful gauge. That's what

2 I'm trying to say.

3 MR. MILLER (NRC): And I ny question is does PSC

4 agree with Mr. Ireland's statement.

5 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I believe what he says is

6 true, and in terms--we're trying to continue to develop more

7 intelligence about the back EMF but you have to remember

8 things at this point in time that we have is we've got some
,

'

9 rods that failed.to scram, and we can look at the back EMF

10 information that those rods are telling us, and from what we
. .

11 can investigate that--if that rod failed to scram and it's

12 back EMF characteristics are this, then that's not acceptable.

13 So, now we drive down the road and try to establishsan

14 acceptable criteria on the basis of those rods that failed to

15 scram. It's a statistical evaluation. It's not an absolute

16 quantifiable thing that says if the squiggly is this high,

17 it's unacceptable.

18 It's more of this is what it looked like when it

19 failed to scram, and so that was obviously an unacceptable

20 condition, so we don't want the refurbished rod to look like

21 that. We want to it look better but it's still a statistical

22 development of acceptance critoria, and is not an absolute

23 quantifiable number. I think that's what we're trying--that's'

24 what we are trying to do in this whole program and we are

25 learning more about it, and we are learning that perhaps maybe
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1 we're going to be able to put a little bit more absolute

2 numbers on some of these things. And we intend to cover that

3 a little bit more of that information with you on Friday, but

4 suffice it to say that it is a statistical accept--acceptance

5 program development.

6 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): I think, to try and answer

7 your question, what Dick is implying is that we have a set of

8 criteria set up for the hot service facility right now, okay,
,

9 or an equipment storage, and once the rods are placed 5ack in

10 core, we will then develop another acceptance criteria based
. ..

11 on the environment there, so we will be relating the two, to

12 determine the difference. They will be related, but they will

13' not be the same absolute number.

14 MR. MILLER (NRC): I understand that. I just

15 want to make it very clear that what you're saying is once you

16 get that data in core, you'll then that have some confidence

17 that you can predicted that this--not predict that you can

18 foresee that this rod is going--is getting bad. It's not that

19 you are going to go down the road and never be able to tell us

20 well, we don't know whether this rod is going to be bad or;

21 thisrod is going to be good. Is that what I'm hearing? That
t

22 isn't what was said and that's what I want to hear you say,

23 that once you get the data in core, you will be able to -

24 predict that a rod might fail. Yes or no?
!

25 MR. CRAUN (PSC): We should be able to monitor
;

;
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1 that prediction.

2 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): From the testing, what

3 back EMF is telling us we ought to be able to monitor with

4 time degradation in time from the back EMF patterns.

5 - MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): To a point where you can

6 predict where this rod is not that good anymore and we ought

7 to be doing something with it.

8 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): That's correct.
.

~

9 MR. EGGEBROTEM (PSC): I think the point ought

10 to be made that over the next several months, we will be
. .

11 looking at all 37 rods and the reactor actually. And as we go

12 through this program, we are taking a very careful look at

13 these things with the intention of again finding out more

14 information about the condition that we see, collected go more

15 data, and evaluated this thing with regard to problems we have

16 had. So, I think it's very important to emphasize that

17 actually with regtrd to the amount of never we're going to be

18 collecting and what we are going to be seeing here. There's

19 an overwhelming amount that's going to be done in the next

20 several months, that will probably help clarify quite a few

21 things. So it's not a finalized process.

22 MS. BENNETT (NRC): If we could move to document

23 85029, failure of three CRODAs to scram, couple of comments on~

24 that document.

25 It's interesting to note that region 28 has had
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1 a CRDOA fail to scram on February 22, 1982, June the 23rd of

2 1984, and January 15 of 1985. Do you have any common mode

3 failure kind of theory for this occurrence?

4 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I guess we don't even

5 know if it's the same drive.

6 MR. EGGEBROTEM (PSC): In the first two instances

[ 7 I think it would have been the same drive and the last one

8 would have been a different drive. If you're getting to the
. .

9 common mode, say, for example, of the purge flow, I~ko$1dn't '

10 think so because I don't think we have had purge flow
. .

11 consistently on since we installed the last--
,

12 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Wasn't 36 only very slightly4

13 withdrawn? That is also a nonrefurbished rod, also, if I

14 recall.

15 MS. BENNETT (NRC): It's' interesting to note

16 that even though--

17 MR. CRAUN (PSC): 44 was fully--was it fully

! 18 withdrawn on the failure to scram? On June 23rd?

19 . MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): I believe so

20 MR. CRAUN (PSC): And I believe 36 was only

21 slightly withdrawn, a few inches; it's a nonrefurbished rod.

22 Was it on the last quarter wrap?

23 MR. FLY (NRC): It was one of the ones that had

24 been tested many times, and then had --
|

| 25 MS. BENNETT (NRC): So you're saying it's

:
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1 coincident that region 28 has had a control mechanism that's

2 failed to scram.

3 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): We noted that same fact,

4 but we can't come up with a conclusion.

5 MR. FLY (NRC): It was from 24.8 inches.

6 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Which was a minor withdrawal.

7 MS. BENNETT (NRC): There's another question for

~

8 that particular document, and I guess it will not red 11y be
. . - - - - ,

9 addressed today, but the question was, how do the back EMF

10 traces look for CRODAs 36, 17 and 15 out of this failure to
. ..

11 scram. Were any back EMF traces taken for those three?

12 MR. CRAUN (PSC): 36, 17 and 15, we did backawp

dif
13 -BFM tracings on them, lots of them. -

14 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): They are in the report.

15 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I guess that's going to be

16 an issue. I'm just bringing it up because I think it's an
.

17 issue that's going to have to be addressed on Friday

18 MR. CRAUN (PSC): We are real interested in

19 those, also. It's good data. Excuse me. ,

20 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I brought that up b,ecause I

{
"

21 think it's going to come up on Friday. Document 8503-5, the

22 cable anchor wedging. A couple of comments. One, would you

23 please provide a sketch of the cable anchor assembly better
~

24' than what we seem to have, and its swivel capabil'Ity relative

25 to the cable drum grooves and their counter bore. s

s
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;

1 MR. MILLER (NRC): Is there such a thing

2 available.

3 MR. REESY (PSC): Yes, we can provide that, I

4 don't have it right here, Jim, but we can provide that

5 information for you.

6 MS. BENNETT (NRC): We'd appreciate that.

7 MR. EGGEBROTEM (PSC): If you have a copy of the

C)k00 hh
8 Adwr Ma6 cal, you can look at the plates that make up the cable

9 drum, and can you see what kind of--basically, it takes
'

10 several wraps to get to that point, so it should not be a
.

.
,

11 probable, except under very unusual circumstances.

12 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Should not. There was a

13 comment made in that document that you were going to do some

14 experimental work with reversing the spare CRD mechanism to

.. 15 determine if table length or wedging in the drum groove was

16 possible. Has that been done?

17 MR. EGGEBROTEM (PSC): No, that's not been done,

'

18 and the reason that it hasn't been done is an engineering

19 evaluation was done which indicated it would take several,

L 4 20 wraps, and to the best of my knowledge, we have never gone

21 beyond, s ay', one wrap.

22 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Okay. I guess there was a

23 comment in the document that said that physically it would be ' -

24 tried, and I was asking if that had been done.
. .

25 t MR. EGGEBROTEM (PSC): It has not been done at
.

.
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1 this time, but we project attempting to do that down the road.

2 The reason it hasn't been done is that we have to find a drive

3 which we're going to go ahead and take a period of time, and
.

4 cap the drum off, so that we don't damage those in order to

5 perform the test. So it's a very inconvenient test to perform.

6 But if we have a commitment to do that, we can certainly do

7 that.

8 MS. BENNETT (NRC): In your estimation, if the
.

9 drum was overdriven, do you think that the swivel capa6111ty

10 could become jammed?
. .

11 MR. EGGEBROTEM (PSC): From my current

12 understanding, the answer is no.

13 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Can you give me a little

14 more?

15 MR. EGGEBROTEM (PSC): I would have to go get

16 the engineer who did the analysis and lot him explain to you

17 exactly how many wraps he determined would be required to

18 actually jam that mechanism up.

19 MS. BENNETT (NRC): If the swivel capability,

20 though, did become stuck, wouldn't the cable not feed properly

21 onto the drum the next turn-around? I guess I'm trying to get

22 back to the idea of this problem that we had with the cable,-

23 you know, trying to see if there's any mechanism that the - .

24 swivel capability could have become jammed and helped to cause

25 some kink in the cable. I'm just trying to look at it from a
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1 couple different angles.

2 MR. EGGEBROTEM (PSC): It's hard to imagine how,

3 even with some jamming of the swivel capabili:y, driving it in

4 the normal direction, would not ease it up, since it would

5 become fairly heavily loaded as soon as it was wrapped beyond

6 that point. You're into an area that we--it's a very

7 speculative area, and to the best of my knowledge, we've never

8 had this problem. The original speculation came up as a
,

9 result of a problem we had with the control rod for moving it

10 from the reactor several years ago, and when we finally
. .

11 resolved that problem, we found out that the actual cause of

12 the hang-up was in no way, shape or manner related to the

13 problem of the swivel anchor.

14 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I guess part of it relates
,

15 back to the idea when in the other document on failures to jam,

16 there was a mention about the pivot becoming jammed, the

17 swivel pivot becoming jammed, in some of the design testing.

18 Has the design been changed sufficiently to prevent that same

19 kind of jamming or similar--

|

20 MR. EGGEBROTEM (PSC): I'm probably off on the
'

21 wrong tangent.

22 MR. ROSENBURG (PSC): That was during the
l

23 developmental testing, and that was a problem of a combination'-

24 of materials. As a result of that problem, the male part of

25 the swivel, I believe, was nitrited, and when we provided the
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1 nitrited surface, we've never experienced any problem at that

2 joint again.

3 MR. FLY (NRC): Was your testing on it done in

4 moisture conditions?

5 MR. ROSENBURG (PSC): No.

6 MR. FLY (NRC): So we don't know what the effect

7 of moisture might be on that cable, on that swivel assembly?

8 MR. ROSENBURG (PSC): That's correct.
.

9 MR. REESY (PSC): Jerry, I don't understand your
*

10 question, how moisture--how you are envisioning moisture could
. .

11 have any effect on that swivel.

12 MR. FLY (NRC): Well, the materials you got, I

| 13 assume, we see corrosion in all kinds of places, so if--there
|

14 have been all kinds of hypotheses put out as to what precisely

' 15 is the moisture environment. I can hypothesize that there

16 might be some sort of corrosion occurring at that point.

17 MR. REESY (PSC): But to have the corrosion

18 build up in that joint, you would have to hase inactivity over

19 a long period of time to freeze it.
|

!
l 20 MR. FLY (NRC): I would only have to have enough

21 to gall that surface. That's at one or two points.

22 MR. REESY (PSC): I think after we look at the

23 drawings tomorrow, that we can answer that question. -

,

t

24 MR. FLY (NRC): Okay. I mean I can see problems
,

!

( 25 that could occur. You know, all I've got to do is break that
|
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1 nitrite coating and have--and you would be back to the same

2 problem. I don't know that that's a problem. I'm just--

3 MR. REESY (PSC) Speculating.

4 MR. FLY (NRC): --speculating in my mind going

5 over and trying to evaluate what I see.

6 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): You would only break the

7 nitrite--the coating on the outer wires, though, correct?

8 MR. FLY (NRC): Well, the coating is not on the--
.

9 the coating is on the joint, on the swivel joint. I' don't

10 know. I'm just--I'm trying to evaluate the information I'm
- .

11 getting as objectively as I can, and I'm not saying that that

12 is--that that is a problem. I'm asking if it's been

13 considered. A lot of the problems that we see here are

14 generated because the testing that was done was done in a dry

15 helium environment, rnd everything seemed to work fairly well

16 in a dry helium environment, and there's a lot of problems

17 that are generated because we are now--we have a lot of

18 moisture in the CRDM cavity.

19 MR. ROSENBURG (PSC): Remember, these drive /s

| 20 have experienced moisture before, and also, I'd like to point

21 out the particular problem that you're talking about, again,
,

22 has never been experienced. They have seen the moisture.
|
I 23 There's never been a problem. - .

24 MR. EGGEBROTEM (PSC): Jerry, if that was--

[ 25 if you were looking at that as, say, a common cause, or unique
:
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1 cause, that would fail to explain how you would ever get a

~2- failure to jam, say, in the last 20 or 30 inches of withdrawal;

Sh
3 in other words, for a rod failing to tem from, say below 150

4 inches, there would not be sufficient wraps to get to the

5 point where you would have the jamming, so I really see no

6 evidence that suggests that as a common cause mechanism, ,
,

7 certainly. Maybe a possibility, yes, you know, it's

8 conjecture. You can start to hypothesize anything really when4

, __

9 you get into some of these--

10 MR. FLY (PSC): No. I'm not throwing it out as
. .

11 a common cause by any means. It's just something that's come

' - 12' up. I am just curious about the testing that had been done.

13 MR. WAGNER (NRC): Since we're talking cables,

14 is there any relationship to these, or have you done any

I - 15 looking at the problem which occurred in the October, November,

16 1982 time frame where you backlashed one of the cables, and it

17 wrapped from a drum backward, wrapped on the drum backward, in

18 which you had to drive out in order to insert the rods?'

,

19 MR. EGGEBROTEM (PSC): We extensively evaluated

- 20 that problem, and it was not, as I mentioned earlier, related

-21 to a problem with back wrapping this drum, or somehow jamming

22 the mechanism, because the drum had been driven beyond the end-

23 position. Although that problem was related to loss of ~-

24 position indication, that did occur at the time, but the

{ 25 actual jamming mechanism was related to another problem. Does

i
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1 that answer the question?

2 MR. WAGNER (NRC): Well, I don't know--

3 I don't remember if we were ever informed of the cause of that

4 particular malfunction, or I don't remember which assembly it

5 was.

6 MR. EGGEBRCTEM (PSC): The cause of that

7 particular malfunction had to do with a problem of a sleeve

8 being incorrectly or slightly incorrectly in place, and not
,

seated properly, and the result was the spindle drum hanging
'

9

10 up on that
-

sleeve as the slack was pulled up and down on the
.

11 mechanism using the manual rewind gear. So it was a very

12 unusual circumstance. It qualifies as one of the special

13 problems that we have had in the past that we feel we have

14 resolved.

15 MR. WAGNER (NRC): Was that mechanism, any of

16 the mechanisms, especially the mechanism that had the cable

17 all chaved up?

18 MR. EGGEBROTEM (PSC): No, that mechanism, I
|

| 19 believe, was serial No. 5, which came out of Region 27, and I
!

| 20 don't know whether we put that mechanism back in the reactor,

|
21 although it did go back in service, but I don't believe we've

22 had any subsequent problem with that mechanism after repair,

23 to the best of my knowledge. ~~

24 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): We intend to look at that
*

25 mechanism.

I
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1 MR. IRELAND (NRC): We will go on to

2 refurbishment.

3 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Most of the issues, I

4 believe, under refurbishment will probably be covered on

5 Friday because it definitely includes back EMF testing and so

6 forth, but we had a couple of quick questions. The main one

7 from me is off of document P-85040-2, CRDOA refurbishment

8 program report, and I notice the use of the phrase "as

~

9 necessary" on any given component. What constitutes ~"as' -

10 necessary"?
. .

11 MR. EGGEBROTEM (PSC)'s Debbie, could you be more

12 specific as to exactly where it's used?

13- MR. EGGEBROTEM (PSC): In general, the program

14 that was proposed was a very comprehensive program, and many

15 of the aspects of the preventive maintenance that are

16 discussed there are not related in any way, shape or manner to

17 the safety-related aspects of the control rod drives.

18 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC)': Are you referring to

19 preventive maintenance?

20 MS. BENNETT (NRC): No. I'm referring to--

21 MR. EGGEBROTEM (PSC): The same applies there,

22 though, really.

23 MR. FLY (NRC): Refurbishment activities? -

24 MR. EGGEPROTEM (PSC): Yes.

25 MR. FLY (NRC): In other words, you say, inspect

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 and replace as necessary for seals. It would be interesting

2 to note what you consider "as necessary"? Is this, basically,

3 if you-can detect any wear, then you replace it?

'4 MR. EGGEBROTEM (PSC): Let me qualify that. The

5 seal that I think you're referring to there is the primary

6 seal, which is a seal that fits around the lower part of the

7 200 assembly, which has a little number on it on both the

8 upper and lower surfaces, if, in fact, I'm referring to the

# *
9 correct seal there, let me check that.

10 MR. FLY (NRC): Before we get too involved there,
. ..

11 the question is general. I mean, we could go through this on

:

item basis and say well, when you talk about shim
anitem-byNebts| -12

--

13 motor and bread assembly and you say, test and rebuild or

'

14 replace as necessary, we could get very specific. The

15 question is, what is your basic criterion for "as necessary"?

16 MR. EGGEBROTEM (PSC): Specifically on that seal,

1
! 17 there's a visual inspection that's performed, and any

!
18 perforation or missing rubber on the nub that is a sealing

19 surface or deterioration of any sort, would constitute a need
i

20 to replace the seal. So it's basically a visual inspection.

'21 MR. MILLER (NCR): For all of these, if we look

|'
| 22 at this in a generic sense, do you have a procedure which

23 defines the criteria that says, if it's this way, you will -

24 replace the control rods, or this way, you will clean; is

25 there such a thing?

I KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): For the most part, yes.

2 For those critical components, there is an acceptance criteria

3 provided in the procedure to replace those. Gears and that

4 sort of thing are a visual engineering evaluation, basically.

5 MR. HEITNER (NRC): In the end, you're relying

6 on your overall acceptance criteria, your back EMF tests. If
;

7 you made a wrong decision back here in one of these subject

8 tests and it shows up in the back EMF tests, then you got to
.

9 go back to square one and do those parts over again.'
.

10 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): That's correct.
.

.

11 MR. EGGEBROTEM (PSC): It maybe worth while to

12 point out that on some of these specific items, such as the

13 seals you're referring to, which are the primary seals, there

14 are also surveillance requirements after the mechanisms are

15 installed in the reactor, which, in fact, verify adequacy of

16 the seal.

17 MR. FLY (NRC): What are the changes that you
| 'hiAab:W

18 have made in this last 4ramu=* inn in your refurbishment

| 19 process, such that-you did not get what you considered

20 acceptable results before, and you now do.

21 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): There's a number of them i

22 that are in themselves miniscule, but when they pile up

23 together, they could be significant. -

|24 MR. FLY (NRC): Can we define "them"?

25. MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): I can define a few of them.
|
|

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 For instance, the replacement of bearings. We did not replace
.

2 bearings in the initial refurbishment program because the
1

i 3 technique for doing a stack-up and a bearing preload was not

4 known by anybody at PSC, so we elected not to go that route,

5 which is probably the most important. We are able to do that,

6 and as a matter of fact, we did replace bearings, gear train

i
~

7 . bearings, and all shim motor bearings on this first rod.

8 MR. FLY (NRC): And you will replace all of them
,

, __

9 on all succeeding drives?
;

10 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): We will replace all shim
.

11 motor bearings on the succeeding drives. Now, the gear train

12 bearings, we don't feel that that's necessary, and it's "as

13 necessary," and that is written into a change notice, and we

14 describe how we determine "as necessary" in that document. '

15 MR. FLY (NRC): That gives me a whole lot warmer

16 feeling. I wish somebody would have said that.

17 MR. FULLER (PSC): Nobody asked.

18 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): I believe that--

19 MR. FLY (NRC): It says bearings clean or

20 replace as necessary.

21 MR. NOVACHECK (PSC): Yes. That part of the
,

22 report, apparently, is not absolutely clear. The shim motor

23 and brake assembly, test and rebuild or replace as necessary, -

24 refers to the entire assembly, and we should have stated that4

25 shim motor bearings were to be replaced. The bearings

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 referred to there, clean or replace as necessary, I think--I

2 don't know. The intent was that those are the 200 assembly

3 gear train bearings.

4 MR. FLY (NRC): Right. But there's a whole lot

5 less problem with those. I mean, we defined that elsewhere.

6 MR. NOVACHECK (PSC): Correct.

7 MR. HEITNER (NRC): Shim motor bearings replaced

8 with all new bearings or with ones that are taken out, cleaned,

9 made like new.
' .

10 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Brand new bearings.
. .

11 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Although we don't see that,
A+T

12 it would be a major problem to reuse those, if we felt it was

13 necessary. We would bring that to your attention upon doing

14 that, however.

15 MR. FLY (NRC): I think you can see my point

16' there. We had X number of bearings that were brand new and

17 worked fine for X number of years, and now we are defining a

18 failure mechanism that is related to the shim motor bearings.

19 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Are we?

20 MR. FLY (NRC): Wait a minute. Wait a minute.

21 Right here, you know, it says in your stuff right here--

22 MR. FULLER (PSC): That was asked in jest.

23 MR. FLY (NRC): What? -

24 MR. FULLER (PSC): That question was asked in

25 jest.

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 MR. FLY (NRC): Okay, but my--you know, you're

2 postulating that as a failure mechanism, yet we can't clearly

3 specify it as a failure mechanism. We can't clearly say that

4 that's the failure mechanism, and then you tell me that you

5 are refurbishing them, and they don't seem to be quite up to

6 what you would expect, yet we go back and replace shim motor

7 bearings, and now it does what we would real like it to do,

8 and that tells me, first of all, that yes, I can start to
.

'

9 believe, if I can do that to ten of them now, that' -that really

10 may be a failure mechanism that I might be able to define
- .

11 statistically that that's the failure mechanism. And secondly,

12 that the--there may be other things that have gone on in terms

13 of the degradation of the bearings themselves over this period

14 of time that also are related to the failures, and that if I

|
' 15 can get some very specific things, that I just simply take it

16 and replace this and that does it. You know, that really

17 helps to give me a warm feeling. Now, that may not turn out

18 to be the case, but it's at least a step in the right

.

19 direction.
;

1
'

20 MR. EGGEBROTEM (PSC): I think the point ought

21 to be made that the bearings that we would take off may be
|

22 reworked so that at a later point, if they are found to be

23 suitable, we might reuse them, okay. That would be dependent

24 upon engineering evaluation ~that, in fact, reworking, such as

25 burnishing and baking on a new dry lube after some suitable

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 cleaning would restore those bearings to a new condition. We

2 aren't going to say we're going to take these bearings and

3 dispose of them and never use them again.

4 MR. FLY (NRC): I understand that, but after

5 what you said--after what you just said here about the changes

6 in the performance characteristics after having done that, I

7 would, you know, if it were me, I'd have to understand a lot

8 more about the failure mechanism before I would put those

9 bearings back in.
' ' --. '

10 MR. EGGEBROTEM (PSC): I agree, but what I'm
. -

11 saying I don't think we should take this as a commitment on

12 our part to throw out and not ever use these bearings again.

13 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Like I indicated, we would

14 inform you if we chose to do it that way.

15 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Purge flow.

16 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I think we can look at the

17 purge flow and seal replacement document P-85032-7. There was

18 a reference to a GA Document 907577, Ft. St. Vrain, assessment

19 of existing CPD purge system. We'd like a copy of that, if we

20 could get one, please.

21 MR. REESY (PSC): Where is the reference, Debbie?

22 MS. BENNETT (NRC): In which document, is that

23 what you're asking for?

24 MR. REESY (PSC): Yes, I'm in 32, attachment 7.

25 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Right, and the first

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 attachment to that attachment. Sorry about that.

2 MR. REESY (PSC): The first attachment to that

3 attachment.

4 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Refers to the document that

5 GA did on the assessment of CRD purge system flows by R. Rao,

6 R-a-o, and R. Udstrum (phonetically). I guess they were

7 written on August 21 of 1984. It refers to the existing CRD

8 purge flow conditions. Can we get a copy of that report?
,

9 MR. REESY (PSC): Just give me the numbe again.

10 MS. BENNETT (NRC): GA Document 907577.
. .

11 MR. REESY (PSC): Okay. We will find it.

12 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Also, in relation to this

13 document, I guess I want a gut level reaction. I have heard

14 before that you do not attribute the loss of purge flow to the

Se_rm
15 CRDM cavities as a contributor to the failures to iam, yet I

16 see an extensive effort to replace the seals and restrict the

17 influx of primary helium into that cavity. Can somebody,

18 please, explain to me why we're going to this extensive effort

19 of increasing the seal, if we do not think that it contributedj

|
' 20 to the loss of purge flow.

21' MR. EGGEBROTEM (PSC): Could you clarify what

22 else you're referring to, since we have quite a number

!

23 involved? -

24 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I believe they were seals

25 that would go on four different penetrations into the CRD

.

3
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1 cavity.

2 MR. EGGEBROTEM (PSC): Those we aren't replacing.

3 Those have never been insta13-d. I believe the seals that we

4 cre replacing potentially, for example, would be primary

5 penetration seals, and 0-rings around other items.

6 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Okay. But what also happens

7 is out of this report, you are putting in some new seals

8 around, as I recall--
.

M4

9 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): The seals are to be

10' installed on the orifice plate openings. Your question is,
. .

11 why are we putting on the seals, even though we feel that

12 moisture had little effect on the incident on June 23.

13 Okay. First of all, we committed to the NRC

14 last summer that we would install those seals, if an

15 engineering evaluation gave us a warm feeling that the

16 installation of those seals would not inhibit our removal of

17 moisture from that area if we ever got it in. Ilhat our

18 concern was, when the thought of installing these seals was

19 first considered, was that we got an ingress of moisture to

20 the motor area, and we would not be able to remove that

21 moisture, and it would just be another delay, it would be

22 another concern. You'd have high moisture conditions in the

23' drive area.that you could not alleviate, so we did that -

24 engineering evaluation, and in accordance with our previous

25 commitment, we are installing those purge seals.

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 MR. HEITNER (NRC): Don't these seals also help

2
.

you control the cavity's temperature to make sure that you're

3 not going too high in cavity temperature?

4 MR. GAHM (PSC): We don't know that.

5 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): What we have investigated,

6 is it doesn't appear so, but we do not know that.

7 MR. FULLER (PSC): Another consideration'on the

8 installation of those seals, once we did get the evaluation,
.

9 that we would be'able to remove moisture, regardlest'o'I~how it
MW

10 got up there at the boe4er mechanism, was that it would reduce
- .

11 the purge flow requirements to which we were also previously

12 committed to the NRC to install, if possible, at all during

13 this shutdown, an alternate means of providing purge flow. So

14 with big holes in there, obviously, you have to have a whole

15 lot more purge--or helium back up capability.

16 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Maybe I should rephrase.my

17 question. Are we saying at all t' hat the_ loss of purge flow

had anything to do with the failures to @paa?W18

19 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Debbie, I think we've

20 made the conclusion prior to this that we do not believe that

Mi
21 the' purge flow contributed directly to the failure to sam. I

22 don't think that we are ever going to be able to provide

23 technical information that would indicate that that 's the case r -

24 We feel from all we can see in the purge flow, and the fact of

I

25 how the.subheaders were arranged, and how the random nature of

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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|

1 the failures took place, we believe gives us an indication |
|

2 that purge flow as a common mode failure did not contribute

3 did not centribute to those failures. That's strictly our own

4 engineering judgment. We recognize that you have raised

5 questions about that. We also recognize that early on when we

6 lost the purge flow, it was your concern that we provide a

7 backup to that. We recognized that we could not provide a big

8 enough tank farm out there to provide a backup for that purge

9 flow, unless we sealed these holes.

10 So on that basis, and with all of those various
. .

11 commitments adding up, I guess we are still not conceding that
ccry

12 the loss of purge flow caused the failure to sam, but

13 recognizing al1 of the other events that took place, the

14 commitments that we made to provide a backup source of purge

15 flow in the event that the helium purification train freezes

16 over, the seals became an essential part of that. And that

17 became-the driving force for installing the seals, rather than

18 our beli'ef that the loss of purge flow contributed directly to

Ch
19 the failure to sem.

20 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Are you saying, then, that

21 the installation of the seals is equivalent to providing this

22 backup purge flow?

23 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): No. -

24 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): No, we are saying that

25 the installation of the seals reduces the flow cavity in there,

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 and therefore, in order to maintain a positive pressure in the

2 control rod drive cavity with reference to the vessel, we can

3 do that with a much lower flow than what we could before, and

4 thereby, we can do that with one helium trailer out in the

5 back, versus having ad infinitum helium trailers to provide

6 that backup flow in the event of loss, and we don't have any

7 mechanism to do that right now.

8 MR. POWERS (NRC): Would it be fair to say that
,

'

9 the testing that you've done since June wherein rods have hung

10 up have supported the concept that the purge flow does not
. .

11 contribute to the failure to 3am, or failure to insert problem?

12 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I don't know that we have

13 made any direct correlation in terms of the testing that we

14 are doing with reference to purge flow right at the present

15 time, but I think in general, my answer to that would be yes.

16 In the reverse manner, in terms of purge flow, and recognizing

17 what has developed in terms of the leak that we had in the
l

18 circulator, and backing that moisture into the purification

19 header and picking it up in the purge flow, we really believe

the purge--that a continuous purge flow would have hadau>wem20 that

21 detriment by adding moisture to the cavity, than if we didn't

22 have any purge flow at all. So it also served as a moisture

23 source for us during that period of time. -

24 MR. MILLER (NCR): Just so the record is clear,

25 is my understanding correct that PSC at this point in time has
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1 not committed to having a backup purge system?

2 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): That's not true.

3 MR. REESY (PSC): Not true.

4 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We have committed to

5 having a backup purge system. Our commitment, however,

6 indicated that we may not have that whole backup system

7 installed prior to our request to return to power.

8 MR. MILLER (NCR): Thank you.

9 MR. FLY (NRC): What kind of time frame are w'

10 talking about for that?
. ..

11 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I don't recall what we

12 indicated in the letter.

13 MR. REESY (PSC): We really didn't indicate in

14 the letter what the time schedule would be. We are proceeding

15 along this line to install, but it is totally dependent upon

16 material deliveries, and we are having trouble on the

17 deliveries of some of the regulating valves, things like that.

18 MR. FLY (NRC): Do we have a tenative schedule?

19 MR. REESY (PSC): Probably third quarter of this

20 year.

21 MR. FLY (NRC): Third quarter of this year.

22 MR. POWERS (NRC): I have a question for Frank.

23 Did you and your people ever look at our rough calculations on'

24 the volume of helium that would be required to provide backup

, 25 purge flow? We were getting numbers, oh, that wer,e not

KOENIG & PATTER.'""- INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 unreasonable as far as volume requirements were concerned.

'

2 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Yes, I think that we

3 concurred with your results, and I don't know where you got

4 -your information. To date, I don't know where you got your

5 information to plug into your calculations.

6 MR. POWERS (NRC): Wisdom.

7 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): But going through your

8 calculations yes, we concurred with them.
.

9 MR. IRELAND (NRC): We are at a point whAre *

10 everyone is exhausted, especially our stenographer, who's
- .

11 about ready tc, throw that machine at us. I propose that we

12 recess for the evening.

13- (Proceedings recessed at 4:35 p.m. February 20,

14 1985.)

15

16
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1 PROCEEDINGS

*

2 MR. BREY (PSC): Why don't I start off by saying,

3 I thought I could speak in clear and distinct sentences, but

4 the transcript doesn't indicate that.,

i 5 It's my understanding that NRC would like to
1

6 continue where we left off yesterday on a control rod drive
E'

.i. 7 issue, and leave the tendon situation until later on in the

5- 8 day. And just before we revisit the tendon issue, I would
$.

9 like to take some time to provide feedback to yesterday's
l'

g. 10 transcript in the form of corrections that we would like to

j 11 put on the record.
i.

12 So, with that, shall we continue with the purge

13 flow and seal replacement issue?,

- 14 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Yes. I believe we left off

.

15 at a point where Ms. Bennett had some further questions on
F

t 16 purge flow, right?

17 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I believe that G.L. had some

.

18 questions.
q.

19 MR. WAGNER (NRC): In your reports on purge flowt

- 20 somewhere--I don't have a reference--mention was made of

a.
21 installing knockout pots on the purge lines, or lines to each

,

r

22 of the CRDMs, I believe, and also some mention made ofn.

23 investigations on possible, or probable, sources of moisture .}'
L

24 in the purge system, frequency and duration maybe. I don't

l
a 25 know--I don't remember, I should say. Have you done any more

1
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1 investigations on that, and how are you proceeding as far as

2 getting those knockout pots installed?

3 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Jack, do you want to
..

4 respond to that?

5 MR. REESY (PSC): The knockout pots that were-

i

6 installed, there will be one knockout pot in the purge line

7 prior to where we branch of f into 8 subheaders and go to the

t- 8 37 rods. That will be on this main line. Also, in that line,
l'

*

l.

9 there will be moisture monitoring. There will be provisions,

I
' a

j 10 if this proves not to be adequate, so that we can addvdrier, Y

'

;- 11 or whatever, at a future date. There will be other knockout
!
4 .

one on each of the interspaces from the circulators, and12 pots,
.

.,
13 one on each of the two steam generators.

- 14 Your other part of your statement or question
4 0,, w

i

15 was, where might this water come from? We fr:1 that at the

, ,

16 last transient, the water came from circulator A interspace,
i
.

where it has been determined that we did have a water leake 17
i
4.

18 into the interspace. Then, when we depressurized, that water

(!
| [, 19 was forced out of the interspace back into the purge system

I
| e 20 and into the CRDs.

i.

21 Did.that answer your question?
1 '
'

22 MR. WAGNER (NRC): One, as I unde 7spand it,,

23 there was, in P-85032, only one knockout f ' on the.

i ._

| 24 header line before it branches to the 37 CRDOAs?
|
| 25 MR. REESY (PSC): That's correct.
' ..

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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. 1 MR. WAGNER (NCR): The other modification that

" 2 was going to be made, then, was going to be individual flow
a

3 meters, monitors with an arm on each of the 37 lines.
r

d. 4 MR. REESY (PSC): That is also correct. In

'' 5 addition, on each flow meter, we will record flow in the
).,

6 control room, and an arm--
c.

; 7 MR. WAGNER (NCR): Schedule?

C 8 MR. REESY (PSC): Not--possibly not before
'

1

9 start-up, but we're trying to install it before start-up, but
p.

t. 10 we cannot give you a firm commitment on that because of the

F 11 delivery of the dam eports.
L

12 MR. WArEMBOURG (PSC): Let me clarify that on
p,

L. 13 the flow meters. We are not going to have all 37 meters even

" 14 close to start-up.
..

15 MR. REESY (PSC): That's true.

I
!. 16 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We intend to have a flow

|

| 17 meter in a given subheader section to monitor that, but--which
!

18 would be representative of all of those CRDs in that group,
f

f

i. 19 but again, the flow meters in the valve is the long delivery

* 20 item that we won't have prior to start-up. We will have an
..

21 indication of each subheader group, though.
,

22 MR. WAGNER (NCR): Your Attachment 8 to the,_

referenced (ocument )indicatedthat there will be eight23

24 bypass lines prior to start-up, and others would be installed

25 at fourth refueling...

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103m,
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1 MR. REESY (PSC): Yes.,

" 2 MR. WAGNER (NCR): If the bypass lines are
3

3 installed, the flow meters could be then installed during
e

I 4 plant operations when received?

-'' 5 MR. REESY (PSC): That's our intent.

6 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC): Same reference. Phil took
a-

7 my question away on that one. Per Paragraph 4, clarificationi.
,

j' 8 on the control rod drive cavity seals, those are scheduled to
*

i
9 be installed this refurbishment?

10 MR. REESY (PSC): They are scheduled, yes.

! 11 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Yes.

l.
12 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC): The other question was, in

.

.. 13 the same reference, was on potentiometers, but I believe we're

" 14 going to be discussing that tomorrow, is that correct?

15 MR. MILLER (NRC): Yes

1
L 16 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC): So I will just hold over on

t' 17 that.
.

1.

18 MR. HEITNER (NRC): Are there other
?~

[. 19 modifications associated with the purge flow and the cavity

j 20 seals and the bypass lines that you haven't mentioned the
s.

21 schedule for that you may want to comment now on the schedule

!
22 to tell us what the schedule is for those items?._

23 MR. REESY (PSC): I think we just indicated that."

a_
24 the cavity seals are scheduled during this refurbishment

,

25 process. The flow meters we have committed in 032 to install,,

t
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. 1 eight flow meters. Bypass lines, we have committed to eight,

C- 2 and as many more as we can possibly get in.
L

3 MR. HEITNER (NRC): Perhaps what you could give
v.

'), 4 us is some sort of target in date. Some of these things will

q- 5 not go in by start-up but would be in by--and then we need a
].

6 target end date.
e-

d. 7 MR. REESY (PSC): We are basically saying fourth

r 8 refueling. Now, then, we will try to get it in before that,
'

I

9 if possible, but we are committed to go fourth refueling.
v-
j 10 That's another one we probably should mention,

.

; t 11 and get in the record, the back-up helium trailer for the
i
L

12 purge system, now, that we're trying to get in during this--or
-

i 13 before start-up.
.,

! 14 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC): That same reference, P-85032,-

n.

15 would you mind turning to Attachment 6, Page 1, and just for
1

b 16 correction for the record, I believe these attachments are

17 incorrect, the reference to the attachments.
! i

'

i 4.

! 18 MR. REESY (PSC): Yes, Phil. I noticed that tdie

|- a

|L 19 last evening. We refer to Attachment 6, 7 and 8, and that

i 20 should be attachment 7, 8 and 9, respectively.

.

21 4 01. PLUMLEE (NRC): Thank you.
f

22 MR. IRELAND (NRC): May we move on to cableig
| .;

23 replacement? ,
*

u.

24 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I believe we had a few
i

25 questions. I will defer to Rob Reiswig. i .,

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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2|y 1 MR. REISWIG.(NRC): From the numbers I calculate< >
s ,

2' that give the tensile strength of Inconel 625 that you plan on'"

3 using, I gather that it will not be in the annaa'ed condition.
.

i 4 What will be the temper of that 625?
'

,

F 5 MR. THURGOOD (PSC): It will'rd quarter-har .
a v
0%

6 MR '.' REISWIG (NRC): So that, presumably, it will
e-

a. 7 not have quite the resistance to-stress corrosion cracking
.i

j' ,8 that it would have in the solution annealed condition? '

j. + -
,

9 jut. THURGOOD (PSC): It would be marginallyf
~r

. , . .
- s

f. 10 d'i f f erent. -

.. 7v |

'/' 11 MR. REISWIG (NRC): Yes. 'Ha's any consideration' '

'"
t .. ~

:* 12 been given to using Inconel"690| rather'than 625f

,

. 13 MR. ROSENBURG (PSC):. No. -

U 14 MR. THURGOOD(PSC')[ We looked at it, and'we
.

15 decided that 625 would make an excellent substitute for that,
. .

t. 16 and it was much more readily available.
, ,

'' 17 MR. REISWIG (NRC): All right.
'

,

i.4

18 < < MS. BENNETT (NRC): I had a couple questions'

,

1 1

(. 19 related to the~conversocion that we had last. week about some
h

* 20 of the extra components, where there wat some confusion about
%. I

21 doc;ements and drew'ihgs and materials. Has there been any
!

I

t. 22 answer to that? As I ' understand it, we were talking about the '

i

23 clevis pias,, and tiere was some gues? ion 'about whether there .

*- :3 : ,

.| 24 was edoughtmaterial- to do all 37. Has that problem been -
.

9 4 :

|

c. 25 answered? -

,

'

,

's

'
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1 MR. REESY (PSC): I think that was a..

!

2 conversation you had with us, Debbie, and we were talking |''

s.

3 about the clevis pins, and we were also talking about the
je- -

s. 4 stads that mount the hub for the rewind tool. Let me start on

'
'' 5, that one. 4-

4. /

6 The studs for the rewind tool, we mentioned to'

e-

a. 7 yeu that we will probably. reuse those. That has changed. The

f' 8 new studs out of the new 400 series stainless have arrived,
L -

9 and are being installed 100 percent. So we are not reusing

I'j. 10 the old ones.

I 11.. MS. BENNETT (NRC): Okay.
b

12 MR. REESY (PSC): Now, on the clevis pins we

|. 13 were talking to you about the material pr'oblems, that the new
~

14 Inconel would not be here until mid-March, and that we would
4.

15' reuse--not reuse, we would install new clevis bolts, but using

1 16, the old material, which is the A-286. Now, we are st1A1e

~

|t' 17 proceeding on that, and we have inserted some of those bolts
|
t ..
' 18 into a-- Brian, what kind of test is that?

,

Is_ 19 MR. THURGOOD (PSC): A boiling magnesium
1

20 chloride test.
.

4.

21 MR. REESY (PSC): Now,'that test is in progress,
i , ~ ~

(.. 22 and can you give us an update c that?

I <

| 23r MR. THURGOOD (PSC): This particular material-- -

'

4.

24 this particular material was put in along with a 304 stainless

[. . 25_ stee'1. 304 stainless steel, under this type of test, would
<
t

,

n KOENIG & PATTERS.ON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 give you less than four hours before it will crack, tha t-- tha t

2 particular crack. This A-286 has now been in for about 120
''

3 hours-and is examined every 8 and every 16 hours using the
..

! 4 liquid penetrant process, and we have not found any cracking

'' 5 yet. We would expect that if this reaches 200 hours
;

6 satisfactorily, as we would expect it to, then we would
,

| 7 declare it as a good material to use in this particular

'' 8 situation. We will, in fact, continue the test probably on to
I
i.

9 about 500 hours. The indication would be that this would give
!
i 10 it many factors better than a standard 300 series.

-

' 11 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I believe there was rome
-1.

12 question about the drawing, also, in the document. There was
.

13 some question about the material marked on the drawing..

14 MR. REESY (PSC): Let me continue to bring you*

! t.

| 15 up to date on this first one, Debbie. That is, we will

|- )
! L 16 install approximately 40 of the old material bolts. When the

{ 17 new bolts come in out of the Inconel, we will shift to that

a.

18 and install the Inconel on the remaining drives, that will
! t

. |. 19 probably be another 40 to 48. Now, then, we are also telling

20 you that when we replace control rods, we will make sure thatj
..

21 all of the clevis bolts are Inconel at that time.
t

22 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): That would be over the next..

23 refueling.'

s.

24 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I had gotten the impression

25 that you would replace the remainder of those bolts at the,_

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 next refueling period. I didn't realize that you were talking..

cr 2 about raplacing them as the control rod came up. Did I
].

3 misunderstand?
0-

}. 4 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): It would be as a part of

'' 5 the preventive maintenance program.
4.

6 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC): Could you explain how you
s-
j. 7 intend to track this?

C' 8 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): We are keeping excellent
'

L.

9 documentation on' testing we are doing on these rods, and all

{~
i

10 the parts will be tracked'as to what requires what.t.,

.

'' 11 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC): Let me rephrase that. How
|_'

12 will you know for sure at the next refueling that six or so
<-

13 rods that you're going to refurbish are the ones that requirey.

r 14 the Inconel clevis pins to be replaced?
o

15 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): We will not. We will look
i

n. 16 at those rods that come out from the refueling, and if they do

1 17 not have the Inconel clevis bolts, we will put those on.
L

18 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC): So this is something
9

| j, 19 physically you'll be verifying?

20 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): I don't understand your

.i--.
21 question.

t

I

;_ 22 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC): What I'm saying is, is there

i-* 23 some paperwork that's part of scheduling, or whatever, that's
...

24 going to alert you that the rods that you are fixing to look
.

25 at do have stainless steel and not the Inconel?,

,
KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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4. 1 MR. UOVACHEK (PSC): We are logging the material

''' 2 on each control rod' drive mechanism. CRDOA, and we will be

i

3 reviewing that as part of the preventive maintenance program.
,-

; 4 We will have reviewed all of the data on that CRD to determine

. hether or not a material replacement is necessary.'~ 5 w

3.
6 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC): Thank you.

1

[ 7 MR. POWERS (NRC): During our conference call

ir -8 last week, PSC stated that they would be, I believe, amending
.

d.
9 the letter P-85032 to get the drawing numbers straight. When

e,

|. 10 are we going to see that submittal?

MR. REESY (PSC): I gave it to the typist this' 11- -

(
| 12 morning. Now, we were not amending the drawing problem. We

'

13 were amending 32 on our commitment because in 032, we had
,

- 14 committed to replace all those clevis pins. This new letter

15 you're getting indicates that we will only be replacing about
!

i. 16 half of them, et cetera, et cetera. Now then, the drawing

! ' 17 problem is being amended through'our change notice procedure,
i

! 6 .

because what really happened is we sent through documentation18
,

19 which said, change the drawings to show that all clevis pins
,

20 are made out of Inconel. Now, that will no longer be true.'-

.

21 So., we are amending that change notice, also. In fact, that
.

22 is already amended, so that we can proceed in the field to do
,

.

23 our work. .

|
'

24 MR. POWERS (NRC): I think, first of all, Debbie,

25 do you need that information to complete your TER?p,
|

i KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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3. 1 MS. DENNETT (NRC): I'm sorry?

7 2 MR. POWERS (NRC): On the clevis pin material
d. !

3 changes and the drawing number discrepancies?
o-

I. 4 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I'm not sure that we need it

'' 5 for the TER, but it would be nice to get it clarified because
-

6 there were certainly a lot of questions on that during that
v- ....u.

7 phon toknowinb .,

F 8 MR. REESY (PSC): Now, the letter we promised
*

d.
9 you guys is being typed this morning.

r

i 10 MS. BENNETT' (NRC): It is?
,

t 11 MR. POWERS (NRC): When should we expect to see
L

12 that?

13 MR. REESY (PSC): As soon as we can all get back

r 14 to Denver and review the letter and get it mailed. We will
L

15 probably mail it the first of the week.
.

d .. 16 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC): A couple of document
.

I 17 clarifications on GA report 907822 that was submitted in your
a.

18 letter P-85047. If you will turn to Page 9.

I'

1. 19 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC): In that second paragraph,

i 20 about the middle of the page, you refer to a drawing and an
.

21 Item 1; should that not be Item 11?

22 MR. GAHM (PSC): I am not sure we are on the.

23 right document yet.
.

24 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We're not on the right

25 document...

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC): It's Document No. 907822

''' 2 titled, " Control Rod Drive Cable Replacement Report."
.

3 MR. FLY (NRC): The GA report.
r

4 MR. REESY (PSC): The GA report..

' 5 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): It was your original
.

6 reference to the--that's not P-85047.
,

7 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC): That's right. Thati

'' 8 submitted an additional drawing. Its P-85032, and that's
'

a

9 Page 9 of that GA Document. And they refer down in the second
o'

g. 10 paragraph, in the middle of the page, a drawing D-1201-250,

: 1' 11 Item 1.

L.

12 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC): For a small set screw,
p.

L. 13 should that not be Item ll?

U 14 MR. REESY (PSC): I don't kno -Phil right off
1,.

15 the top of my head. I'll check that, and if it is incorrect,
8

l_ 16 we will correct it.

,t 17 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC): On page 14 of that same

4.

18 document, the top of the page, you have later, in parentheses,
.

19 do you know how that figures in? You say, the original cable._

1 20 fell at 3200 pounds while the replacement cable, (Inconel 625)
|i.

21 fell at, and then you have later in there.

l
: n. 22 MR. ROSENBURG (PSC): About 4500. I would have

j 23 to look it up, but I believe it was about 4500. I do not have ..

c.
24 it in my memory bank.

4

; o, 25 MR. REESY (PSC): That's also my recollection,

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103,,,
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1 G.L., but we will give that to you. We will update the report.,

"
2 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC): Okay. Thank you.

.

3 MR. MILLER (NRC): Can we go back to
r-

4 Mr. Reiswig's question again on the Inconel 625, and I'm

*

5 referring to safety analysis report EE-12-0009, Issue A. It's
i

6 also designated as P-85032-2B, Page 30. I guess I'm looking
,

_

i 7 at the third line of the first full paragraph where you're

' 8 talking about Inconel 625 is immune to chloride stress
t

9 corrosion. d --

g-<

j 10 [ THURGOOD ( ,: ' I think it would be more

- 11 appropriate to say it's resistant to, rather than immune to?ct
s '

12
. LLER (NRC): will tell you why--

13 I don't want you to be accused of misleading us if you ever

r 14 find chloride stress corrosion--

15 GOOD ( ) We understand why you're
1

|t 16 bringing it up, Jim. Do you want us to respond to that here?
,

17 MR. MILLER (NRC): I would like you to tell me

$_

18 that it's resistant to rather than immune to.

19 MR. THURGOOD (PSC): It is--I would say that is

!' 20 a more correct technical term. Relative to a boiling mag
.

21 chloride test, it can be made to crack, but it is very

22 resistant, not immune.
.

23 MR. MILLER (NCR): We agree. Thank you, sir. .

.

24 MR. HOLMES (PSC): Jim, we will make that change

25 in the next issue of this safety evaluation report...

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 MR. MILLER (NCR): You can. Or it's sufficient

"
2 to--it's now on the record. That's good enough for me. It's

3 _up to you.

'A- 4 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): It's good enough for me.

"
5 MR. HOLMES (PSC): So be it.

A
6 MR. WAGNER (NCR): Since we talked about cable

,.

1 7 anchoring slightly yesterday, are you making any changes to

''
8 the cable anchor mechanism, for lack of a better term, on the.

.1

9
,

Inconel cable over what you have presently?

t- 10 MR. HOLMES (PSC): No.

' 11 MR. WAGNER (NCR): To keep this cable anchor
1.

12 wedging problem, if it is a problem, from occurring?
,

13 MR. HOLMES (PSC): We are not making any changes-

T 14 to the design of the anchor mechanism. As we discussed
L

15 yesterday, we have reviewed this in engineering. We do not

E 16 see the mechanism to cause a wedging of that anchor when we

1 17 reverse directions of the drum. I have with me drawings today,
4.

18 and I think we should chat about these over the drawings.
,

*- 19 Whether you want to do that now or later is your choice.

20 MR. WAGNER (NCR): We might as well do it now.
..

21 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC): Would you have available

22 your findings from the recent overdrive that you had over in

23 the plant for CRD 217 -

24 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): The cause of that was--we

25 had test boxes designed for performing the various operability

. KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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- 1 checks on the CRDs, and the old test box that we had had an

"
2 on-off switch that had a spring switch back to the off

J.

3 position. The test conductor--the procedure stated that you

4. 4 turn the switch on, but it didn't say to turn the switch off

C
5 on the new test box. This is because the spring loading.

a.
6 always moved the switch back to the off position. So, when

s-

L 7 they jumper across to determine a voltage, they actually

* 8 provided power to the drive mechanism, and allowed the drive
g .

9 to overdrive, which caused the problems that we experienced

1- 10 yesterday.
.

' 11 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC): Now, it destroyed the
$.

,

potentiometer, is that not correct?12

'

-. 13 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): It destroyed the limit

'

14 switch.
,.

15 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC): The limit switch?

a .- 16 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): The shaft that activates

' 17 the limit switch. .

t.

18 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC): Did it overdrive the
, . -
I

i. 19 mechanism enough to wrap the cable back around?

I 20 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): No, it did not. Now, the
..

21 procedure has been revised to insure that it's in the off
,

22 position, and we are putting spring-loaded switches on that,.

23 on each of the boxes. .

.

24 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC): May I request that these

25 drawings be identified for the record as exhibits, the ones..

-- KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103'
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1 which you need to actually use to discuss the wedging problem?'-

2 MR. BREY (PSC): Yes, we put them in as exhibits.

3 MR. WAGNER (NCR): Now drawing number revision.
,

is - 4 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC): I will do that in a minute.

"
5 G.L., to clear up a point, you brought up a mistake; Item 10

6.

6 is Item 11, and we will correct that.
9 ..

a. 7 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): I'd like to add a

.[~ 8 clarification to my previous statements. The test boxes that,
t

9 I'm referring to are brand-new, and were designed specifically.
.f
I
i 10 for the refurbishment program.

.

' 11 MR. FLY (NRC): Just two different versions?
i.

12 Just two different versions then? You said you had an old one

13 that you'overdrove it with. '

..-

14 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): No. It was the new one we
c.

15 overdrove it with.

]!.
~

16 MR. FLY (NRC): Okay.

i! 17 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): The old one had the spring
jl.

18 to'off. The new ones, the new test boxes are being modified
!!
j!. 19 to install a spring to off, on-off switch.

'' 20 MR. FLY (NRC): Thank you.
: 6 ..

!:
'

21 MR. HOLMES (PSC): Relative to the control rod
.

!. - 22 cable drawings, Exhibit CRD-1 will be GA Drawing D1201-252,

23 Issue B, title, anchor cable. Exhibit CRD-2 will be GA -

|O~
24 Drawing D1201-205, Issue D, title, flange intercable drum.

25 Exhibit CRD-3 will be GA Drawing D1201-205, Issue D, title,
..

|

; .. . KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103 |
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1 flange outer cable drum. Exhibit CRD-4 will be GA Drawing

''
2 D1201-204, Issue D, title, flange intercable drum. Exhibit

i

3 CRD-5 will be GA Drawing D1201-200, Issue S, title, control
,,

'

I 4 rod drive assembly. y

L,. \
5 JUI. FLY (NRC)j) Let's make a note in the record

_,

4.

6 that these drawings have not been updated to reflect the

i 7 material changes.

'' 8 The first drawing is the cable anchor. As you
k.

9 can see, it's configured in sort of a cross. The one end is
p-

i l'0 where the cable is wedged into the anchor point itself. When
,

11. this is placed into the assembly, these two ears are into the
,

,
faces of the drum itself. This drawing has not changed for12

13 the new material..

,

*14 (Discussion was had off the record.)

15 MR. IRELAND (NRC): May we resume, please let's
l'

b 16 go on the record.

17 Just before we recessed, because of problems

18 keeping the transcript while irawings were being discussed, we

1

|s- 19 were setting out to look at the potential for cable anchor
|

'

20 wedging, if you overdrive the mechanisms. I would like Public
|.

21 Service compcny,.please, to summarize the outcome of that
,

|c 22 discussion, and I wilA G4en ask the staff to comment as to
|

L

23 whether they agree with that summary or not in terms solely of
-

..

24 the potential for anchor wedging.

25 MR. BREY (PSC): Jack, would you, please..

KOENIG & PATTERSON,.INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 MR. REESY (PSC): Members of the staff of PSC-

"
2' and NRC held a discussion on the five exhibits CRD 1 through 5

; .

,

3 on the cable wedging. Our discussion focused on the manner in
e-

i 4 which the anchor--the cable anchor fit into the 3 piece cable

' ''
5 drum, and the effect when we overdrove-the CRD mechanism. Our

4

6 conclusions were that there is no way, because of the
Y

i. 7 construction in which the cable wedged into the drum mechanism.
4

j' 8 We further discussed some material properties, and determined,
t.

9 that we do not have any potential for galling.
r

10 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Now, I will ask the staff;d
,

:T' 11 members who are present and the consultants whc are present to
i.

t

*

12 please respond if they have any disagreement with what has
to.

!c_ 13 just been stated.

:"' 14 MR. FLY (NRC): I would say that we don't
-0.

15 suspect that there is any potential for galling at all. Just,

if
. L. 16 you know, without--

tj '17 MR. MILLER (NRC): Leave it there.
j l.

18 MR. FLY (NRC): But as far as the cable wedging
!!
!! 19 goes, I think we agree with you, that there's--it's extremely

|j 20 unlikely for any wedging to occur, and that the only
;L

21 -foreseeable problem, would be a kinking of the cable, if the

!r 22 cable drum were far overdriven, i.e., more than 90 degrees.
4

23 MR. IRELAND (NRC): I think at this point we can '
:.

24 let the record show--

16 25 MR. MILLER (NRC): We do have one additional

t

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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.

1 comment.

c~
,

2 MR. IRELAND (NRd): Go ahead 4
.

2.

3 MR. MILLER (NRC): But it really is unrelated toq.

b' 4 this, if you want to move on.

f f MR. IRELAND (NRC): It's on a different subject?

6 MS. BENNETT (NRC): It's not anchor wedging.

7 MR. IRELAND (NRC): All right. Let's let the

8 record show that the staff is not in disagreement with the ,

9 summary that Mr. Peesy gave.
,_

,
10 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Dick, on that basis, and

11 in terms of the submittal that we made to you with an
L

I-,
12 indication that we would try to test that, I guess, given our

13 reviews that we have here, we would request that that test be

$' 14 deleted from our submittal, and that we really think that that
a.

.

15 test is superfluous now in terms of what we've discussed.

*- 16 MR. IRELAND (NRC): We have a common sense

l' 17 request, obviously, but I'm not going to be prepared to deal
i. ,

18 with it on the spot right now. That's a little different
,

:

19 topic than what we just discussed. It's certainly, the*

20 proof-of-the-pudding kind of test.

21 MR. IRELAND (NRC): We have had a discussion at.

*- 22 this end of the table, we haven't had a chance to confer,

23 that's the problem. May we go off the record for just one
..

24 moment?

25 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Sure.*

,

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 (Discussion was~had off the record.)i

.

''
2 MR. IRELAND (NRC): On the record, please.

.

3 The staff has conferred and agreed that it's
,_

i
I '4 appropriate to delete the test, which was just spoken of,

''
5 substituting therefore assurance during the refurbishment

i
6 program that the swivel itself rotates freely witPout

e-

i 7 interference, and, therefore, giving a check c.: te freedom of

F 8 the swivel to move.
,

J.
9 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): We will do that on each

v

t 10 control rod that we refurbish.
1 .

C' 11 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Thank you.
:1.

12 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Will that become part of the
1

-

k 13 installation?

{ 14 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Other than the first rod
i t.

15 that we just did.
:)-
d. 16 MS. BENNETT (NRC): When we received a piece of'

17 the cable that was broken from control rod drive number 25, we'

;L
18 found embedded in the strands of the cable a ribbon-looking'

:1

e_ 19 particle. And we had that ribbon-looking particle analyzed,

t 20 and it turns out that it was a 7000 series aluminum. In going

.a.
21 through these drawings today, we also found out that the cable

:1
li 22 drum, or th 3 sections that make up the 2 grooves, is made

23 out o 75 a uminum and there ;been some concern expressed -
'

24 that perhaps the cable is somehow shaving offp h b N
~

_ _ )
(ES. sENNETT (Pieces of this aluminum2s.

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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2

' O~

- 1 cable drum. Do you have any comments to this?

O-

2 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Debbie, we have this
:

3 mechanism mocked up with GA with the Inconel cable doing the:

l'- 4 fatigue cycle tests. We are using the aluminum drums in that

l' 5 test. We have gone through how many cycles?
'l

6 A VOICE: In excess of four million.
,,

~ 7 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We have gone through

8 excess of four million cycles and haven't seen any real
-J.

9 deleterious affects to the drums themselves. Now, we can't
.i..

't 10 say that there isn't a possibility that at some time or
,

l 11 another you might shave some aluminum off of there, I guess
L.

12 the only thing we can indicate to you that in four million

[,
13 cycles we haven't noticed any degradation of the drum which

I 14 would cause any malfunction on the rod.
L

,
15 MS. BENNETT (NRC): We were bringing it up

f 16 mostly for comment, because it's not very encouraging to find

[ 17 a piece of cable drum stuck in your cable, and it may go
't.

18 elsewhere in the core. So it was mostly for comment and if
,

L 19 you had any ideas on it.

,} 20 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): And I believe, Debbie,
s.

21 with the misalignment that we had in CRD No. 25 and back -

1

I

|t- 22 wrapping some of that cable and with the misalignment of the

il 23 cable itself, I think it would be entirely possible to chave
~

:t.
24 some aluminum off of that drum.

l'
:*- 25 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I guess from--correct me if

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103-
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.

e-.

1 I'm wrong Bob. I got'the impression, though, that the way the*
.

** 2 particle looked, it looked like it had been in there for
4

3 perhaps awhile. It didn't look like it had been a recent
?~

'I 4 addition, as in the failure of the cable. So that's just an

[ 5 observation. Is that correct?
i

6 MR. REISWIG (NRC): It had been deformed by

7 adjacent strands of the ccble into the shape of a twisted

.j ' 8 ribbon, and the closest we could come in our micro probe
,

4

9 analysis was that it probably is a 7000 series aluminum alloy.
,.

10 MR. HOLMES (PSC): Is there a Los Alamos report
.

[ 11 on your investigations that we could look at?
l

12 MS. BENNETT (NRC): It's in rough draft going to

u. 13 NRC probably next week.

'
-

14 MR. MILLER (NCR): It will be a week or two.
.

15 MR. HOLMES (PSC): I believe it would be of

16 interest to PSC and GA to look at the report and see what you3.

17 found.

!'
18 MR. MILLER (NCR): I think at this point we

e

i
L 19 should recognize here, during the time period when this cablej

|
t 20 was being deformed and broken, et cetera, you have a very good
i.

21' opportunity for that cable to be in any configuration in that
a.

22 drum, and that may be where this ribbon came from...

23- MR. PLUMLEE (NRC): Are we talking about the
~

;
1..

24 cable from CRD-25. ,

'

1

25 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Yes, sir...

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103..
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1 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC): Is it not a fact that you

'

2 did find evidence of the drum being chipped?

3 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Yes.,,

'
2- 4 MR. FLY (NRC): At Los Alamos hen you

#
5 refurbished these control rod drives, do you take--do you

b.
6 inspect the cables closely enough, and the drums closely

v

i 7 enough, to see whether there has been any wear, or there are

F 8 any embedded particles?
.

),.

9 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): We look at it, of course,
e

t. 10 and we remove the cable. There's no acceptance criteria as to
,

P 11 whether significant wear has been encountered or not. The
L

-

cable is usually, is contaminated so you don't want to take a12
.

_

i 13 real close look at the cable, either, of course. We try and.

14 minimize the amount of time handling the cable, so only gro'ss

15 imperfections would be observed.

il
*

's. 16 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I'd like to make a comment

'! 17 on an item we saw or heard about, the new cable possibly being
:4.

18 crimped or kinked. Are there any comments?
:s

19 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): We had a cable that was not...

|

| 20 kinked, in our estimation. It had a slight bend in it, and
..

21 the--we did an analysis of it. There was no evidence of

22 kinking or anything of that nature. You are referring to the-

23 new --
~

,

24 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Yes, I am.

25 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): There's no evidence of

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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r-

- 1 kinking. Engineering did an evaluation of that, and it was

r 2 determined that the cable was acceptable as is, and, therefore,
b.

3 it's on the mechanism.
r
i
t. 4 MR. MILLER (NCR): For the record, what you're

j' 5 referring to is nonconformance report 85-114.
t

6 FE . BENNETT (NRC): Bob makes the comment to me
' , '

i 7 that it should be noted that when that cable is crimped, okay--

' 8 you say it wasn't crimped, but if it was crimped--that it doe.s
1

9 locally increase the cold working'of'the material and it also
cshveM Mt>+|M'

L 10 increases the susceptibili y te cracking.
,

x._. ..

11 MR. THURGOOD (PSC): This is purely an opinion.

12 Yes, it will do that, but I haven't seen the cable and I'm not

I-
,

13 aware of what it looks like.

{' 14 MR. WAGNER (NRC): Did your evaluation cover the
a

15 possible increase in friction in feeding through the seal.

!
'

t. 16 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Yes. We actually ran the

|j 17 cable through the seal to determine whether or not it rubbed
; 4.
'

18 up against the cable seal, and there is no indication that it
I
l

| L 19 did. We did that test a number of times.

'

20 MR. WAGNER (NRC): The reason for using a cable--thc
L.

21 reason for using this cable was the availability of
,

22 replacement parts?. . .

23 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): It was already installed on"*'

..

24 the mechanism, and due to the location of it, and the severity

25 of the bend, we saw no need to replace it.i.
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e-

1 MR. GAHM (PSC): It was identified by our QC

'*"
2 people, okay.

..

3 MR. WAGNER (NRC): After--
,e-

i 4 MR. GAHM (PSC): After it was installed./'NRC
o

''
5 was written on it, the RC pur ose of that was to use as is,

i
6 repair or scrap? Engineering made the determination to use as -

e-

i. 7 is, and that's per our procedures and per our documentation.'

'" 8 The evaluation was done. The cable was satisfactory for it's,
1

9 intended use.
v-

i. 10 RMR. WAGNER (NRC): I misunderstood. I thought
,

j' 11 it was a epeat inspection discovered the flaw.
L

12 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): No, it was'already
1-

L. 13 installed on the mechanism.

14 MS.'BENNETT (NRC): If we could return for just

15 a second to the clevis bolt. I had asked if you had been able
,.

t. 16 to identify any corrosion on some of the old bolts, and at the,

}~
17 time you said that it was too hot to get close to, but that

j a_ .
i 18 you would try to make closer visual examination. Has that
i'

j._ 19 been performed?

,' 20 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Really hasn't been

|'
21 performed because we have not pulled any more rods as yet.

'. 22 MS. BENNETT (NRC): What about the one, though,

~~
23 that you already have pulled

:..

| 24 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): It was already in the lead

I

i s. 25 cask out of access.
i

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103..
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.

,,

b
1 Allow me to clarify that. When we removed those.

2 bolts, we have a small lead pig, about 2 and a half, 3 feet"

.

3 high, and we removed those as soon as we removed the clevis
e- ,

i 4 bolts. We install them in this pig, and remove the pig, move

'' 5 .it over to a large cask on the fuel deck, and drop the
1.

6 clevises in that. To retrieve clevises from that larger cask

7 is extremely difficult. So, if we were to look at any of
,

U' 8 these clevis bolts, it would have to be on a future control
,

J

9 rod drive.
1T

10 MR. MILLER (NCR): I guess what she's really
.

11 asking is, will you commit to looking at one or two on future'

,

12 drives?

!

'{. 13 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Just to the best of our

14 ability.

.

15 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): We are seeing about 125 R
t

I 16 of that clevis area as I understand, whether or not we can

17 handle those is still a question.

.

18 MR. WAGNER (NRC): What type of an exam were you
!

!. 19 looking for? Binoculars?

20 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Yes. We were asking if they'

4

21 could identify any corrosion on the bolts that they were
,

22 trying to replace, and the issue came up, partly because you2

5 23 were going to use half of this Inconel and half of the A286.

c.
24 And when we had the telephone conversation, we just asked if

25 you had seen any corrosion on that particular bolt before, and..

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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'

1 that's why we were asking.

"
2 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): What we can do, we have

..

.
.

3- camera installed in the hot service facility that can read a

a
j. 4. credit card.in the location of the clevis area, and we can

,

''
5 examine it with that black and white monitor for corrosion.

'
.

6 MS. BENNETT (NRC): A visual examination would
,.

7 satisfy us.a

!* ' 8 MR. MILLER (NRC): A camera.
,

'i
9 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Yes, a camern examination.

:r

4 10 That would be mor, than satisfactory. ~

,

!j 'll MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): We will do that on--we will
i.

12 perform that visual examination on the next control rod drive.
,

1 13 MR. BREY (PSC): Excuse me. Internally, you

14 really want to commit to the next one? You don't know when

15 the next one is going to be.
:l '-

d- 16 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Okay, a control rod drive

!! ' 17 in the future.
. . .
'

18 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC): Is it not correct that you
s-

19 used the manipulator, the new one that's installed in the hoti..

20 service facility, to drop the clevis pin into the pigt,

.

*
21 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Yes.

22 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC): Would it not be possible to

23 manouver that around so that the individual operating the
~

.

24 manipulator could visually look at that through the lead glass

25 window?..

KOENIG & PATTERSON,.INC. (303) 893-1103.
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1 MR. GAHM (PSC): I'm not sure we want to unduly

o-
2 expose our personnel to those type of radiation levels, that's

' r4
gettingindirectconflictswiththeq4ette[]3,_

A 4 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC): I don't know how close you

.

5 are bringing it right now.
i

6 MR. GAHM (PSC): The type of exposures they
,

7 received when they took the first ones out for a short periodi

8 of time they are in there, I don't think I want to expose

9 those people to that. I think the TV camera will give us a
,

I 10 gross indication of what you really want to see.
,

[ 11 MR. IRELMfD (NRC): I would have to agree that
~

i

12 there will be plenty of these availaole in the overhaul of

L 13 some mechanisms, and there's no need to retrieve the first one.

=0 14 MR. GAHM (PSC): I will happy to send them all
L

15 of them to Los Alamos.
v

t 16 MS. BENNETT (NRC): No.

'
17 MR. POWERS (NRC): Now that PSC has a pretty

.c

.

good idea of what you're changing on the control rods drive18

*- 19 system--and I'm thinking of material changes from the anchor

''
20 down, cable, pins, whatever--how does the new system compare

..

21 in weight relative to the previous system and its effect upon

:*- 22 scram times, or scramability?

23 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): The parts that we are
..

24 replacing would be insignificant in weight. It's basically

25 the same weight material. I don't see where we are changing-

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103-
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1 the weight of the CRD at all.-

*~ 2 MR. POWERS (NRC): The linear weight of the
.

3 cable, the new Inconel cable, compares equivalently to the

a 4 stainless steel cable?

[ 5 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Identical basically.
i.

6 MR. POWERS (NRC): Thank you.
I
:
a 7 MR. IRELAND (NRC): May we move on to the

!~ 8 reserve shutdown.
i

'

9 MR. BREY (PSC): Yes, we are prepared to discuss
t-
)
a '. 10 reserve shutdown at this time.

.

11 MR. IRELAND (NRC): May we take a five-minute

12 recess?
.

13 (Recess taken.)

I
'

14 MR. BREY (PSC): I guess we are ready to field
L

15 your questions on the reserve shutdown materials.
F

L 16 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Very well. We have some

i 17 confusion as to the new ART material, whether or not you are
a.

18 going to install that material which was blended, stock you
!
L 19 already had in the warehouse, to get the proper specified

| 20 boron content in any given hopper, or whether you intend to
.

21 procure all new material, forgetting about the blended stuff.
,

22 MR. GAHM (PSC): The engineering evaluation on.

23 that blended material in the- warehouse says the material is
'

..

24 acceptable for use within the hoppers. We are receiving all

25 new reserve shutdown material both 7/16s and 9/16s. It is our-

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103. . .
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s.

1 intention to use the new material receive referenmce 'to ART
_a

2 to put in the hoppers, and the blended material would not be
t

3 used at this time.
.-

4 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Then that blended materiali

''
5 would be held in reserve for possible future use.

.

6 MR. GAHM (PSC): That's correct.
..

,

s. 7 MR. IRELAND (NRC): But this refurbishment of

'' 8 all 37 hoppers would receive newly procured material, unblended?
A

9 MR. GAHM (PSC): Unblended, unless we do not
'T

I 10 receive the 9/16 material next week.
' 11 MR. IRELAND (NRC): That throws one small uncertaintg
4.

12 into it. You expect to receive the material next week?
r
L. 13 MR. GAHM (PSC): That's correct.

U 14 MR. McBRIDE (PSC): Dick, onsite, in the

L.
15 warehouse is sufficient material 7/16 diameter to replace all

i

:: 16 the 7/16 hoppers with new ART material. Onsite is

17 approximately 450 pounds of 9/16 new material presently.'

!.
18 Barring bad waather in Buffalo, that material should be onsite

f

19 also. The 9/16 material should be onsite for replacing the.

~

20 9/16 inch hoppers with all new material.

21 Now, again, the old stores as we call it, the

22 ART material, certainly is acceptable for use, should we

23 desire, should the plant desire to use that material.
'

|

.

24 MR. WAGNER (NRC): When you just said new ART

25 material. Does that mean new, manufactured within the last

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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I. 1 six months, or is this material that was manufactured some

" 2 years ago7
.

-3 MR. McBRIDE (PSC): I think right now in our
r

4 discussion, we should identify the two types of material. We.

# 5 refer for identification purposes, to stores ART as material
'

6 from two years ago fill. New ART meaning manufactured now.
.

4 7 So if we refer to stores, that's what's in the warehouse, new

'' 8 means manufactured now, presently.
,

1

9 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Wl11, I presume that we will
I

| 10 not have a problem if you do, indeed, install in all of the
,

11 hoppers new material, as you described it, that which was
i

12 recently procured, and the stores material is not installed at

yNuinstalltheblendedstoresmaterial,
. 13 this time. If d

14 then we have some questions with respect to how that blending

15 was decided, and how you verified that the blended material
1|

16 will give you an adequate boron loading for the hoppers. So,.

17 I believe that if we can leave it at that, we can, subject to'

.

18 your verification, of course, that you have installed the new

19 material, in quotation marks, we have disposed of the problem,.

20 except for possible future use of the existing blended
'

.

21 material. We would want to review that prior to installation,

22 whenever that time comes..

13 MR. BREY (PSC): Wait for a few minutes here.
-

| 24 (Discussion was had off the record.)

25 MR. BREY (PSC): We are ready to go back on the..

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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w- i

!c 1 record.

" 2 Jack, would you go ahead.
e.

3 MR. GAHM (PSC): We will make the commit e,

e-

. 4 will use the new material on the refurbished program. don't i
<

'

" 5 want to eliminate the fact that we still can use-the blended |
i il
'

6 material we have in the warehouse. I'm sure that we -- you'd'
e-4

4. 7 want some additional engineering information and we will

8~ 8 commit to that. If we have to use that material, we will
> E.

'

'

9 provide you with additional information on the blending
i';

.

't 10 technique and the sampling used on that, but it's our

'

11 intention right now to put all new materials being

12 manufactured right now in the control.

13 MR. IRELAND (NRC): And you fully expect to be

14 able to do that.

i '
15 MR. GAHM (PSC): Yes.

.

'

]
; 4. 16 MR. IRELAND (NRC): And if you run into a snag,

C 17 which precludes your receiving enough material during this,

|=
18 refurbishment activity prior to this forthcoming start up, you.

I
L 19 will inform us so that we can run through the necessary review

' 20 process in determining that the blended material is indeed
p

..

21 adequate.
,

22 MR. GAHM (PSC): If we use a blended material,,._

i
~

23 you will be so informed.
..

24 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Will there be any special

25 storage requirements on the stores material?.
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I

1 MR. GAHM (PSC): The material that's in stored-

"
2 right now, no different than we had in the past.

b.

3 MR. McBRIDE (PSC): It's Level B, 1.1.1 u
r

N- 4 storage.

f 5 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I have been told that if the
6.

6 material is stored in the presence of oxygen, that there is a
-

i
- 1. 7 tendency for B203 to form on the surface. Can you store that

''
8 material in a non-oxygen environment?

,

9 MR. McBRIDE (PSC): That's not true. Oxygen has

10 no effect on it. Moisture yes, but not oxygen.
,

11 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Can it be stored in an
..

12 environment without moisture? Maybe I should backtrack
r

L. 13 slightly.

14 You and I had a conversation about the storage

I
'

material has the shiny dots on it.15

L 16 5 . OEMMETT-(Mu @ Was I correct in

{~ 17 understanding you to say that that was an eutectic form of B4C,
a_

18 the shiny dots were that?

!
a. 19 MR. McBRIDE (PSC): That's correct, and that, of

j' 20 course, is not due to a moisture atmosphere, Debra. That's
CL .

21 due to the type of firing, and that particular lot, series of

l
C 22 lots, boron balls during the manufacturing process, that

] 23 firing was done to increase the strength of the ball during
'

a.
24 the manufacturing.

,

3-. 25 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Were those dots observable

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103.
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.

{ a-

, 1 when you received the material?

!*' 2 MR. McBRIDE (PSC): Yes.

4-

3 MR. FLY (NRC): So there has not been any
!?-
;; 4 physical change in the balls since you received them? We were

''' 5 under the understanding there had been a change since you

.l.
6 received them until now.

. 7 MR. McBRIDE (PSC): The answer is no.
.

: n- 8 MR. FLY (NRC): Okay, fine.

.f~
-

9 MS. BENNETT (NRC): If you were going to use the

i 10 stores material, and if you were going to submit an
.

.t 11 engineering analysis, would it include an ana,1ysis to see if
J.

12 B203 had been formed on the surface. If they had been exposed
; r- .

13 to moist air, there is a tendency, even though it's got theu,

r 14 reduced amount originally in the material, there may be a

'

15 tendency in long tern storage for that material to migrate to

I

.[ 16 the surface. Would there be a chemical analysis to determine

17 if there was B203 on the surface, or in the ball?'

1

.18 MR. BURNETTE (PSC): The B203 content originates

19 in the manufacture of the ball and you cannot increase the*

20 B203 by.having the ball sit around in storage, you know, the

21- B203 reacted with water vapor to form boric acid, but the

22 total amount of B203 does not change, the total amount of
,

23 oxide formed does not change.
-

.

24 MR. REISWIG (NRC): I am told by a powder

25 metalurgist who makes frequent use of boron carbide that the
,,
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w-
,1~
4- 1 material he uses undergoes a special series of treatments to

c~
2 reduce the B203 content ~ of the original material to near zero |

.J

3 to prevent the reformation of this. -He stores it under dry,,

:
A- 4 argon until it's used. He tells me that otherwise, over a

4 ,.
5 period of time, a haze can form on it, which is identifiable.:

L

, , ' 6 as B233. If this is true, then it appears to me that if moist

- 7 air diffuses through the open porosity of the balls, that it

'

8 could oxidize B4C to a small extent. ,

9 MR. BURNETTE (PSC): This could be true. I

,
10 dare say that haze that you're talking about is an extremely

# 11 small percentage of the tota air eight of the ball. The,
t.3

12 balls already contain, according to the old specification, up

- 13 to one percent of B203, and the new specification lowers this

14 down to a tenth or 2 tenths percent by weight of the ball of

15- B203. This haze you're talking about, I'm certain, is'much,

16 much less than that. It already contains some B203, aso

,

| 17 manufactured. The haze is an insignificant contribution, in
'

i

18 my estimation. We've never seen an increase in B203 just

i
t. 19 because of storage, because after all, our techniques for

' 20 measuring B203 are not that accurate,
a

21 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I guess the bottom line then

8L 22 would be, is if you choose to use the mater 101 at some later

| 23 dates, could there be some type of a chemical analysis so that
n.;

4 24 we would know for sure the composition of the balls that

! t. 25 you're going to use? That's all I'm requesting.
l

! *

'
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. 1 MR. IRELAND (NRC): We are, indeed, talking

7 2 about the blended material which is the stuff in the warehouse,
4

3 I presume, which is for later use. And the new material is
,-

} 4 adequate, since it was recently manufactured and there's no-

5 question about blending concerning it.''

t

6 MR. MILLER (NCR): I didn't hear exactly when
e-

i 7 the new material that you now have on hand was manufactured.

t 8 Do you know?
,

d.
9 MR. McBRIDE (PSC): The 7/16 materials was

10 manufactured in December and January of 1984/85; the 9/16, of

11 which there's 450 pounds of new material in the warehouse, was.
.

12 manufactured in January, the remaining approximately what,

13 1100 pounds, is manufacturing presently which is 600 pounds;,

14 frankly, it's ready to be shipped now.{
a.

15 MR. MILLER (NCR): Thank you.

| 16 MR. HOLMES (PSC): Dick, could you elaborate on..

t 17 your concern regarding the blended material, or the blending?
a. .

18 I'm not quite clear on what it is the NRC is concerned about
!
;, 19 regarding the blended material or the blending.

20 MR. IRELAND (NRC): I think it is a question of

21 how do you assure that the assay of the material for the
,

22 blended lots will give you the boron density loading that you,

23 require in any given hopper.
.

24 MR. IRELAND (NRC): There may be some questions

25 about the records that are associated with these lots. I,

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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'T
J. 1 choose not, however, to make an issue of this for discussion

7 2 right now since we are in agreement that the material will be
).

3 brand new, unblended stuff that goes in during this outage.
v-

b 4 We will revisit this as an issue. We can discuss in further

'' 5 detail, if you, indeed, run short of the new material, quote,
)

6 unquote, or you choose to use it later on, say in a subsequent
s-

i. 7 refueling, but I hesitate to get into a discussion of the

j' 8 reasons why this has become an issue with us at this point.
,

i
9 MR. HOLMES (PSC): Your concern then is different

,

I
4 10 than the baron oxide content, or oxidation boric acid crystal,

.

| 11 the impact that that phenomenon may be boron content?
1.

12 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Our primary interest is in
7

h. 13 the neutronics, the loading, that will be in the blended

14 inventory for hopper, that it matches the requirements for thej-
a.

15 reserve shutdown system or whatever position you're in.

. 16 MR. IRELAND (NRC): There is obviously, from the

T 17 tenor of the questioning, some interest in the B203 content
L.

18 from the standpoint of verifying that material that has been

l
a. . 19 in storage is within specs, if you will, before use.

I 20 MR. FLY (NRC): I think the question regarding
L

21 the blending is simply, we have a document that shows .66
,

22 grams per cubic centimeter, I believe boron content, but no..

23 definition of what the variation was that caused you to decide ^-

.

24 to blend. We don't have any definition of what that variation
.

25 was. So without that, it's kind of hard to tell what the,_
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c-

1 purpose of the blending was, I mean if it was a minor-'-

. c-
2 variation, and you blended, then it probably makes no

2.

,
3 difference. I mean, if both batches of material were within

- 4 specs, and then you blended just to--because you had one that

5 was slightly high and one that was slightly low but both

6 within specs, then there's no problem. But if one was below

:1. 7 -spec, and you mixed to bring the whole volume up to spec, then

[ 8 there could be some questions with that. .

.s.

. . 9 MR. WAGNER (NRC): I think I might be able to
;e-

!, 10 clear this up so we can get of f of this subject.

'I 11 I think the answer to'Mr. Holmes' question is
. L.

12 there's really two issues at stake, one is the neutronics

13 associated with blending the balls, and the second is the

- 14 possible formation of boric acid crystals which could cause

15 bridging. Whether the silver spots are related or not, that's

I- 16 a question we would like to have resolved before that material

I 17 is used. So there are really two questions we want answered
-i-

18 before that material that's in storage is used; whether the
.t'

:e- 19 material in storage is susceptible to both of those issues, or

20 one or the other, is immaterial, but for the material that's

21 used and whenever it's used, that should be addressed.
:r

:. 22 MR. MILLER (NCR): I guess I question as to why

following this lin'e of questioning since we have a'

23 we are
...

; 24 commitment from PSC to revisit this issue when and if they

25 ever decide to use this material. Right now my understanding-
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a-

1 is that they are not going to use this material..

1

2 MR. IRELAND (NRC): I'm in agreement with your |
'-

.

..
3 statement, Mr. Miller.

,-.

i
j 4 MR. GAHM (PSC): We would like to have you

5 provide us your concerns in writing so we can look at those
,

6 prior to the time we use the material, if we use the material.

.
7 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Please let us know before we

8 write.
,

,

9 MR. GAHM (PSC): I'm asking you now to provide

$ 10 me the questions."

a.
.

t- 11 MR. HOLMES (PSC):. We have provided extensive'

'-d.
12 documentation to the NRC concerning the material in the

'

13 warehouse and the actions to blend it, and examine it and look

14 at the silver spots and so on and so forth. We do intend to-

.

15 use it at sometime in the future as needs arise. If the NRC

'

16 is concerned about the acceptability of the material based on

17 the documentation that's been furnished to date, I would think
,

, a ..

18 that it would be proper to get those concerns in writing, so
f

[ 19 that we can address them. We have shipped lots of paperwork
~7

toyoutodatethroughMr.Plumlee(( primarily on this20
;

21 subject.
i

22 MR. WAGNER (NRC): The extensive documentation,

? 23 on the blending consisted of two paragraphs.

; ..
; 24 MR. HOLMES (PSC): We sent tabulations of boron
<

25 content on each blend of material, and prior to the blending,,
- e
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D'
| 1 and after the blending, as part of a very sizable PSC memo.

O- 2 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Let me please cut this off
l.

3 right now. We're not going to let this blending process
,

-- 4 become a restart issue.

5 MR. HOLMES (PSC): Agreed.

6 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Unless you try to use it and

a 7 you inform us as agreed before you restart. I choose not to

8 get into a debate. There are a lot--there is quite a
,

9 diversity of opinions which respect to what is needed and I

10 don't want to get into a debate that might be extensive on,

_

P 11 what is actually needed by way of QC records, chemical
L

12 analyses et cetera et cetera, with respect to the material in

13 storage, the blended material. Not at this time. We will bog

<U 14 down.
L .,

15 MR. BREY (PSC): Yes. I understand where you're

1~
a. 16 coming from. We have committed to using new material, and

} 17 this refurbishment program. Should.for some reason that we
i.

'

18 can not foresee right now that we would have'ce use blended

19 material, we will get back to you just as quick as we possibly

20 can, once we know that that is a possibility, to discuss the*

..

21 issue again.

22 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Thank you.

23 (Break)
~

.

24 MR. IRELAND (NRC): We are ready to go.

25 MR. BREY (PSC): Are we going to continue with.
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~)'

1 reserve shutdown material?

F 2 MR. WAGNER (NRC): One other germane area real
b.

3 quick. Testing of the reserve shutdown hoppers in the future,
,

- 4 are you going to discuss that as part of the CRDOA preventive

5 maintenance program, and is that going to be in sufficient

6 detail for us to understand what all you intend to do as part
ir

7 of the testing of the reserve shutdown hoppers?<

8 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): That was presented in our ,

9 P-85046 resubmittal as a part of the PM program, yes.

'

. 10 MR. WAGNER (NRC): That preventive maintenance
,

11 program.

12 MR. WAGNER (NRC): Discussing what and how you

13 would examine the discharged reserve shutdown material for?

14 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): On page 4 of that report,

15 it's attachment 3 to P-85040.

16 MR. WAGNER (NRC): Reference to visual exam only.

1 17 I believe.
a.

18 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Excuse me, Item 2 is
f
I

19 material, sample removal, visual examination, and sample*

I 20 analysis on select CRDOAs The system would involve a
i

21 functional test where you would blow the rupture disc, which

22 is a surveillance requirement and would be included as part of.

23 our proposed surveillance, it is a part of our current
..

24 technical specifications, surveillance requirement, and it

25 would continued to be a part of that proposed...
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.

.e.
i. 1 MR. WAGNER (NRC): Present tech spec I believe

TT 2- call for only one hopper per outage.
\L i

,
3 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): That's correct.

-cr
'

4 MR. WAGNER (NRC): Are you revising that tech.

i

:'" 5 spec to require two?
g. .

.6 MR. McBRIDE (PSC): Yes. It's already in your-

!In
a, 7 letter P-85027 regarding one high, one low, and analysis for

|' 8 B4C and B203.
,

:
.

' 9 MR. WAGNER (NRC): On each hopper.

10 MR. McBRIDE (PSC): On the high and low.
4

i[ 11 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): One each, one high and one
it.

12 low.

}'
E. 13 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC): I have several questions

:P 14 here on document P-85027. If you would refer to that document.
6.

15 On page 1-1, you state, and I quote, hence the new absorbant
. m

is. 16 material differs from that described in FSAR appendix A, and
,

I

f 17 just for the record, I'd like to know, will you be proposing a
%.

18 change to the FSAR and in your annual update to reflect this?
1-

i 19 MR. HOLMES (PSC): The annual update of the FSAR

1 20 would reflect as-built status of the plant each year, yes.
;>

:n.
21 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC): And on page 1-2, you state

p-
22 " Qualification testing has been conducted on the new material,..

|' ' 23 confirmed that its lower density is acceptable," et cetera. I

y
! 24 was wondering if you could clarify what type qualification

,

i
: 25 testing you're referring to here.

j..
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1 .MR. McBRIDE (PSC): Further in the document, we.,

-2 do discuss that relative to slump. testing, and of course-

'

3 chemical analysis comes with the material, but the
f*

| 4 qualification testing is relative to the plastic deformation,

;- 5 as it's called, or slump testing, yes.

1.
6 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC): And back on page 4-2, you're

,_-

.j, 7 referring to, and I quote, the basis for this expectation is

n- 8 founded.upon the observation that the initial boron oxide
j~ .

9 content of the new absorbent material is very much lower than
w

10 the initial boron oxide content of the original material.

11 Your two specs, as indicated, are different from purchase

- I'
-

12 order, or specification issue BC&A, Issue B and Issue C. This

13 is back on Attachment 2, how far is the boron oxide less than

14 1 percent, but for the new Issue A, it has considerable less-

'

15 than that. But yet you say that the 1982, 1983 shipment

16 essentially falls into the requirements of the '84-85

17 specification, if you understand what I'm trying to 'get at

1
18 here. Do'you have records that confirm that, even though the

19 spec Issue C here calls for less than 1 percent, that it is,

i 20- indeed, either the same or less than the specification

''
21 required for Issue A of specification 12B147

e

22 MR. McBRIDE (PSC): The answer to that is yes,
,

23 and furthermore, we gave you the manual, G.L., for the lots . ..

''
24 back in appendix A on page 5-A2. Even though the

,

25 specification calls for less than 1 percent, you'll find that
,,

.
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1 the actual B203 content is a heck of a lot less than 1 percent..

*] 2 The new material is a better product in terms of B203
y

3 concentration, G.L. And that includes the stores material for

:
i- 4 your comparison there.

'' 5 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC): The next question I refer to,
.i:

6 page 4-6, and the attachment 2 back here under spec 12D14,
i:

t 7 Issue A, and I notice that-there is no specification on raw

8- material B4C chemical composition. Could you clarify why that
,

9 is?

. 10 MR. McBRIDE (PSC): We took that out because
.

-{ 11= frankly, it's a meaningless criteria in that we want the
a.

12 finished product criteria to be very tight. We took the raw
-m

d. 13 material specification out. The manufacturer uses a higher
*

o
b' grade graphite M bricat'i Dnj14 We took that out because we
;e.

15 want the finished product material, exact chemical content of
f

16 the finished product. That's why we took it out. It was;.

17 meaningless.

| 18 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC): But back on your initial
'

|

|. 19 1982-1983 and what we discussed earlier, this business about

t' 20 the mixing, was that no't where this problem originated from,
.

, 21 was the specs on the raw material didn't fall into the
I'
j. 22 specification called for?
i

23 MR. McBRIDE (PSC): No, it was not the source,

..

24 material. It was the actual manufacturing process at that
,

j.. 25 time.

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103. . .
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3 1 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC): Thank you.,

'' 2 MR. IRELAND (NRC): May we move on to the
6

3 temperature recording, CRDM temperature requalification
,G

j. 4 discussion.

5 MR. BREY (PSC): We are ready to field questions

6 on the issue.

7 MR. MILLER (NRC): Before we start this area,

8 could someone trace for me some of the history of the motor
,

'

9 qualifications, and what I'm specifically referring to is a

10 December 2, 1982 letter to O. R. Lee from Bob Clark, talking

r 11 about control rod drive mechanisms over temperature problems.

t.

12 The letter specifically asked PSC for a tech spec commitment.

13 Can you give me a little history? Was that ever done? What

- 14 happened to this letter? Where are you today?

'

15 MR. WAGNER (NRC): I can probably address it, as
1

16 well as they can., n,

1 17 MR. MILLER (NCR): Specifically, what I'm--right

a.
18 are you familiar with the letter?

I

19 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I'm somewhat familiar,,

' 20 with it, Jim, but you're asking us to drag up some things out

i
21 of the cobwebs here. There's been a lot of water over the

.

22 bridge since then. I don't know.o

23 MR. MILLER (NCR): Well, I want to know where

,

24 the water went. Specifically, the letter gives a safety

25 evaluation that says because the extent of synergistic facts
,

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 is not known above 215, it is recommended that the CRDM,

gg@ - h
mV emperatb e torq"e operatien not exceed 215, and yet I!*' 2 maxi t
N -

,

3 know, you know, we start talking about 250. I would just like
,e

'i. 4 to know what happpened in between.

C 5 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): To the best of my
A.

6 knowledge, what happened in between there is we ended up with
e-

d 7 some testing, recognizing that the Control rod drive

8- 8 temperatures went higher than anticipated.
,

<&
9 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We ended up with a

'v^
$, 10 technical specification that required rod drop tests on a

r 11 periodic basis to assure that the rods were operable. And to

'h.
12 the best of my knowledge, I believe that that's the way the

13 thing was finally resolved in terms of those temperatures,

14 recognizing that we were not at full power at that point in

'

15 time, and did not know what our ultimate temperatures might be.

16 MR. MILLER (NCR): If I keep reading from this

|

17 letter, it seems to indicate that reactor probably goes up to

18 100cid the orifice valves are at least 40 percent open and the
" eduT: .j 19 EPL (em emperatures will be around 215, in that a true

. j

;' 20 statement.
(
;e.

21 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I believe based on our
|
:'

I 22 short run at 100 percent power, which wasn't very long, Io.

23 think we -- I don't think we stayed below 215 degrees but I
'

.

24 don't remember that.

25 MR. FULLER (PSC): 250.,

K0ENIG fi PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1. MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): 215.,

2 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): 'I think it was 223 or''~

L1-

3 something.
*. , - ..

{, 4 MR. WARLMBOURG (PSC): I think we experienced

5 temperatures as high as 233, for example.

'

6 MR. MILLER (NCR): I guess, let's start backing

7 up and let's start talking about motor requalification. The

- 8 last thing that I know about is this December 2nd letter. Can

9 you give me some feeling that there was a PSC letter
-

f, 10 responding to this that indicated about the rod drops, if you

11 can, I'd like a reference, or were there requalification testsj'
s' .^ ,

*

12 done and if there were, was that reported to the NRC7

13 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): There were no req'ualification'

e- 14 tests done. I can stated that as a definite fact, I do know
i "

e.
15 there has been some correspondence since 1982 on the control

f '

j 16 rod drive temperatures, but for me to drag that up and tell

e t17 you right on the spot what that correspondence is, Jim, I

~

18 can't do that. That's impossible. I do know, however, that

19 there was correspondence where we talked abcut the 215 degrees,

20 and even higher temperatures than that, and that is, I'm sure,*-

'

21 in the docket.
..

22 MR. FULLER (P8C): I'm almost positive that,

23 there was a direct response to that letter. I mean, 99

.

24 percent sure, but I don't have the reference handy.

25 MR. WAGNER (NRC): My recollection of what,.

'
KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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os
1 happened after that response from PSC to the December 2, 1982

e- 2 NRC letter discussed higher temperatures, discussed the fact

3 that temperature monitoring capability was being installed on

,

each of the CRDOAs and in three positions as they were refueled,4

e -- 5 as those regions were refueled; also discussed the possibility

i
6 of a requalification program, and contained commitments that

7 the rod drop test, which had existed in the tech spec, would

i
- 8 be continued to be performed on a bi-weekly basis with the

9 temperatures being monitpred at the time the 6 inch rod drop
*

10 test seemed like an adequate surveillance to ensure rod

11 operability and that was accepted by NRC in a license

12 amendment which was issued in the early part of 1983, I
'

f 13 believe, possibly '84; probably '84. NRC has not, to my

- 14 knowledge, accepted a qualification temperature higher than
'

15 215 degrees.

t
16 MR. MILLER (NCR): Could I get a committeement

{
17 from you to look up and give me a reference to the direct

'

18 response to this letter?

1'
[ 19 MR. FULLER (PSC): Sure.

20 MR. HOLMES (PSC): We can have that after lunch.. me

21 That just a matter of going over to t1 irs term D and

22 getting the correspondence trail.

23 MR. MILLER (NRC): I would appreciate >

**
24 response.

25 MR. HOLMES (PSC): That was an NRC ietter, Clark
..
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1 to Lee.

S' 2 MR. MILLER (NRC): Yes.

.

3 MR. GARM (PSC): What's the date on the letter.
o~

J. 4 MR. MILLER (NRC): December 2, 1982.

c 5 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I believe that we would like

.

to refer to document P-85032-1, CRDOA mechanism, temperatures6

7 and environmental requalification. Very simple question.

e- 8 What do you consider the CRDM qualification temperature?

b.
9 MR. MILLER (NRC): At the present time?

*

(. 10 MS. BENNETT (NRC): At the present time.

g' 11 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): I'm assuming something for .

$..
12 the moment,.and I think the answer, Jim, to your reference-

13 letter there, included a resume' of what levels each of the

q- 14 components are qualified, including up to 272 degrees for the

a.

15 model.

1

j, 16 MS. BENNETT (NRC): That was an analytical

17 assessment.
}
d.

18 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): That was a paperwork

'1
f, 19 analytical assessment, yes, because all of the products are

t 20 purchased to some spec.

21 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Do I hear you saying, then,

22 that because of that GA analysis, that you are saying that;.

23 that component is good for 2727

' '

24 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): That is our position. And

25 we are speaking of that component. I think we also--
,
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1 MR. MILLER (NRC): Excuse m Jack, the CRDM

2 you're talking about?+

3 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Yes, sir. I think we also
a

4 made--took a position in that letter which said we are going
,

5 to declare that anything over some certain temperature, that.'

*
6 we would increase surveillance or some other items. When we

..

7 get that letter, we can be a little more specific here.;

. 8 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I have a problem with the
1

'

'
9 idea of using 272 as a qualification temperature. Now, from

10 what I understand, the original qualification testing was done

11 at 180 degree F. helium environment, and that the motor,

b~
12 temperatures ran on the order of 200, 212, something like this,

13 and that was the original qualification temperature for the

i- 14 motor, was 215. Now, that's how I understand it. And yet now

15 I hear you coming up and saying, no, because of the GA

1

16 analysis that says that it should be good to 272, if that's
7

17 the temperature that we are using and I would like to hear a,

18 little justification on that

19 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): The original test which

20 was done at 180 degrees Farenheit is true, but since that time,s

"
21 those motors have been rewound reinsulated with a class H

22 insulation, which gives us the 272 degree rating.

23 MR. MILLER (NCR): So the motor that was tested

**
24 at the 180 degree helium test is not the same motor that's now

25 in?
.
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1 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Same motor, different

2 insulation.*

.

3 MS. BENNETT (NRC): But was there ever any
r

4. 4 effort to literally say that now the new requalification

G- 5 temperature is 2727
J.

6 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Just a moment.

7 (Discussion was had off the record.)

8 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Debbie, I'm not sure I-

}~ .

9 remember exactly what your question was. Would you restate it?
e

i. 10 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Why don't you restate it?

q' 11 (The pending question was read back.)
L.

12 MS. BENNETT (NRC): The way I understand it, the

13 CRDM was originally qualified for 250 degree F. operation.

14 ."n. WAREHaGURG gisvis 2..

15 MR. MILLER (NRC): 215.

16 MS. BENNETT (NRC): 215, excuse me. I now hear

17 you saying to me that no, the qualification temperature is 272

~

18 degrees F., and I would like some kind of justification for

Mdflo.--
19 that change. And I understand you put the winding--on there,

.

t 20 w>e(he272 temperature, as I understand it, is a projected
~

.

21 temperature, it's a paper analysis. Do you have mechanical
,

22 test that qualifies that motor at 2727
,

23 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): We do not have al test,
.

24 however, the insulation is a class H insulation, which is

25 recognized in the national NEMA standard MG1. Now, when we
,
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1 use those type of references, those are normally an accepted

" 2 authority on the insulation, which we are applying to the
.;

3 motor,
er

- 4 MS. BENNETT (NRC): But that doesn't necessarily,

F 5 in my mind, justify taking the qualification temperature of
.

6 the motor itself up to 272 when it was only quantified to 215.
v

7 Just because you changed the insulation, you know, I don't see.

7 8 any good reason for suddenly calling it 272 versus 215 for
,

4.
9 which it was qualified for just because you changed the

e

b 10 insulation
_

{ 11 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): You're concerned then
L

12 about the metal parts and this kind of thing?

13 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I'm concerned about the

j 14 operation of the motor
a

15 MR. NOVACHEK-(PSC): The operation of the whole
,

t 16 unit. When we look at motors, we do not see a difference

17 between motor A and motor B in the metal parts, the winding,'

L
18 the steel, the copper, et cetera. The only difference between

1

s. 19 motor A and B on the temperature rating is the insulation.

1 20 Now, that the position is, basically, that the bearings are '

s ..

21 good for a much higher temperature than the original 190
,

22 degrees. Now, I cannot be any more finite than that,..

' 23 obviously.
~

.

24 MR. POWERS (NRC): How about lubrication?

25 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): The lubrication on these,

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
.
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1 are the molydisulphide bearings..

C 2 MR. FLY (NRC): That's true, but you stated--
4

3 Rick stated yesterday that the bearings were very sensitive to
r-

j. 4 side loading, and we have materials in here that could impose

W 5 some differential thermal expansion that could cause some
J

6 binding in the bearings. There are a number of issues here in

7 terms of qualifying, if you were qualifying for 10 degrees

'8 higher temperature, yeah, you know; but you're qualifying for
,

9 25 percent higher temperature. And you know, the normal
e

| 10 operating--the increase, you're looking at more than that.

j 11 You're talking, now 150 degree increase from feem-ambient to
a

12 you know, 200 degree increase from ambient, so that's a 33
i

^

L 13 percent increase. That's a significant increase. There are

t 14 lots of things that would have to be addressed. And I don't
a.

15 know how you address all of them without doing some motor
1

c 16 qualification.

T 17 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): May I ask, Jim, where
a.

18 we're going with this line of questioning? We have committed
1

i 19 ,o you to do a full-scale qualification of the CRDO assemblyt

Lw MA-
20 and autoclave at GA, and we have given you a schedule to do"

n.
21 that. We have committed to you, in addition to that, when we

t

22 do our rod drop test, we're going to verify its operability,_

!

| 23 with back EMF, and I know we can dredge up all of these old -

!.
I 24 things, whether or not it's qualified to 215 or 250 or 245, or
l
! 25 whatever it is, but I guess our commitments to you in terms of,,
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,
1 the rod operability and what that temperature means have been

',' 2 set forth. So, I guess I need to know where we're going with

3 this line of questioning.
e-

i 4 MR. MILLER (NCR): Let me try it a different way,

'' 5 and maybe we can work around it.
.

6 With that commitment, do you have a time
e-

7 schedule for that?4

j 8 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I think we gave you some
,

4.
9 indication of the third quarter, or something.

,

o

L 10 MR. MILLER (NCR): Well, you said you

11 anticipated; is that firmed up?-j
d. -

12 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Based on what we can see

13 in the re'furbishment of the autoclave,-I think that's a fairly

r 14 reasonable date. Now, again, you know, I can't say it's not

a,

15 going to slip a month, or something, but--

1
16 MR. MILLER (NRC): 'Okay. ,Between now and thea.

1- 17 third quarter--well, let's say between now and the end of '85,

s.
18 do you have any plans for operating these motors in the

f

19 facility at higher than 215 degrees?,,

20 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I think our basic+

.

21 commitment to you at the last meeting was that we were going

22 to send you the information that we had at 250 degrees
,

23 administrative limit, and when we reached that limit, an

.

24 evaluation was made. At that same time, we indicated to you

25 that we were going to continue with our rod drop tests, and
,
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1 that we felt very comfortable with what we are seeing on the
,

2 back EMF, that we're going to be able to estimate that thoser-

*
3 rods that are partially or fully withdrawn or are operable

u~

4 within the PCRV, and that was the method upon which we left
,

r 5 this thing with you the last time we met. And we are

1
6 proceeding still down that same path.

f 7 MR. MILLER (NCR): Could you give me the maximum

8 temperature that you would plan to operate any one of theseg-,

t -

''
9 drives at through '85, through the end of '85? Is that 250?

, ,.

{ 10 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Right now we have started

11 that 250 degree administrative limit, which requires that if
!i
I

12 we reach that temperature on any given rod, that that is'

13 evaluated, and I believe we sent you the program, the details'

14 of that program, and that's in effect.

"~ 15 MR. MILLER (NCR): So let's try it again. It's

16 my understanding that you plan to go higher than 215 before

17 the end of the year. Did I understand that right?
| l

"' 18 MR. HOLMES (PSC): For the record, PSC, yes.

Il 19 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I don't know that we ever
!a

20 got any definite indication that we will be going higher thanj,

'* 21 215 degrees. There's a possibility we will go on higher power
9

22 levels. It depends on your orifice positions and given region
s-

23 that we can get back to a position where we were at 100 .
,

''

24 percent power and approaching 235 degrees. Now, that

25 possibility exists. It's not a definite thing, but that
.
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. 1 possibility exists.

2 MR. MILLER (NRC): When you go back to power,"

4

3 you will have temperature indications on all units?

4 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): All 37.

'' 5 MR. WAGNER (NRC): May I redirect on that point?
.J.

6 Your commitment or your letter, Attachment 1 to
O

7 85032, states, quote, our schedule is to have permanenta

8 recorders installed and operational by 4/15/85, and it goes on
{
4.

9 to say, it's not required. Question: What are your plans, if
e

L 10 -do you not meet that schedule, to have the permanent system

11 installed?j'
a.

12 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Your letter to us'

13 indicated that we had to be able to monitor a selected sample

14 of the control rod drive temperattares, and we will meet that

15 requirement. If the recorders--if all 37 of them are not on a

.
16 recorder, we will meet that requirement.

17 MR. WAGNER (NRC): Explicitly, how?

18 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We have already got a
Y

; d. 19 digital indication in the control room in terms of that

i 20 information. We may have to come up with a temporary brush

21 recorder to do that, but I think we can do that, if we get

22 backed into that corner.
'

,

23 MR. WAGNER (NRC): Yes. But your letter went on-

24 to state, temporary recording equipment will not be required.

25 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We don't think it is..
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1 going to be required. We are saying if we get to that point

o- 2 where we can't get the recorders here and we've got a

i.

3 commitment to at least sample some of the control rods, we may

4 be involved with some temporary recording until that permanent

5 facility gets installed.

6 MR. WAGNER (NRC): So at least a sample of the

7 assemblies will have continuous monitoring?

, 8 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Yes.
.

4

9 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Yes. To give you a feel

,

the Acurex, which is the instrument we are using, is10 on that,

11 being installed at the present time.,-

b'
12 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We don't visualize a

f 13 problem with it, Phil.

14 MR. WAGNER (NRC): Just wanted it clarified.

'

15 MR. MILLER (NRC): Maybe we can work our way out

16 of this a little bit. Right now, and until we get the rest of

- 17 the record and take a look at it, the only thing that I know

"
18 of on the record from the NRC is this December 2, 1982 letter.

9

; 19 But that's subject to change when we see the rest of it.

20 Would it be possible for you to let us know when you approach4

'

21 the 215 degree mark so that we might revisit this and take a

22 look specifically at where you are in your requalification
,

'

23 program?

'

24 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I guess that's up to the

25 plant to decide on what they want to do on that. I think we
.
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{ 1 will be there almost.

cr 2 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): We will be there awful

~'

3 quick.
er

4 MR. MILLER (NCR): What do you mean " awful

5 quick"?

6 MR. GAHM (PSC): 40 percent power, 50 percent
w

7 power. 215 degrees, you know, that's a ballpark figure.y

v- 8 MR. HEITNER (NRC): Even with the new seals in
I *

$-
9 place that you're putting in?

10 MR. MILLER (NRC): Can we try it another way?

e 11 MR. GAHM (PSC): Jim, can I say something? Why

i
12 don't we wait until after you get a chance to review our

13 response to you, and we'll have a little bit more time to go

- 14 back and maybe look at some of our record and see maybe where

~

15 we get 215, and we can give you a little more clarified answer.

' f 16 MR. MILLER (NRC): That's what I was going to

17 suggest.
-

r

'

18 MR. GAHM (PSC): Great minds think alike.

1

19 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Can I ask you whatg,

, 20 amendment that was?

21 MR. WAGNER (NRC): We have done too many of them
i

22 recently.
,

23 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I just thought you might . .

''

24 have it at your fingertips.

( 25 MR. WAGNER (NRC): 36 is my guess, but I don't
,,
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1 know.
,_

e- 2 MR. HOLMES (PSC): You're saying the 12/2, 1982
;

3 letter is the license amendment?
o-

| 4 MR. WAGNER (NRC): No, no.

e- 5 MR. MILLER (NCR): 12/2, 1982 letter said, and I

i
6 quote, therefore, we request that you provide a commitment in,

.-

7 the form of a technical test specification and limitation to,

8 insure that the CRDM temperatures do not exceed 215. This was7

|
'

9 a request for you to submit a technical specification
,

{ 10 application change.

11 MR. HOLMES (PSC): To the best of mye

'
12 recollection, we declined to end in a license amendment

1
'

13 application that was 100 percent responsive to that point

14 because it would have amounted to an unreasonable power

!.'
15 limitation on the plant, and until we get the response letter

o

16 and clarify what happened since then, it would be best to just_g
|

jr 17 wait on the issue.
|
'a"
j 18 MR. MILLER (NRC): I agree. I agree.

t
39 (Discussion off the record.)-

a.

20 MR. BREY (PSC): Back on.,,

1,

(* 21 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I have one question on a

22 document P85040, Attachment 9. Maybe it's clarification, but

I 23 on the third page of that document, 5.1.1, it says, the

''

24 temperatures are to be read when the reactor power level is

25 greater than or equal to 50 percent. As I understand the
,,
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;. 1 14-man audit report in the executive summary, it says that a

" 2- procedure for recording representative samples of CRM
4

3 temperatures at all operating conditions will be available.
''

[. 4 Is there some discrepancy there?

5' MR. FULLER (PSC): No, there's no discrepancy.'
,

i
6 What you're referring to is the surveillance test that has

,

'
i 7 been in existence for a long period of time, and it was

8 8 supplied to you for your information. A new surveillance
, ,

1.
9 requirement will be in accordance with this proposed program,

10 which did say that you would obtain control rod drive motor

!
- 11 temperatures when we are operating, on a weekly basis on all

! -

.

12 rods.

~

'

13 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Debbie, the difference is,
,

s- 14 today, those temperatures are taken manually. In the future,

|.
15 when we put our new equipment in, it will be continuous and

l
1. 16 automatic, so--

17 MS. BENNETT (NRC): At all operating conditions?
i,

s.t

18 MR. FULLER (PSC): Yes.
, f'

[ 19 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): 24 hours a day, no
,

f 20 restrictions.
,

21 MR. FULLER (PSC): No shutdowns.

22 MR. MILLER (NRC): Except shutdown?,

23 MR. FULLER (PSC): Except shutdown. -

.

24 MS. BENNETT (NRC): To me, it was confusing;

25 that's all.,

.

'
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1 MR. WAGNER (NRC): One more quick question,3,

;& 2 please. TOtat's the alarm set point temperature going to be?

:1.
3 MR. MILLER (NRC): 215.

,-

ij, 4 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): I don't think we have

.r- 5 defined that yet, Phil. It will be defined, though.
1 1

'l''

6 MR. WAGNER (NRC): Anybody got any questions on
ie-

7 the requalification program, as presented in 85032, calls for;

- 8 holds for short periods of time at various temperatures every
t

'

9 10 degrees, increasing from 250 degrees, and a hold at 300

it'
- 10 degrees for 14 days. The essential question is, is that--would

,

c. 11 you project that to qualify the CRDOA for a--for continuous

; 12 operation at 300 degrees?
;;m

|j, 13 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): We do.

| 14 MR. WAGNER (NRC): The 14-day hold could be '

;

!

)' 15 extrapolated to a continuous rating?

f 16 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): We don't see why it cannot,
i

in 17 Phil. We think if it's going to fail, if we have any problems,

! L.
18 that we will know it by that time' period. Keep in mind that

io

19 after 14 days, then we have quite a series of tests which must,,

|

|t- 20 be run.

"
21 MR.' WAGNER (NRC): Those tests would be run at

.

22 300 degrees?
,,

- 23 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Yes, sir. . . .

"
H24 MR. MILLER (NCR): Where is the actual

!

25 temperature measured on this unit? Is it always--and is it
,,

,
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1 always in the same place?

r 2 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Two places
1

3 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): You mean with the

4 installed RTDs?

5 MR. MILLER (NRC): No. With the ones you're

.

6 putting in now during refurbishment.
U

7 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): There are three RTDs on7

t' 8 each CRD. One is on the CRD motor, one is on the orifice
*

4

9 plate, and the third is ambient.

10 MR. MILLER (NCR): Is it always located in the

:- 11 same place on the motor?

L
12 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Yes, sir.

13 MR. MILLER (NCR): Which is?

- 14 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): I can't tell you exactly on

.

15 the motor where it is. But we can find out. It's on the

16 outside of the housing. But I'm not sure exactly where on the

i r 17 housing.

L
t 18 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): I believe it's on stator.

l 19 MR. MILLER (NCR): Could we get a firm check anda
!

|3 20 let me know

| o '-
21 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Yes, sir.

:
22 MR. WAGNER (NRC): The 300 degrees that you're,.

I< 23 speaking of, is that the motor temperature or the ambient -

I

~

24 temperature?

25 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): That would be ambient
,,
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1 temperature...

0- 2 MS. BENNETT (NRC): The environment will be 300
..

3 degrees?
r
j 4 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Yes.

r 5 MR. HEITNER (NRC): There's a quail in the brake

L
6 mechanism that holds the brake; has that been rewound with the

,V -

'j 7 same insulation that's been used in the motor, since you're

r 8 using that now at this higher temperature?

4
9 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): We can't answer your

e

10 question. We don't know at the moment, Ken. We will find out.g

11 MR. HEITNER (NRC): Okay.r
1,.

12 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): I might add that this

13 environment test does include the operation of that brake.

14 MR. IRELAND (NRC): If we can move on to the*

15 general area of moisture ingress.

16 MR. BREY (PSC): Okay.

17 MR. GAHM (PSC): I have got to get somebody over

18 here.
T

|,, 19 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Would you like to take a
!

, 20 ten-minute break?

' ~
21 MR. GAHM (PSC): Yes.

,

l, 22 MR. BREY (PSC): Okay. I don't know how that

23 will fit with lunch. Lunch is not here yet, but we are

24 getting to that time.

25 (Recess taken.)
,

|

|
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1 MR. BREY (PSC): We would like to give you some- .

i j' 2 additional information concerning the control rod drive
i.

3 temperature issue. Over the noon hour, we went back into our
e-

!s

i 4 recorde and we do have some more information. I

'

- ' , ~ 5 MR. HOLMES (PSC): We have a number of exhibits
n.

6 that we would like to identify, and they constitute the
e-

tg,_ 7 correspondence trail relative to the December 2, 1982 letter.

F 8 Let me just read through these to identify them, and we have ,a
J

9 set for you and we have a set over here, and we can talk about
r

,

t. 10 them, as necessary.

'' 11 The first one would be Exhibit CRD-6, which
(_

12- would be the December 2, 1982 letter from Clark to Lee, PSC-
.

13 letter number G-82384; the second one would be CRD-7, which is,,

r 14 PSC letter P-83132, from Lee to Collins dated April 15, 1983;
1
'

i_

15 third one is NRC-letter from Madsen to Lee dated May 16, 1983,,

l'

16 letter number G-83194; fourth one to be an Exhibit CRD-9,2,-

i 17 which is PSC letter P-83239 from Lee to Collins dated July 18,

18 1983. Next one would be exhibit, CRD-10, NRC letter from
s'
{, 19 Madsen to' Lee dated August 3, 1983, letter number G-83283.

20 The next one CRD-ll, which is PSC letter P-83319 from'

+ ..

21 Warembourg to Collins dated September 21, 1983. The next one
: '

;. 22 is Exhibit CRD-12, which is Fort St. Vrain License Amendment

i 23 No. 36, NRC letter from Wagner to Lee dated October 13, 1983, -

..

24 letter number G-83369; the last one is Exhibit CRD-13, which

i 25 are pages 3.8-6 through 3.8-9 from Revision 2 of the updated,,

i
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. . 1 Fort Sc. Vrain FSAR, including the references for Section 3.8

? 2 of the FSAR.,

l.
3 I think the whole six may be best summarized by

a-

J. 4 the writeup in the FSAR that basically concludes that if thej

'' 5 CRDM temperatures are measured above 215, we would go to a
J.

6 weekly rod drog surveillance. And there was an administrative.

'
U

a. 7 limit 5 degre s established that we have talked about.

j' 8 MR. BREY (PSC)': I guess, for the record, we feel the
5.

9 correspondence speaks for itself in both directions on the

I'
l. 10 issue, and we don't intend to veer off of the correspondence.

j 11 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Okay. Whatever you propose,
L

12 you're going to stick to it?
g.

13 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Yes.<.

*" 14 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Except as modified during
i._

15 the discussions this morning and recent correspondence.

.. 16 MR. BREY (PSC): Jack and Don, I want you to

! 17 lisen to this when it's read back.
i.

18 (to the reporter) Would you read back Mr.
'

}. 19 Ireland's comment.

' 20 (Statement of Mr. Ireland read back.)
..

21 MR. BREY (PSC): Is that satisfactory?
,

22 MR. FULLER (PSC): I guess I have a question on..

23 what is as modified this morning. -

..

24 MR. IRELAND (NRC): There may not have been any
.

25 modifications made this morning. I think the topic is._

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103s.,
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1 temperature qualification, is it not, in a general sense...

4*' 2 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Yes.
..

3 MR. IRELAND (NRC): You may have made
e-

4. 4 commitments to do temperature monitoring, as an example.

E' 5 Those commitments were in so-called recent correspondence.
s

6 They were not modifications of this morning. Maybe a little
:q,-

;t 7 clarification. Things like that.

'i" 8 MR. FULLER (PSC): I understand. Yes, sir.
.

L.

9 MR. IRELAND (NRC): We now have a set of
r

t 10 documents, yours and ours, which we are reminded we should

r 11 look at,- and we will. I have no further comments.
L

12 MR. BREY (PSC): We are done with this issue

13 then, I guess.
,

t 14 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Is it appropriate--
L.

15 MR. BREY (PSC): Oh, yes. I was reminded, one-

;!
!i_ 16 open question that came from this morning was the location of
I

] 17 the RTDs. Jack, can you--
!

18 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Yes, we have looked into

15
j 19 this, and it's determined that the RTD is mounted on the CRD

' 20 motor. It is mounted on the side of the outside housing,
..

21 approximately.in the middle of the length of the whole housing
9

22 which puts it adjacent to the stator of the motor.._

23 MR. MILLER (NCR): Thank you.''

G.
24 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): I might add that in one of

,

(25 these pieces of communication, I forgot which one, there arec.
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1 also some drawings which give you a good indication of exactly.

' ' ~
2 where all three RTDs are located. ,

i

3 MR. MILLER (NCR): You're speaking about the
I' t

i 4 documentation that we just got?

'' 5 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Yes, sir. I think, Jim, it
4

6 is in Exhibit 9, the drawing.
e-

t. 7 MR. MILLER (NCR): Thank you.

'' .8 MR. IRELAND (NRC): I think it's appropriate no.w
I.

9 to move on to moisture ingress?

I'
'!. 10 MR. BREY (PSC): Yes, it is.

11 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I guess I was a little
.

12 distressed about the size of the moisture ingress document

._ 13 that we received. I had gotten the impression out of the

''

14 assessment report that we had basically asked for an
,

15 explanation of the modifications that you were going to make

I
.. 16 based on why you thought they were worthwhile, and that's how

5 17 I kind of interpreted it.
a

18 When I look at the document that was submitted,
1-

d. 19 you gave a listing of the modifications that you were making

. ' . 20 or proposing, but I certainly didn't receive any warm feeling
4.

21 about why you were making those particular modifications. And

1
a. 22 I would feel a lot better about that document, and about the

23 moisture ingress topic, if you could give us some good idea of -
-

B.

24 why you made those--why you decided on those particular

25 modifications, what they are really going to do for you in,_

.
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1 really helping you to reduce moisture ingress.-

'"
2 MR. BREY (PSC): These are modifications to the

t;

3 circulator auxiliary system that you're speaking of and again,
.

.
i 4 can you give a brief rundown on those items that we have

F 5 completed during the shutdown and intend to complete before
}.

6 startup.
s-

il. 7 MR. ROGERS (PSC): The primary areas that we are

[ 8 working on, and have been completed, are around the high'

,

L
i 9 pressure separator. The piping in and out of.that separator
,.

I
1. 10 has been modified, increased in size to increase the drain

.

:j' 11 capacity to about 20 gallons per minute, and also to eliminate
: 1_.

12 some loose seals in the drain path out of the high pressure

!)~
i l 13 separator. That piping has also been modified so that the

{ 14 water drains directly to the bearing water surge tanks,:

i t.
15 instead of the old method. It drained into the main drain

it' ,

|[. 16 line, which sometimes was felt-caused drainage problems. ~

i

! !' 17 Those modifications have been completed on all four
ji.

'

18 circulators.

!{'
! .. 19 The other major changes that are in progress are

' 20 the addition on the A circulator of a digital valve, which is
! . _. :
'

21 a high speed valve. It strokes full closed to full open in
f

22 about a hundred miliseconds. The circulator experts feel that..

23 the key to keeping that water ingress out of the circulator in '
'

l._
,

.

plant upsets is to get that main drain valve opeaed in a24

25 faster response, and in the past, we've had pneumatic valves..

-KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103v.
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1 in that application with a booster, pneumatic boosters. The A.

''
2 valve is scheduled to be onsite about the 6th of March. A

.

3 second valve is also going to arrive at that time which will
't

i
t 4 be sent out for qualification.

j' 5 We have a change notice that's been issued to
6

6 install that valve and some tests that will verify that the
f ^

l. 7 operation of that valve looks similar to the computer runs

# 8 that GA has already done to simulate operation with that type,
u

9 of valve in place. The control system has, is also to be
r

t 10 modified under that change notice. We're going from pneumatic

r 11 controls to an electronic control system, and that will be on
L.

12 all four circulators, so that all four circulators will have
,

L 13 the electronic control system in place prior to reactor

l' 14 startup.
{.

15 The control mode for the high pressure separator

|
e. 16 and the main drain is going to be modified to give the control

! 17 operator three modes of operation. The first mode would be
i

a_

18 exactly like it is now with a feedback from the high pressure

19 separator to the, from the main drain to the high pressure

0 20 separator control system. The second mode would be strictly
a_

21 controlled by a main drain differential pressure, and the !
't

s. 22 third mode would be a manual mode, so that the operator has

*

23 manual control over those valves, which he has not had in the
..

24 past.
.

25 The other items that were mentioned, there's a...

.
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1 Moisture Ingress and Removal Manual that was talked about.*

'~
2 That manual is completely done and should be issued within the

:
3 next week. We are also in the process of building a simulator,

F
i 4 a training device which will simulate one circulator and we

I~' 5 hope to have that operational during this outage. We're not
i

6 sure about that schedule, but that's our intention.
''
,

l 7 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I have to tell you that I

!~ 8 just keep hearing a list of the modifications, and maybe I'm
.1 -

9 being too picky about it, but I don't understand necessarily,
,1

.

: 1. 10 I mean, if we took this document and went down item by item, I
:

' 11 would like to hear, you know, first item, install new position
1. .

12 enters on the high pressure separator drain valves. Why are

L. 13 you doing that? Why did you all decide this is a worthwhile

F 14 modification over some other given modification?,

! t.

15 MR. BREY (PSC): Just a minute, please.,

1'

t. 16 I was just trying to recall on, I think it was

l' 17 the 28th or 29th of November, this was an issue that came up,

i i
e_

18 and we did give a presentation at that time of what
?-,

'

L. 19 modifications were being made, and which ones were anticipated
' ' 20 prior to startup.
._

21 MR. HEITNER (NRC): We asked the same questions
,

22 again, we said what measures do you have that demonstrate that. . .

t 23 these measures are going to be effective? You know, how do
..

24 you tell that you're better off when you're done with all of

25 this stuff than you were when--before you started? How does..

,
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"

1 this deal with--how can you evaluate this against the

''

2 historical record of what's happened with this system in the

;, 3 past to show that it's going to be better, and that you're not

4 going to be back in the same series of situations that you-had

'

5 in the past.
.

6 And I think we had the same criticism at that
,

<i. 7 time. We said, you have given us a list, we have no feeling

| 8 .for the evaluation of the goodness of this list of changes,
,

9 and I think that was a question we asked then, and that's the

i
I. 10 same question that Debbie and I are asking now.

C 11 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Let me try to, at least
,L'

12 to the best of my recollection, address some of these things.

I. 13. Obviously, the main issue that Moisture Ingress.<

]

,
'

14 Committee had before it was to try to look at the transients

15 that had taken place, with the circulators and determine what;-._
,]

a. 16 the basic cause was of getting moisture up the shaft of that

i 17 circulator during those transients. In all cases, the common
i.

18 denominator to remember, in at least 95 percent of the
!

i!. 19 transients was the fact that we were unable to relieve the

20 bearing water cartridge fast enough to take care of the'

21 pressure differential drops in the buffer system, and,

22 therefore, moisture went up the shaft because the bearing..

*

.

water cartridge got flooded and the water didn't have any23 ~-

24 place to go.

25 As a result of that, the water ended up flowing..
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1 up the shaft and into the PCRV. So that became the primary
~

2 concentrated objective of the Moisture Ingress Committee, was

3 to try to determine how it was that we could relieve that

!- 4 situation.

l' 5 The first thing that we looked at was the lube
.8.

6 seals coming down from the circulator drainage system and into
:,-

:.. 7 the high pressure separator. That lube seal in itself formed

]~ 8 a piston, if you will, and it had always a constant leg of
,

't.

9 water in it, so that when the pressure in the high pressure
I

il , 10 separator fluctuated during a transient and the water level in
_

j' 11 the high pressure separator came up, the helium gas in the top

3
12 of that was driven back into the lube seal, pushed the lube

W.. 13 seal water back into the circulator. And no matter what you

'

14 did with this buffer system, you forced that water up through

15 the upper seal.

16 We had to get rid of that, so that was the first

r 17 reason, or the first objective that we had of getting rid of
c.

18 the lube seal. We did that.

:l '
L 19 The second problem that we had was that, again

' ' ' 20 in flooding the high pressure separator, that tends to force
.s-

21 water back up into the circulator, and so it became important
a

:u - 22 to us to drain, or to have the capability to drain that high

J 23 pressure separator without flooding it. To do that, we looked
u

24 at the piston effect that was all the built into the system
,.

25 from the drain from the high pressure separator coming backu.

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-11034.
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: 1 essentially into the bottom of the bearing water surge tanks.

" 2 The top of the bearing water surge tanks are floating on PCRV
s

3 pressure. Everytime we had a transient, the bearing vater
T, '

i 4 pump, you got more bearing water coming and the level of the

j' 5 bearing water went up. Again the pressure increased, pushed
i

6 that water back up to the high pressure separator and into the
e-

l 7 circulator.

{ 8 In order to get rid of that, we changed the
,

t.

9 drain lines on the high pressure separator to go frcm a 10
e-
{, 10 gallon per minute capability to a 20 gallon per minute

11 capability, and we routed those lines into the top,

12 essentially the gas side, of the bearing water system now,

13 agai.n to get rid of that piston effect. That was another,.

14 objective that we tried to fulfill.

.

15 The third objective then was to get water away

16 from the bearing water cartridge. What can we do to prevent a

' 17 backup of water and pressure buildup in that cartridge. And
1.

18 the primary concern there was, let's get the main drain valve
I

!. 19 open as fast as we can. That path provides more than adequate

' ' 20 drainage for the circulator underneath all transient
.

21 circumstances, if the valve is opened fast enough.
!

22 We had pneumatic valves on there with a rather..

23 slow response, so we at that time, as an interim fix, put'

..

24 boosters on those valves. Right after we put the boosters on
.

25 there, we must have gone through at least three or four..

,
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4 1 circulator upsets, and I don't hold my feet to the fire on the

*

2 three to four, but at least that many, wherein it was shown
.

3 that if we could drive that main drain valve open with those
.

4 boocters, we did not take water up the shaft, and that was

*

5 actually demonstrated in transient.
i

6 But when we installed those boosters to get the
'

i. 7 valve open, on a fast basis, we also introduced into that
-

i~ 8 system a hunting effect. Everytime the control system ,_en/h,s
L

9 little change, it tried to drive the valve open real fast, and
r

c. 10 yet the transient was in there and so it would gather it back

U 11 and try to shove it closed again. And all of a sudden there
L

12 we were, swinging with the valve back and forth. That became

13 an intolerable situation, and we are all most constantly down

14 there recalibrating those boosters.

; 15 So, we considered several things: a hydraulic
| |'

a. 16 valve to try to get it open faster. That didn't look

'

| 17 reasonable because we've had all kind of trouble with
c.

18 hydraulic valves. And then the digital valve came about, and
f
I,

;. 19 so we made the decision to go with the digital valve. It's a

:

j 20 fast-opening valve. It will open and close in a hundred

21 million seconds, recognizing that we could not drive that

22 valve off of the pneumatic controls we also went to an..

f'. 23 electronic control system. The slowest element that we have
i u

24 in the system right now is the Delta P measurement. That
'

.e 25 valve can respond almost instantaneously. Now, we have not,.

i

f
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e.

1 obviously, got the valve installed. WeLhave no experience.

" 2 with it. So we can't tell you that the valve is successful,
.

'
3 but based on the computer modeling that we've done, that valve

,

4 can open in plenty of time now to get that water away. So,.

' ~

5 those were the main objectives.
s

'6 As sidelights in terms of the other things that
,.

I 7 the Moisture Ingress Committee had done that we recognized

8 that during a transient, we did not have enough intelligence ,
,

I,_

9 about System 21, the circulator auxiliaries, to analyze the
w-

n. 10 transient. We were always guessing was that valve open, was

''' 11 it closed, what was that differential pressure? All of those
L

12 things with information that was not available to us.

1.
.

13 We developed a System 21, data-gathering system

C 14 in terms of a computer, and we put the essential elements of
n

15 System 21 on that computer. And it is operational now, and

I r

1. 16 becomes a tool for the Transient Review Committee, which is

17 another committee which is established by the Moisture Ingress

18 Committee, to evaluate System 21, and it gives us at least an

19 intelligence base now to look at System 21..

*

20 so, as I can recall, those were the--those were
.

21 the primary areas of concern, at least on an immediate-fix
,

L 22 basis, that the Moisture Ingress Committee considered. There
*

23 may be a few others, but those were the primary ones.
..

24 MR. WAGNER (NRC): Are these modifications being
,

.'

. . . 25 made to safety-related equipment requirements?

9
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L 1 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): All modifications that

j"' 2 involve safety-related equipment are following all of the
1.

3 criteria,-Phil, yes.
r-

- 4 MR. WAGNER (NRC): Are the changes specifically

I~ 5 for a specific answer to the electronic controls for this

6 valve safety grade Class lE?
.

I

i 7 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I don't know. I don't
4

"' 8 know about the Class lE.

9 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): You can answer.
j _ |' '
'

u 10 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I can't answer you right

"~ 11_ off the top of my head.
> o.

12 MR. HEITNER (NRC): In your letter here, P850202,4

_{ '

3. 13 you talk about on Page 2, the second full paragraph, you talk,

_14 about issues addressed by the committee, issues required
*

,

15 concerning engineering analysis, and it's been evaluated and,

F
! 16 found-to lack benefit and will reject it. I presume that some

|'
L 17 of these evaluations were also summarized, the things that you

,

18 elected to go ahead with, and I guess what I would wonder
',

[. 19 would it be a useful thing for you to take a little additional

! 20 time and flush out this letter with a summary of those
..

21 evaluations, some of those things you've told us now got
!
t
.. 22 flushed out in a little bit more detail.

' 23 The same question could be also raised about the
e.

24 instrumentation. You made some decisions about some

. 25 additional instrumentation. Why not a short justification of

>
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1 why you elected to go ahead and put in this additional-

"
2 instrumentation requirements, and have yo'u really identified

4 -

3- all the instrumentation that you really do need to understand |
,..

i .. 4 the system properly, so that when we are reviewing your
,

!

F 5 actions, we have more than just a list of, yes, we're going to
i.

6 go ahead, and we are doing these things, and we have done
F
I. 7 these things, .and here are some more things we will do if we

j' 8 get the parts, and so forth, so we can feel more confident
,

d.
9 that you have aggressively attacked this problem and really

w

n. 10 mastered it.
..

P 11 We have a great deal of difficulty, I think,
L'

12 reviewing the material that you provided to us now in saying
.

L 13 we, in reviewing this, feel that this job has been managed

T 14 correctly, and that the data that has been evaluated properly, i
n

15 and the decisions that have been made are the right ones, and-

I
s- 16 I think that's what we are searching for here.

,

j' 17 We are reviewing your technical analysis and
11 ;

18 your management approach to coping with this problem as an
'

-

!
:i 19 indication that the problem has been dealt with correctly, and
,

A 20 that's the sort of information we need to make an evaluation
8
| 21 that you have really addressed this problem correctly and
v ;

!.- 22 satisfied the original concerns of the assessment committee

'

23 from the last fall.

[..
| 24 2 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I guess-- Ken, I hear |

P

25 what you're saying. I guess we did not gather that from our..

l. i

i
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c 1 meeting down in Arlington that you wanted that kind of detail.

~

2 In fact, this--the Moisture Ingress Committee--was not a3

3 start-up item. The moisture ingress was a long-term item, and
,_

4 you asked us on the 14th to describe what that committee did

*

5 and what its functions were, and give you a warm feeling that i

6. it had the clout to aggressively pursue these matters. I

.

7 guess we did not gather from that meeting that you wanted to

8 analyze in detail what it is that we had accomplished in that
-

.

9 process, at least prior to start-up. I'm not aware of that.
,

1 10 MR. WAGNER (NRC): True, to some extent but your
.

11 response does not even describe the committee, which was one
-

12 of the things we asked for, and how it goes about doing its

13 function; that is not discussed. The problem we have is in-u

!

" 14 looking at a list of things, that it's just like a laundry
|o
i . 15 list that you will investigate that, you will investigate that.

f.,

i
! s. 16 I think we need considerably more than those

'

i

| 17 words. An investigation could be a 15-minute discussion on it,

...

18 among three people. It could be a million dollar contract.to
!' i

| 1 19 a consultant. I think we'd like to know a little bit more
'

'

20 about just how you intend to proceed to evaluate and
,

|*

| 21 investigate these items.
,

22 MR. BREY (PSC): Well, certainly we gave you a*-

'

23 more or less overview-type response. We certainly did not go .,

|._
!, 24 _into detail. I share Don's opinion, we didn't feel it was
I

c. 25 required to go into a great deal of detail. I would be happy |

i l
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1 to try and give you more detail.this afternoon as to the.

'"
2 committee. Its makeup includes corporate officers and

i.

3 division managers associated with Fort St. Vrain-- Excuse me.'

i r-

4 MR. MILLER (NRC): No. Go ahead.m

5 MR. BREY (PSC): It's--the president of the

6 company is the chairman of the committee, and he formed the
U

a 7 committee in October,'about at the same time that we received

F 8 the 14-man audit report. In formulating the committee, he
,

1

9 indicated that it was essential that Public Service Company
r- i

$. 10 address, as best as we possibly can, the situation concerning i

!

j' 11 the availability and efficiency of the plant, and he has
1.

12 committed to the committee by his presence and by'his actions

'

13 that he intends to back that up with resources.j

'' 14 Now, I don't know what kind of detail we can go
; -

15 into to give you a better feeling towards this. The president
'

t

t 16 and chief executive officer of our company is the chairman of

|Y~ 17 the committee, and he's intimately involved with it.
a.

18 MR. MILLER (NRC): I think, Larry, what we are
,9

|L 19 looking for is like a paragraph on each one of these, very

5 20 similar to what Don was talking about. He gave the detail of
I.-

21 why they were--of why they were considering it, and why you,

:

|.. 22 put it in, that kind of thing. That's what we had expected in
!

[ 23 a letter like this, and I think that's what we would be happy - .

i.

!, 24 with, if you could write that up for us.

25 MR. WAGNER (NRC): And to expand on Mr. Miller's,..

.
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.

,i. 1 I know from discussions I've had with others that you, Mr.
.

''
2 Brey, personally have been, I don't know whether evaluating is;

'
s

3 the right word, but looking into it, at least magnetic
.

- , -

A. 4 bearings or the application of magnetic bearings already. I

5 mean you've already done that, from my understanding, but we

6 haven't been informed, really, that you have progressed that
|

~

t

|: . 7 far. It could be something, you know, on the back burner that

U 8 you intend to look at, you know, in 1987. You know, no
'

L

9 schedule was given and no specifics on how you were going to
s-

| $, 10 proceed, whether magnetic bearings would include things like

j' 11 ferro-magnetic fluid materials, using them for your seals and
A.

'

12 lubricants.

13 MR. BREY (PSC): I'm going to take one step at a

14 time, magnetic bearings and going to a motor driven circulator

15 is a big enough step to start with. I don't know about
-

. 16 ferro-magnetic fluids, but--

? 17 MR. WAGNER (NCR): It might be the answer.

s-
18 MR. BREY (PSC): It could be as far as sealing

!
L 19 is concerned; might.

|

,f 20 MR. WAGNER (NRC): But have we explained

!L
i 21 sufficiently what kind of level we are looking for?

22 MR. HEITNER (NRC): Perhaps to review one more..

23 time, let me try to define what I think are important things -

..

24 that you should talk about. You should talk about something
.

|

| 25 about the history of the problem, and the nature of the._

i KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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|. 1 -problem. It's not very well-defined in this letter. Define

2 what it'is, what the problem is that you're trying to deal

3 with,
r-

1- 4 MR. BREY (PSC): Excuse me, the history of the

''
5 problem, the history of our circulator upsets and the history

i.

6 of water up the shaft?
e-

i 7 MR. HEITNER (NRC): If you just want to, you

0 8 know, summarize briefly what has gone on and what you're ,

1

L 9 trying to cope with, I think that would be useful, if it has
r-

t 10 not been summarized before in LERs, or other licensing

j' 11 documents.
L.

12 MR. GAHM (PSC): I believe we are - ' " --

1_
.

13 outside the scope of whatever's asked for in the 14-man report.

'

14 It was not asked by us to have that kind of detail in that

15 report.
<1

-

L. 16 MR. HEITNER (NRC): You're trying--

j' 17 MR. GAHM (PSC): Just a minute. I have been
t_

18 listening to you. Now, let me finish. It was asked what we
t'

. 19 had done and what we planned to do before start-up. That was

' 20 presented to you. If you wanted an entire history of what
,..

21 went on in this plant, if you wanted to know the entire
i

22 history of what went on in the moisture ingress and the..

'
2:- modifications made over the last 12 years, we would have ~-

._

21 provided you with that.

25 MR. HEITNER (NRC): I guess what I'm trying to..

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103...
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'er

d- 1 say, you should say enough about the problem to convince us

'"
2 that the measures you're taking and the evaluations that

't.

3 you've made are good ones so that we know that you've done an
i
i. 4- effective job. What we are telling you is, from the

F 5 information you have submitted, we can not measure whether
s_

6 you've done a good job or not.
...

L 7 MR. GAHM (PSC): I will go back to my first

I 8 statement, we were not asked to provide that information.
.

L.

9 MR. MILLER (NRC): Jack, I will call your

1. 10 attention to Roman numeral VII in the 14-man report, the
,

F 11 executive summary. It starts out by saying that you should
d.

12 develop a plan, which I presume that--then it goes on--let me
.

.

13 back up..

I 14 I will ask you to look at that paragraph. It's
1.

15 number four on that page. While I agree with you that we
1

1. 16 don't need a detailed history of all of the water problems,

t 17 which I wish you would solve rather rapidly, we would like to
L

18- hear things or see things in writing very similar to the
o

L 19 statements that Don made about those modifications that you

O 20 are making. You have the analysis--I'm sure you do--as to why
s

21 you're making that change. Did I make it clear?
9

.. 22 MR. GAHM (PSC): Yes.

*
23 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Let me also interject at ~-

m.

24 this point, this is not a start-up item. It was stated in the'
.

25 assessment report that we expected you to carry out those. . .

,

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103..
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.

r

r. 1 modifications recommended by the Water Ingress Committee that

2 had a reasonable chance or a high chance--I forgot how it was"

d.

3. put--of recounting the variety and frequency of moisture
r
:
4 4 ingress events. That's what that said, and it said, please

[ 5 keep us advised in connection with your annual reports as to
a

6 what the status is.
I

i 7 In our January meeting, I believe it was the

8 January meeting, we did request that you at least give us a"~

.

n.

9 description of your Water Ingress Committee, which we knew was

10 going to be changed into a Plant Improvements Committee,
.

11 chaired by Mr. Walker, and how it would go about doing its
c|

12 business. We also requested that you provide us with a
p..

L. .13 listing of those changes--and I don't know whether it was a

F 14 listing that we said or not, but I have our letter here to
L.

15 refer to in a moment--those changes which would be put into
1

.t. 16- effect prior to restart. We wanted to know what they were.

- 17 I share some of the disappointment in connection

18 with that listing in that it would have been nice to have had
t'

L 19 Don's explanations go with each item. We did this because to

' 20 expect us to go into an entire history of--tracking several
..

21 years worth of a very complicated water ingress problem, which
.

22 is associated primarily with the choice originally to use.-

23 hydrostatic bearings on the circulators, which require a ..
,

.

24 rather elaborate plumbing system in support of it, is

25 something we can not do, and we will not do. The people that

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 want to go into the plumbing history will have to do that on-

"
2 the side, and not as a start-up item.

A.

3 Our letter of the 17th--c-

I 4 MR. WAGNER (NCR): Pardon us for just a second.

F 5 MR. MILLER (NRC): While Dick is conferring, let
..

6 me point out that where I was quoting from is a start-up item.
p.

J 7 It's No. 4.

8 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Mr. Wagner just digressed
,

9 for a moment and has reminded me that in the assessment report,

10 we did put in the expectation that you would carry out those

11 modifications which you could do, of course, prior to start-up,

12 which would be effective. I think that's a reasonable

, 13 paraphrase of it. That extrapolated itself from our January

14 meeting, of course, into a request for the identification of

. 15 those items and the letter we are discussing at the moment.
! 1

L 16 The disappointing part of it is, I think you have not-
!

} 17 described what the payoff is in enough detail for people who
! a.

18 are not acquainted with the plumbing system to understand why
I'
L 19 that change that you might have made is going to help. Don

|

|' 20 did a very good job of doing that in a very terse way. We
.

21 would, therefore, I think, request that if you can, in a
i'

.. 22 reasonably near future, add that explanation on those items

!' 23 which you have already effected or which you are expecting to
3 ..

. 24 effect before start-up.
'

.

f .. 25 We certainly did not visualize that you would
!
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) 1- necessarily commit to a substantial program of acquiring

7 2 brand-new circulator designs and so forth on any short-term

l.
3 basis, nor that you would have any R & D programs in place to

i r-

4 figure out how you can go about those things at this point in,,

r 5 time. We had a very distinct interest in how your committee

..

6 was going to work, how it would decide what--how to go ahead
v .

j. 7 with a particular thing.

r 8 MR. IRELAND (NRC): We were interested in
.

: ,s

9 knowing that it was not just talk. It was serious business
- r

~ 10 with you to explore these various design options that might beg

:p 11 available in the future. I think you have made a reasonably

I.
12 good attempt at being responsive to our request as of the

e.

13 January meeting. I refer you to our January 17th, 1985g

-- 14 meeting--memo, which stated our understandings of what the

-

15 outcome of that meeting were.

I
16 MR. IRELAND (NRC): On page 2 of that memo, item. j,

.

, 17 Roman numeral II was an item called moisture ingress--I'm on
;
i-

18 the wrong page, I'm sorry. I'm take that all back.

!!
;j 19 On moisture ingress on Page 2 of the enclosure,

20 where we enumerated what we had expected, and I will read them-

'

21 for the record, moisture ingress: (a) a description of the

22- operation of the Fort St. Vrain Review Committee which
,_

23 replaced the Moisture Ingress Committee will be provided by .

*~

24 January 31, 1985; (b) a description of the modifications

i'
25 implemented or to be implemented prior to restart will be.,,
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2 1 provided by January 31, 1985; and (c) a report describing the

"
2 analysis of the purge system and its effect on the CRDOA

J

3 components, together with modifications to be implemented,
r-

2. 4 will be submitted by January 31, 1985. That's not the

r 5 circulators, of course, except in an indirect sense.
4

6 You have responded to that with this letter. I
r-

d. 7 don't believe your response to our January 17th letter

j' 8 modifies this. I don't have your response available to me at
a.

9 the moment, but I believe you accepted it. What is needed, I

f
i 10 think, is a little bit more full explanation of the committee,

! 11 the way it's going to operate, and a little bit more
i

12 explanation on those things that you have already effected, if

.. 13 you will, or plan to effect soon, by way of modifications to

|^ 14 the helium circulator auxilaries.
l_

15 Do you recall whether you modified our
!

l. 16 understandings as of that letter?

! 17 MR. HOLMES (PSC): Dick, all I can halfway
:
..

18 recall is perhaps the "C" item dealing with the purge system.
!
.

19 There may have been some minor clarification. I don't believe..

20 we changed "A" and "B" dealing with the committe's structure'

..

21 or the committee's activities at all, but I would have to look
,

the l'tter to be certain.22 at e._

23 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Well, if you can provide us'

..

24 with the amplification we are talking about, I think we can
f

25 settle the matter. I share some of the disappointment..

.
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1 expressed hereby by some of my colleagues over the abbreviated.

''
2 listing of changes already being made. I think you understand

s

3 their consternation a little bit. I will have to say in their
,,

i 4 defense that I can read a lot between the lines that they

I 5 can't because I'm familiar with this over a number of years.
.

6 Let me leave it at that.
?-

7 MR. BREY (PSC): I acknowledge your statement.

I~ 8 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Will you be able to provide,
1

9 us with some amplification on some kind of schedule?
e-
I
i 10 MR. BREY (PSC): We will provide you with a

.

,j' 11 brief write-up of those items that were completed during this
L.

12 shutdown, and those that are going to be completed before se
r
h. 13 start back up, which would be an expansion on actually the

F' 14 list on the second to the last page of P85022. I would like
L

15 to say that we will--we would expand on it to what I--or what
1

L. 16 we would call practical degree. You've already indicated that

1' 17 this is a very, very complex issue, and I could probably bring
u

18 in at least a ton of paper associated with the circulator
!
L 19 auxiliaries and the moisture ingress events, and this sort of

|

[' 20 thing that have taken place over the last dozen years, and I
..

21 don't think it would be to any avail to do that.
i

22 MR. IRELAND (NRC): There is enough already in.

23 the public record to preclude your smothering us with that,

..

24 much paper. If you will proceed and do about what you propose

25 to do by way of amplification, I think it will be acceptable..

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103.-
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! 1 to us. By when can you do that?

r 2' Realizing that we are working on a schedule that
].

.

we have already outlined to you, which would--3

1, 4 (Discussion off the record.)

5 MR. BREY (PSC): Dick, I would commit to

6 providing you that information that I have just outlined in my
v

7 previous statement the 15th of March...

E' 8 MR. IRELAND (NRC): 15th of March.
.

J.
9 MR. BREY (PSC): Yes.

V
[, 10 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Very well. I think that

.

t- 11 will be an acceptable date. We might in our SER have to leave

_

a little hole that will have to be plugged later in response12
..

13 to the additional information, or the amplifying information.,,

14 Could you, also in connection with this document,{
t.

15 describe a little bit more about how the committee functions,

I
o 16 and a little bit more about future actions to generally

1 17 indicate your sincerity?
I

'
'

18 MR. BREY (PSC): You notice that in my previous
t

L 19 statement, I indicated that I had committed to what I had said

' 20 previously only by the 15th of March, which did not include
..

21 those two items.
,

22 MR. IRELAND (NRC): I didn't remember that. But,

23 I had already described, I think, some of the things that were-

..

24 bothering people with this rather short letter.

25 MR. BREY (PSC): If you will accept general
,

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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'2- 1 statements, yes.
1

c-
2 MR. IRELAND (NRC): We will. We will. I

J.

-3 MR. BREY (PSC): Okay, |,.
.

1- 4 MR. IRELAND (NRC): You can't go much beyond

r-
5 general statements on some of these items, I realize, however,

s.

6 you can describe the committee, and how it works, reasonably
,_

i 7 well, a little bit beyond this.

I 8 There is one aspect of your--of our letter--I
a.

.

9 lost it--having to do with one of those items I read from our
.

|, 10 letter having to do with moisture ingress into the purge

r-
6 11 system, which I guess is moisture ingress into the helium
L

12 purge system, which, I guess, you anticipate may have been via

[ 13 the flooding of the interspace on the circulator. We were

'

14 just discussing a moment ago where that documentation is.

15 Which P letter is it in, or do we still have it outstanding?
t-

- 16 MR. BREY (PSC): Just a minute.

{ 17 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): From an engineering

.

18 viewpoint, we tried to address that--we didn't give you any

- 19 detailed report, but we tried to address the effects of that

I
'

20 with our knockout box in the CRD lines, and the cavity seals
c. -

,

21 and those kinds of things.
,

*- 22 MR. WAGNER (NCR): Attachments 8 and 9 to

1 .
-

23 P-85032. PSC letter.
..

24 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Part of the confusion, I
i

25 believe, is that in connection with the moisture ingress*-

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103*-
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l- 1 reduction program, P letter 85032, we had expected you to

2 describe those aspects in accordance with our January 17th

3 letter related to the water and helium purification system,

i- 4 and, in part, I believe you referred to your response as being

'" 5 Attachment 9 to P letter 85032, is that correct?
..

6 MR..WAREMBOURG (PSC): Yes.
g r-

1. 7 MR. IRELAND (NRC): There is no cross reference.

r 8 Mr. Heitner is reminding me that also the amount of detail in,
..

.

that particular attachment is a little bit short. I don't9

5
a. 10 know, I personally have not had a chance to review that. I

.

f 11 asked him if there was a drawing, or a sketch, to show the;li

-

location of these pots and so forth, and he said there was not.12

13 It's the same situation, again, I believe of a--not a very..

' '

14 soul-satisfying, fully--you know, it whets your appetite for

15 more

. 16 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): I'm sorry, Dick, that was

! 17 an attachment to that letter.
if

| 18 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): This is what we intended
!|
I! 19 to do to correct that problem. .

| ', 20 MR. HEITNER (NRC): Okay.

'
21 MR. IRELAND (NRC): That's in the record, that

22 drawing..-

'

23 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Yes. '

a.
! 24 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Then we stand corrected

,

z. 25 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Dick, I believe this is

1 c
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~1 the last page on the back end of all of the attachments. It

2 may be a little bit misplaced in the copies you got.
i

3 MR. IRELAND (NRC): That may be the problem.
c-

'- 4 MR. MILLER (NCR): Could we ask you to give us a

"
5 copy of that now?

;L

6 MR. BREY (PSC): Let's put a number on it.
,,

!I 7 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): That.is already in the

~

8 letter. ,

1.

! 9 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): It's already in the record.
1 g-
:;

!8. 10 MR. HOLMES (PSC): That figure would be Exhibit
,

A~ 11 CRD-14, and that was from PSC letter --
,' l .

12 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): 85032.
,

13 MR. IRELAND (NRC): We have just declared-

jf 14 ourselves finished with' the questions on moisture ingress.
:s_

15
!

1. 16

!! 17
i.

| 18
|

| 19
:

20

21,

|

22

23
~ '

l-

| 24
r

25. . .

f.- KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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[ 1 MR. IRELAND (NRC): I believe we agreed earlier
.

- [~ - 2 to proceed with the corrections to the transcript of the
| .I

3 previous day's session. We would hope that when you do that,
,

,
4 you will refer to the corrections you wish to make by volume

5 number,.page number, and line number of the transcripts which |
-

6 you will be correcting, so that we can, in turn, update ours.
--

7- MR. BREY (PSC): Y ,_ . We have a number of

.8 items of substance that we would like to provide correctionsp.
L

9 to from yesterday's meeting, keeping in mind that if there are
.,

11 0 typos, or incomplete sentences, those are--I do not consider
.

r- 11 those items of' substance and they would not be corrected.

-

12 MR. WAGNER (NCR): Point of clarification. We
r~ .

L -13 also went through it, and there are some ar'eas of NRC

14 corrections,.mostly editorial. Are you looking to make those~-

~

15 to yours, also?
m

,

j 16 MR. BREY (PSC): No. I just want to provide '

17 what we consider corrections of substance.
-

18 We are ready to provide changes of substance.
'

|

19 Jack, do you want to lead off? You said you had a couple.
,

i, 20 MR. GAHM (PSC): On volume one, page 19--
1
!L
! 21 MR. MILLER (NRC): Give me that reference again.,

u

22 MR. GAHM (PSC): Volume one, page 19, lines 5
, _

;
. .

1 23 .and 6, I was referred to as providing the response for this

-
i 24 area here, and it was really Richard Craun who gave the

**T

jj 25 response, and not myself. That's all I have on volume one.

:
C '

QJ . KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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'i. 1 Do you want me to go through all the volumes

2 MR. BREY (PSC):.You only have a couple? Do.you

3 have very many?

'

4 MR. GAHM (PSC): A few"

~'
5 MR. BREY (PSC): Why don't you finish, Jack.

6 MR. GAHM (PSC): Volume 2, page 121, line 9, I

7 believe the word " properties" should be " products".

[- 8 Page 123, line 10, it says, sent back down the
f ,

9 .next. bag. Instead of " day", you have " bag", and it should be
r-

.

i

10 " day", d-a-y.

~
11 In volume 3, page 175, line 12, it should read,

.

12 it would not be a' major problem to reuse those. Add the word

F ' not" in between "would be", because it says now, would be a13 "
,_

" 14 major problem,'and it is not a major problem.
.

15 MR. WAGNER (NCR): Can you say again, Jack?

F
t. 16 MR. GAHM (PSC): Yes, on line 12 page 175, down

j- 17 under Mr. Novachek's response, he says, although we don't see
L. .

18 that, it would--add the word "not"--be a major problem to reuse
-

19 those. We are talking about the refurbishment program.,

20 On page 180, on line 10, change the word
L'

21 " boiler" to " motor" mechanism.
,

22 That's all..

''

j 23 MR. BREY (PSC): Don, why don't you go ahead.
L.

24 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I'm going to start much
.-

25 earlier in the program.;

,,

dj, KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103 |
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1 Volume one, page 5, second line, the word

2 " circle" after refueling should be " cycle". Seventh line on-

I

3 that page, the last word-in that line should be "four",
-,

'

4 f-o-u-r, bolt flange. On line 16, that same page, after the

~5 word this, I would propose to add in parentheses Exhibitn,

6 Circulator No. 1 in that. That exhibit is not identified. On

r

{[ 7 line 19, the word " enclosure" should be " closure".

8 on page 6, line 5, the reference to "24 bolts-

9 circular" should be "24-bolt circle." Line 6, after H-ll,
I

10 scratch " sort of."

11 MR. MILLER (NRC): If you said that, Don, why_,

- 12 not leave it in there.

r-
i 13. MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): The " sort of" is really
L.

14 referring to the high strength tool material. It is a high_.

15 strength ferritic material. It's not sort of a high strength.

I 16 And the word "ferritic" is misspelled. And on line 8, after

17 260,000, please add the word " ultimate". On line 11,, , .
' l
I- 18 circulator "C-2104" should be circulator "C-2102". On line 20,

1 M

19 the reference there is where that sentence starts in the
t -

'

.

20 middle there. It should be the " torque failure" was also

" 21 attributed to stress corrosion. This doesn't refer to.
,

i 22- anything there, to clarify that. Scratch the word "this" and

{, 23 put in the word " torque". -

24 On page 7, line 2, after the words "that failed",--

_.3

j 25 add, please, "in torque", and change bolts from plural to
- 1

'fh KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 singular, bolt. On line 3, instead of " exhibited an", please

r '2 put " exhibited no indications."

['
3 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Could I slow you down one

-

4 minute, Don.

r- 5 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Line 3, after the word

|~
6 " exhibited", substitute "no" instead of "an". The " bolt" is

7 the one prior to that. With the exception of the " bolt" that

- 8 failed in torque. On line four, please change " circulator

:L'
9 2104" to " circulator 2102". On line 5, please change the word

I' 10 in the same " pair" to in the same " area". On line 6, add[,
.

11p- after the word " ring", add in "C-2104".

['
12 On page 8, the line beginning on line number 8,

F 13 the last word there, I may have said that, I don't know, butg

-- 14 the sentence doesn't make any sense. What was intended there

~

15 was " cracking" should be struck, and the words " occurred in
_

16 the cold" on line 9 should be struck, and these words should

17 be substituted, "these are cold-rciled bolts", and then the7

C
18 rest of it is all right until you get to line 10, and the word

.,

19 " word" should be changed to " work". On line 11, place a

20 period after mills. Please place the word--and start with a7,

L
21 capital letter on "of", and please place the word " bolts"

I
L 22 after six. On line number 17 on that same page, please add in

c. 23 parentheses, after the word series, see Circulator Exhibit No.
I

24 4.
,.,

j 25 On Page 9, line 4, after " rotor bolts", please

c'
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-

, 1 . add "see Circulator Exhibit No. 5."

-

2 MR. IRELAND (NRC): You're getting ahead of me,

3 Don, please.
-

4 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Page 9, line 4, after the

-

5 word " bolts", add "see Circu.'.ator Exhibit No. 5." Line 18 of

6 that page, after "300-4, please put a comma there, that's just

F 7 a continuation of that sentence, instead of a period. Thatu

~
8 "300-4" should be "300-40".

-

9 MR. IRELAND (NRC): 40?

10 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): 40.
_

11 MR. IRELAND (NRC): That turns into a comma?
~'

12 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): It turns into a comma,
r

L 13 and continues on.

14 On page 10, line 5, change the word "and" after
~

_

15- graphite to "in". On line 16, change the word "we" to "be".
p

16 On page 11, line 16, change the word< , .

T 17 " refurnished" to "refurbishc l".
: | .

c L.
18 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I'm sorry, I missed that one.

19 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Change the wordg,

t 20 " refurnished" to " refurbished", line 16 -- page 11, line 16.
l.
L.

21 On line 21, change the last word from " refurbishment" to.

..

22 " refueling".c.

r 23 on line 13--on page 13, line 13, change the word
L.

24 " circulator" to " circuit". On line 16, change the word
,,

_; 25 " primary" to "primarily".

P
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1 On page 14, line 19, I guess I would ask Debbie'

2 if she was referring to grease removal, instead of the word

3 " receiving"?_

- 4 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Yes, something to the effect

I~ 5 of " degreased" is what I recall. Implying also that they may
i

_
6 have been degreased like the regular wires.

I
i 7 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I'd be happy with that
_

8 word.

9 Now we get to jump all the way over to page 16,
_

10 line 3, the reference there should be "page 34 of 40" instead-

~

11 of "3".

12 MR. IRELAND (NRC): 34 of?r

13 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): 34 of 40. On line 9 of-

'

14 page 16, the words, whatever "acidetic" to " acetic". The word

15 " forming" should be " formic".
r
!

' 16 MR. HOLMES (PSC): "And acetic."

[ 17 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): "And acetic acid." Line
L,

_
18 24, the word " wash" should be " washer".

19 On page 19, in terms of Mr. Gahm's previous-

20 comments, instead of Mr. Brey, it should be Mr. Warembourg,
..

,
21 and the question was referred to Mr. Craun.

L .- 22 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I'm sorry, which line is

[ 23 that?
L.

24 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Fifth line, it should be

25 Mr. Warembourg instead of Mr. Brey, and it should be, I will-

m

c_ KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 refer this question to "Craun", and the next line should be,

r 2 "Mr. Craun".
:
(

3 On page 20, line 15, the " March 8" number should

F
4 be changed to " March 18th", and please add after that the word:

[- 5 " submittal". Line 7, " report No. 2" should be " report 52".
l.

6 Line 20, the words " surveyed lines" should be "surveillances".
.

[ 7 Line 25, the word "along" should be "done", the word "done".

8 on page 21, line 19, again the words " survey-

9 lanes" should be " surveillance". On line 24, please insert
e.

10 the word " March" in front of "18th".
.

r 11 On page 22, I guess I would ask Debbie for a

_

12 clarification of that question, on lines 6 and 7.
r
'

13 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I have a big question mark

- 14 on that one myself. I believe what I was saying was, you say

-

15 this is visual liftoff or if it is accessible, because those
r

16 were the three code words that were on Rick's map. That's
..

17 what we are talking about, whether they were accessible or not..

,

L.
18 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I see. Okay. I have no

-

19 problem with that.
_

20 On page 23, line 7, the word " filler" should be

~

21 " failure". On line 19, please interchange "you" to be

| 22 inserted before "what". On line 10, the word " backing" shouldg

r 23 be " breaking".
L
L.

24 On page 24, line 20, please insert " March" in
-.

25 front of "18th".
-

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Wait a minute. Page 23,

r- 2 line 10, you said " breaking off" instead of " backing off". I

[
3 believe that was my comment, and I do believe I said " backing

-

4 off".

| 5 MR. HOLMES (PSC): You want " backing"?-

~

6 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Yes, sir.

I
7 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): All right.(

8 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I wasn't implying that it-

'-

9 was breaking off.

10 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): All right. On line--on

11 page 24, line 20, insert " March" in front of "18th".,-

12 on page 25, line 1, please cross out the word

Ir
. 13 " bearing" and insert " shim". On line 7, after " hazard",

,L.

- 14 please cross the word "so" and put "to".

i 15 On page 26, lines 22 and 23, we would like to-

I 16 correct that for the record. In going back and researching
.L

; ,. 17 this after the meeting, we did determine that we did have some

!'l~
18 wires that failed that did not raise.

-

19 So to follow that up on page 27, on lines 6 and
-

20 7, there was a comment that says, we don't think there's been

21 any failed that have not raised, but there could have been one
~

22 or two. We really don't know. I guess, we would indicate

23 that there have been some that did not raise primarily due to

|
!~ 24 oxydation. No definite number -- we don't have any definite

,-

' '

25 number, but it's in the range of less than ten. On line 22 of
.-

I

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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r
1 page 27, please change after the word " eddy current", put

|n 2 "and", and change the word "conductants", a-n-t-s, to
il
'

3 " conductance", a-n-e-e.
-

4 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Would you read that line

l'
'

5 again, please.~

~

6 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): On line 22, after " eddy
_

7 current", add the word "and" instead of "of", and change the

8 word "conductants" to " conductance".,p
's
t'

9 On page 28, again for the record, when we went
.,

10 back and looked at this after the meeting, we determined that
.

11 a complete continuity check was not done on every tendon that-

'~ 12 we detensioned. A complete continuity check was done on VM-17,

I 13 and partial continuity tests were done on the other tendons.
c-

. 14 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Partial is partial.

15 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I haven't been able to
"

16 define that, but we did not pull every wire on the other

|- 17 tendons to see what happened to it on the other end.

18 On line 6, after the word " identified", please
-

|-.
| 19 scratch "in" and put " prior to". On lines 16, 17 and 18,

20 again in going back and researching our records, we'd like to

(- 21 clarify the record here. The record, as it indicates right
|.
! 22 now, indicates that we pulled a full-length wire by taking the
i

I. 23 button heads off of each end of each detension tendon. I have

] 24 not been able to verify that. I have verified that we pulled

25 the equivalent of a full-length wire out of every tendon, butj

b KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103!p
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-

1 it may have been a broken one. So, I guess what I would like
-

2 line 16 to say is, after " pulled", I would like to insert the
.

3 words "the equivalent of a full-length wire out of each group",_

L 4 period. And then I would like to scratch the words "a wire
-

5 that had button heads on both ends." Following that, I would
..

6 like to scratch the words, "and we did chop the button heads
_

7 off of one end and pulled", and I would like to insert, "we

_

8 did pull the equivalent of a full-length wire out of one

9 tendon in each group."

I
t. 10 Continuing on with that clarification, on line

.

~

11 21, I would like to scratch the words " good wire", and just

12 indicate " wire".

E
t 13 MS.'BENNETT (NRC): I'm sorry, I missed that one.

14 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): On line 21, Debbie, where

15 it says " good wire", I'd like to scratch the word " good" .
..

l. 16 On page 19, likewise, on line 2, I'd like to
'

17 scratch the word " good", and on line 4, scratch the word
L.

18 " good".

19 On Page 30, line 20, scratch the word "never",_.

I 20 and on line 21, after the word "and", please insert "are".
L

21 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Which "and"?

22 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): The last "and" before-

'

23 "still".
L..

24 on Page 31, on line 8, please scratch the word
,

25 "go", and "detension" should be "detensioning".-

~
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1 on page 32, on line 10, please add after "it

~

2 was", insert the word "during", and change "retension" to

3 "retensioning", and scratch the word "go" after that. Then
_

4 please scratch the words "when we retensioned" at the end of

~

5 line 10 and the beginning of line 11.
.

6 On page 34, line 5, please change the word
_

7 " phase" to " face". On line 14, change the word " nicked" to

~

8 " necked". On line 15, change the word " phase" to " face".
4.

9 On page 36, line 3, scratch the unheard of word
-

10 " prepping", I don't know what that was, and please substitute.

11 " listing". Page 36, line 3, the word " prepping", that would '~

12 have been " prepping", that could have been " reporting" or
-.

13 " listing", or something of that nature. I really don't know
~

14 what the word " prepping" is.

15 On page 38, line 20, the word " move" at the end
.u.

l_ 16 of the sentence, substitute "value". Line 25, the last word,

,p 17 change " phase" to " face".

L.
18 Page 39, line 3, changa the word " phase" to

, , .

19 " face"._

20 Page 40, line 18, change the word " edge" at the
_

21 end of the sentence to " wires". On line 20, the last word,

-{
L. 22 change it from "once" to "ones".

[ 23 On page 41, line 22, change "DM" to "VM".
. . -

24 On page 43, line 9, change " circumference" to

T
L 25 "circumferential".

: r."
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1 MR. HOLMES (PSC): Line 9?

I 2 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Line 9.
I'

3 MR. HOLMES (PSC): Page what?
. , , ,

I
L 4 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): 43.
-

5 on page 45, on line 3, change the word "with" to

6 "if". And the previous line, you have a superfluous "e-x" up

7 there. That's just a typo. On line 16, please change

"
8 " circumferences" to "circumferential". On line 19, the

.

9 initials "ET", please insert " intent". On line 21, the
_

. 10 ' initials "IT", please scratch and put in " idea".

[~ 11 On page 49, line 4, please change the word
i

12 " nicked" to " necked".
| 7,

13 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I'm sorry, what line number

'

14 was that?
|
.

15 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Line 4.
,.

16 On page 50, line 10, change the word

17 " prospective" to " perspective".
-

18 Page 51, line 13, after "detension", change the

I
L 19 word "once" to "one". Change the word "put" to " pull", and on

! 20 line 14, change the word " fines" to " fiber".
_

21 Volume 2, page fifty 3, line 12, change the word

22 " nicking" to " necking"..-

'
23 Page 54, line 19, after the word "that", insert

L.
24 "it", and instead --

..

25 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Don, may I ask you to go aa.

f1
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r*

1 little slower. I'm trying to keep up.

[~ 2 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Okay.
I

3 MR. IRELAND (NRC): I realize I will have a
-

4 transcript for later, but I'm still trying.

~

5 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): After the word "that",

6 insert "it", the second "that", after the second "that",
-

7 insert "it" before "would".

8 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Line?~

.

9 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Line 19. And change the
-

10 word " relative" to " indicative".
, .

11 On page 55, line 5, after the word."PCRV",~

12 please add " inspections". On line 8, instead of the word

F
13 grease, please insert " corrosion". On line 22, instead of

14 " filters", it should be " fittings".

..

15 On page 60, line 21, the word " field" should be
-

'. 16 " failed".

17 On page 64, line 4, change the word " strained"

18 to " strain". Likewise, on line 10, change the word " strained"
;e-

_
19 to " strain". On line 24, change the initials "GOTS" to " guts".

20 On line--
|
L.

21 on page 67, line 6, change the word " laugh" to

i
U 22 "have". I know we are having fun, but --

t' 23 MR. IRELAND (NRC): That was line 7?
.

24 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Line 7. Excuse me.

,P
'L 25 On page 68, on line 17, that should be broken

e. ,

L' KOEPTG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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-

!
I after FSAR, and a question from Debra Bennett should be

r _

2 indicated there.
.

3 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I'm sorry. I missed that_

4 one.

i ,--

5 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): On page 68, line 17,

6 after FSAR, everything thereafter is a question from you, I_.
t

7 believe. So Bennett should be inserted before "page 11". And

8 on line 24, " tendencies" should be changed to " tendons".'

. 9 On page 70, the reinerted word "gampas" should

I

,
10 be changed to " samples", line 1. The word "gampas" should be'

11 " samples".

12 For the record, on lines 4 and 5, upon going
-

\
,

.

13 back and checking, we don't know of any sample wires that are

I 14 in or near the center of the bundle. So it was a statement
1.

15 that was made, but I guess from all we can tell, there are no

f.
16 sample wires in or near the center of the bundle.6--

17 On page 71, that could be -- could go either way.
t.

18 Leave that one alone.
,

19 On page 73, line 7, it starts Mr. Warembourg,-

20 PSC. Please scratch Mr. Warembourg PSC and--that sentence is
6.

21 a continuation of the previous one on line 6. There really
.

|
'- 22 shouldn't be a break in there. On line 9, the word " derives"

23 should be changed to " drives".

24 On page 75, line 22, at the end of that line,,,

25 please insert after we did, insert the words " cope with".--

>j <.
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1 on page 77, line 24, please change the word
-.

! 2 " preceding" to " proceeding".
I

3 On page 78, line 16, please change the word,,

4 " strand" to " surveillance"..

[l].; 5 On page 79, line 11, please make the word " remind" be

6 " reminded".
_

7 Let's jump to page 84. On line 8, change the
~

8 word " containment" to " contamination".
|

9 On page 92, on line 19, make the " core support

! 10 barrels" singular instead of plural. On line 22, please add
_

"

11 after " water" the words "to the".

12
,

On page 93, line 3, change the word " ways" to
9

- 13 " waste", and likewise on line 4. On line 17, after the word

[~ 14 "would", please scratch "get that", and insert " allow leakage".
L

15 On page 100, line 7, at the end after "gets",
.

L 16 please scratch the word "on" and put in "it gets hot on", and

17 on the following line, line 8, please substitute the word
:. -

18 " snubber" for " number" in front of deck. On line 9, change
,..

19 the word "done" to "gone". That's it....

20 on page 101, on line eight, please scratch "six
...

21- months" and insert "a month or two." On line 19, please
,.

,

L. 22 scratch the word "why" at the beginning of that last part of

; 23 the sentence. Start it with "we".
L

24
,

On page 102, line 16, after the word "it", the
i
L 25 rest of that is a response from Warembourg.
...

$
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1 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I'm sorry. I don't

.{ 2 understand. Eliminate it?
1.

3 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): No, Dick Ireland said,
_

.

4 "You haven't precluded it", and then I responded, "I can't say

5 we have precluded it", so insert the word "Warembourg" after

6 "it" as a response.

V

7 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): On line 11, we don't know

~

8 what the reference is to "EFF fluid" that Ireland made. Do

9 you know what that response was on that same page on line 117
.

L 10 MR. IRELAND (NRC): The effluent.

f 11 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Effluent instead of fluid.
i.

12 MR. IRELAND (NRC): It's not fluid. It's
-

13 effluent.

"
14 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Sounds reasonable to me.

-

15 On page 103, line 10, please insert after "will"
:-

!_ 16 the word "be".

'

17 On page 117, line 18, instead of the word
L

18 " papers", please put " specifications".

I'
L 19 on page 121, that one's been changed. Excuse me.

i 20 That was Gahm's changes.
f'
_

21 On page 126, line 21, after the word'"the", !
"

,

L. 22 please scratch " surveys" and insert " load cells with a .

23 balanced bridge." !
'

-

24 page 128, line 6, that should be 100 kips, I
I

'. 25 believe, instead of ASI, but that doesn't correlate to the.

|
_
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o ,

i
,3-

,

1 addition on line 7 of 1,000 pounds, and I guess I don't know

2 what that is, Dick.

3 MS. BENNETT (NRC): How about one kip.
b
L 4 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): The 100 and the 1,000

{ 5 pounds don't go together. It should be kips, but yet the
m

6 1,000 pounds don't go with kips either. So I don't really
'

-

i

L 7 know what-- I don't what that reference is. Just put a

I 8 question mark on it, I guess, since Polk really asked the f

L
9 question.

-

[ 10 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I think it was supposed to
,

F 11 be 100 kips. [
[

12 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I think it was supposed to
-

13 be 100 kips, which would be 10,000 pounds.
i

~

14 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Is there some question, just ,

u

15 to enlighten me, on page 128 as to whether that's a question
t'

[ ., 16 by Mr. Polk, or a statement by Mr. Craun? i

i- 17 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): That's a good question.
L ;

18 1 don't know.
.

19 MR. IRELAND (NRC): I have my transcript marked

i 20 the other way.
L

21 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I think that's Mr. Polk who

22 commented about the 100 kips._

; 23 MR. FLY (NRC): Mr. Craun said earlier that the--no,
._

24 that was it.
r-

)
L 25 MS. BENNETT (NRC): That's--I think that's what

n
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r,
1 it should be.'

~

2 MR. FLY (NRC): That's not right. Craun is the
L

3 one that said that the average would be approximately 100 kips.
[
l 4 MR. HOLMES (PSC): Yes.

~~

5 MR. IRELAND (NRC): That's what I thought.
I

6 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Let's insert that.

t. 7 Either put 10,000 pounds in, or delete the 1,000 pounds. I

~
8 don't care, whichever you want to do.

9 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Delete 1,000.
e,

10 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Let's just delete the,

~
11 1,000 pounds. The 100 kips speaks for itself.

12 Delete Mr. Polk from line 5, and continue on
r*

13 with Craun.

'

14 That's all I've got in volume 2. Have you got

15 volume 37
r

16 Why don't you road for awhile.,

17 MR. NIEHOFF (PSC): On page 135, line 1, it
u,

18 should be " race" and not " raise".
..

19 MS. PENNETT (NRC): I'm sorry. Page?-

.i' 20 MR. NIEHOFF (PSC): 135.
L

21 MR. IRELAND (NRC): I lost uine.
f

L 22 MR. FLY (NRC): I've got it here. Do you want

23 it back? .
,

..

24 MR. HOLMES (PSC): Page 132, line 15, delete the
'

L. 25 "20" and the "second" and add in "22nd". At the end of that

1
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1 line, after the "8" put a "4", and on line 16, delete

,I 2 " financial four".
,

I .
3 MR. FLY (NRC): I think it was actually 1984.

I 4 That's okay.

F~ 5 MR. HOLMES (PSC): On page 133, line 3, the "222",

6 change it to " February 22". On line 12, change the " drive"
-

t
into " dry".i. ,

[ 8 MR. FLY (NRC): I've got another one there.
i

9 It's not--on lines 5 and 6, it was, they were just operated to
-

-10 free them, I think it was supposed to be.. .

.

[ 11 MR. NIEHOFF (PSC): Did you get that one on 135?
:

12 MR. FLY (NRC): No.
-

13 MR. NIEHOFF (PSC): It's line 1.- It should be

14 " race" and not " raise".-

15 Page 137, on lines 5 and 6, " financial" is there
-.

16 and.it should be something else.. . .

17 MR. FLY (NRC): I believe what that was, but
-

18 what I'm trying to get is a clarification, what I'm trying to
-.

19 get--what I'm trying to do is get a clarification whether for_,

-

20 the future it's more important to keep the bearings clean.
-

21 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Or to get a clear indication.
.

22 MR. HOLMES (PSC): How about " final" instead of_

23 " financial"?

_

24 MR. FLY (NRC): No. I think it was
.

25 clarification._

.

N
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r

L 1 MR. GOSS (PSC): Or clear indication.

~

2 MR. FLY (NRC): No. I think it was
6.

3 clarification.
r-

4 MR. NIEHOFF (PSC): On line 10, it's " drive" and

~

5 not " driver".
-

6 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): What did you do on line 6,

7 are you going to scratch the word " financial"?u.

'I 8 MR. FLY (NRC): That was clarification. I'm
L

9 almost sure of that, clarification whether for the future it
r--

10 would be more important to keep the bearings clean.
'

[ 11 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Clarification whether,

L
12 okay.

I
{ 13 MR. NIEHOFF (PSC): Page 140, line 11, it should

. 14 say the " bearing test", not the " bearing this".

15 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Did you say 140, line 107

F 16 MR. FLY (NRC): 140, line 11. On line 40 -- I

17 mean, on page 140, line 18, there was some--there were some*

't.

18 things that were left out because the comment, and I'm asking,
.

19 if the life tests were done on one set of bearings--that's my_.

~

20 comment.
.

21 MR. HOLMES (PSC): Delete "Rosenberg", and that's
: t-

'b 22 just a continuation of your comment, isn't it?

23 MR. FLY (NRC): No. There was said between--I'

24 said right, and that is the current design, and somebody said

25 something. And then I said this, and then they said something
_

: ,
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.e

: 1 else, and then I said okay.

I 2 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Have you got that down,
,_

3 Dick?
r

_ 4 N1. IRELAND (NRC): I've got a black box.

~

'5 MR. HOLMES (PSC): The way I tried to reconstruct
.

6 i t', on line 18, delete Rosenberg, and that was just a
-

7 ' continuation of your sentence. On line 21, I guess I thought.;

[ 8 Mr. Rosenberg might have said "okay", rather than you. Then
I ,.

9 on line 22, it would be Mr. Fly instead of Mr. Rosenberg.
e-

_ 10 Then I have the line at that point where Mr. Rosenberg, I

~

11 thought, said 3 bearings. I know Mr. Rosenberg said it was

12 .only done on 3 bearings. Maybe that would capture the flavor
. f~
[ 13 of what happened anyway. .

~

14 MR. FLY (NRC): Well, that does capture the
_

15 flavor.
_

16 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Is that acceptable?-
..,

f 17 MR. FLY (NRC): Yes, because that's what was
L.,

18 intended.
_

19 MR. HOLMES (PSC): Line 18, delete the Mr.,_

!

jf 20 Rosenberg PSC. On line 21, change Mr. Fly NRC to Mr.
i.k
| 21 Rosenberg GA, followed by the "okay". On line 22, delete Mr.

im 22 Rosenberg PSC, and change that to Mr. Fly, NRC, who said that

if 23 was the question. Then insert a line that would say, Mr.
~

[ b.
24 Rosenberg, GA colon, 3 bearings.

_

; 25 MR. FLY (NRC): What he said was yes, one set of

O.
2
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-

.1 3 bearings.-

.I 2 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I'm sure.he was more
1.

3 affluent than that.
_.

4 MR. FLY (NRC): Well, he said it was one set of

~

5 3 bearings.
.;

6 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Yes, one set of 3
_

7~ bearings.

. [~ 8 MR. HOLMES (PSC): Page 141, line 21, cancel
1.'

9 " aforethought". I think we wanted to s.ly "of forethought". .

- 10 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): No malice of forethought.

~

11 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I'm sorry. I missed the

12 reference.
F .-

.! 13 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Line 21, page 141, no

[ 14 malice of forethought. He didn't record it, but Debbie
.L .

15 . laughed after that.
y-
L 16 MR. FLY (NRC): 142, line 4, "within" should be-

f 17 "when".
,

. . .

18 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Okay.
r-

1 -

L- 19 MR. NIEHOFF (PSC): 144, line 7, which is, we

[ 20 generate back EMF voltage, a back-EMF voltage, and line 20
L

21 should say, "but not always". Line 12, the "of" at the end
't

b 22 should be cut out. I think that was an error.

! 23 MR. FLY (NRC): Line 147--I mean page 147, line j

L.
24 12, I believe that should be " quote". I'm not sure about ;

':

25 "qute"..

~.
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' 1 Page 148, line 8, should be " perspective"

F- 2 instead of " prospective".
L

3 I don't know whether you want to go over all of
_

'

4 them. There's several places from this point on where " brake".

5 is spelled incorrectly, such as on page 149, line 13, it's

6 b-r-a-k-e. I don't think-it makes much difference.
-

7 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): The intent is there.

~

8 MR. FLY (NRC): The intent is there.
..

9 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Phonetically we are all,

-

10 right.
.

[^ 11 MR. FLY (NRC): Page 151, line 24, that should
-t

4.

12 be four thousandths of an inch in diameter.
-

_ 13 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Where are you at?

~

14 MR. FLY (NRC): 151, line 24, the last two words,
._

15 instead of 4000 psi, it should be four thousandths.
-

16 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Oh.m

' '1' 17 MR. FLY (NRC): Page 153, line 22, instead of
-

18 " set", it should be "said".
-

_ 19 Page 156, line 13, it says, we have several high

-

20 spot that sees that, and I have no idea what I said. I can't
.c

21 figure out what I said there.
. , . .

' ;..

22 MR. MILLER (NRC): Just leave it the way it is.. _ ,

.[ 23 MR. FLY (NRC): On 156, line 21, somebody else
:!
:-

24 said everything past " hang up". I think Mr. Craun said that.
,

i._ 25 It's either Craun or Eggebroten.

7
,*
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1 / MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Let's put Craun in there.t. .

~

2 MR. FLY (NRC): Okay. 160, line 21, it should

3 be " rod" instead of "od".
_.

. 4 163, line 12 should be "back EMF" instead of

~

5 "back up EMF".
..

6 MR. WAREMBOURG-(PSC): He's on page 163, I guess.
_.

7 MR. MILLER (NRC): 163, line 12.

~

8 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Line 13 should be changed
.

9 to, instead of "EFM", it should be " EMF".
_

. 10 MR. NIEHOFF (PSC): 164, line 8, that's O & M

~

11 Manual.
..

12 MR. FLY (NRC): 168, line 19, it should be
_

_.. 13 " drives" instead of " drivers".

~

14 172, line 13, should be " brake", b-r-a-k-e.

_.

15 MR. NIEHOFF (PSC) 169, on line 3, I've got
-

16 " jam". I believe that's " scram". '

.

]
17 MR. FLY (NRC): 169, line 3, yes. I saw a bunch

-

18 of those.
-

19 173, line 18 should be " iteration" instead of_

- 20 " innovation".
,

_

21 178, line 15 is also " scram" instead of " jam".
..

'22 MR. HOLMES (PSC): Which line was that?_

.

'R 23 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): 15.

L
24 MR. FLY (NRC): 180, line 10, I'm not sure. I

E
J 25 think it's supposed to be " control rod" or " motor".

r3 -
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; 1 MR. GOSS (PSC): Motor mechanism.

-

2 MR. FLY (NRC): Motor mechanism, okay. There's
.:

3 also on line 18, and on line 21, places where it should be
-

_ 4 " scram" instead of " jam".

~

5 181, line 3, I don't think "did not contribute"

6 was repeated, but anyway -- same thing on lines 12 and 19, it
-

:. 7 should be " scram" instead of " jam".

"
8 182, line 11 should be " scram" instead of " jam".

i.

9 182, line 21, I don't know. It says, would have no detriment
_

__ 10 by adding moisture. it doesn't make sense to me.
.

"
11 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I think the intent was

._

12 more detriment by adding. Instead of the thing saying "had no
. r-

!

ft 13 detriment", it should be "had more detriment by adding

-

14 moisture."
.-

15 MR. FLY (NRC): Okay. Fine.
,

16 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Change the word "no" to_

"' 17 "more".
|-

18 MR. FLY (NRC): Right.
-

19 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I have a couple of changes; _.

if 20 in volume one. Volume one, page 12, line 14, I think that's
|-

21 supposed to be "in reassembling those", instead of
~a

: 22 " resembling".:

l ~. 23 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Yes.
~

,

.W'

24 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Page 17, line 2, I do not
;--

b 25 know who Mr. Dust is.

D
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: 1 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We wondered about that,

2 too, but we figured you knew him. 1

-,

3 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Beats me. Leave it. I just

I 4 wanted to make the point I didn't know who it was.

_

5 Page 25, line 22, "surveiled", did you mean

6 " surveyed"?

- 7 MR. GOSS (PSC): I think he did say that. It

~

8 kind of caught my ears. It didn't sound like the right word.
.

9 MR. POWERS (NRCf: Surveiled.
-

10 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Okay. Page 48, line 18, Mr..-

.

~

11 Ireland did you say "NRC"? Page 48, line 18, delete "NRC".
_

12 Page 37, line 1 --
_

- 13 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): 37?

~

14 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Uh-huh. The intercore was
_ _ .

15 ten wraps, as in the number ten.
-

L; 16 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): It was ten wraps. That

I 17 don't make any sense with tendon wraps, twists.
L

18 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Page 38, line 13, it says
-

16 "mammery planing diameter". What is it?,_

'

20 MR. HOLMES (PSC): How about smaller remaining?
_

21 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Have a smaller remaining
.

L_ 22 diameter.

23 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I like that mammery
~

u

24 planning.
-

y _ 25 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Page 41, lines 9 and 10.

"
,
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1 MR. HOLMES (PSC): The "once" should be "ones", I
,

[ 2 assume, on line 10.
L

3 MS. BENNETT (NRC): We will just leave it where
_

4. it is.

~
5 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Mr. Hellner must have

a

6 cleared understood you, he responded.

7 MS. BENNETT (NRC): That's true. His response

8 was better than my question.r-

9 Page 44, line 3, it has "300 tendons". I think
r-

'l
=L 10 that should be "310".

~ 11 MR. RAREMBOURG (PSC): Page?
.

12 MS. BENNETT (NRC): 44, line 3. Likewise, line
; I-
![ 13 10.

-- 14 Page 47, line 2, I would say probably delete the
-

15 first visual, and their only inspection is visual inspection.
-

16 Page 51, line 5, after fancy light, it should be,_

*

I- 17 fancy light, like a flexible borescope, so that would be fancy
-

18 light like a flexible borescope, and delete fluoroscope.
m

'19 MR. HOLMES (PSC): While we are on volume one,

p 20 Mr. Hellner has some corrections. Maybe we could go through
2'L

21 his.

O
l_ 22 MS. BENNETT (NRC): We'd like to do volume 2 at

T 23 some time. Does he want to do volume one?
~

_

24 MR. MILLER (NRC): Can we go off the record?
-

f[_. 25 (Discussion was had off the record.)
.-,
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L 1 MR. HELLNER (PSC): Volume one, page 43.
_

2 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Page 43
..

3 MR. HELLNER (PSC): Line 20, this was the
_

- 4 questioning concerning the table 2 where we were wanting to
-

5 know on the anchor assemblies, whether they were looked at
-

6 both ends, and there's some answers here that may not be
_

~

7 correct, and we'll have to check the surveillance records to
-

'~

8 verify exactly how many tendons were looked at, and if they
_.

_
were both assemblies, or just one assembly.9

10 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): This is something we.

.

~

11 promised to get back to you, but the record indicates that we
.

_
12 are saying, I guess, it would be 75 out of 620, but we're not

- 13 really sure that that's the case or not the case, and so, I

_

14 guess, from line 20 on, all through 25, we'd just like to put
-

15 a question mark and indicate that we are verifying the record.
_

16 MR. HELLNER (PSC): On page 44, once again this-

~

17 is covering the same subject. So I think all of the answers,
-

18 line 7, line 15, line 19 and line 23, we'll have to, once
-

19 again, check the records, the surveillance records.-

.I" 20 MS. BENNETT (NRC): 7--would you repeat those
:|
-

21 line numbers, -7 and what?

'

22 MR. HELLNER (PSC): 7.._

23 MS. BENNETT (NRC): 15
-.

'24 MR. HELLNER (PSC): 15, 19--I'm sorry 23 was

I' 25 yours. Excuse me. 21.

.,
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1- 1 MR. HELLNER (PSC): Page 51, line 1, because an

{ 2 individual would even be able to look in and see and say, that
n

_
3 doesn't make much sense. What we are saying is, this was the

- 4 discussion on --

~

5 MR. GOSS (PSC): How about would not?

6 MR. HELLNER (PSC): Would not even be able to
-

7 look in and see what amount of corrosion you saw. I saw fourm

-

8 wires, and there may be even nore than he could not visually

9. see.
_

10 That's all I have in volume one.
.

~

11 MR. HOLMES (PSC): You've got some more in volume
_

12 27
-

_ 13 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Page 60, line 13, replace

~ "14 replaning" with " remaining", and line 15, same page, I don't
_

15 know who #4 is. We'll put Polk.
-

- 16 Page 68, line 21, I believe that should probably

f- 17 be Mr. Polk colon, do you have a feeling.
L,

18 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Do you think that's Polk's
v

_ 19 question, you mean?

~'

20 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Yes, I do. On that same
-

21 page, line 24, did that get changed from " tendencies" to
r

22 " tendons"?._

'

23 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Yes. Let's back up,
_

24 Debbie. If you think line 21 is Polk's question, do we need
,

25 to back up all the way to line 17 and make that Polk's_.

~.
;i '
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I

b 1 question? I thought that was yours. On line 17, beginning

2 with "page 11" is where the question really starts, and I had

3 inserted Bennett in there.
-

4 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I see.

'
5 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): So the question don't

J .

6 start on 21, it starts on 17.

I
l 7 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Yes, I think you're right.

p 8 Eliminate what I said on page 68, line 21 on Mr. Polk.
L

9 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Okay.
_.

_. 10 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I think you're correct on

11 that.
~

.

12 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Rick's got a comment on
r-

13 69.

.

14 MR. HELLNER (PSC): Line 4, the last word changer

..

15 to " wire".
-

16 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Scratch " sample"..

m 17 MR. HELLNER (PSC): Scratch " sample". Line 8,

c.
18 scratch "would be the" and change it to "is made up of".

P
-}i 19 That's it on 69.

20 Page 74, line 16, add between air and in "i.e.
|E..

21 nitrogen".
p

. , -

O. 22 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I'm sorry, I don't

23 understand what you're saying. There's always.been air --
'

}"
L

24 MR. HELLNER (PSC): I.e. nitrogen in the tendon.
..

25 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Okay.
_

Ti
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L 1 MR. HELLNER (PSC): Page 75, line 22, the last

I 2 or second sentence, the word "did" scratch, and add "used".
[

3
-

We used grease removed from tendons.

- 4 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Excuse me. This is a
-

'5 correction that's already been made. It's a little bit

6 different.
_

7 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We did--okay..<

F- 8 MR. HELLNER (PSC): Page 76, line 22, the word
b

9 " tubes" scratch, and change to " samples".
_

. 10 Page 121-- that's already been changed. Excuse

~

11 me.
_.

12 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We have nothing else.
,

-.

. . _ 13 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Page 109, line 16, oxygen

-

14 from some strange source, instead of a straining source.
_

15 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Where are you at, Debbie,
-

16 again?m

,

[~; 17 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Page 109, line 16, replace
U

18 " straining" with " strange".
, - -r

u 19 Page 111, line 6, that is not Mr. Ireland.

20 That's a continuation of what I was saying. Also on 111, line
_

21 11, I think it should be " insertions" rather than " wire

C
L' 22 inversions".

I 23 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We already got that, I
L.

24 thought.
-.

25 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I didn't mark it on this one.o

m
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1 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): There's something wrong

-

2 in here, and I don't know what it is.

_
3 MS. BENNETT (NRC): We're trying to figure out

4 the same thing.-

~'

5 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): After line 14, there's no
.

_

response, and Debbie you're back in there again, and I don't6

7 know --

-

8 (Discussion off the record.)

9 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Line 15 might be me.
,

- 10 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I thought line 6 was you,
.

~

11 Dick, but I don't know that.
-

12 MR. IRELAND (NRC): No, I know I didn't address
-

- 13 specific surveillance.

~

14 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I remember saying the part
-

15 about the interim surveillance program basically was less than

16 the long term..

,' 17 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Well, there's no response
L

18 after line 14, and I don't know--I don't know why that is, but
n

19 I don't know what the response was either.-

~

20. MS. BENNETT (NRC): I don't either.'

s

21 MR. GOSS (PSC): On line 17 where it starts,
, .

-- 22 could that be you, Mr. Ireland?

"

23 MR. IRELAND (NRC): I would assume that I may
'

a
24 have started on 15 in place of Debra, but the response is

{'
L 25 still missing. The response is still missing between 14 and

'Ti
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. 1 15 . - The first phrase of 15 doe's not do the response.
~

2 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): 1 think that was a place

_

wh'ere I nodded my head yes. I don't know.3

.' 4 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Okay. That.'s it.

-

5 MR. IRELAND (NRC): I suppose, for the record,

6
_

we have an exceptionally heavy day tomorrow. It's going to be

. 7 tough. I would assume that we should start at 8:30 again,

-

8 even though we threatened to make up a half an hour this
.

9 morning, in deference to logistics, if nothing else.
,

, 10 MR. HOLMES (PSC): Okay.
.

-

11

12
-

13,

~ 14
-.

-15
-

16
. _.

17''

-

U

18
*

..

19m

'
~

-20
._.

21
..

22,,

23

_

24
.

25_.

7
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1 1 PROCEEDINGS
.'

- 2 MR. BREY (PSC): I'd like to go over the agenda
u

3 for today. First of all, we have a couple of clarification
. r-
},
L 4 issues on the control rod drives. I'd like to follow that

5 with back-EMF testing, including wattage meter testing, and

6 then instrumentation, tech specs on instrumentation, causes
I~
I. 7 and corrective measures on instrumentation. That should take

I 8 us until about 9 o' clock, and at that point we're going to'l
.

9 have to figure out the rest of the agenda.
r-

' 10 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Yes. I suspect we'll have
.

~

11 to adjust as we go. I think it would be appropriate for you
~.

12 to bring up your carryover items from yesterday as the first

. . , ' ' 13 thing on the agenda, then we will go on into the back-EMF

; 14 testing, at which point we will introduce Mr. Beard and his
1.

15 consultants. And I believe he will probably repeat the agenda,
-.-

,
16 which is a little bit more refined than ours, of the order in-

i 17 which he would like to conduct his business.
:L.

18 MR. BREY (PSC): Okay.
...

_ 19 MR. GAHM (PSC): A couple of long questions came

'

20 up yesterday on the control rod mechanisms that we didn't have
..

21 definite answers for you. One of the questions wus, were the
y -

n_ 22 rods exercised during the last refueling shutdown last spring?

23 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Yes, they were exercised
.

_

24 when the plant was shut down.f

YK
L_ 25 MS. BENNETT (NRC): On'a weekly basis?
's
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1 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Yes. Not during the actual

'

2 refueling, of course.
>.

3 MR. GAHM (PSC): You can't exercise during the

#

4 actual fueling.

-

5 MS. BENNETT (NRC): That's difficult.

6 MR. GAHM (PSC): The other one was regarding the

7 clevis on the cable, the free rotation on the cable.

8 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): The anchor.
.

9 MR. GAHM (PSC): That is in the procedure, and
, , ,

10 the rod we just finished refurbishing it was checked on that.
-

-

11 MS. BENNETT (NRC): And it was clear.

12 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Yes.
_

,-

13 MR. REESY (PSC): Larry, I have one clean up..

14 Debbie, yesterday--I guess it was you, Ken, that I asked about

15 the insulation on the brake magnet. I have two reports, but
.

I
R 16 they are both positive. The first report said that when we

17 replaced the insulator on the motor, we replaced the

18 insulation on the magnetic brake with the identical material.

_ 19 The other report I have, and I'm not sure which one of these

j' 20 two is correct, that the insulation on the magnetic brake is a
:

21 Nomex insulation, which is good for 428 degrees Fahrenheit
,

f '.L 22 continuously. So that is a more positive.

.

23 MR. BREY (PSC): Anything else on our side?
-

* 24 Dick, we are ready to go with back-EMF then.
t-

..

25 Mr. Beard.m.

1
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b 1 MR. BEARD (NRC): I gigss I should state for
.

I, 2 the record my name is J. T. Beard. I'm in the office of
.(:

3 Nuclear Reactor Regulation with the U. S. Regulatory
, . - .

( 4- Commission.

[ 5 MR. BEARD (NRC): While we are introducing
1:

6 ourselves, to my right is Mr. Gary Toman, T-o-m-a-n from
r
|_ 7 Franklin Research Center. And behind me here with his hand

_{ 8 raised is Mr. Ted Shook, S-h-o-o-k, also from Franklin.
i

9 The way we are conducting the review is that
a.

( 10 Franklin is providing technical assistance to us in the areas
.

i' 11 that we will be talking about, or I will be talking about
!
%

12 today. What I thought might be. worth while would be to start
_

13 a list of topics as I've written them down--it's a little

- 14 fuzzy toward the end--but I think it's one way we can approach

15 it.
,

1
i 16 What I thought we'd do is have a series of

r- 17 questions on the proposed control rod operability test, which
|_

18 I guess is also referred to as back-EMF, and a second category

19 would be this backup test for determining when the rod is, in,,

}"' 20 fact, fully in, which I guess is the watt meter test. The
-u

21 third item would be the proposed tech specs, and let me just
- -

. .

; 22 say, as I understand it, on that, you folks intend to propose

- 23 some tech specs at restart, and then actually operate the -

", 24 plant under administrative controls that reflect those4

tri
Qy 25 proposed items, while those items are being reviewed. So

; r"*
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L,- 1 whether we want to call it administrative controls or

/~
2 technical specifications, the technical content, as I

.

3 understand it, will be this same. That's what we are going to

- 4 talk about here.

. 5 Then getting.more directly into the

6 instrumentation, after we could have the operability
. r.
|, 7 requirements and surveillance, it might be a good time to get

[ 8 into how we would avoid overdriving the rods. By this, I mean
L

S driving too far inward causing damage of a couple sorts.
,7

10 The next one would be, what failure causes seem.

~

11 to have hurt these pieces of instrumentations, limit switches
.

12- -and the pots, and what corrective actions are proposed for
-.

- |' 13 that, and how, I guess at that point it's a good time to tie

~~

14 in the preventive maintenance program that you discussed. It
.

15 seemed like that's one way that the pie could be sliced, I

16 believe it's arbitrary, and the pie could be slicedu

17 differently but it was in order..

a
18 If there are no questions, I would propose that

I'
[. 19 we go straightaway into this question on back-EMF, one last

j 20 detail Franklin is assisting us on this matter. I have some
u

21 questions that we'll cover first, and then Franklin is going

(, 22 to cover some additional questions.

23 MR. BEARD (NRC): So in each topic area -

i.

24 Franklin will have some and I will have some and that should

25 finish it.,,

,
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i
f- 1 (MR. BREY (PSC): That's fine.

*

/

| 2 MR. BEARD (NRC): On the back-EMF test, we had
L.

3 previously indicated to you folks that the relationship
,

y
k 4 between control rod drive eperability as a concept, and

{~ 5 back-EMF, has yet to be established. Presumably the
1

6 correlations would include topics such as release time, static,
r.-
t

t. 7 breakaway friction, dynamic or rolling friction, freedom of

8 travel and things of this nature. What we'd like to know is,

9 what is the correlation that would establish back-EMF as a
_

! 10 concept as an operability test? We asked for it in November
.

~

11 to be included in the submittal, and I could not find it.
.

12 MR. CRAUN (PSC): An exact correlation to
-.

'' 13 breakaway torque, as measured from back-EMF, is not possible.

14 Back-EMF is not generated until the rotation of the motor is
s

15 started. We are trying to make a relationship or a

:c 16 correlation, establish a correlation, between the willingness

''
17 of the rod to come up to speed, its freedom to accelerate, and

-

.

the efficiency of the gear train.18

|[
3, 19 We are trying to use a statistical approach,

20 such as we envelope the condition of the gear train, such that
rG

21 if we have sufficient start-up torque, or acceleration. If we
, , .

IL 22 have consistent, smooth, steady action throughout the duration

f~ 23 of scram, we feel that those are indicative of clean, smooth
![

24 running gear train which would have reduced probability of

!g 25 stiction and unwillingness to scram. I believe that is ouri.
%
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. . .

.

' - - 1 basis of back-EMF testing.
f'

2 MR. BEARD (NRC): Have you written someplace
'.:

3 that operability includes consideration of some two or three

U- 4 factors, and they relate qualitatively to some other things

5 which, in turn, relate to back-EMF? I mean, is that- .

6 MR. CRAUN (PSC): In the submittal of December,

,

' 7 31, we submitted two criteria. One was the start-up torque,
-.

8 or that torque associated with acceleration, to peak velocity.

9 The second criteria was the acceleration, or torsional
_

l 10 stability of the rod during the steady state. I believe we
.-

11 have submitted the criteria. I may not have fully understood
,

12 the last part of your question.,,

>(' ' 13 MR. BEARD (NRC): Well, it seems like you have a-

{ 14 test in which you propose to look at back-EMF, and just
,

15 certain aspects or parameters about what the back-EMF looks
i

L2 16 like, be it torque, voltage be it times, be it torque. But

i' 17 before you start doing that, one needs to establish how does
L

18 back-EMF with any set of criteria relate to things like static

19 friction, how will back-EMF relate to whether or not the rod

.

20 will be able to break free, so to speak, overcome the static
a

21 friction, and whatever rust or other particles may be present,
y- .

a 22 and actually start to move. And so it seems to me that if one

P' 23 approaches it in a logical way, that you have to say up front,' ~
v

24 operability implies and then maybe you got static friction,-

4
V 25 maybe you have dynamic friction, maybe you have freedom from
n
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1 obstructions whatever that first level is, and then below that,

f
i 2 say, all right static friction relates to something, which I

..

3 can then relate to some aspect to back-EMF.
..

%: 4 I'm trying to understand the correlation directly as

F 5 qualitatively between operability and back-EMF as a concept

6 before we get into the details,
r
I

,
7 MR. CRAUN (PSC). From a qualitative standpoint--

8 quantitative standpoint--excuse me, back-EMF is being
4.

9 developed and will continue to be developed throughout the

10 refurbishment program. We have not got the experience under
.

11 our belts yet relative to the exact characteristics of

.

12 back-EMF, and what that relates to in the physical condition
-.

.

.; <^ 13 of the rod.
\

-- 14 From a qualitative standpoint, and that was our

15 basis of submittal of our refurbishment criteria, and
.c

l., 16 statistical was also part of the basis, we did see

" 17 characteristics on those rods that failed to scram that were
-

18 indicative of erratic motion during the steady state of the
~\

19 scram. They were typically--or excuse me, those rods that
_

20 failed to scram also exhibited sluggishness relative to being

"
21 willing to.come up to speed. We saw those two parameters as

-,

j 22 being consistent, not fully explainable, since we have not

23 taken the units apart to inspect. We do not fully understand ~

. 24 at this time all the little squiggles and bobbles of back-EMF

.k.
25 yet. We are working on trying to strengthen our understanding

~
-w
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L 1 in that area.

''
2 So at this point in time, our basis

i..

3 predominantly is based on those rods that we have to date seen
, , .

4 the unwillingness to scram, or the inability to start motion.g,

p 5 We see that inability to start motion, we see that as being

.

6 inconsistent, nonrepetitive, but we feel that the criteria
g.

I
t 7 that we've established in back-EMF is tight. Currently none

8 of our refurbished rods will pass that criteria.-

t
9 The criteria will ensure--if we can pass the

(. .

( 10 criteria, will ensure that the rod will be willing to scram
.

11 when solicited.

12 MR. WAGNER (NCR): I understand you to say that
.

13 at present, none of the rods which had been refurbished passed
-

,

E
14 your acceptance criteria. .,

15 MR. CRAUN (PSC): That's correct.

\^
L 16 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Except --

17 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We are talking about the
|
~

18 original ones that failed to scram.
. ,

{ 19 MR. BEARD (NRC): Rick, let me see--is it Rick?

20 MR. WAGNER (NRC): Will, that's going on--pardon

21 me, Jack. You said the original set, have you now completed
*-

7

22 additional?
..

23 MR. GAHM (PSC): We have completed one ~--

~

24 additional on a new refurbishment program last night late.

7( /
.

.25 MR. BEARD (NRC): Let me see if I can summarizew

j KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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b 1 what you're saying.

'

2 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Maybe I should clarify the
'

.

3 last sentence since there was some confusion. The acceptance
P
I, ' 4 criteria that we submitted to you was for the rod to be in

''
5 core. The acceptance criteria of 17 and 7 is in core.

,

6 MR. BEARD (NRC): That's cold in core conditions? .r~
!

7 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Yes.1

[" 8 MR. BEARD (NRC): Let me see if I can summarize
i

9 what you said so that I understand it right, so that when we
.-
|' 10 write the safety evaluatior. report we don't misquote you
'

11 inadvertently.

12 It seems to me that what you've said is after
_

, (^ 13 you had the failures, you looked--you use the back-EMF as a
~

~

14 tool to look at the rods, you found some characteristics you
s

15 didn't like, and based on that, you basically selected some

16 criteria that said, we're going to make it a lot better and we

"'

17 think that by doing it that way, the rods aren't going to have
A.

18 these kinds of problems again. But at the same time, I think

{'
t 19 I hear you saying, also, you have not started at the top with
r 20 the general concept of operability and worked the problem from
b,

21 that direction.
. .

22 MR. CRAUN (PSC): No. I believe we have as

* 23 concept of what should be indicative of an operable drive. I t' ~

w
24 must be smooth and steady in action. It should also be

,

tj 25 willing to accelerate freely and rapidly to its peak velocity,
,-,

.
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. .

! I'
[. 1 the original testing, engineering sensitivity tests that were

2 performed by General Atomic on the design and testing of these

3 rods indicated what their ideal condition and ideal
I

|C 4 characteristics should be. We did consider those in

" 5 establishing our criteria.

..

6 MR. FLY (NRC): I have a problem here. We've
LI
|[ 7 talked before, J.T. has mentioned the relationship between
.

8 static friction and dynamic friction, what you measure has'a
|(r.

9 relationship to dynamic friction, but not particularly to

10 static friction. Yesterday, it was brought up, either

11 yesterday or Wednesday, it was brought up that these bearings
.

12 are essentially self-clearing. I would like to get an idea of
-

e 13 how you can say that a rod that operates reasonably well in a

14 ' dynamic sense can be said to be good from a breakaway sense

15 when you don't have any real measurements on the first
.

16 revolution of the bearing, which would be the one that wouldu

P- 17 be critical in this self-clearing process.

i
18 MR. FLY (NRC): And it seems to me that that

c

19 would be--if the bearing cleared, you would get a perfectly

20 functional test, and yet there would be debris in the bearings

%
21 that could inhibit start-up, it could inhibit scram.

,

i, 22 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Jerry, from the back-EMF

,
23 recordings that we have gotten thus far, on control rods that-

i
a

. 24 failed to scram, the anomalous action appears to be consistentg..

f, 25 throughout the scram. As far as trying to relate to the

In
Lj KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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. .

I

r !
l |

=t 1 quality and operability of a mechanical system, we are trying

( 2 to implement standard industry techniques. These studies that
I

3 we are doing on back-EMF, the acceleration that we are
_,

- 4 calculating, are really not much different than the vibration

[" 5 studies that are being done on motors and pumps throughout the

6 industry to try to get a handle on their degradation, their
!

I. 7 wear characteristics, and the bearings have been documented as

I 8 being somewhat self-clearing in nature. Does that mean that
i

9 since they are self-clearing, that their performance will go

( 10 from an erratic performance to a very smooth, silky

[~ 11 performance? I don't believe that's what it exactly means.
.L

12 MR. CRAUN (PSC): I don't believe that.
-

. {' 13 MR. FLY (NRC): To some degree, I can agree with

" 14 that, but the problem is that I see no relation. I have seen

15 no data that tells me what the correlation is between the
.(

t. 16 start-up friction and the dynamic friction, you know, and

j' ' 17 we've looked at that. It seems to me that it should not be a
L..

18 difficult' measurement. It seems to me that I could--if I did
,--

19 nothing else, I could put a torque wrench on the pulley, ands..

"

20 find out what the start-up friction was.
L

21 MR. CRAUN (PSC): We've discussed that relative
-. .

22 to putting a torque wrench on the pulley. One of the thingsv

23 that we are finding on some of the rods that are failing to
'

.s

24 scram is that you can put it in a position, or at inches

Lj 25 withdrawal, and at that position it may fail to scram today.

7
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-.

[, 1 . Tomorrow at the same position, it may not fail to scram, but

[[' 2 it may fail to scram at another alternate position. It

'-

3 appears that getting everything lined up just in the right

c'
s g,. 4 configuration will propagate this.

-C 5 We feel in order to fully ascertain the quality

6 of the gear train, we want to look at that over a period of
<(.
J. 7 action. We want to see if it has a rough spot here, whether

8 it has a hang here, a stiction point. If it has a stiction-

{ [" 9. point, and if that's where you by chance stop the rod and from

! 10- that same position you solicited scram, will it scram? It may
'

- 11 not.

>

'

12 We are trying to qualify the stickiness of the
|~

< 13 rod to its scram capability.
\

14 MR. BREY (PSC): May I interject just a second?,

,

'

15 Dick, we have a couple of items we'd like to talk among T

{ 16 ourselves on for a few minute, could we break for maybe five

:r 17 minutes.

I" 18 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Yes.

/^ ;

19 (Break taken.) '

20 MR. BREY (PSC): We'd like to continue with Rick.

L
21 MR. CRAUN (PSC): I was reminded that during

y}; 22 this refurbishment, we are taking data. There is a test, aT

23 test, to take static-holding torque data in multipositions of'-,

l" -
24 the rod after refurbishment.

1 (A -i)
% -

25 (MR. BEARD (NRC): Has that been submitted asL

7 |
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| 1 one of the packages or one that we have not seen?

J' 2 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): It has not been submitted.

3 It is available and if you would like us to submit it, we

- F|
[. 4 would.

.r~ 5 MR. BEARD (NRC): I don't want to get in the
!
L.

6 question of submittal but I would be like to be presented a
.-

7 copy.

F. 8 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Yes.

f.
9 MR. HOLMES (PSC): Why don't we enter it as

F
-{ 10 part of the record, if you could bring one over at some time,

.

11 we will make it an exhibit and it will be part of the

'

12 testimony here, and that would be as good as a. formal
._

' 13 submittal at this point.
~\

14 MR. CRAUN (PSC): .We can utilize that d'ata to

15 help us establish, or try to establish, a relationship between

f.
U 16 the static and dynamic,-knowing what the rod does, we just

- 17 completed the refurbishment under a well-defined program. We

~

18 would have its initial tracing. We would have then static

19 information also. We feel that there is some relationship

.7 20 between static and dynamic as one changes, the other should
:/ '
'

21 change. That may not be linear and to any stretch of the
*

qm

iL 22 imagination, but that we can help establish the original

jt 23 relationship on all rods.

24 MR. HEITNER (NRC): You are trying to establish

IkJ
] 25 that as a statistical relationship or are you producing a

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC.~(303) 893-1103
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1 1 point of. dynamic and static data per a rod in a certain

''' 2 condition, and then at a point for that rod'after you've done
.

3 some other changes.
e--

.

(,. 4 MR. CRAUN (PSC): I think what we would try to

P 5 do, is at post refurbishment establish what the multiposition
,

6 breakaway torque values are, and just record them as a base
,-.,

7 line to monitor change. I would suspect that each rod willi

r- 8 have a unique relationship and will be unique to itself, so

b~
9 that would be on a per rod basis.

-,

h 10 MR. FLY (NRC): I think that's exactly what
.

11 we've been asking for, because what that does is establish

12 some bound on the static friction, or the breakaway torque.
-

e 13 And that's really all that's necessary, is a bound, and some
~(
r 14 idea of what the margin of failure _is.

'

15 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Okay. Good.

16 MR. BEARD (NRC): Let me just say as far as

17 running out the end of question, I think we've got enough to+

~

18 not get hung up on any question. The basis that you're

{ 19 talking about, Rick, does not seem to be in the documentation

( 20 -that we received so far. Maybe it's implied or something, but

L
21 I think that was a major piece that I saw as absent. But let

22 me go on t'o the second question. |

23 In August we know we were out here and again in-

|-

24 November wnen we were out here for a meeting, my understanding

' (_.-
25 was that you folks were going to develop an operability test

,

'
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1

1 for the' rods, describe that test, its parameters and
,

,f

3.' 2 acceptance criteria to us, the NRC would make a judgment as to ;

3 whether it's acceptable or not, and on the basis of that

- 4 judgment try to decide if the plant should be restarted, or

~

5 that kind of a scenario. The point is that before the plant

6 is restarted, in my personal view, there has to be recognized

7 a period of time for review of the final submittal, whatever

~

8 the final is.-

Y,T,
9 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Jaery, may I interrupt for

I
|| 10 one moment?

I 11 The record of this meeting being taken verbatim
i

12 in a sense can be regarded as a portion of the submittal. If

' 13 there's'something missing, we can have it put on the record| .\
J

p 14 and we can rely on this record as a basis for completing our
; l

_

review or we can identify on the record where these missing15*

; L 16 pieces of bases are, if PSC will identify them on the record,

I~ 17 we can find them and so forth.
'

;u
18 MR. BEARD (NRC): I understand that.

:m

l' 19 MR. IRELAND (NRC): What we are attempting to do

20' is completed the record.

21 MR. BEARD (NRC): I understand that, Dick. What
-

,

22 I was leading up to, I hear in the discussion this morning.

4

23 already so far that there's a lot left to be done, which is
x

24 the subject of my second question. In the submittal that I'd
kJ,

'

gj 25 like to refer to loosely as the Blue Book, I will give you the

~T
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I better reference to it since I was asked to, I think it's

# 2 associated with your submittal identified as P, as in Paul,

_;

3 85037? Blue Book's a lot easier name for me to refer to it as.

4 On page 3-18 of that report, you indicated that

5 the relationship between breakaway friction and rolling
~

6 friction, investigation thereof, is planned but to date is not
-,

7 yet complete. You also indicate that the investigation of the

8 facilitory accelerations must be investigated,further. That,~

L

9 coupled with these other things, my basic que.stion, is this
-.

L . 10 test as an operability test sufficiently wetl-developed for
.

'- 11 the NRC to make a review and determine if it's adequate for resta2

12 MR. CRAUN (PSC): I think the test, in
r-

[' 13 conjunction with the fact that we are refurbishing all rods,

- 14 bringing them to as new a condition as possible, is our basis,

w.

15 We don't feel that the test will be finalized until we get

I
[; 16 more in-pile data, and rise-to-power data. So from that

.[- 17 standpoint, I believe we will have some relationships that

L
18 will be open, but this testing, in conjunction with the

F
[, 19 refurbishment program, is our basis.

r- 20 MR. BEARD (NRC): Okay, next question.

w ..

21 MR. BEARD (NRC): All the scram failures that
,

r

I 22 have occurred at Fort St. Vrain that I'm aware of, including

r 23 the testing back in the '68 '69 time frame, have been of the
~

-

24 type that could be referred to as failure to start. In other

25 words, whether the rod is released, so to speak. I'm notg

7
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[ l aware of any failures where the rod was released, traveled

i~
[ 2 some distance and was for some reason-terminated prematurely.
.L -

3 It appears, then, that this region in the sense of the
-.,

4 back-EMF test is where the voltage is quite low, maybe less
'

,

p- 5 than 20 volts, and the frequency is not yet developed, and is
1.

6 probably less than 40, maybe even 60 hertz.

7 With this in mind, I'd like for you folks to
,

r 8 describe what investigations you made into this all'important

1.
9 area of the failures that have been experienced, in this less

-

10 than 20 volts, less than 40 or 64, or 60 hertz.
.

.

" 11 MR. HOLMES (PSC): Conference.

12 (Conference off the record.)
-

/ 13 MR. CRAUN (PSC): I believe, on June 23rd, the
~\
- 14 indication was, I'm not sure which rod it was, moved 6 or 8

~

15 inches, and then terminated its motion. I believe we also

16 have a back-EMF tracing in here, I'm not sure which one it is,

p 17 we call it a stall characteristic, where the rod acceleration
W
u

18 was very poor, very low, and then appeared t'o increase its
.

19 rate of acceleration.
-

! 20 MR. BEARD (NRC): You are right. I stand corrected.

'

21 Thank you. But I think the essence of-the question, the vast
L, '-

22 majority of the failures are to get off'this mark, so to speak,
_

23 so I think the question still has merit.-

u
. 24 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Yes. We have performed an

-- (' ' /
] 25 encoded shaft test, I believe that's in this Blue Book, as you
'

'I
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P
i
$ 'l- call it. In there we were trying to validate the ability of

r'.
[ 2- the back-EMF to_ predict speed of the motor. In here, also, I
i;

,

,
3 believe we indicate the delta between the encoded pot and the

Li' - 4 back-EMF. The counts per rev of the encoded pot, I'm sorry, I
-,

5 do not remember. We feel that we were recording two, or as

6 close to.the zero time point of release as we can record or,,

i
( 7 that we -- that test, the purpose of that test was to validate

'

8 the front end where our data is scattered because of,the;

9 sensitivity of'our equipment, we are at the low end of our.

10 sensitivity, and was also to validate the steady state of your
.

11 back-EMF velocity data. As demonstrated in the Blue Book, our

12 correlation was what we felt was acceptable.

4( .13 - MR. BEARD (NRC): But you have not conducted any
~

14 test with the voltameter that could read, say, zero to 20

15 volts and a different scale, is-all I.'m saying?
I

'k 16 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Just a second. The encoded

f 17. shaft test was intended to do that. Was intended to validate
L.

18 the front end.
r

" 19 MR. BEARD (NRC): Before we get into this next

l' 20- series, there was another question that has come to mind.. It
L

21 has to do with the--let me hold on that question. I'd like to
.

.

22 keep it in better order.,-

. I ". 23 MR. HEITNER (NRC): Let me ask one question.
~~

L
24 What's this smallest voltage instrument that you're using now-

k. .',
; 25 for the back-EFM testing; read and record, actually?

7,
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1 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Well, the a voltameter has
y.

Of
' 2 three ranges, plus 250 minus ten with the sensitivity

3 associated with that, we can change the scale down to the-

4 maximum of, I believe, 1 volt or .1 volts, so, therefore, we
-

5 would have three decimal places of accuracy. So we do have

6 three scales on the voltameter. I believe when I was talkingr-

1
'

7 to Don about, I believe we did do a test where we had a
...

[ 8 software that set the voltameter. The voltameter scale is set

9 with software, and I believe we set it at a lower threshold,,

~

10 but that wasn't really an official test.

F
11 MR. BEARD (NRC): When we were out here in

- 12 November, you presented data that indicated that because you
r

's. 13 were-on a ten-volt scale on the voltage divider which
-

14 corresponds to the actual motor voltage, I think there's a
. . .

15 thing we have to be careful on, and that is the voltage thatr.j.
'

16' you are measuring is via a voltage divider.: ''

-

17 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Yes, sir.
_

-- 18 MR. BEARD (NRC): And it's saying that the

- 19 full-scale voltage, when the motor is at full voltage, you're
-

20 going to get roughly five to ten volts out, so there's roughly
_

21 a ten to one ratio in there., ,

22 MR. CRAUN (PSC): The divider is 21.3 to 1.
-

.
..

23 MR. BEARD (NRC): And when you're talking about
-

-, ( 24 the scale, the instrument, would that--

!

25 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Yes.
~

-
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.}I. ,

'_. 1 MR. BEARD (NRC): When I was using the number |
f
'

2 above, I was thinking of the full motor volt going up to 200

3 and coming back to 140 or 160, whatever it was. But at any-

4 rate, in November, you showed us some data that showed that
-

5 when the voltages were low, you were getting a lot of spikes.
-

- 6 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Yes.

7 MR. BEARD (NRC): And we felt--you indicated
....

[ 8 that you felt that this spiking was a phenomenon related to

-, 9 the measurement itself and was not indicative of the rods'

' 10 performance, and therefore, there was a good basis for taking
.

-

11 the,-quote, spurious data, unquote, out of the record.

_ 12 MR. CRAUN (PSC): We do not take it out of the
r

-( 13 record.
-

14 MR. BEARD (NRC): Okay.

. 15 MR. CRAUN (PSC): If I can Add there, we do

'' 16 linearize that section of the data, and that linearization was

y
17 also confirmed with the encoded shaft test.j'.e
18 MR. BEARD (NRC): Let me go on to the next, _ .

- 19 question. Away from the general concept from back-EMF testing,

fI 20 you propose two criteria that I believe you defined on page
..

. 21 4-2 of the Blue Book as the minimum average torque during,

.

~ 22 acceleration to peak velocity, and the maximum steady state

23 torque. I'd like to ask you a question about those, just the
w

8

24 parameters not the values. There are several other parameters,

,

" 25 that are discussed at some length in the Blue Book that also

1
.
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1 1 appear to be good-criteria. Some of these are the delay in
f:

2 the time, if one should occur, to reach the acceleration peak--

a .

3 discussed on page 3-3, a reduction in the voltage of the peak_-

4 back-EMF, and consistency of repeated--consistency of data
--

5 across repeated tests.
.

6 Further, the Blue Book suggests that the initial

!-
t 7 release time, this would be your frequency versus time

b 8 extrapolated back to zero, another item is reduction in the

9 background frequency in your four year analysis, shift in the

10 primar component nd the absence of a -yea

. y
11 compone e at the frequency corresponding to the first gear,

12 and with all these considerations, I'd like for to you discuss_

/* .

13 each of these and explain why they were not included. And why-s

'

14 we should be convinced that the proper or an adequate set of

15 parameters has, in fact, been selected. To be very frank with

L 16 you, we obviously don't agree with your selection.

[ 17 MR. CRAUN (PSC): We try to select those
L
_

18 parameters which we felt would encompass the remaining

- - 19 parameters that you specified, or that you identified. Let me

..

20 back up. I don't remember all of the parameters that you
_

21 specified so if I miss some, please remind me. The time to

L- 22 peak parameter, the stall characteristic, are associated with

' '

23 the starting torque. The linearization of that front end data,'
-

.

24 if you have a stall, the front end torque will not be within
' 7 /

i
25 the desired magnitude. If you have a long time to peak, thata

1 .

1 '
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!
L 1 may or:may not-be good, provided that the acceleration
:(

2'- component is good, then the rod would, in our estimation, bey
.

3 acceptable. The. time to peak velocity and/or voltage.is_

4 somewhat controlled by the electronics or the electrical
-,

5 circuitry. What velocity will that circuit allow it_to attain,
-

6 that does vary,.so instead of trying to normalize those times,

7 we decided to select a parameter that was independent of-those

U 8 characteristics.
|.

9 Now if would you like to specify some more.
_

10 MR. BEARD (NRC): Let's discuss for a moment
.

~

11 repeatability of testing or consistency of data. The data

12: that you have, you have a particular section in the Blue Book
_

(~ 13 called-Repeatability of Test. It indicates that you took

~

14 three rods, I think you identified as a good one, an average

15- one and a poor one, and you ran a number of tests, you

1 16 'provided the thing, and the important thing I see out of this

~~

17 is that in terms of the average acceleration to the peak, you

.

. 18 got plus or minus 2.4 percent repeatability contrasted to the
. . _ .

I__ , 19 poor rod where you got almost 10 times that, 24 percent range

~

20 -in the repeatability.
.

21 Similarly, on the peak calculated torque values,

|
'

: 22 you got consistencies ranging in the order of 11 or 12 percent_.

,

^

23 from the good and average rods, but for the poor rod, you got
^

.-

|~
! - 24 almost 70 percent. It occurs.to us that the repeatability of,,

i " ' , _ ' "
j - 25 the data is just as important a parameter as the value of the'

ly
,
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I- 1 data itself.
./

2 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Typically, if the rods

_ 3 performanc'e is degrading, you're correct, the data becomes

4 nonrepetitive. Each scram varies substantially. However, the
--

5 criteria that we've established is triggered. You will not

6 meet our criteria. I will reverse the question to you, did
~

_,

!
.

7 you find a situation where we called the rod good. If we
.

8 called a rod good, to my knowledge--I won't ask you the
.

9 question, I will state my position. If we call the rod good,_

10 to my knowledge, it will meet the criteria, and it will have a
- -

11- relatively consistent performance. If its performance is very

_
12 erratic, 70 percent repeatability as you indi'cated, it should

'
13 not pass the criteria.

_

14 MR. BEARD (NRC): So I guess the long and the

15 short of it you feel like the criteria, or the parameters that

16 you selected encompass all these other considerations.-

17 MR. CRAUN (PSC): The long and the short of it
::

,
18 is if the performance starts to degrade, we should trigger one

:- 19 of the parameters. And it's an either/or situation.
f

20 MR. BEARD (NRC): Moving right along.

21 MR. TOMAN (FRC): That's one test you feel that
1

L 22 quality could have the repeatability concern with the two
_.

23 criteria? One EMF test is all that would be necessary.

,7. 24 MR. CRAUN (PSC): I believe our proposal would
.; 7

25 be to do a weekly rod drop test so that's not one test, by any-.

1
1
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l' stretch of.the imagination.
/
i 2 MR. TOMAN (FRC): Each week you would do one?

. I-

. 3 MR. CRAUN (PSC): One test?

4 MR. TOMAN (FRC): On a weekly basis.
,.,

5 MR. CRAUN (PSC): One test on a weekly basis on
-u

6 cach rod.

I 7 MR. HEITNER (NRC): Will you trend the data you
-

8 collect weekly.
-.

9 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Most definitely. That's the,.

10 whole purpose of this.
*

,

11 MR. BEARD (NRC): The next question I had was,

12 you've had reported control rod drive failures si,nce 1968, and
_

<- h/d%
- 13 _go back and indicate problem sensitivity with amHMe brake,
'

14 with bearings, failure of the motor pinion gear. And here is

_
15 one that's very important, the sensitivity of the initial rod

16 position, especially with regard to the inter and outer race-

17 positions of the bearings.
_

18 In view of this, I'd like you to describe how
,

u 19 your proposed acceptance criteria for back-EMF test, which

20 showed degradation in each of these areas prior to the rod
_

21 failing with emphasis on brake disc hang-ups, and overcoming,

22 rust flakes on the order of one eighth of an inch in size in-

23 the motor pinion gear.
_

e 24 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Are you out of the original,,(_
|

t 25 design section of the Blue Book? Is that where these are-

-
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1 coming from? Those, I believe, are original design and
~r

2 fabrication..+

- 3 MR. BEARD (NRC): This question arises from a

4 multitude of pages, that if we took the time we could go back
.

5 and identify, one of the areas that's identified in the main

6 --I will call it the main part of the Blue Book, talks aboutp
.i

7 the debris that was found, included rust flakes up to the size.

t:

{
8 of one eighth of an inch. Another section of your Blue Book,

9 again I believe to be the main report, talks about an extreme_

10 sensitivity to the initial position with regard to the
- -

-11 innerrace and the outer race.

_ 12 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): You started out your

.|" 13 question about the 1968 failures. Now, put them back in

14 perspective. We put those in the Blue Book to give you a

15 history of what went on during the qualifications of the rods.-
,

~ "16 Those failures that occurred in the initial part of that thing,

17 we do not intend to address in our back-EMF test. Those were
.

18 addressed by design changes, the bearings were changed. Those

b 19 were life tests that were done on the original rod

20 qualification and we don't think they are reflecting into the

21 failure scrams that we are looking at right now.c.
y
' 22 We only provided that information to give you a

23 history of what went on, but obviously, after we passed the

24 final life test of that rod, we're not carrying those criteria
,

J 25 that were corrected by design changes back into our program

!~

b
.
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l' now.
>f'

| [{" 2 MR. BEARD (NRC): Why don't we discuss the two

;e- 3 parts that I believe are directly related to tcday's question,
:( '

4 with'your clarification. Those would have to do with the
._

5 sensitivity of the initial position of the bearings and rust'-

- 6 flakes on the order of 1/8 of an inch in the motor pinion gear.
.

~

7 I'd like to understand better how the back-EMF test will pick

'

8 these things up.
,

&%
9 MR. HOLMES (PSC): Relative to the inner-racet-

10 position, sensitivity--extreme sensitivity, as you referred to
.

-

11 it, within the last two days, we've had discussions on that

-_ 12 subject that characterizes that innerrace position as being
%5 S A

(f 13 two orders of magnitude lesspwithregardtoafailure to Scven

!F & * *

14 eliminat debris in the bearings.]
15 It's not a matter of sensitivity to that Lume omeo

16 position. We were trying to use that very unimportant feature

17 of the bearing to try to characterize the unimportantness of

_Q M
'-

18 moisture in the bearing. We have that both innerrace position-

:!

19 is unimportant, and moisture in the bearing is relatively-

20 unimportant. It's not that it's not a factor at all. It's

21 just not a very important factor. The debris in the bearings7 ,

M 22 seems to be an order of magnitude,
L MM/ CT .

23 or #f3hfk# tar importance as far as bearing rotational freedom.

.q(]} 24 I think that repeats earlier testimony.

25 MR. BEARD (NRC): I appreciate your bringing me"

r1 -

| ', )
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.

1 up to-date because I was absent for a couple days, and that's
s

j 2 aood information to hear.-

3 MR. FLY (NRC): The problem is that,.just tom
i,
"- 4 your point there, we don't see any of the numbers. We would

r5
5 really like to see the numbers in these reports when you do-

~6 that, because that way we could, you know, throw that out as..

7 being unimportant.

f 8 MR. HOLMES (PSC): I believe we agreed to talk

9 about the CSU testing and the data today. Do you have that. . .

10 along with you?''

11 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Yes, I do. I can give you
. . .

_
12 average torques for new bearings and used bearings. Typically,

r~
13 the used bearing--I want to make sure I give you this correct- -

14 information. Let me give you the new bearing first. The new

15 bearing from approximately 5 percent relative humidity to 95.,

-16 percent relative humidity varied from .4 inch-ounces to a-

.,

17 maximum of .62 inch-ounces. That, by the way, was a clockwise
!"

18 rotation of the bearing. The counterclockwise rotation of the
,

19 -bearing varied from a low position of .29 to .55 for the same-

20 spread of relative humidity. The used bearing, this would be
_

21 a used, clean--these are all motor bearings--a used, clean_

4 22 bearing, clockwise rotation varied from .55 to .9,

23 counterclockwise, .28 to .5.

24 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Excuse me, Mr. Craun. Would

.a 25 you identify that report by title and number, or whatever is

r) ,t
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1 appropriate for the record.

?!" ,

2 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Yes. " Control Rod Drive Shim
, t.

3 Motor Bearing Tests," Technical Report HT-PSB841, prepared for,_

WI 4 Public' Service Company of. Colorado by Richard Loehrke,
_.

5 Mechanical' Engineering Department, Colorado State University,
.

,
, 6 Fort Collins, Colorado.

7 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Thank you.
,
.-

8 MR. CRAUN (PSC): A supplement to that report,

' ,_ 9 was-- There are three bearings. We'sent three used, dirty

10 bearings, shall we say bearings that were removed from a;.

i _-
11 control rod drive that was in-service that had not been

.

12 cleaned--
r-

. I{i L. 13 MR. TOtUui (FRC): Excuse me, that one did not e

.{ 14 fail or did fail in-service, the bearing, do you know which
; '- .

"

_ .
15 CRD it came from?

i

16 MR. CRAUN (PSC):. I will find out.-

"

17 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): I don't believe any of the
, . _

' lEL bearings that went up to CSU were in the control rod drives
_

4

19 that failed to scram on June 23rd.--

"' 20 MR. IRELAND (NRC): While you're at it, will you
:.a
,

21 please identify that supplement, also?
,, ,

.;:

h 22 MR. CRAUN (PSC): I will. Memo to Craun fror,
,

f' 23 Loehrke dated January 9, 1985, Addenda 1 to report HT-P5B841--'
I
-,

3 24 there's a typo; it's got to be PSB, not P5B--control rod dri/e
;. -,

1 :

s 25 shim motor bearing test breakaway torque for three used

\
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1: bearings. We'll identify the three bearings, I believe, by
.r

47 2 serial. number. 076 counterclockwise rotation varied from .8

- ' 3 to approximately 1.2. Again, the same spread on. relative

4 humidity. Excuse me, that was the clockwise rotation.
-

[ 5 Counterclockwise rotation was .6 to 1.5. Interesting to note

6 that-the highest is at the lowest relative-humidity. -Bearing-

p
7 '003', clockwise, .9 to 1.5, highest was there on about 32

'

-

8 percent relative humidity. 003 again, counterclockwise, .6 to
..

9 1.5. 086, clockwise, low of 1.5, high 2.3. 086,r-
:.

!
' 10 counterclockwise rotation, .8, 2.1.

11 MR.-TOMAN (FRC): I believe in the report you
.

;- 12 said you got a 3.2 inch-ounce on one of these bearings.
I

; 13 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): The report off?

.14 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Can you--

_ . .15 MR. TOMAN (FRC): In here, in the blue book, as

~

16 it's been referred to, it's somewhere in the back; in review,
-

17 it discusses that test a little bit.
.-

18 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Maybe a little later, if you

19 can-find that again, point that out, and it may be a typo. I
-

20 believe you're referring to page 3-20?,

21 MR. TOMAN (FRC): It could be. Yes. -3.2, last.
,

,

22 paragraph, section 3.5.2.1, the third line has 3.2 inch-ounces.~~

*

, .
.

23 Should that be 2. 3 instead. !
'

-

24 MR. CRAUN (PSC): I think that's a reverse of., {
" 25 the numbers, 2.3.

n.
i[ l
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. .

_.

'- 1 MR. TOMAN (FRC): Thank you.

[
.f . 2 MR. BEARD (NRC): Focusing a little bit more

,

L.

3 narrowly now, on the numerical values that you prescribed for__

i

4 your acceptance criteria, page 4.2 again in the blue book,"

f 5 specifies 17 inch-ounces and 7 inch-ounces.
. L.

6 MR. BEARD (NRC): To us, these values seem to be
,_

t
?

E 7 nonconservative.

8 MR. BEARD (NRC): Earlier, the Blue Book,
..

9 indicates that 16 to 20 inch-ounces could stall a rod. Inc-
1

10 another place, specifically page 2-5, 20 inch-ounces is the
-

..

11 required minimum. These values are contrasted to the 17 that
. . .

12 you've selected. In addition to that, there needs to be a
|

L. ' 13 margin or safety factor included in whatever the acceptanceN

14 criteria value is. The 7 inch-ounce value seems to be

15 nonconservative in that data for control rod drive No. 15,
I

16 which had failed," also had less than 7. Could you discuss--

17 these discrepancies in the values?

18 MR. CRAUN (PSC): The 16 to 20, is that the
.

- 19 number that you were saying.

.

20 MR. BEARD (NRC): 16 to 20 is what the Blue Book

21 quotes, and you selected a value of 17.
_ ,

22 MR. CRAUN (PSC): That was from original-

23 frictional data that GA prepared on the original design. That'

24 data was, in the last presentation, was indicated as being
.:

25 suspect because of the nonrepeatability of the drag clutching_,

t
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' 1 mechanism. They generated torque values, resistive torque
,/
i 2 values, in excess, I believe, of the effective torque that the

,

_
3 rod would exert on the motor. So, we discounted the validity

4 of the specific numbers; however, we did feel that the

5 indication of the test, the direction of the test, was valid.

6 Relative to your last question, I know I missed
I

i 7 a couple in between there, your last question relative to 15,
,

8 the criteria is either/or. You have to meet--if you fail to
'

9 meet both 17 and 7, it's not--it will cause the rod to be
r
I

!. 10 classified as inoperative, or a not-passable test.
*

..

11 MR. BEARD (NRC): As I understand it, both
s. _

12 criteria must be met for the rod to be declared operable; is
_

' 13 that correct?(
'

14 MR. CRAUN (PSC): You must satisfy both criteria

15 in order for it to be operable.

16 MR. BEARD (NRC): As I remember, the rod No. 15-

~

17 had a value of 6.68.
~

18 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Say that again, I'm sorry.

19 MR. BEARD (NRC): As I remember, rod No. 15 had-.

~

20 a value of, I think it was 6.68. I have a note here in the
..

21 margin to refer myself back to page 3-7, and it says that this
.y,

I 22 rod wouldn't pass this particular criteria. Although it'sm.

23 obviously, I believe, unacceptable, it would have passed this

24 one.

a 25 MR. CRAUN (PSC): It would have passed, but it

f'~1
j4
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'
1 was unacceptable.

1

2 MR. BEARD (NRC): I'm just wondering about the
, ,

3 selection of the value of the number, Rick. That's what I'm7,

.

4 trying to hone in on. Do we have a good number for 7, or

5 should it be 6, should it be 5?

6 MR. CRAUN (PSC): What we were trying to do,y.

:

' 7 J.T., was accounted for, we had the following scenario that we

8 wanted to try to account for. If you have, shall we say, and

9 we're not saying we have this problem, but if you have a gear._

- 10 that's not aligned properly, it might be loose on one side of

11 its rotation, and tight on the other side, the opposite side.

__ 12 It it's having--if it's being solicited or being asked to

- (. 13 started on the loose side, then you might receive a very

14 acceptable acceleration, but steady state-wise, you should

15 show anomalous action which should trigger the criteria. We_

"" 16 basically plotted up all of our~ data, and then tried to adjust

17 these criteria so that any rod that was exhibiting abnormal

18 action or characteristics would trigger one or the other. We,

19 were trying to account for data scats, so that's how the-

,

20 specific numbers were derived.
.s

21 The intent is that if it triggers one or the.

.

!

it
* 22 other of the two criteria, then it would be classed as not

23 meeting the performance characteristics.

24 MR. BEARD (NRC): I guess we--you haven't..{
25 responded to the part of the question about the safety factor,-

~1
..y
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i- 1 but I still think, from my position some 2,000 miles away from
;f

2 you folks, that the numbers need to be adjusted a-little more, -

L.

3 in the direction of,'say, instead of 17, more toward 20, and_

I
- 4 instead of 7, more toward 6 or 5, especially in view of the

[ _5 fact)-as I understand it, on a good, cleaned-up rod, you're
L

6 getting a number like 4 compared to the 7 criteria.
t

7 MR. CRAUN (PSC): 15 was a.very abnormal rod. --

8 Its characteristics are smooth. It is the rod--the criteria
.

9 we submitted is, in my opinion, somewhat tenative in that

"

10 there is one specific rod that's really governing this

i' 11 criteria now, and that is serial No. 15. Its performance are
L

12 not typical in that if it is willing to scram, it has very
,,

< -

13 good scram profiles. They do not meet the criteria, but ins

"

14 our opinion, they are good scram profiles.
-

15 I am anxious to get serial No. 15 out to see if
I.

E- 16 I can find an abnormality in that rod that would allow us to

17 justify lowering this criteria. Relative to failure to scram,
. . _ . -

18- this criteria is tight. It covers 15, but relative to the
_

_19 other failed rods, it would not need to be this tight.a

-.

20 Relative to the margin of 15, there's not--there is some
v

21 margin between this criteria and the characteristic--the best
,. ,.

l'
u 22 characteristics we have ever seen of 15, and that's how we

~

23 selected these parameters.
L

r 24 MR. BEARD (NRC): I appreciate that. I think I

_[ 25 do have a better understanding of your approach on this.

7
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i

1 MR. FLY (NRC): But isn't rod 15 precisely the
f

2 kind of rod that we are trying to get out of the system?-

..

3 MR. CRAUN (PSC): That's exactly--that's why the-

.

4 criteria is tight to encompass 15, and that's why we are very

r
5 interested to--the back-EMF is in the development--I don't want{
6 to say development, it gives you the wrong impression.r,

7 It's a new test program. We haven't completely

8 confirmed all of the, shall I call them squiggles, to the

9 physical condition of the rod. We have had back-EMF developed._

'- 10 and have had data taken on a small number of our c~ontrol rods
-

e,

11 that have been in the hot service facility to allow us this
! ..

12 luxury of being able to go, compare the squiggles to the_

( 13 physical characteristics. That comparison is essential for us
.

14 to fully understand the sensitivity of this test, the validity
u.

_
15 of this test, and our ability to apply the test for

16 operability. This refurbishment program is going to teach us-"

. . .

17 a lot. It may take--it may teach us, heaven forbid, that this
-

18 isn't any good. I don't believe that, but maybe it will.

'u 19 This is a new test program.

20 MR. NIEHOFF (PSC): Before we go on, I just want

21 to clarify that bearing test data, that the numbers we gave
,

l'
" 22 you were averages. At various relative humidities, we

n
23 repeated the test several times. The figure of 3.2 is correct

24 for a peak figure, as stated in the report.
,

" 25 MR. BEARD (NRC): So Rick's previous data he was

n

- a].
-f
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. .

-.

1 reading out of these two reports he identified were average
J

2 numbers?
-.

_. 3 MR. NIEHOFF (PSC): That's correct.

4 MR. BEARD (NRC): I have a few questions.
'

-

! 5 MR. CRAUN (PSC): If I can add one more thing on
t

_ 6 15. 15 has not been out of core for us to look at since we've

7 developed back-EMF. So we have thus far tried.to establish a
._

8 criteria for a new test method with minimal physical

._ 9 observation data to confirm the test method. So our basis is

10 significantly, or the primary basis of our acceptance criteria
.-

11 is statistical in nature, and enveloping in nature. We are

_
12 just trying to encompass those that we won't perform.

( 13 MR. TOMAN (FRC): Has 15 been refurbished at all?
,

14 MR. CRAUN (PSC): No.
..

15 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): 15 will be three rods down
.

- 16 the line.

-

17 MR. TCMAN (FRC): Do you propose to do an EMF
1-.

18 one more time before the refurbishment.
,

I
L 19 MR. CRAUN (PSC): The refurbishment program will
-. bi b

20 have an in-core EMF test shame the rod will go to the hot sea.
_

21 MR. CRAUN (PSC): We will do an in-core back-EMF. .

J 22 test. We will go to the hot service facility and do a

23 back-EMF test. We will then sever the rod and go to the

,
24 equipment storage well, refurbish the 200 assembly, do a

'J 25 back-EMF test, do one or more tests in the equipment storage-

F
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1 well, and then go back to the hot service facility, put its-

s
2 rods back on, do another test, go back to core and the final- -

I.
3 test. So in response to your question, we want to look at it

_

i
1. 4 more than once. And that is on all rods. I

5 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): I'd like to make it clear

6 that 15 has not been refurbished to this point. Not initially.
_

t

7 This is going to be the first time that we have looked at the,-

I 8 interior of that control rod problem.
.

9 MR. BEARD (NRC): When you referred to a test
f'

l
1. 10 being done, Rick, such as an in-core test prior to the rod

~

11 assembly being removed, would a test, as you're envisioning it,

12 involve several drops and several periods of gathering

--[ 13 back-EMF data, or would it involve a single drop?

~

14 MR. CRAUN (PSC): On 15--to respond to your
-u.

15 question.

16 MR. BEARD (NRC): Forget 15. I'm trying to ask-

''

17 a more general question. But the test, each test, as you

18 referred te it, will be one full drop?

19 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Yes.u

20 MR. BEARD (NRC): In view of your submitted
a

21 information with regard to the repeatability of tests, would,

22 it be worthwhile to do more than one drop in order to get aw

j' 23 better handle on the status of those rods?
L.

,j | 24 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): J.T., we are fighting two-
|

'

25 issues here in terms of the number of times we want to test-
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. .

.

1 the rods in-core versus possible cable damage and ending up
.I
. 2 with another rod like 25, and so we're trying to make two ends
1.

3 meet here in terms of the number of times we have to play with

4 these rods before we get them out and get a chance to look at-

[~ 5 them, and if we were to hang up another one like we did the
(

6 other one and have to put it in the auxiliary transfer cask

7 and try to get it out again, we are not looking forward to

[' 8 those kinds of problems, so we're not doing that many drop
t

9 tests in core.
_

10 MR. BEARD (NRC): Excluding the in-core test, if*-

~

11 I may, then, I certainly appreciate that point, when you get
t.

12 it over to the hot storage facility, would it be, in your view,

- (~ 13 worthwhile to make more than one run for each, quote, test

~

14 that you make so that you can have some feel for the
,

..

15 repeatability of your data, which your report indicates may be

16 very important?-

-hchs''

17 MR. CRAUN (PSC): If we saw anomalous tasks, I
w

18 would want to have repetitive, or repeatable--excuse me--multiple
.

19 tests. If we saw clean, smooth characteristics, which would

20 be typical of some of our in-core testing that we've got,
_

21 which indicates that fairly good repeatability, no, I would.

22 not solicit multiple tests. Once the rod is back in core, I--

~

23 will be, on an as-available wanting to continue, during the
-

24 refurbishment program, some testing.

'd 25 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): A similar problem exists,

m
*
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1 however, in the hot service facility. If we break a cable in
_.-

2 the hot service facility, we're going to have just as

-- 3 difficult a time as if we broke it in the core.

4 MR. BEARD (NRC): I understand. And I hope, I
-

5 sincerely hope that the cable does not kink up or break or
'

6 whatever. I think you know that, but if it's that close, I-

7 think you and we both would like to have you find it now
c-

8 rather than when you restart.

9 MR. GAHM (PSC): We are putting new cables on...

10 MR.' FULLER (PSC): We are putting new cables on
.

P
11 anyway.,

L..

12 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Maybe we should also interject,-

"A 13 the only time the repetitive test would be coming into

14 question would be to identify the refurbished condition,

15 confirm the refurbished condition, in my opinion._

16 MR. BEARD (NRC): I have a few questions on your

17 actual setup of getting the data. On figure, in the Blue Book,

p. 18 figure 3.3-1, which follows page 3-18, the page after 3-18,
:
' 19 the figure indicates that you are using a voltage divider

r'
{ 20 network which has a total resistance of 96 ohms. At 105 volts,

21 96 ohms would cause 1.09 amperes to flow. This number could, ,p .

22 -in some ways be compared to the nominal motor current of
'

t'

{
23 slightly over 2 amperes. I realize not everything is

,j' 24 identical, but the point I would like to know is, could you
..

25 discuss why such a low resistance voltage divider was used,-
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...

1 and what effects of loading down the induction motor, and+

f
2 therefore, the test setup, actually changing the nontest

.

3 conditions, maybe.

4 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Would you allow me to postpone.

"

5 the answer to that question until I confirm these numbers?

6 MR. BEARD (NRC): Confirm what numbers?
..

7 MR. CRAUN (PSC): The 91.5 and this-45.

'

8 MR. BEARD (NRC): Yes, sir.
.

9 MR. CRAUN (PSC): I mean, and the 4.5.

I'
10 MR. BEARD (NRC): I'd be glad to. I would hope.

,

'

11 That when you reconfirm the numbers, you'll find 91.5 K, or

12 thousand, ohms rather than 91.5 ohms.

( 13 MR. CRAUN (PSC): I'm positive you're right, but

14 I want to confirm that.

15 MR. BEARD (NRC): It would be a glaring error if

16 it was really this way...

17 MR. CRAUN (PSC): I agree. Maybe I should hold
.-

18 off on the agreement.
t

h 19 MR. BEARD (NRC): Next question has to do with,

| 20 after you get this data, you're using--you started off with an
L_

21 analog system, I understand you went to a digital voltameter,
.

L. 22 and the digital volt meter has a characteristic that it's

| 23 taking data on a sampling basis, which is obviously going to
L
/ 24 introduce discontinuities between samples, if you well.

- (,.
25 That's why your data looks the way you see it, obviously it;

O
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. i

_ . -

1 does. It appears to me that by having these discontinuities
'

a
i 2 as a result of digitizing the data, that you are confusing the
L

|3. results the way the data is later used. For example, if you_

i
4 take that data and then differentiate it, either through

_

5 software or hardware, you're going to end up with a lot of

6 spikes that are representative of the discontinuities rather-

.

_7 than the real system that's going on, and hence', you're-

...

8 reading-a measurement phenomenon not the real system. Could

_ 9 you discuss this matter?

10 MR. CRAUN (PSC): I think you're questioning the

11 clock of the digital voltameter. I can obtain that

12- information. This is a very high precision digital voltameter.-

[ 13 I believe our sampling rate is--
--

14 MR. BEARD (NRC): I'm not questioning the

_ 15 sampling rate at all. You discussed that in the Blue Book,

16 and as far as I'm concerned, that issue could be put to bed.-
.

.

17 What I am trying to question is whether or not you wanted to
_

18 be sampling at all in view of the fact that the subsequent..

19 manipulation of the data involves differentiation.-

. . .

20 MR. CRAUN (PSC): It's not the differentiation
-

;21 between each data point. It is the differentiation of the
,

t

22 frequency. We try to recreate from a digital pattern. We-

.

recreate the sine wave. We want to sample at this rate, which.23
-

24 is five times what we feel is a minimum required sampling rate,
,

I 25 to define the frequency, or the period of the sine wave. We

,
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I

1 . 1 feel we've defined that very accurately. That has also been

I 2 confirmed by this encoded shaft. Our prediction of velocity,
!

3 which is frequency of generator output, is--I think has been
s

4 confirmed.

~

5 MR. BEARD (NRC): Let me just give you a

6 specific example. Turn to Appendix D, and you look at any of
.

i
! 7 the curves that have moment versus time. I happen to be

[~ 8 looking at page 28 of 40. I happened to turn it over. I
L

9 think it is a good example for the nature of this question.
-

.- 10 What I'm trying to understand better is how much of this, if I
.

*

11 can use the term " noise" on the graph on page 28 is really in

12
-

the system and how much of it is a figment of the measurement

_( 13 system, or the data analysis in view of the sampling

""
14 techniques that are used hr e.

_

15 See all those spikes in the top figure right
-.

16 near the 3 second point?-

l' 17 MR. CRAUN (PSC): I would agree--
L

18 MR. BEARD (NRC): I'm of the opinion that the--at
J'

L_ 19 least a component of this, if not the majority of it is due to

20 the techniques being used and not the real system. So, I was
.

21 wondering to what extent you fellows have--obviously, you have
._.

22 thought about this; why is it that I'm wrong?__
,

'

23 MR. CRAUN (PSC): I won't say you're wrong yet.
_

r 24 I would like you to turn to figure, or page 38 of 40 in.(.
25 Appendix D. If it were the sampling system, why would not the;

n
i
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i 1 sampling system make that graph look like this graph on 28 of
f .mus)'

2 40. To -- ~ * hat, the magnitude of the oscillations on page

Y othose.omparefonpage3 38 of 40 are significantly reduced
, ,

I
L 4 28 of 40.

~

5 MR. BEARD (NRC): There is a variation of the

6 data. I will give you that. My point is if you look at the
_

7 top of these two graphs, in the 0--between 1- and 2-second

I 8 time frame, you see a lot of quote, noise, unquote. I'm
|..

9 trying to understand what that is. I hope it's not in your
-

I
! .- 10 physical system. I hope it's in your data.

_

I~ 11 MR. CRAUN (PSC): I understood the question to
|_

12 be, in regards to the 0 and 150-second time frame reference.
-

.- ( i 13 If you're referring to the start-up torque data scatter, we

"

14 acknowledge that in our report. It is due to the low voltage

15 and the sensitivity of our voltage, of our voltameter with the
..

16 divider. We feel this phenomenon has made it very difficult.

^ 17 for us to predict the actual frequency; therefore, the delta
-

18 or the derivative, the differential between the frequencies is
.

_ 19 going to have a lot of scatter, as depicted on every set of

"
20 data that we have. I agree with that.

_

21 We have performed an encoded shaft test to
^p

L_ 22 verify our supposition that the linearization of this data was

-

23 validt i.e., if you turn to the preceding page, page 27 of 40,
_.

24 that--
.- (.
L; 25 MR. BEARD (NRC): 277

.3
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. ,

'

.
1 MR. CRAUN (PSC): 27 of 40 or tell me where

. ,

[" 2 you're at, and we can go to that. They are all the same.

3 . MR . BEARD (NRC): 27 is fine..c
.r

4 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Are you on page 27?
1--

| 5 If.you look at the front end--the top portion of
'

- 6 that graph as showing frequency, which is also velocity, if

7 you see at that front end, you see the perturbation of the

8 frequency that derives the differential.

.9 MR. BEARD (NRC): Crazy..r.
!

10 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Crazy. However, if you look
'

11 at that line and linearize that, you see that you can make a

12 nice projection of the rate of change of frequency._

r .

s 13 MR. BEARD (NRC): Right.

[ 14 MR. CRAUN (PSC): That's what we have done. We

15 have linearized the noise out of our data so that we can trya
I
L 16 to project, then, back to the O point to make sure that we

; 17 don't have a stall and this sort of stuff. We find typically

18 that the front-end characteristics are scattered because of_

19 our s 7sitivity of our voltameter due to our voltage divider.
-

_

20 MR. BEARD (NRC): You realize, also, that if
_

21 there were a front-end glitches, if I can use that term,.,, ,

22 flakes or something in the system, that the linearization"

23 would conceal those, also, I believe?
,

. ., { 24 MR. CRAUN (PSC): You're absolutely correct. ;

J 25 MR. BEARD (NRC): I just caution you very

7
i-
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f
1 seriously about this thing of linearization and normalization,

s

," 2 all these college tricks, you have to be careful of in the

3 real world.,-

!
'

4 MR. CRAUN (PSC): We only do that on the front
-

5 end due to our--the fact that we are generating extremely low

_ 6 voltages. We are in the 6 to--I believe our threshold is 6

7 volts on the generator, is where we start--actually are
_.

'j 8 starting to try to analyze the data.

9 MR. BEARD (NRC): This relates back to my,

l- 10 carlier question. Could you do some of these runs with a
-

11 voltage scale that's appropriate to looking at that end of the
..

_ 12 thing and not have this problem; in other words, take a better

~b 13 look at the front end of these things with the voltameter, not
-.

14 the encoder, but the voltameters.*

15 MR. CRAUN (PSC): We tried to do that with the

" 16 method that we thought might be more accurate. We felt that--not
..,

17 more accurate; a different method. We felt that--if you turn
-

_ 18 to page 2 of 3 of Appendix G, we were wanting to not have to

19 go through the rescaling of the voltameter, and then the-

-

20 inherent difficulty that that would generate, we wanted to try
~

21 to predict down to the starting point. This graph isn ,

p
22 representative--in reality, the top graph has two lines on it.

-

r-
; 23 One, the underneath--the line that's--I can't even tell on
-

24 this; there are two lines. They are overlaid--not

] ..{
25 intentionally; the data just fit on top of each other. The

-

..
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t, . s

I
1 bottom line is the fregoency as calculated by back-EMF. The

2 'line that we laid over that, the blue line, is the encoded"

3 shaft. The delta is seen down below.-

; _

'
4 We were wanting to see if our linearization was

_.

5 valid. That's why this test was performed, and whether or not

6 the zero projection of our data was valid, also. So, we went_

i .

7 that-route.
-

8 MR. BEARD (NRC): Sounds like it's a good thing

9. you did this shaft encoded test because you really have to.
'

I

11 0 take advantage of what its telling you to answer a lot of
-

11 questions.
.

12 MR. CRAUN (PSC): We had the same questions in..

rs
-( 13 our own mind. That's why we developed the' encoded shaft test.

;

L
14 MR. FLY (NRC): I don't understand the. source of

'

15. the noise at the low voltages. I mean, to me it looks-like,,,

16~ you know, I see: noise here that is--well, I understand you're-

l[ 17 at very low voltages,
u

18 MR. CRAUN (PSC): That's the problem. a.

:19 MR. BEARD (NRC). What scale are you~on?-

..

20 MR. FLY (NRC): Is the noise-in your--
=

21 MR. CRAUN (PSC): It's in the software algorithm... ,

!

22 MR. FLY (NRC): It's in the software algorithm;'
.;

~

.23 is it in the data acquisition? .

"
i

, {};, 24' MR. CRAUN (PSC): No. It's in the analysis
,

'ii ''

-25 portion. It is.due to an phenomena of the data, but it is i

..

y .
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1 accentuated in the data analysis section.'

7,
'

2 MR. BEARD (NRC): So at least---

3 MR. CRAUN (PSC): If I can try to describe thaty

4 more clearly. The voltameter is just starting to register at

5 its lowest decimal of accuracy.

6 MR. BEARD (NRC): For that scale.. . _

7 MR. CRAUN (PSC): For that scale, that's correct.

t 8 It is bouncing from 0 to 1 at that decimal point. None of the
!

9 other decimals are registered yet. Our algorithm looks for
||
' 10 0 crossovers to define the frequency. As a result of that

i~ 11 jump, or noise, which continues until you get a fully
t,.

12 developed--not a fully developed--a more developed sine wave,_

-[ 13 your prediction of the exact frequency jumps. Therefore, we
'

_

14 feel the linearization of that will hit the mean of the jump.

15 MR. NIEHOFF (PSC): Before we go on, I did

-| .
16 clarify that those numbers are K ohms.-

~

17 MR. BEARD (NRC): That's good to hear. Another

18 question having to do with your data--

- 19 MR. BREY (PSC): Excuse me. Rick's been going

20 quite awhile. Could we take maybe ten minutes?
_

_
.21 (A break was taken.)

22 MR. BREY (PSC): May I begin again, we have some-

2 23 items we'd like to enter into the record.
-

24 MR. HOLMES (PSC): We promised to get the NRC
.

T1
i

25 copies of the T test. It is on the static friction-

m
I
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'

1 measurements that woner taken during the control rod overhaul
p./

~

2 program,' and.let me read the numbers and dates of what we have
..

- 3 here, and give them to you, or submit them to you.-

'

4 The first one would be Exhibit CRD-15, which is
_.

i- 5 T test r. umber T-260 dated 2-6-85 and it deals with static

-- 6 torque characteristics of shim motors that are not connected |

+ .. |'"
7 to the 200 assembly. |

- 8 The second one is Exhibit CRD-16, which is T

9 test number T-261, also dated February 6, 1985, and this test,_

,}.
.

10 deals with static torque measurements of the shim motor that

i 11 is connected to the 200 assembly.

12 MR. IRELAND (NRC): We need a copy for the,-.

r
i 13 official record, so to speak.

i '14 MR. BEARD (NRC): We certainly appreciate these

15 tests. I hope it will clear up a lot of questions.
:p
'' 16 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): These tests would be

(-.
17 performed, in particular following refurbishment of the

. ,

18 control rod drives. In the equipment storage well, a portion

'- 19 of the refurbishment. program, the 200 Assembly, and the shim

[[. 20 motors are. refurbished, and placed back together. Cables are

21 .placed on the 200 Assemblies, and test weights with the.m .

22 equivalent weight of a control rod, are placed on'the ends of"'

23 the cables. These tes'ts are performed using those test

-24 . weights, and a back-EMF test is taken at that point, as well,
. c\. .+.;
J~ 25 so'that we will have correlation between the test weights and

,3-
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1 the control rods at a later time when we do a back-EMF with
. /....

,' 2 the control rods on the mechanism.

3' MR. BEARD (NRC): I'd like to note for the--

~4 purpose of the record that the date on these tests appears to
n.

5 be the-5th of February, 1985.

6 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): The date of final approval,-

7 approved'and issued line, is the actual date as we refer to it
_

8 as Fort St. Vrain.

- 9 MR. BEARD-(NRC): The only point I'm trying to

10 make, obviously, is the fact that it's a very recent document
.-

11 it's not
.

an August-type document.

- ~12 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Yes.

7
's 13 MR. BEARD (NRC): Are we ready to go.on with the

14 questions?=

15 MR. BREY (PSC): Yes..-

3,3 "N
16 MR. BEARD (NRC): Table Sad, page 3-14 in the

. 17 Blue Book, there are two sets of data for control rod drive

18 assembly No. 44 taken on the date of-8-10-84. This-pair of

i' '19 entries shows a variation of repeatability or precision,

20 whatever you want to call it, where the data on the same day

21 -varies as widely as 22 percent- in a number of cases. Explain, ,

'~ 22 this variation and discuss how this lack of repeatability to

23 this great degree either has been or should be considered in

(j 24 the selection of the numerical values for your acceptance
U '25 criteria.

N
'I
''
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_

1 MR. CRAUN (PSC): On serial No. 44, 8-10-84,

-(-
2 they had a shim misplaced in this control rod drive.

.

3 We took two tests, both tests failed to meet--excuse
!

I

4 me for hesitating--failed to meet the acceptance criteria'-

5 associated with acceleration and/or torque. It was obviously

6 a very erratic rod, one that would not be acceptable as the

7 rod degrades, the stability of scram and repeatability degrades,'

-

8 also. It's a degraded rod.
..

9 And then subsequent to that, I believe they

10 disassembled the gear train again, and then you notice a much
.

11 better characteristic, or the characteristics of the back-EMF

12 were areatly improved on 8-15-84. All data we've seen thus

|7
, 13 far on control rods that are exhibiting abnormal

14 characteristics, we are seeing, all except 15, we are seeing

_
15 this to some degree, their repeatability problem.

- 16 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): All the historical

-

17 information on CRDOA No. 44, with respect to its refurbishment
-

18 history was presented to you in a meeting in November.

- 19 MR. BEARD (NRC): That's right. Now I'm loosing

20 at the question of the values for your acceptance criteria,
-

21 and whether or not they include all the adequate
.,

,

" 22 considerations, one of which is repeatability of tests, test

23 data. That's all I'm trying to point out..

.

24 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Understood. I'm just,{

25 clarifying. Anything Rick might have said that he thought-

i l
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1 happened in the sequence is explained in that presentation in
..f '

2 November.
.

3 MR. BEARD (NRC): I think that what you said,-

,

4| Rick, supports your earlier point that the consistency of the
.

5 data, or inconsistency maybe is a better term, is also a good
,

- 6 indicator of the. health and welf are of these rod drives.

7 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Agreed. Without question.

8 MR. BEARD (NRC): To what extent have you taken"

9 the concept of repeatability of test data into considerationr ,. .

!
10 in selecting the numerical values for your acceptance criteria?

e-
-

11 MR. CRAUN (PSC): I believe also we have a rod
_.

_ 12 in here, serial No. 10, that we demonstrated as being

-r
-t 13 repetitive. It is also a rod that we feel met our criteria.

14 MR. FLY (NRC): Where is.that?

. 15 MR. CRAUN (PSC): That's what I was trying to

-{' 16 think of, where we put that. Well, on the next page forward,

|{[ 17 333, table 3.3-3 on page 3-13, serial No. 10--that's the
-..

! .. 18 microferric clamp changeouts. Yes, look at 10.

Ih
| 19 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): 3-12?
<

: , .-

jg 20 MR. CRAUN (PSC): 3-12, I'm sorry on table 3.3-2,
|-

21 average acceleration to peak velocity, 124, 121, steady state,, ,

:t'
fU- 22 3.513, 3.97. If the rod is good, it's typically relatively

i r, .
'

;[ - 23 repeatable.
<-

' q(~j _ 24 MR. BEARD (NRC): I understand that. My,

|i
25 question stands as to what extent have you considered--

Im
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1 repeatability in the selection of the numerical value for 17
f

2 and 77
..

3 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Relative to serial No. 15,,.

# 4 which was the tightest. control rod, or the control rod that
.

i 5 was controlling our criteria, we took its best performance and
L

6 enveloped it. I'm sorry, go ahead.

7 MR. TOMAN (FRC): How many runs were done on 15"

m
8 that you have data for? We have one data point in the Blue.

s

9 Book.,

|

- ~10 MR. CRAUN (PSC): We have hundreds of scrams.
. . -

.11 15 was very interesting to us, so-- Chuck? I believe serial

12 No. 15 was one of three control rod drives that recently, due
_

|t
g 13 to their back-EMF characteristics, were. subjected to ten

_

14 consecutive scrams--full scrams. 15 has several other data

15 points. I would guess, purely a guess, somewhere between 15_

16 and 20 scram profiles on serial No. 15 because of-its impact--

.

17 on the criteria, we focused on it.

18 MR. TOMAN (FRC): Did you see much of a

- 19 variation from scram to scram on 15?

20 MR. CRAUN (PSC): I-would say not as much
;

21 variation as would be typically associated with Lserial No. 45.
,

22 It was in a substantially more degraded mode. 15 is not'

23 meeting our criteria.- We have enveloped it so that it won't
' '

|~

24 meet the criteria. It is more repeatable than the other rods[;
2 25 that have failed to scram. j

l
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-1 Now, maybe I should expand a little bit on the
fe

2 technique we used for developing the criteria. We took all of'

3 our full scram data relative to start-up torque and steady
_

; 4 state torque, and developed a graph of that, and then plotted
-.

.5 all~of the points, defined a horizonral and vertical line

6 interior to the graph and moved and shifted those around to_

7 see whether or not a poor rod would jump out of the box, so to'

'

8' speak, and whether or not a good rod would stay consistently
,

9 in the box, so that technique was used. We tried to establish

1
' 10 both the start-up torque and the steady state torque, such
. . . -

11' that if the rod was bad--excuse me--if the rod--such that a

12 rod that we felt should be classed as questionable, it would_.

r
g 13 hit one of the two criteria. That's how we tried to establish

._-

14 that.
-

15 So, we took all of the data, without knowing
i
i 16 whether it was repeatable for one rod or the other, or excuse

-

17- me, whether this data point was for one rod or another rod, we
-

_
18 just plotted it all up there. We subsequently then went back

19 and for each control rod, we plotted its own data set to that-

V

20 box to find out whether or not it stayed in or fell out, how
-

.
21 many times it stayed in and how many times it fell out.

22 MR.. BEARD (NRC):- That elaboration is verya-

..

23 helpful, thank you.
-

_f 24 MR. FLY (NRC): Don't you feel, though, that--I

L 25- look at this and it appears to me that at some point, you're

.,

-g
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1 going to have'to run a series of tests on at least a number of
f

2 rods, you know, several tests on a number of rods, several
.

._ 3 tests each on a number of rods, and get a statistical base and
1
'

4 get some idea of what the variance is between runs, more than
-

i

5 just two runs, and then an overall basis so that you have an
.

r_- 6 idea--if you're going to say this one is good and this one is
I

L 7 bad, you have to-have a data basa that says, okay, if this one

l 8 falls here on one test, I have enough statistical data to sayL

9 that the chances are 99.99 percent that it will not fall above, _ .

i,

10 this range, and therefore, is still at that point within our-
.

11 -criteria. So you have to understand something about the

_ 12 variance between, not only between individual rods, but from

y.
sc 13 rod to rod and be able to attach a standard deviation to that.

_

'14 MR. CRAUN (PSC): We are trying to get as much

_
15 data as practical, recognizing the situation with our cables-

16 and .the difficulty that would be associated with another cable"

; 17 failure. . We have, as-I indicated, 400 and some scram profiles.
j --

18 We are exercising those stainless steel cables in core now.

19 We have laid out a fairly extensive d'ata acquisition during
.

20 refurbishment. We're looking at weekly on 37 in-core rods.
_

21 We need a larger data base. We agree by the time we areq,

:- 22 finished with refurbishment the data base will not be complete.
,

23 We need additional data, such as the effects of different '

.

{ 24 power levels to fully understand back-EMF. Our learning curve

3 25 will be enormous during the refurbishment. Our learning curve,

Il
4 +
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I we also' anticipate a learning curve relative to the final
p

1 2 criteria of in-pile testing when we're going up in power. So,
.

3 I agree, we do need to establish more relationships, but wec_
-

- 4 need the data.
_

5 MR. BEARD (NRC): I absolutely agree with you,

6 Rick. I think the question, however, on the table for today-

- 7 is based on the submittals that we received and supplemented

n
8 by information today, et cetera, do we feel that you have a{c
9 strong enough data base to make these calls, and, therefore,a

- 10 are we. ready to approve the restart, or conversely, we may

11 conclude you folks need a better data base, and digest that'

_ 12 and come up with a round of refinements before we are-
',.

r 13 comfortable in approving a restart. That could be, you know.

''__
14 MR. CRAUN (PSC): The data base, in conjunction

-

15 with the refurbishment program, we are refurbishing all rods._

16 Not those that we feel by back-EMF are suspect, but all rods-

-.

j 17 are being refurbished that will be used in pile.
-

18 That, in conjunction with the back-EMF data we~

[.-
'

19 have to date, is what we are presenting, not back-EMF by

20 itself. It's-back-EMF plus the refurbishment of some-37 rod.

21 MR. FULLER (PSC): I also want to include in,
"

p
l-- 22 -there the proposed surveillance program that we submitted to

3 23 you in our letter P-85046.
-

J

24 MR. BEARD (NRC): Okay. Maybe we can move on to,,, { ,
ti
O~ 25 the next question.

*1
. .j
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1 I'm trying to understand how you calculated the'-

f
2 values that are shown, for example, in this table. In

3 particular, the average--
_

i
4 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Which table?

"
2. 3 -1

.~ 5 MR. BEARD (NRC): 4WWWPon page 3-12, I believe,

6 is where we were last discussing. Any of the tables show the

! 7 came point? I'm trying to understand how you calculate an

I 8 average acceleration to peak, given that the peak velocity has
$-

9 a value, the time to the peak has a value, but if you divide

I'
10 those two numbers, you don't get the number yen cane up with.

11 Maybe you can help me.
L

12 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Yes, I will. As you are
-

-( 13 approaching peak velocity, dynamic braking is coming into play.
.

'~ 14 You are decelerating prior to the time of peak velocity. Your
I..

15 rate of acceleration is still positive. You are starting
.-

L$ 16 to--your rate of change of velocity is tapering off, therefore,

] 17 they should not be the same. We have linearized the front end
_

18 section trying to avoid that anomalous effect.
. . _

J 19 MR. BEARD (NRC): On the front end?

"

20 MR. CRAUN (PSC): No. As it curves over to peak.
.-

21 The curving effect, or still positive acceleration, but
-n

I

LJ 22 decreasing positive acceleration, we wanted to try and

F 23 separate that out of the interpretation of front end
L.

24 acceleration because that is more motor braking*f.J
25 characteristics, as exactly how quickly back-EMF braking comes_.

1
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'

1 into place is a function of the electrical, not mechanical.'

j.
_ '2 MR. BEARD (NRC): Would it be fair to say in'

.
3 summary, then, that your calculation represents some sort of a

II
U 4 tangent line to the middle of the curve, rather than at the

f 5 front end, and funny things; and the top end, funny things

__ 6 like you were just referring to. It's closer to a software
f

7 developed tangent to the majority of the line rather than just-

8 taking the numerical values and dividing it through.

9 MR. CRAUN (PSC): It would be, yes, more a
_

l
10 tangent representation, yes.

f 11 MR. BEARD (NRC): I was really trying to see if
L- +

12 I understood. you.
_

13 MR. CRAUN (PS'C): That's fine.-
m

14 MR. BEARD (NRC): On that very related same..

.__

15 subject the average acceleration time seems to presume a 00

a 16 start, such as is presented in your data on the sh' aft encoder.

[l 17 In other words, the acceleration starts at time zero with zero
.t.

18 frequency. There's no offset.

f.

L1 19 MR. CRAUN (PSC): We start recording data at the

"
20 moment of which'the contact on the brake is opened to

2

21 de-energize the brake. When that contact opens or closes--
,

22- MR. BEARD (NRC): Whatever._..

~

23 MR. CRAUN (PSC): --changes state, we start our
_

24 data acquisition system, we linearize our calculated frequencyj,
.y'

__' 25 change once we have developed sufficient voltage to make

.,,
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b
ic -1 . positive indication on our voltameter.- Therefore, we do not

.[- 2 linearize all the way to zero. We linearize in that section- ,
.

m

3 where we have frequency data. We project back to zero to see
'

4 if we have a stall.c.

~

5 MR. BEARD (NRC): If we did this graphically, I
-

6 happened to do it on several pages here, let me see if I can
.

.I
7 hold this up. I tried to do it graphically.<_

'~
8 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Which page is--

~

9 MR. BEARD (NRC): It doesn't make any difference.

.{ 10 MR. CRAUN ( PSC )': - Look at the scale on the left,,

" 11' it doesn't go to zero. It goes to 20.
i,

12 MR.~ BEARD (NRC): That's 20 down there?
--

.{ - 13 FR. CRAUN (PSC): 20, 40, 60, 80 is the scale.

~~

14 hR. BEARD (NRC): Thank you very much. Next
...

15 question?
_

_ 16 MR. CRAUN (PSC): The zero should project down

.17 to approximately 170--
{
. . . .

18 MR. EEARD (NRC): Next question? Thank you.

e 19 I think I have one last question, and then I

20 want to let the Franklin people bring up the additional

21 questions that we have.
# . - .

22 This is sort of an aside question, I'm not sure,;,,

p1 23 Rick, whether you're the right one to answer this or maybe ' -

U-
r; 24 .someone else. Your scram-testing capability appears to be

'M
_J 25 .that of dropping a rod for a brief period of time and then

O
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I
1 reapplying the brake to stop the rod in mid-travel, and thenc

.f
r. 2 come repetition of that scenario. There's a fundamental

}-
m

3 criteria, safety criteria, in fact, related to reactor scram
-,

i
' 4 systems that's known as go to completion. I'd like to

[ 5 understand better how the reapplication of the brake that's
.[

6 used in this testing situation is absolutely precluded from
, . . . .

I

3: 7 occurring during normal reactor operation during a real scram?

8 A ' reference to this, I don't have the specific letter number,"

9 but it was the report on the control rod failures that

J- 10 occurred in mid January where rods were dropped for some
~

11 distance and then stopped, and then dropped again, and then~'

..

12 stopped, and then at 'some' points they'didn't.go, but it seemed
..

"
-13 like your test procedure involves drop and stop, because it.

14 does not go to completion. I want to understand why go to

'

15 completion, or how go to completion is assured during a real

16 scram.;

r- 17 MR. CRAUN (PSC): I'd like to answer one part of
~

:
_-

18 that question, only from the testing standpoint. We have a
-.

19 couple of different tests. One was a full scram withdraw andg

. . m5etted
-: 20 drop it in 10 second increments until you were f ully in"^ -'-d

a
21- again where the brake was reapplied. Withdraw it again, and

^q
22 then go to a full scram. That was simply for trying to help,,

r- 23 us to develop a relationship now between full scram, back-EMF
1

, sj

, . ;24 data, and a 10 inch rod drop that would be done in pile at
I,U
Lj 25- power, so that was our purpose of doing that test.

.
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1 MR. BEARD (NRC): I understand that.
'

[r 2 MR. CRAUN (PSC): The other purpose would be the
1

3 other--

.I

4 MR. BEARD (NRC): But obviously after yous.
;

[^ 5 dropped it some distance and stopped it, I believe you stopped |

:(.
6 it by reapplying the brake in some manner. I want to take

T' |
1

7 sure that doesn't happen in a real scram.
'

1

8 Frank may have a very simple answer, I just,_

t

9 don't know what it is.
1

-

', 10 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): You have a e.1rcuit that l

'

11 applies power to the brake. The power supply, say, runs

12 between the voltages across here. In the middle, you have a
-.

'{~ 13 brake interrupt circuit. During a scram, you de-energize, you

14 take the power away across here. During this test, you're

15 taking that power away in the center, in this circuit.
.

(, 16 Therefore, during a scram, this circuit would not come into

17 play at all.{'
L.

18 MR. BEARD (NRC): What would happen if one were
..

, 19 to reset the scram as the rods were traveling? Would that

20 contact close and the brake be reapplied?
L

21 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Yes.
. . . . .

22 MR. BEARD (NRC): It will?q,

'- 23 MR. GAHM (PSC): No.
~

)
~

,- 24 MR. BEARD (NRC): I think, I would suggest that,

J L.
(g 25 you want to reconfirm what the design really is because this

f:. '
)
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n-

I
t .1 is a very serious area.

7 ,o
- 2 MR. HOLMES (PSC): This is a matter that was

- u.

3 considered a couple three years ago as part of the TMI Action,
_

j PPS
'' 4 Plan Review,.we had to go through all of ou sPS cram

^

'e.
5 initiating signals, and demonstrate to the NRC that if the

. .

6 initiating signal was taken away, that the safety action would
,,

,

7 proceed to completion, unless manual operator action,

~

8 intervening operator action was taken to stop the safety

9 action from going to completion, and I think that has all been
,,

:i
- 10 adequately documented within the last few years..

-

.

11- MR. BEARD (NRC): So maybe a reference is only
..

12 sufficient. I am concerned specifically about this manual
I
1 ,~

' 13 operator intervention, if I can use that term. Can the-

s.

~

14 operator stop those rods in mid travel, or before they have
, - .

15 gone to completion?
-.

16 MR. HOLMES (PSC): Questions?,.

II 17 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): By taking positive steps,
.

18 yes.

-. 19 MR.-BEARD (NRC): Such as? I mean can you

"

20 describe it generally.
L

21 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): He's got to go through a
.-- ..

22 reset and a reapplication of the brake.

23 MR. BEARD (NRC): Are you telling me that as the'"

,

24 rods are traveling in, which takes X number of seconds, what

,a 25 is it, 3 seconds, or whatever, hypothetical 3 minutes, that an

Ti;
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1 operator can go through'some manipulations, like resetting the

~

j 2 scram or whatever, and cause the rod to stop before it is
k

3 fully in?
<a
-|
AT 4 MR. NOVACHEK'(PSC): I believe so, yes.

J' 5 MR. BEARD (NRC): I would like to ask that you,
t

6 please, reverify that, because this is not a trivial matter.
...

i

_
7 MR. REESY (PSC): But you've got to give the

~- 8 operator capability to operate the plant.

hvh<

9- MR. BEARD (NRC): If you go back to 1-_ _0_.

.

10 cia 94, and I refer to you things such as the green MIT reactor
~

* 11 safety books, they will--in which they describe reactor
.

-12- actions that have occurred over the years that I should point
r-

r~ 13 out the lesscns that people are supposed to learn from history.
,-

{ 14 The reason history repeats itself is because people don't read
,

'

15 the history books, one of those lessons, if I remember

$. 16 correctly, from that particular reference--and I know it's in

7* 17 several others--is that once a scram signal is initiated, the
.

.18 operator in the system should not do anything to prevent that

19 rod, or be allowed to do anything that will prevent-that rod
_

20- from going to the full in position. You're telling me, I

_
~

21 believe--that's why I want to you reconfirm it--that in your
, . , - ,

1
q__ 22 plant, that's not true. That the operator can take actions

23 and stop that rod. I will repeat myself. I think it's
'

!v
24 extremely important that you make certain that what you're.m

; ?.(;
25 saying is accurate so that we don't take actions based on what-j

..
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( 1 you've told us that might not be correct.
,f
. . 2 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): We will confirm it.
!.

3 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I would like to clarify
_

[ 4 for the record that this test we are proposing is not a new

5 one. We've had that in our tech specs for years.

6 MR. BEARD (NRC): I grant you that.
,

7 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): And the NRC has reviewed

"

8 that mode of operation. I just wanted you to be clear that we

9 have already been down that path,
e,

I 10 MR. BEARD (NRC): I grant you that,_and that'ss

.

11 why I would be very happy to just have you find a reference,

12 and maybe that takes care of the matter.

. . [~ 13 }m. HOLMES (PSC): We entered about a half'a
~.

~'

14 dozen references into the record yesterday concerning our

15 control rod drop tests that we're talking about, again

'

16 initiating a scram, or momentarily de-energizeing the brake.

'

17 anyway and then reapplying it 6 inches later. I think we got
-

18 perhaps a safety issue that's not part of the part of the restart
;[

_ 19 issues here, if.it is a safety issue.

[ 20 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Excuse me. That is very
L L,

21 true. However, if the condition that Mr. Beard is referring
_ ,

,y.
[ Li 22 to does exist, it automatically causes it to be a restart
|
'' 23 issue on a generic basis, if you will. On a first priniciple
-

- 24 basis.
[~;U

|L 25 MR. BEARD (NRC): Right.

>,
,

|I
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b 1 MR. IRELAND (NRC): I think you're all right.
f~~

2 My recollection is that you are, and that you can confirm that
.

3 the operator cannot intervene the way we are imagining.
'i,

' '

4 MR. BEARD (NRC): That's_why I'm so strongly

5 suggesting you verify what you said before it goes on the

6 record again. But nonetheless, I would like to point out that,

7 and I said this in other meetings with other licensees, just

'

8 .because we engineers work for the government doesn't

9 automatically guarantee that our IQ is 30 points higher than

i 10 those engineers that work for licensees or architect engineers.

~

11 And we do review, we do the best we can, but you know we make
..

12 mistakes, too, because they are mistakes of commission and
-

'' 13 omission. It's entirely possible that when a review is doneu. (
" -14 on a prior subject, that something was tocused in a general
s

15 area and did not pick this up. It does not mean that it's
-

16 accep. table. Okay? I think there's a general feelings

I 17 throughout the industry, not HTGR industry, but the nuclear
a

18 power industry, that if a piece of paper has been sent to
:

._ 19 Washington and has come back marked acceptable that by

"; 20 definition, that everything in there is acceptable. That is a
-

21 misnomer. There may be things that were looked at.
-, -

tj 22 Maybe the reviewer didn't pick up some little

23 nuance that was inferred or stated, but I've seen in a number""

.a

24 of utilities a very generic concern that, quote, the Great
r, .>

|' 25 White Father in Washington has blessed it, therefore, by God,m,

r3
-
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1 it's right, even if it may very well be wrong. So I wanted

/
2 you to recognize that even NRC engineers are not perfect.,.

,?

3 MR. HOLMES (PSC): On the other hand, the Green.
.t-.
C 4 Reactor Safety Study is not the regulations that we have to

''
5 meet. As I recall, the post-TMI criteria that we had to check

6 our plant out again did not disallow intervening reactor
?~

1. 7 operator action to stop the safety action from going to

[^ 8 completion.
a

9 MR. BEARD (NRC): That's correct.
~

u 10 MR. HOLMES (PSC): We had to make certain in

"-' 11 that automatic trip signal, by being re--by being taken away,
t.

12 didn't stop the safety action from going to completion. If
I

e'~ 13 there is additional criteria, or additional factors that we
_\s
~~

14 need to consider, why, we'll have to discuss those.
-

15 MR. BEARD (NRC): And I believe that you
_

j 16 recognize that when you shift to that part of the arena,

17 you're shifting from the engineering domain to the legal~

L.
18 domain, and both sides have to be looked at.

..

19 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): For the record, the circuit

20 used in the rod drop test portion affects only one rod at a'

;

L.
21 time.

-

.f.-

[ 22 MR. BEARD (NRC): Good point. At this point, if

q 23 there are no objections, I'd like to step back, so to speak,
'

-

24 and let Mr. Gary Toman, from Franklin Research Center, ask a

no
25 few more of the questions continuing on the general subject ofa

'
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- 1 the back-EMF operability test.
r

f. - 2 MR. TOMAN (FRC): My first question is, have you

3 constructed a mathematic model of the CRD system which will

4 show the effects on performance of changes in the variables,
--

5 for example, changes in retarding torque or changes in
.

6 capacitors?
_

7 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Yes, we have. We have a-

[^ 8 professor from the University of Colorado who is assisting us
t.

9 with that development of that mathematical model of the
r-
1

:(- 10 dynamic brake circuit, if that's what you're referring to.

[ 11 The model is not complete. We do have the model under
L

12 construction, and we are trying to assess its ability to
,

A. [~ 13 assist us in monitoring the physical perforr.ance.
s_

~

14 MR. TOMAN (FRC): I wasn't just referring to the

15 dynamic braking,'but the interactions of the various frictions
|

%

u 16 in the bearings of the gears and the motors, included in-there

~

17 either as a general sense or--
|L

|, 18 MR. CRAUN (PSC): We were starting with the
!;

19 dynamic model of the brake circuit first, since during scram,

|~ 20 that is the controlling factor. We--if we can develop that,.

-

21 and there is some difficulty associated with th't model, thena
m .

H- 22 we will evaluate expanding the model to include the mechanical

;~ 23 domain. ~ ^

l-
24 MR. TOMAN (FRC): At this point, you have no--

||U 25 the model is not developed yet? You're still in the

lh} s
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j
' 1 development stage?
,,

- 2 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Some of the parameters of the

3 model would require destructive testing of the motors tog
1:
8- 4 ascertain the variables, the depth of penetration of the flux
-

5 field into the rotor.
.

6 MR. SHOOK (FRC): I would just like to suggest

!
': 7 that if you can't include the mechanical aspect of it, that is,

[ 8 drag of gears and so forth, then it will not assist you in any
-(

9 correlations with failed rods and inability to scram and so
~

,

1

L 10 forth.

-- -

11 MR. CRAUN (PSC): I agree, if we cannot include
,_

12 the mechanical, it would be--the use of the tool would be
l

(' 13 limited.

_

14 MR. SHOOK (FRC): The use of the tool would be
m

15 severely restricted.
,,

H- 16 1 01. CRAUN (PSC): Limited, yes; however if we

' 17 cannot predict the electrical on control of the scram, which-
_

18 that is what controls the rate--the velocity of scram, then
!..

19 our model is invalid anyhow.-

I' 20 MR. SHOOK (FRC): Yes.
=

21 MR. CRAUN (PSC): So we are starting at the base.
,,

L- 22 MR. TOMAN (FRC): My second question refers to
:

'l 23 the plot of moment of frequency. I wonder if we can't, at
J. -

24 least for a segment of a run, an expanded plot, plot, both in

jJ 25 amplitude and time domain, so that we can see, when you expand
:
'

.

k
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r
[, 1 one of these segments, how it looks noise-wise.

[[ ' 2 MR. CRAUN (PSC): The upper portion of that page
L

3 from 0 to 10, is the O to 10 of the lower portion.

f
C 4 MR. TOMAN (FRC): I agree. Can you give an

5 expansion, either on that, or is that not possible? Can thatp
L

6 be expanded?
-

.,
7 MR. CRAUN (PSC): The upper portion or the lower?

8 MR. TOMAN (FRC): The upper.m

c.-
9 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Sure. How long do you want it?

. . .

10 MR. TOMAN (FRC): I only need a few seconds of
,

11 one of these things. I just want to see what the data looks-

'

.

12 like when it's expanded both in amplitude and time domain. We--
,,

f r- 13 you have the time domain expanded here and the amplitude
'

~ \_
m- 14 expanded here. I'd like to see one that shows the two

E~ 15 together.

f'' 16 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Would that be better or raw.

|, 17 data? We can give you time versus torque or moment. We can
%

| 18 give you raw data or graphical presentation.
.-

19 MR. TOMAN (FRC): Graphical would be as good as;

20 any.

;y
21 MR. POWERS (NRC): Are you sure you want the

~'
7,
{j 22 graphical, or wouldn't you rather have a copy of the strip?

23 MR. CRAUN (PSC): The raw data will be probably ~ -q
"

24 several hundred pages long. We take 4,000 data points a
.r O
] 25 second. It takes 150 seconds to reach scram. It's 1.2

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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F 1- million pieces of information.

2 MR. TOMAN (FRC): That's why I'm only asking for

3 a small piece. I don't want the entire file._

4 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Can you define exactly how you~

-

5 want it; what scale and what portion?

6 MR. TOMAN (FRC): Is the upper plot the widest

7 time scale?

~

8 MR. CRAUN (PSC): This is all software
..

9 controlled. .We can do anything we want. I just need to know_

i. 10 what you need or what you desire.

""

11 MR. TOMAN (FRC): Somewhere on the order of 2

12 seconds across the full width with the similar amplitude to
_

1-
c. C '13 your expanded amplitude plot.
(-

''

14 MR. BEARD (NRC): Plus.or minus 15.
u

15 MR. CRAUN (PSC): The upper is plus to minus 25,

b2 16 I believe. Excuse me, plus to minus 30. I'm sorry.

17 MR. TOMAN (FRC): Your amplitude on your lower

.
is a little above 10 and a little below 10, and if you could18

.

L. 19 give a--give that amplitude for a two-second period somewhere

{ 20 in the middle, I think that would be adequate.
. L:

21 MR. BEARD (NRC): I think one of the points he's
pv -

b) 22 trying to get to, Rick, he'd like to have a sample of the

"3 23 expanded data, not only in the first 10 seconds, but say 50 ~-

i
24 seconds into it.

''
ri

U 25 MR. TOMAN (FRC): Yes. Somewhere in that range.

- . ,

-
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lf 1. MR. BEARD'(NRC): In mid travel someplace.

{gs.j' 2 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Okay. So you are'needing a
1,

3 graph-whose horizontal axis will encompass 2 seconds worth of
I
th 4 data. The vertical scale will be plus to minus 15. We will

' 5: give you two shots, one at 6 to 8 seconds, and the second
,..

6 graph will be 50 to 52 seconds.
.~

; '7 MR. TOMAN (FRC): Fine.

: [' 8 MR. BEARD (NRC): Sounds beautiful.
1.

9 MR .' CRAUN (PSC): Which data set would you
r
l 10 desire?

11 MR. TOMAN (FRC): May I ask for two, one
"

12 equivalent to page 34 of 40 of Appendix D.

[ 13 MR. CRAUN (PSC): "D" as in d6g?

. 14 MR. TOMAN (FRC): Yes.

15 MR. TOMAN (FRC): A nice noisy one.

.I
L; 16 MR. BEARD (NRC): Say the page number, again.

, 17 MR. TOMAN (FRC): 34 of 40; and one equivalent
i

1
,

18 to Appendix D, pa'ge 40 of 40, which is your No. 10, serial No.

19 10. That gives--
,

20 MR. CRAUN (PSC): That will take us a little bit
_

21 of time to juggle the software to generate that.
- -

u_ 22 MR. BEARD (NRC): How much time do you need,

23 Rick? ~ -*

u

24 MR. CRAUN (PSC): I can start it right at lunch.
-(s '

Lj 25- We should have it after lunch.i

O s
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b 1 MR. BEARD (NRC): That's fantastic.
l

,

~

I(:.
;

2 MR. TOMAN (FRC): That would be great.E
L .-

3 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Unless we run into a software
l'

{ .- 4 glitch. Computers are--

i~

5 MR. BEARD (NRC): No. !

.3
'6 MR. TOMAN (FRC): Let's go back to page 34 of 40,

--

1

L 7 Appendix D, once more. In the 3-second time range, we have

(~ 8 spikes that go full-scale, plus-minus, and then we have a
[. .

9 number of spikes that are cut off at the zero point. Is there

10 any reason why that apparent truncation occurs?'
- |

~ 11 MR. CRAUN (PSC): We have looked into our '

i. .

12
I

software multiple times because that apparent truncation is

13 repetitive.' There appears to be--there's not a software''
c\_
" 14 problem that generates that. It appears to be real data. Why
-

15 it truncates at zero was of interest to us, also.

L 16 MR. SHOOK (FRC): You'll have several wild
I

-

17 excursions, and then 5, 6 or 7 in a row which stop exactly at i

-

18 the zero axis. I can't believe that's real.
c-

19 MR. CRAUN (PSC): We agree. That's why we,

1-' 20 looked at the software. It appears to be a phenomenon in1

.

I
.

21 either data acquisition or our method of analysis, but the
~

fe ![I 22 analysis--we did not find a software problem that would '

|

'{ 23 generate a zero truncation graphically.
~ 'i

J
e. 24 MR. TOMAN (FRC): Page 40 of 40, Appendix D,

j 25 most of the plots, moment plots show a predominant frequency '

G -
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F
[: 1 of approximately 10 hertz in the steady state region. Do you
f'
'
,- 2 have an idea of what the significance of this 10 hertz--
9

3 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Signal.
;.

L 4 MR. TOMAN (FRC): --signal is?

"

5 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Not to date. We are looking

6 into this area. There are--if you look carefully at those,
i

7 there is more than just a 10-hertz oscillation there. We are-

__

. 8 trying to develop further analytical techniques to look into
(.

9 these from different perspectives than--we tested on it
_

10 momentarily in the submittal of December 31. We have noticed
.-

11 the oscillatory motion. We're not sure what the oscillatory
_

12 motion infers. We are trying to quantify that motion-and see
_

-([ 13 if there are any physical relationships.

.

14 MR. CRAUN (PSC): I need to correct the record.
.

_
15- We didn't submit a December 31--it was January 31.

J 16 MR. HOLMES (PSC): January 31; way back at the

E 17 start of the testimony, there was that one-month offset.
_

18 MR. SHOOK (FRC): This question relates to how

: L 19 you define torque. There are numerous allusions to the term

20 moment or torque, but the specific torque is not defined.

21 Could you verify that in the acceptance criteria stated on
,

b 22 page 42 of the Blue Book, that is, the 7 and the 17, the

1 23 torque referred to is net torque, where net torque is defined ~
a

24 as the drive torque minus the retarding torsion, capacity

c) 25 torque and so forth and so on.

n& 4
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C' 1 MR. CRAUN (PSC): It is net torque. We.

[ 2 calculate the angular velocity, multiply by the moment of,

e
3 inertia--

P
V.
L: 4 MR. SHOOK (FRC): Angular acceleration.

~

5 MR. CRAUN (PSC): I'm sorry, you're right.
.

6 Multiply that by the moment of inertia of the 200 assembly

c. . 7 gear train which is .172.

~

; 8 MR. SHOOK (FRC): Yes. That calculation implies
_

9 that it has to be a net torque.
~

10 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Yes, it does.u
~

~

11 MR. SHOOK (FRC): There was some confusion
.

12 originally, though, on that, and also this initial business of
_

'" 13 16 to 20 inch-ounces was discussed earlier. Now, that's drag; -
_%.

; [- 14 that's not net. There was a question asked about that. You
t.

15 can't relate that, if my understanding is correct, you cannot
-,

16 relate that 16 to 20 to the 17 inch-ounces, which is a net_.
,

!~ 17 torque for your transient criteria. The 16 ounce--
,u
! 18 MR. CRAUN (PSC): The 16 to 20 was an external

, . -

L 19 drag.

t

jF 20 MR. SHOOK (FRC): Yes, that's what I said.
|L

21 MR. CRAUN (PSC): That was applied to the
r .

(1
; Lj 22 control rod. The 17 is the maximum amount that can reach the

i r; 23 control rod drive motor, which I believe is approximately 24, -

|C
l 24 minus all--let me restate this. The 17 inch-ounce in our

70
'

a 25 criteria is the torsion which must reach the motor in order to
|

!7 '
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I
i 1 be considered' acceptable by our criteria today.-.

n
I 2 MR. CRAUN (PSC): The 16 to 20, as measured in
{. ;. .

3 the original GA testing, was representative of external drag
.. ;

.~

4 applied to the control rod drive mechanism. Our 17~

~

5 inch-ounces is the maximum possible supplied to the rotor

6 minus all terms of drag; therefore, the delta between 24 and
-

f. 17 is all that we are allowing for drag, which is.

F 8 approximately 7 inch-ounces of torque drag, if I did the
-.

9 subtraction right. 24--17 minus 24, or 24 minus 17, that's 7.

I
L, 10 So GA was supplying twice to three times what we are allowing.

'
'' ~ 11 MR. SHOOK (FRC): Thank you. That confirms4
..

12 exactly what our thinking was, too. But just one other
-

r'- 13 question, the 24 that you alluded to as the maximum, is that
_ \...

14 without capacitance braking or with."

15 MR. CRAUN (PSC): The 24, that number may be

j 16 plus or minus a little. I'm going off of memory. The 24 is
,

17 representative of the holding torque at the shaft of the rotor
~

s
-

18 with zero friction. It's assuming 100 percent of the weight
r-

ji, 19 of the rods is reaching the shaft of the rotor. It's an ideal--

,- 20 it 's tra maximum.

J
21 MR. SHOOK (FRC): Thank you.

-, -

j- 22 MR. TOMAN (FRC): Next question. Can you

7 23 outline the back-EMF testing program that would be performed ~-

J
24 during the rise to power, how it will taPu 'i.tr account the!

25 different effects in flow variations, et cetera.

\ KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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- 1 MR. CRAUN (PSC): The back-EMF testing during
l'

! 2 rise to power, as indicated in the report, will be submitted.
i.

. 3 We have not completed the development of that test progran.

i
4 MR. TOMAN (FRC): When do you propose to submit'

-

5 it?
_

6 MR. CRAUN (PSC): I believe the report specifies
,

- 7 prior to restart.

[ 8 MR. HOLMES (PSC): That, I believe, is an end of
L

9' February, 1985 commitment to describe our overall restart
_

.

10 testing program.
.

11 MR. HOLMES (PSC): Off the record a second.
-

12 (Discussion was had off the record.)_

r
x_ 13 MR. HOLMES (PSC): Back on the record.

. - .

14 Strike my previous statement. The February 1985
L.

15 start-up testing submittal will not include ba;ck-EMF testing,
,

i
16 and I will leave it up to others to comment on when we will"

-

17 describe the back-EMF testing.
_

18 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Prior to restart.
_

19 MR. BEARD (NRC): Plus, I assume, an adequate or-

_

20 appropriate period of time for NRC review thereof prior to restar9
s

21 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Yes.,, ,

I:#
U 22 MR. TOMAN (FRC): The two numbers used for your

~

criteria or used to compare against your criteria, the average ~
~

23
J

24 acceleration to peak and the average torques during steady
p[^j
,

J 25 state or peak torques during steady state, are they generated

$
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D
.-l- 1 'by the computer, or are they generated by review of computer

esg.

2 plots?-.

3 MR. CRAUN (PSC): The numbers are both generated
i

l 4 by the computer, and the comparison of the performance of the

-

5 rod scram is done by the computer on a frequency-by-frequency
.

6 basis. Every frequency that we calculate there by every
:

!. 7 acceleration we calculate, it is compared to steady state. It

[ 8 is compared to the acceptance criteria.
L

9 MR. TOMAN (FRC): So you'.re saying--
_

10 MR. CRAUN (PSC): It is not visual. It's done
.

11 by the computer. Every acceleration point is compared to the

12 criteria.
_

-([- 13 MR. TOMAN (FRC): That's for the steady state?

~

14 MR. CRAUN (PSC): Yes.

15 MR. TOMAN (FRC): How about for the average
-

16 acceleration to peak?-

' 17 MR. CRAUN (PSC): The linearized acceleration to

18 peak is also compared to the acceptance criteria values by the

u. 19 computer.

~'

20 MR. TOMAN (FRC): In the steady-state data that
i

21 peaks on a steady state, have any attempts been made to see if
.

22 a rod will move from a point where a peak torque has occurred-

i 23 during the steady state? Where you had a spike, not a ~-

J
24 generally constant one, but a large spike in that area, have.,

,-

1
25 you tried to go back and see if there's any rough spot in the-

_s KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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" 1 mechanism at all?

A
c 2 MR. CRAUN (PSC): I don't know how to--we know

_.

_ 3 when during the scram the peak occurred. To relate that back

'' 4 to the position of every gear and every bearing in the
_

| 5 assembly, to try to then solicit scram on that exact position,
:

_
6 I'm not sure it's possible.

b.' 7 MR. TOMAN (FRC): I was wondering if you had to

-

8 back up to somewhere near that region and see if there was
a

9 some roughness?

.5 10 MR. CRAUN (PSC): We have--our testing to date
. . . -

11 has been a full scram, 10-inch increments to full insertion.
t

12 I don't believe it would be possible for us to try to get--
_

-({' 13 to establish a rod position relative to a peak on the back-EMF.'

[ 14 We may--
_

15 MR. IRELAND: May we interrupt? We would like

16 to recess and caucus in this room before we proceed further.a

' '17 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Okay.
_

._
(Recess taken.)18

19 -,s-
|

7 20;

J

21
, .

.

a 22
!

{i 23
-

)

24
_

,J 25

{7
.

a i

:b
.\
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1 MR. IRELAND (NRC): We are ready to go back on

'

2 the record.

l ;
"

3 MR. BREY (PSC): Yes.

m
4 MR. IRELAND (NRC): I want to make a statement

_ _

5 for the record, namely, that we--during our caucus, we did.

~'

6 come to the point where we clearly are following our mandate

F 7 not to put ourse1ves in a position of renderine eggrova1 and
' eA8

8 acceptance of the back-EMF testing method, a condition for_.

" 9 start-up. We will defer any further review of the'back-EMF
.

10 testing methodology, data and so forth to some later time.
.

11 We do expect you to go forward with your
;

- 12 commitment, however, to collect the data, to further develop

/~- 13 the test, and if it is suitable, of course, for the purposes
W-

14 at hand, to utilize it. That doesn't preclude the possibility,
. . .

I

- 15 of course, the slim possibility, I would judge in my own
. . .

] 16 personal opinion, that you might scuttle it for some strange

17 reason or other. You would, therefore, expect, if that were_

i
18 to come to pass, that you would go into some other kind of~

p
19 approach to accomplish the same end; namely, to have some kind

-

20 of a method for judging the condition of newly overhauleds,

21 assemblies, and to have some kind of a method for measuring-

,

22 differentiation of the condition of the mechanisms as they are

23 used in service. So we will defer any further discussion of ~ '
.,

-t

24 back-EMF. And we are prepared now--I think Mr. Beard is
~

g3

U
I,j{ 25 prepared to launch into aspects related to the technical

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1

I 1 specifications for the position instrumentation.
,

-[ 2 MR. BEARD (NRC): Let me just say as a preamble,
I

'

'

3 the reason for the shift is that if there's some question as
-

4 to whether or not the back-EMF test has to be resolved as a restar,
-

5 matter, we have enough items that are clearly restart matters !-

'

6 that we ought to get on with those.

r
7

.

With regard to the rod position indication

8 systems, my understanding is that you folks are committed to-

- 9 propose draft technical specifications by the time of restart

10 for NRC review addressing this item, and that at restart, you
.

11 will have plant procedures that in effect will implement the

12 content of that proposal to prepare for the restart for-

-

/, 13 whenever final approval for the tech specs. The content of
t<

.- 14 those pieces of paper, be it the procedure or the tech specs,

- 15 that's what I'd like to go into next. I refer to the tech

16
.

specs because ultimately I think that's where it will be, but

17 it's not to be as a restart tech spec, only the procedures.,

18 I think that the discussion that you provided !
"-

1

19 that is relevant to this subject is in an attachment to your

20 document called report P-85040, and I believe it's the first-

21 attachment thereto entitled Control Rod System Operability,

1,
,|22 Evaluation.,

-.

23 In this evaluation, it appears that you started ^ -,

!

24 with the FSAR design basis, and various other considerations,
""

-O
|q 25 essential safety functions, and then reached some conclusions
-.
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[. 1 with regard to, I guess, what should be in tech specs and what
%

2 shouldn't. As I read this document, this attachment, I am_.

'
3 lead to the conclusion that you propose no limiting conditions

4 for operability requirements that ultimately will be in your

- 5 tech specs for the rod position indicators. And as a
!
' 6 consequence of having no LCO, there is no supporting

7 surveillance requirements that will ultimately be in the spec

B techs. My first question, is that a correct interpretation?-

"- 9 Is that the way I should use this bottom line on this? Did I
;..
!" 10 misunderstand?

11 MR. FULLER (PSC): Yes, you did misunderstand., . _

!

12 There's an Attachment 5 to P-840--85040, on the resubmittal"-

,

'', 13 85046. 'There is a proposed surveillance program submitted.
-s_ -
_ 14 MR. BEARD (NRC): There is a separate attachment

- 15 for surveillance?

16 MR. FULLER (PSC): Yes..

17 MR. BEARD (NRC): Is that intended to be into,

18 the tech specs?

r.

!! 19 MR. FULLER (PSC): There will be an LCO
11

|.. 20 submitted on control rod operability, which will necessarily
i :
" 21 endorse the surveillance program.

,
.

,-

22 MR. BEARD (NRC): Will it include requirements
a

23 for operability of certain parts of the instrumentation for
~

,

*t

24 knowing the position, and action statements as to what you'll-

! )(M
,

|

25 do when it's lost?
|J
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-

1 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Excuse me. May I interrupt?

[;.m 2 To get back to your original question, I think if you read
LCo

3 through this attachment, we did recommend (@h) requirements for

[ 4 positioning.

5 MR. BEARD (NRC): You did?-

'

6 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Read section B on page 19,

7 I believe, item one discusses that.

8 MR. TOMAN (FRC): Excuse me, which document are-

"
9 you referring to?

_

10 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Same document, P-85040, or

11 046 as it was resubmitted. Section B beginning on page 19

"

12 discusses a number of items there, and allow me to refresh

'- 13 myself with this for a moment.-s_ '
14 MR. WAGNER (NRC): Frank, after you familiarizeg

^

15 yourself, could you go through each of.those and there's a

16 list of numbers, there's like ten items on that list, nine

- 17 items.
i

~

18 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Yes.

19 MR. WAGNER (NCR): On page 19, why you have made

20 some--I think we're going to have questions on a number of, - -

"

21 those items, so could you briefly describe how you came to,.

4

22 those decisions. Like if you take the first one, CRDM, ifg

.

7- 23 it's fully inserted, it's considered operable,
i-
"

24 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Yes.

T[a. 25 MR. WAGNER (NCR): Why?a
3
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1 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Because it's satisfying its

- 2 design function. Correct? I guess I'm not understanding your

'

3 question. I see no reason to go beyond that.
-

* 4 MR. WAGNER (NCR): Let me clarify ~on that

;
5 particular one for clarification. If a better word would bep-

6 when that rod is then withdrawn, you fully recognize or accept
. .

IM

the surveillance would then have to be done concurrently7 that

8 with that withdrawal to ensure that the rod is in fact~

"

9 operable per the surveillance testing?
,-

10 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Yes, I concur with that.
.

11 And I believe we stated that in the Attachment 5 to this

'

12 report, as well, what our surveillance requirements would be
-

'' 13 on those control rods. Specifically those that are withdrawn,
-(_

.- 14 those that are partially inserted and those that are inserted,

15 what our surveillance requirements would be on a weekly.and a
-

16 ' quarterly and refueling cycle.

!. 17 MR. WAGNER (NCR): I was a little confused.;f
' 18 myself, still, on which rods would receive the weekly 6-inch

,

19 test which would check for scram insertion times.
-

20 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Allow me to clarify that.,

21 We would do the rod drop at the time on all withdrawn and.

;3[r
-

22 partially inserted rods, except the regulating rod in region
-

; 23 one, on a weekly basis during power operation.
.

a
' 24 MR. WAGNER (NCR): I recognize that that was
1"0
-j 25 somewhere else in the record, but it wasn't in this particular

] KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103,
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1 section. Thank you.

(. 2 Couple other points I can make real quick if Ir s..

3 might on that same page. The item No. 4 discusses CRDM
.

m
4. temperatures, the reference temperature that was used in your

_.

5 document was 272 degrees Fahrenheit. That is still a concern,

6 to the NRC, that temperature.
.

7 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): That's recognized.

8 MR. WAGNER (NCR): Item 6, there is a discussion_

9 where a plus or minus 20 percent rod worth discrepancy is used*

-

10 as a' criteria. Is that value evaluated somewhere else? How
.

11 was that plus or minus 20 percent arrived at?

12 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): To the best of my'-

-

r- 13 understanding,'it was a recommendation by Ge'neral Atomic way'
..A .

_ 14 back when, and I do not have the documentation at my

15 fingertips. .j

16 MR. WAGNER (NCR): Do I understand this has been,
_

17 a long-term then-acceptance criteria used in procedures?,_

i
'" 18 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Yes, it is. It's been the

19 acceptance criteria from the first time that we performed the
_.

20 test..

21 MR. BEARD (NRC): Can we go back and talk about-

h 22 the positioning? I don't want to interrupt you.
<G

23 MR. WAGNER (NCR): No, go ahead, I'm done.
' '

; ,

- 24 MR. BEARD (NRC): I guess what I was saying a.

] 25 minute ago, Frank, was that my reading of these indicates that
.

h KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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- 1 in item 2, suggesting that a surveillance requirement might be

k- 2 revised. I'm not sure I know what item 3 is saying. In the_.

1:

3 overall flavor that I'm left with is that there would be no
_

4 operability requirements and associated action statements, or
_

_ 5 statements of that type, for the operability requirements for,

- 6 say the full in limit switches, or the analog position

7 indicators, et cetera, et cetera, et cetera, et cetera. Now,

8 are you telling me that my understanding is not accurate?,

9 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): J.T., with this submittal,
_

10 we were merely presenting where we felt we had to have

11 surveillance requirements, and LCOs. It was not the intention,

L '12 of this submittal to submit those surveillances and LCOs. We

(] 13 are recognizing here that we are going to have requirements

14 for position indication. We have not presented it in this

15 document. That is something that we'll have to present prior
-

16 to restart.
'

_.

17 MR. BEARD (NRC): Fine. I read by omission

18 after the elaborate development that you folks put up front in1 -

..

19 these conclusions, that by omission it was not intended that
.

20 there would be LCO time requirements for the indicators, that

21 there would only be some surveillance requirements? I guess
,

22 maybe--g.
s

2 23 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): That is not correct. If
~ '

24 you read item 2, what we are saying is that we require--

|
'

25 position indication to verify compliance with those LCOs. By
,

J

- :
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1 default, then, we can't say that we are in compliance with

-.k. 2 those LCOs, and the indication, therefore, becomes a limiting
:

3 condition for operation.
-

j 4 MR. BEARD (NRC): Very indirectly, though.

5 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): I wouldn't say very-

6 indirectly at all. It is a contingency.

7 MR. BEARD (NRC): What I'm trying to get myself
,

- 8 oriented on, the rest of the world's reactors have a

'

9 requirement on what the position of the rod has to be. For
r-
i 10 example, in some core designs you have to be concerned about

.

11 hot spot factors and minimum insertion limits, and all these

"

12 other kind of core physics related considerations. And so

V.
13 there's a tech spec that says I don't put the rods, except_s

-- 14 within these certain prescribed bounds. That's a limit on

" 15- where the operator puts the rod. Then as a separate tech spec,

| 16 it says you are able to have a system, an operable system, a

17 rod position indicator, and it will prescribe things like thee

.

~

18 accuracy of the instruments, which ones are required, what you
e

19 do when inevitably one of them fails, and to support that.
-

o ppa seus
20 That limiting condition for a == -___Isa-

,

_" 21 separate from the one you're referring to, there's a set of
,

7
22 surveillance requirements to go with that LCo. Is that the

~~
23 naturn of your intent or is that different from your intent?. . . -

.t

{; 24 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): We would pursue the other

j 25 reactor tech specs along that lines--along those lines in our

.

,
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preparation of the technical specifications.

fWhat you just c@aded for water(
2 MR. HOLMES (PSC):

--
,

,

3 reactors may be a little more extensive than what's necessary
| R

[" 4 for our reactors. In normal operation, the way that a cycle

|, 5 fuel loading is designed and analyzed, our rod is ordinarily
:

6 either all the way in or all the way out unless you're in what

7 we call the shim group, in which case you are gradually in

|- 8 between, and anywhere in between is okay. That pretty well

"

9 specifies the power level, given what the rod is doing.
r-

10 You don't have to have certain ones 25 percent in and certain
.

11 ones 50 percent in, and certain ones 75 percent in, as exactly
|

'

j 12 as you might in a water reactor. And our tech specs would
,.

13 probably account or be responsive to those sorts of differences
__ s

l 14 and may not be as position sensitive as a water reactor.

' L.
i 15 MR. BEARD (NRC): I understand there are some

t-

16 differences. The Westinghouse plant, they are basically
(~
| r. 17 operating those plants today with all rods out. It's not that

18 different from your plant, I don't think. The requirements

19 for accuracy--for having an operable system for rod position
-

- 20 indicators still exists. The fact that the rod is full out

~

21 has a bearing on the indicators in the sense that you can
,

,

I P -Ne folk
j, 22 sometimes use t: r-11 out )n( indicator as a backup, if you say
\ .

|r. 23 your analog channel should die. But the requirements for an
:i

i

| '" {
24 operable rod position indication system persists, none the

b 25 same. See what I'm saying?
w

.

)
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r 1 MR. HOLMES (PSC): I hear what you're saying,
e ,~

(E 2 yes.g
l.,
~

3 MR. BEARD (NRC): And I guess, in particular, we
m

4 are concerned about going beyond the general case of havingj

I 5 tech specs that require an indicating system to be operable.-

1

| 6 There are requirements, in particular, for the rod full in
; _.
|, 7 limits. Typically if you lose a full-in limit capability, the

,.

8 required actions for the plant are more severe than if youp
- 9 lose the indication of it in some mid position, the core, the

10 corresponding to the analog or digital channel that's in your

- 11 plant. This absence of full in indication is considered more

|- 12 severe. I guess since you have not described the nature of

~ - ./

_

what direction you're going, other than you're going to have13

14 one, we have nothing to review in that area, other than you-

15 say you'll develop them and submit them prior to restart. Is
-

16 that correct? -

- -

,

17 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Yes.

- 18 MR. FULLER (PSC): Depends on if you want to
e

19 talk about the LCO or the surveillance requirements.

20 MR. BEARD (NRC): I'm speaking of the LCO.
77

.p
- 21 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): The LCO has not been

,

-.

22 developed at this point. We're not prepared to discuss that.
a

23 MR. BEARD (NRC): Why don't we then shift along ~~-

!
~ 24 to the surveillance part. When we reviewed At.tachment 5 to(

25 your report P-85040 dealing with your surveillance, I did not

,

I
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1 see any requirements to do what you might call a channel check,

.$- 2 or to determine the operability of the rod full-in limit

t _:.

3 lights when the rods are full in prior to a start-up.
7
j. 4 MR. BEARD (NRC): Did I miss that? Should I

-' 5 have seen something?

'

6 MR. FULLER (PSC): Prior to start-up?

7 MR. BEARD (NRC): Yes.
..

8 MR. FULLER (PSC): No, this surveillance program-
.

9 is based on operation.- In other words, I'm not saying

10 anything in this program that says that it cannot be modified
.

- 11 to accomodate special circumstances, like prior to start-up.

12' MR. BEARD (NRC): Are you saying there's really
~

rm.
'

_ s_ . 13 more to the overall surveillance program than is described

: p- 14 here? For example, the prestart-up items?

L
15 MR. FULLER (PSC): I'm saying that this interim

16 surveillance program was submitted for your perusal to elicit
i
| 17 comments on the program.-

~

18 -MR. BEARD (NRC): I think you are supposed to do

19 something in conjunction with your rod exercising program with
-

,- 20 regard to your analog and digital indicators. Maybe rather

~

.
21 than my conjecturing, could you just briefly summarize what

j.
g 22 you would do to verify or determine the operability of the

. .

,, 23 analog indicators and any other associated rod position

({} 24 indicators?

; L 25 MR. FULLER (PSC): Other than rod in and rod out
;-

.

m .i
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1 limit-switches.
;n

h 2. MR. BEARD (NRC): I'd like to hear both.

"- 3 MR. FULLER (PSC): Okay.
m

4 MR. BEARD (NRC): I wanted'to make sure, rather
..

5 than getting what I think your intent is, I'd rather have you,

6 tell me what your intent was in summary form.
-

-

7 MR. FULLER (PSC): On a weekly basis, we would
a

8 compare the analog to the digital position indication. We_

9 would do that on fully withdrawn rods, the partially inserted
-

-

10 rods, the fully inserted rods on a weekly basis.

. 11 MR. BEARD (NRC): You would compare the two?
i . .

|!- 12 MR. FULLER (PSC): Yes. As far as the rod out

||~f^' 13 limit. switches are concerned, on a weekly basis, for the rods
u_'

14 that are fully withdrawn, and prior to doing the rod drop test,
;I

,,

i-- 15 we would confirm that the rod out light is, in fact, lit; that

16 we do not have rod in lights or. slack cable lights; that
;(.

!,^ 17 subsequent to the dropping of the control rod, we would
?

;- 18 observe that the rod out light had gone out. And subsequent

' 19 to the withdrawal to'the full out position, for that control

,
20 rod, we would verify that the rod out light did relight. That

i

'2 21 would be on the fully withdrawn rods.
^

H.
! 22 For the partially inserted rods, because of the
a

23 position, you're not going to be able to confirm anything at -

i d( )
24 that point in time for the rod in limit or rod out limit

;] 25 lights. However, we can observe that the slack cable light is
,

's.
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1 not lit.

''

2 For the fully inserted control rods, on a weekly
I.,
e

3 surveillance, we would confirm that the rod in limit light is
_

4 on, and that the rod out and the slack cable lights are off.

- 5 on a quarterly basis, for the fully withdrawn
,

6 control rods, we would propose to check the redundance of the
3

7 rod out limit switches. We would do that by essentially
,

8 observing that we have one of the lights, which means that at-

"

9 least one of the switches is made up, determining which switch

I
i 10 that is, bypass that switch, withdraw the rod further until we

- 11 got the subsequent make up on the redundant switch, confirm

12 that the withdrawal interlock circuitry operated, for

n
13 partially inserted rods, again you cannot test those switches.y. .

14 And for fully inserted rods we would not propose that we would-

-

15 test the limit switches on a quarterly basis since the fully
-

' 16 inserted rods are performing their designed function.

- 17 on a refueling cycle basis, we would propose to
? .

18 pick up the redundance check of the rod in limit switches by

19 the described switches which is essentially the same as the,

20 rod out, only in the opposite direction.
:

~

21 MR. BEARD (NRC): What about the analog meters

22 during your rod exercising?

23 MR. FULLER (PSC): During the rod exercising,
'

~Q 24 for example, on a fully withdrawn rod, prior to dropping the
,
j. 25 control rod, we would compare the analcg and the digital.

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103' ,
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1 Once we had dropped the control rod for an approximate 10-inch,
.

2 not 6-inch distance, we would compare the analog and digital-

"
3 at that point. And upon withdrawal to the full out position,

-

.
4 we would again compare to make sure that during that rod drop,

5 we didn't introduce any disparity.,

6 MR. BEARD (NRC): That's during the scram test?

P~
7 MR. FULLER (PSC): Yes, the weekly rod drop test.,,

...

8 MR. BEARD (NRC): Are you not proposing to also.,.

"
9 have a weekly or some exercise program that's separate from

10 that?

11 MR. FULLER (PSC): No. On a weekly basis, that

'

12 is our exercise program.-

9 13 MR. BEARD (NRC): In other words, you drop it 10

14 inches and drive it out; that gets you the exercise. Is that

' 15 what you're saying?

' 16 MR. FULLER (PSC): Yes. As far as the

17 comparison for the partially inserted rods, we essentially_

18 obtained the same analog and digital position comparison

19 information as we do for the fully withdrawn rods. For the

20 fully inserted control rods, all we can do is observe that the
e.

"
21 analog and digital reading for the fully inserted rods do

,

-

I! 22 compare. Our technical specifications currently anyway,
L

23 prevent us from withdrawing those control rods any distance,

t
'

24 out of a prespecified sequence. So that it would not be

25 possible, even under the existing technical specifications,

,
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1 even for a distance of 6, 8, 10 inches to go ahead and pull a

2 control rod out of sequence. On a quarterly basis, again we
'

3 would essentially perform the same tests, since that
"

,

_
comparison is not that difficult to perform.4

5 MR. WAGNER (NCR): In that same area on thep
!-

6 interim surveillance program, page 1 of this section, same

7 section you were dealing with.

8 MR. FULLER (PSC): Attachment 5.-

9 MR. WAGNER (NCR): I notice that there is in the

[
10 listing on Page 1 no line item to obtain the time for drop of

.

11 approximately 10 inches, and no line item that says you will-

12 determine scram time in this program. Is that an oversight?
,

13 MR. FULLER (PSC): In the discussion section--y

r 14 MR. WAGNER (NCR): The discussion section on

'

15 page 3 at the top, .it says from the distance dropped and the

16 time of drop, and approximately average scram time can be

17 calculated.,

;

"
18 MR. FULLER (PSC): Let me put it to bed. We

19 will get the data that will be the distance, and the time from

- 20 that we will calculate a scram time, recognizing the fact that

21 that scram time is based on a 10-inch rod drop as opposed to a

22 previously 6-inch rod drop, and that that information will be:

- 23 used as, to confirm that that number calculated from that is

24 less than 160 seconds, which is the FSAR assumed maximum scram
,
j 25 time._ The value of that number, in my opinion, establishes a

-
.
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1 priority for the analysis of the proposed back-EMF analysis.
,_

t 2 Recognizing that when we are doing it on a weekly basis, a--

"
3 large number of control rod drops, and, therefore, gathering a

-~

j 4 tremendous amount of information on the back-EMF the 160-second

5 scram time can act as a good indicator for establishings

6 priority on the data analysis.
~

-

7 MR. WAGNER (NCR): To make sure I understand
..

8 what you just said, on page 3 it indicates that you would get-

9 an average scram time, but then it continues, the acceptance
--

10 criteria will be 160 seconds--i.

- 'll MR. FULLER (PSC): Correct.

12 MR. WAGNER (NCR): --which is the maximum scram'-

~ ' ' '
13 time. If, in fact, you''re getting an average scram time,

q .C

14 rather than a value--let me rephrase. How do you correlate_

15 the average scram time to the maximum scram time? And I
'

_

16 understand there was some conservatism built in'.
u.

17 MR. FULLER (PSC): There is. The scram time_
,

18 that we are calculating based on this 10-inch rod drop test'is-

I 19 conservative in the respect that you are accelerating the rod
L.

20 from rest.
_!

2 21 MR. WAGNER (NCR): Thank you. No more.

22 MR. BEARD (NRC): I think that I understand

23 you're proposing a 10-inch tolerance or acceptance limits for -

' 24 deviation between this. Tell me what the basis of the 10(-
l 25 inches is.
J

,

M I
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1 MR. FULLER (PSC): In the FSAR, the assumed

{(:-
2 maximum deviation between control rods within a rod group of

,

a
3 three rods is assumed to be 2 feet, plus or minus a foot. We

h

j 4 believe that 10 inches is well within that assumed band.

5 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I hear you saying that the

"

6 actual position of the control rod has to be within 2 feet,

7 plus or minus 1 foot. What does that have to do with the

8 deviation between an analog and a digital-type measurement?-

9 MR. FULLER (PSC): It is the only basis on a

(*
| 10 short term that we can come'up with for trying to tie in what
-

-- 11 would be an acceptance criteria.

'-'

12 MR. BEARD (NRC): What the other plants have

~i- .

13 done is to say there's an allowable indicated deviation

- 14 between rods which, when added to the allowable inaccuracies

'"
15 in the position indicators, assures that I'm within that

16 appropriate number--in your case, plus or minus 12 inches.

17 What most of them have done to provide operational flexibility-.

"
18 is to take--let me back up and say this differentlyg The end

ged
19 result of what they have done is that half the asse tolerance

. 20 is allowed for operational indicated differences. The other

l
~

21 half is allocated to acceptable deviations, or inaccuracies in,

b
j 22 the instrumentation system for where you are.

''

23 It appears to us that if you're allowing 10,

!

24 inches for inaccuracy, that being 5/6 of the total allowed,

25 you're only allowing 2 inches for indicated deviations. There

[ KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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r-
1 seems to be a little imbalance there as compared to the way{J

1 2 the rest of the world does it.
a

3 3 MR. FULLER (PSC): Can we caucus a second?

5 4 (Discussion was had off the record.)
c.

5 MR. FULLER (PSC): We can now proceed. We

- 6 acknowledge your suggestion. We're going to have to take that

I~ 7 into consideration.
L.

8 MR. BEARD (NRC): Let me ask another question,

- 9 along the same vein. There's been some comments and some

f 10 concern related to, I will call it overdriving the rods,
L

_
11 driving them in further than limit switch, and you can get

L 12 into a couple problems. With inaccuracy of 10 inches, to me
i

~ ' '
13 that implies that the meter reads zero when in fact it could

_ N-
14 be minus 10, or it could be plus 10, the true position. If_

|'
r 15 damage is likely to occur at 6 inches, do you believe that a

,~

16 10-inch tolerance is anywhere in the right ballpark to protect
.-

17 you from damage?
_

p
~- 18 MR. FULLER (PSC): Why would you propose the

i 19 damage would be likely at 6 inches or--
L

20 MR. BEARD (NRC): Because the specifications on,

a 21 the present. equipment, in my understanding, indicates there's
,

? 22 possibilities of damage at 6 to 10 inches based on either the
a'

23 physical interference problem, or with the present pots, this

is 24 overtravel only gives you 5 inches or 6 inches. Now, to whatI ()
7 25 degree you would be able to get in the new pots and what
,J

|
'

r ,
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1 degree that would be acceptable and stuff, we'll get to later,
.

i 2 but I'm really focusing on the present equipment.p

K
3 MR. BEARD (NRC): I think people realize that at

4 the minus 10-inch point you run into two or three problems.

5 One is, damage to the multi-jaw coupling. A second one is you-

- 6 might bind up the cable and the anchor in that region, and

7 then, of course, there's a basic overtravel on the indicators

8 themselves.-

~ 9 All I'm really trying to say, Chuck, is this.

r-
i 10 When you select your acceptance tolerance, you have to bear in

_ 11 mind that if there's that much error, and it's really there,
~

' 12 off that much, am I going to get in trouble anyplace. I think

m e.
13 that minus 10 inches, you might be in trouble with your

14 multi-jaw coupling. I'm really raising the question, the

r

15 process, whatever you went through to get the minus 10 inches,
'

-

16 appears to not have considered the basic problems you've
..

I_ 17 experienced. Granted, it's within some tolerance in your FSAR

18 but there are other considerations.- '

19 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): The selection process for

20 that allowed inaccuracy, we will address those points._,

21 MR. FULLER (PSC): I guess I have one lingering
-

{ 22 question on the minus 10 inches. The way that the control rod

23 instrumentation is set up is that, outside of core, is that
^

,

|.
24 for a fully inserted control rod, which we can physically

.; 25 observe, the limit switches are set so that they just make at
J

.
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[ 1 that position, and the readings from the potentiometers are

2 subsequently adjusted to read zero. Now, on a weekly basis

3 for rods that are fully in, we confirm that we do, in fact,
-

4 still have the rod in limit light, and we do have zero inches;

5 reading on the analog and the digital. I don't quite--I still-

~:
6 don't quite understand how we would get to the minus 10 being

.--

7 allowable. Corrective action for the minus 10 is to readjust
. . . .

8 that reading until we get back, in that case, back to zero.__

* 9 MR. BEARD (NRC): Let me explain my concern to

10 you a little better. This all sounds real good in an

_. 11 auditorium like this, but you and I both know that over a

|-
12 period of time, if you see discrepancies starting to build up,

'-

13 and you know that the cost of going in'and r'eadjusting the cam

14 switch, or changing the pot, or something like that, that's a._

15 big cost. So you're not going to do it until you feel like-

; u,i 16 it's important or required. I read this as saying it becomes -

:_ 17 required at 10 inches. I read this as also saying we as
i ;.

'

" 18 regulators are comfortable with a 9.9 inch discrepancy. we

19 feel like that's acceptable. I'm not sure I'm comfortable

20 with that. In other words, I agree with you, as long as the,

of
J 21 two are agreeing, there is no problem, but this says, you are

h 22 not required to do anything until it's 10 inches, or whatever

23 the new number comes out to be. So I have to do my review ^ '

i f. *
|

. 24 based on the possibility it could be there.
,

25 MR. FULLER (PSC): So if I were to add a

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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--

j 1 paragraph in here that says, if it disagrees by more than 3

C 2 inches, get them to agree.-

"

3 MR. BEARD (NRC): I think that would go a long
.,

4 way to saying that--

5 MR. FULLER (PSC): In general, our surveillancec-

6 tests are written that way, so perhaps I overlooked that
I

7 aspect at the time.
.a

8 MR. BEARD (NRC): In other words, let's see--,

,

'
9 suppose you end up with some acceptance limit for tech spec

10 operability, and then you say half that value, which would-

__ 11 indicate something is wrong. Say our procedures would require

" 12 that maintenance or appropriate surveillance, whatever your

(. 13 appropriate repair action would be, would be initiated when it

14 was half that' value, I think that would have eliminated a lot__

15 of this concern.
'

16 MR. FULLER (PSC): No problem.

17 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Just for information, from_,

18 your past experience, how much do the digital and analog

19 measurements differ on any given day? I mean, do you actually.
-

._ 20 see 10-inch differences?
'

21 MR. FULLER (PSC): No.,

| 22 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Can you give me some order
.

23 of magnitude? I mean 1 inch? 5 inches? I'm just trying to-,

!

{; 24 get a feel for it.
,

5 25 MR. FULLER (PSC): I'd have to get some kind ofJ
.
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a feeling from the operators that watch that 8 hours a day,1

2 but it's not out--it's not 10 inches.c

"

3 MS. BENNETT (NRC): You understand that as an

C
:l' 4 experimentalist, I would be real unhappy if I had a digital
. Lu.

5 and analog system or measurement that disagreed anywhere near,

'
6 that, on that order, I mean, I would just be real unhappy with

-

)

f... 7 that kind of measurement system. So that's why I was asking i

.

8 you. |,

|

'

9 MR. FULLER (PSC): As an experimentalist, I can

10 understand that.
~- .

11 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I think you would be more-.

12 concerned as a reactor operator.
"-

;

'

~ < .
g' 13 MR. FULLER (PSC): No. Not on this type of

14 reactor.:.-

||j' 15 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Okay.
,

. .

16 MR. FULLER (PSC): I'm not saying that 10 inches.L.<

17 is fully acceptable 24 hours a day for ever and ever and we,.

- 18 wouldn't take some corrective action, but 10 inches would not

i

19 be the point.for extreme concern.
u.

_ 20 MR. WAGNER (NCR): One quick question I had on
.,

21 my list. Since we talked about overdrive, Attachment 7 to

h. 22 P-85040 is one page of SOP 12-01, and it indicates what to do
%

*

23 if you don't get the in light on a scram. The first question
,

i

!. i

L"[ ) 24 is, have your operators been trained on this revised procedure?

rj 25 MR. FULLER (PSC): Yes.

, ,

b)):
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1 MR. WAGNER (NCR): Second question, as the last

2 item on there, if you don't receive the in light on the second

"
3 try, the statement is initiate SSR.

i 4~ MR. FULLER (PSC): SSR is station service

5 request, that's the old PTR.,,

|:
! 6 MR. WAGNER (NCR): Work request, thank you.

7 MR. BEARD (NRC): What adjustments can, on a

8 practical basis, be made if your analog disagrees with your-

4
; -

* 9 digital? What can be done, besides forfeiting the analog? In

10 other words, make it agree? What else can you do?

| .. 11 MR. FULLER (PSC): Besides adjusting the zero in
i

12 span, in core, nothing that I'm immediately aware of.

13 MR. BEARD (NRC): I'm concerned that based on

14 experience with other plants, that these kinds of adjustments. ,,

15 can end up with a situation where you don't know where your

16 rods are at all within some bound, because if you have two

17 instruments and they disagree, one has to assume that one is, _ ,
*

i
'- 18 right and one is wrong. If you assume that the digital is

) 19 right because you like digital things, and you force the
| L.

20 analog by the span of zero adjustments to agree with it, you,,,

q
'J 21 can end up covering up a problem. This has happened on other:

22 plants. It also is complicated by the fact that you may add

23 just it with the rod full out, or three-fourths of the way out" -
<

24 or some distance like that and then find out that when you go
,

1 25 to scram, you don't have any idea what it's going to read when
,.3

.
.
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| 1 you get to the bottom, and therefore, you don't know for sure.. _

(
c. - 2 if it's at the bottom as far as your analog and digitals go.

,

'

3 MR. FULLER (PSC): J.T., I would suggest to you
-

4 that a mechanism--I'm not saying this is the mechanism--but a

5 method that could be used is that the control rod for a-

: -

6 partially inserted, or actually any rod in any position, could;

-

i 7 be inserted to get the rod in limit light, which we have a
1 t.

8 high degree of confidence in. It hasn't shifted position.,

'- 9 Zero can be adjusted there. It can be then subsequently

10 withdrawn to the full out..

_ 11 MR. BEARD (NRC): If you do'that, you're
i

12 probably in good shape. I've seen other people do it without-
'

-

&.' - 13 moving the rod. They just wiggle knobs in the two degrees

. 14 because the, plant super said, make them agree, son, and he
' 15 made them agree.;

' 16 MR. BEARD (NRC): B.c I think as long as you use

17 the approach you're describing, that you'll be much better off.j

18 MR. FULLER (PSC): We have used that approach.-

_

+; 19 MR. BEARD (NRC): I think in the absence of any
' :J.

i 20 suggested LCO, or action statements on your indicators, I

21 don't see any further comments on the proposed surveillance.
.

",
22 I would--maybe there is another one, but I guess I would,

; 23 rather ask, do you have any idea of what these LCOs or action ~^

24 statements might look like, or when we.would see them?
r,

'

E.' 25 MR. HOLMES (PSC): As part of our technical
id

f \ KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 specification upgrade program, those would be coming into you

2 in the form of a draft technical specifications for an

v
') 3 acceptance review on April 1 of this year. There's a chance

4 that it might be available sooner than that date, but that's

5 our current deadline.-

6 MR. BEARD (NRC): Would that sort of schedule
..

7 create the situation where you folks are submitting proposed
_.

8 tech specs in this area to be supported by procedures.,

9 MR. BEARD (NRC): The day before you would like-

10 to go critical again, restart the plant?

11 MR. HOLMES (PSC): It's not, at this time, our
,,

' 12 understanding that approval of those tech specs is a

,'
13 prior-to-restart item. We have to have procedures in place at

,
-

14 the time of restart that are responsive to the various
.,_

,

.L 15 concerns that were outlined in the 14-man audit report.

-

16 MR. BEARD (NRC): That's right.
L

17 MR. HOLMES (PSC): And we intend to have those
,

:
S 18 procedures in place. Again, t' hat deadline is April 1, also.

19 MR. BEARD (NRC): Let me elaborate a little more

20 on that. There are two areas in which the tech specs are toa

21 be revised, as I understand it. Generally speaking, one is
*
-

,

] 22 that generic upgrade of the quality or clarity, and other
a

23 reasons that sort of separate of today's issue. That's ~ '

i
24 clearly not a restart item. There are other items that come--

] 25 out of the direct failure experience at this plant, such as
a ;

f; KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1j the control rod drive operability, make something with regard
,

. , .

[p' 2 to when you might shut the plant down with regard to high
ti 3 moisture, or loss of purge flow, what you would do in the
e.

4 event the position indicators didn't work, et cetera. Those

5 kind of things that really fix the problem. These are,

I 6 different in nature, slightly, from a general upgrading of the

[ 7 document that is not related to restart.
.L.

8 MR. BEARD (NRC): The ones that are related to

- .9 your failures, I think that the NRC would like ,to know the

10 content of those things before you restart and have an

11 opportunity to look them over, so that we understand the, . .

'

12 conditions under which your procedures will have you drive

~[{. 13 your plant around and that we are generally agreeable with
_

14 that. Is that your understanding, or is there a

t. 15 misunderstanding?
_

16 MR. ROLMES (PSC): I hear what you're saying.
*

.

y '

17 We have not been asked to provide that information in the time_:
1 18 schedule you've indicated. We've been asked to have interim;

[2 19 procedures in place prior to restart that address the problems
e

20 that you've indicated. We've roughly outlined those in our

a 21 submittals here and are proceeding to have those available by
._

_

22 April 1.;
:

.

23 MR. BEARD (NRC): Right, and I think that what ~~

i
u 24 you've done is, here in the area of the surveillance of the

l1 25 indicators, you've outlined a program from which specific
'J

.

G
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[ l procedures and tech specs could be derived later. In the area

, r '~ 2 of LCOs regarding the instrumentation, you have not done that.
!.
e

3 MR. BREY (PSC): Could we take a couple minutes?
m

4 Do you mind if we take a couple minutes?

5 (Discussion was had off the record.)-

L 6 MR. BREY (PSC): I think we are ready to go

|[ 7 again.

|- 8 MR. IRELAND (NRC): We are ready to proceed.

~

9 MR. BEARD (NRC): Where are we? Forgive me, I
-.

10 lost track of where we were.
,

.

11 MR. BREY (PSC): It's Friday afternoon. We left--

'
12 off on the issue of the LCO versus the interim procedure, and

( 13 in reading the 14-man audit report, we commit to providing you

14 the interim procedures which will reflect in substance the7
|l'
;

15 LCOs by March 15.
.

PM

16 MR. POWERS (NRC): Larry, does that include bothq
_

17- 1, 2 and 3, or 2 only on 3-B of the 14-man report?-

FU'LER (PSC): We are talking about items 1,
"

18 MR. L
_

] 19 2 and 3 on--of the 14-man audit on the upgrade program for

20 tech specs.,

'

21 MR. POWERS (NRC): Thank you.

22 MR. GAHM (PSC): Since that is a procedure, it3
- 23 will go to Dick 1reland, Region IV, point of clarification.

~ '

,

24 MR. IRELAND (NRC): If we get it expeditiously,['

i 25 we will be sure that the people that want to look at it tou
.
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1 finish their SER reviews get it. j

. 2 MR. BEARD (NRC): We are obviously interested in

- 3 the content of it in general terms similar to the way you

r-
'

4 described this surveillance program, the procedure per se. I
i.

5 think we are at the point of shifting subjects slightly from,..

6 surveillance to the maintenance program that you describe in*

-.

7 one of your submittsis. I think it was attachment No. 3 to
,

8 the famous P-85040, under preventive maintenance. I think we,,

i

i 9 only have a couple of short questions. I understand that

"
10 there are surged diodes across the brake and limited switch

.l.

,
11 relays. The question is how will you verify the operability

5 12 of surge diodes.

~ ~ - 13 MR. BEARD (NRC): Primarily across the brake,'

.+
14 because obviously the failure of surge diodes is going to have

_

-- 15 an effect on scram capability.
.

I 16 MR. CRAUN (PSC): And apparently it seems--

17 MR. BEARD (NRC): It.seems to us it ought to be

H- 18 part of your maintenance program.

19 MR. EGGBRATEN (PSC): I guess I'm not familiar

20 with these surge diodes that you're referring to there.

21 MR. BEARD (NRC): We started out making an--

IT 22 assumption, Jim, and I'm not sure the assumption is valid.;N.-
\

l 23
,, MR. EGGBRATEN (PSC): I never heard of those '

24 diodes. Then again, I'm not familiar with that particular

l- 25 electrical diagram.
:3

.

|9 KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 MR. BEARD (NRC): Why don't we start out again.

(
. ,;- 2 Are there surge diodes across the brake?

'
.

3 , MR. FULLER (PSC): We don't know the answer to

4 that. At least I don't know the answer to that.
l.

5 MR. BEARD (NRC): Can we get someone to see if_
I
t.
L 6 they can check to find out.

-,

7 MR. FULLER (PSC): What do you mean by a surge
- .

8 diode? I'm not familiar with that term. Maybe--

9 MR. BEARD (NRC): Voltage.-

,

10 MR. TOMAN (FRC): On your limit switch relays,

11 you definitely have a surge diode, and when you open your

- 12 contactor or your limit switch, it quenchs the inductive kick

~[]. 13 from the relay. You may have one also on your brake, and the
_

14 question is it changes the timing of the operation of the, r.
:
.

| 15 brake significantly, if it does exist.
'

|- 16 MR. FULLER (PSC): We will. find out.
'

|u
| ,,

17 MR. BEARD (NRC): Here is a question that really
|

$ 18 doesn't fit any category too well, but it's probably as good

'

19 as.any. We understand you're going to be replacing the ten
u

,
20 turn pots with 15 turn pots, and we are curious as to whether

,- 21 or not you're going to provide the same degree of
:

-

22 qualification or quality on these pots as you have presentlyy
!J

23 with the ten turn pots, especially in view of the fact this is' ~,;

- 24 a special-built item.

~

. :25 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): J.T., before you get too
:;

l
'

j KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 far, the guy that I need to answer that is off on an urgent
. _.

, &. 2 phone call.
;.

L'
3 MR. BEARD (NRC): We can come back to it.

m

-[| 4 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): As soon as we get him

5 back, we will answer that.;p-

6 MR. BEARD (NRC): Chuck, on the question about

F
7 the surge diodes on the brake, same question would apply tog

-- 8 the surge diodes across the relays for the limit switches, as

9 to whether the operability of those things is checked from

10 time to time. How do you do that? Obviousl~, if you don'ty
.

|c 11 quench the voltage spike, or limit that voltage spike, it's

'
12 going to go back in the system someplace and cause damage

(. 13 sooner or later, I would suspect. Maybe it can even damage

- 14 the limit switches themselves.

I~ 15 Just a point of summary, I guess we're talking

I
i 16 about a lull point here, with regard to the causes and
t

17 corrective actions that you're planning on for them
.

~ 18 instrumentation, my understanding is that you're going to put

19 in new pots. You're going to, I believe, change the slope on.

L 20 the cams for the limit switches. Is that the extent of what's

"
21 planned for the about restart time frame?

r
f. ,22 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): The program description for' P- 75040

23 the refurbishment program is Attachment 2 to Bh460. As far as' ',.

i
I

24 position potentiometer and limit switches having to do with
~-

, O'
f 25 control drive assemblies, we're going to test and replace |

.
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1 those, as necessary, and any component previously identified
.. gem C *,
ic 2 as being faulty would be replaced.pg I assume the test for the

.i 3 limit switch is if the light comes on, it works; if the light

' 4 doesn't come on, you replace it.
'j

5 NcNANC- Yes, basically.
--

6 MR. BEARD (NRC): I had heard someplace, maybe I.

"' 7 read it, maybe I heard it in the hallway, that you were going
,a

8 to change the design of the cams associated with limit
-

9 switches._.

10 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Yes, that is correct. The
.. .

11 slope of the cam is being modified.

I'
'

12 MR. BEARD (NRC): Did you consider any other

13 modifications, in particular, lengthening the plateau of the* ''

v
-

14 cam?
..

15 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): I would have to defer that_

~

16 to a person who is out on the urgent phone call.
2

17 MR. BEARD (NRC): The pots are going to be
.

_
18 replaced with the 15 turn design; is that correct?

19 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): No, sir, they are not. The,,

a
20 15 turn design was being considered, but we did not have those

.

21 qualified; therefore, we are keeping with the same design pots,

-

'

22 during this refurbishment program.
a

23 MR. BEARD (NRC): So that any replacement would ~-

24 be identical in kind?;O.
- 25 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Yes.

s
..
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_

1 MR. BEARD (NRC): So the question about the
,

1 2 qualifying the 15 turn pots really apparently is not
'

s

3 applicable.

P. 4 MR. HOLMES (PSC): That's a long-term item for{
5 the 14-man audit report.-~

'
6 MR. BEARD (NRC): My understanding is the cams

-

7 are going to be changed approximately in the restart time
.

8 frame; in other words, it's a short-term fix.-

' 9 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Excuse me, I'm going to
-

10 have to verify that.

11 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I think we have to verify, . .

12 that one, too, and again, we will wait until Jack gets back.'

_{ 13 MR. BEARD (NRC): Maybe we ought to get back to

14 that. I think Jim is here. Would this be an appropriate time-

- 15 to go to the wattmeter test.
_

16 MR. BREY (PSC): I believe it would be.
.:

,_ 17 MR. BEARD (NRC): I think we have gone as far as

- 18 we can go with the exception of the few things we need to come

19 back on, yes. Attachment 6, if I remember correctly, has a
L.

_. 20 couple of parts to it. One is what you might call the

,

engineering paper or discussion paper on the subject, and a21

22 second part is the actual procedure. I divided the questions

. 23 up into those. Pretty much, they relate to the engineering
~~

24 paper up front, and then later some questions on the procedure.-

|

25 I think the overall approach or the tone in the write-up is

, ,
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p.
i. 1 very, very presumptuous, in that it.tends to presume the rod
Lg

2 is at its correct position, and the purpose is merely l
-

Fi i

h 3 confirmatory. This approach has a problem with it. It

r-
; 4 invites the interpretations on the person reading the data and
i

5 potentially compromise these conclusions reached. I believe_

!
I' 6 that it should be oriented toward determining, or ascertaining,

i. . .

([ 7 what the rod position is, and that would be supported by a
;i.

_
8 discussion and examples. It would include this off normal

9 locations, such as at minus 10 inches, plus 10 inches, plus 50,,

-

10 as examples of off normals, as well as the zero. And then the

11 tone would be, you might see any of these. So through,

!- 12 interpreting what you see, you know what the rod is.

'' - 13 MR. EGGBRATEN (PSC): I guess the big question
\-

.s

!_ 14 there is, it is somewhat presumptuous, like you say, in the
l'

15 sense that you--first of all, before you do anything with a

| 16 test, there would be very little reason to believe that the
|J
l

|- 17 rod would be at any other than the fully inserted position had
<

18 you never seen any indication of rod hang up or abnormal

U 19 wattage. So the test, as a prerequisite, looks for the normal
a

20 wattage indications that indicate freedom of motion of the

1 21 mechanism, and the control rod in the reactor, and those
|
F 22- requirements would tend to add quite a bit of support to the
-

.

23 idea that you could start, at least, by making an assumption ~ '

r
|l
3a m 24 that the rod was inserted, .and then either verify or refute

. .:
.

}} 25 that through the test itself.

.
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[ 1 MR. BEARD (NRC): The paper emphasizes that the

2 steady state wattage is significantly different for an inward'r--

3 drive versus an outward drive. I believe the numbers are

4 something like 86 versus 46 watts. However, the actual[;

5 procedure does not use this characteristic.p
'

6 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): If you go to the very

7 last phase of the procedure, it does.

p 8 MR. BEARD (NRC): In the third phase?
I

9 MR. EGGEBROTEM'(PSC): The very last final phase,
7. .

| 10 yes.

- 11 MR. BEARD (NRC): You think that's appropriate;

"

12 in other words, the last~ ditch, the one you have to go to the

%
13 station manager to get his approval?

14 MR. EGGEBROTEM (PSC): Yes, and if I go ahead-

-

15 and expound upon that further, the reason that that is the
-

16 last ditch is that, although that's the most definitive aspect
-.

17 of the test, it's also the one that most certainly will-

~

18 destroy any remaining. indication, should any indications still

.r
,i 19 be available, which is the reason why that one--

20 MR. BEARD (NRC)a I guess I don't understand,

-

21 that at all. Let me put it another way. In the first phases

22 of the procedure, I believe you pulled the rod out a certain

23 distance and observed the wattmeter test results, right?
" '

..

24 MR. EGGEBROTEM (PSC): Correct, and you repeat

d 25 that a number of times.
a

.

f h
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1 MR. BEARD (NRC): And you pull out and go in,
7' .

2 pull out and go in. I don't understand why the steady statem.

3 value of that wave shape is not one of your criteria at that
-.

4 point in time, because the information seems to be available,

5 seems to be a distinctive characteristic. I guess I just.

6 don't understand.

7 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): Well, there's a number of>

8 different stepss you can take on determining any test, and the...

. i- 9 intention at that particular phase of the test was to make use

r
10 of the change in the steady wattage that occurs for either an

11 out or an in shim, and use that to verify position. Now,,

12 there would be very little use in comparing the in and the out
'

(] 13 steady values at that point because there's always the

14 distinction between the in and the out steady values at any__

15 rod position as long as the rod is supported. You would see
-

,

16 the same thing at 100 inches or 150 inches, essentially, as
_

_
17 would you see at zero inches.

;- 18 MR. BEARD (NRC): I thought it would be

!I 19 important to show that as you pulled the rod in the direction
;L

a
20 you believe to be out, it is, in fact is out drive, versus an

1 21 in drive,
,

,
because it's not in the position you think it might

-

22 be. I thought that was part-of the objective.
_

23 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): Well, the test starts out" '_

. 24 assuming you are not concerned about the possibility of

.,
~

Ej- 25 overdriving beyond the in limit. In other words, it's
-

o
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i 1 assuming you either scrammed the rods and they haven't
~C
mh:2 2 scrammed and they are still out at normal withdrawn position,
i4<>
""

3 or that in fact, the rods have been scrammed and they are at
.m
k, 4 an in position. Do you see my point? That you're always

5 going to have that difference between an in and an out shim atc.

F
.''

6 any particular rod location.
-

[I 7 Now, later on in the third phase of the test,
I

8 you use that to verify that, in fact, in and out shim you dor,

|.
'"

9 observe the normal out wattage, and in an in shim, you do
__

i 10 observe the normal in wattage, until you go to the phase of
L,

- 11 the test where you drive beyond the normal in limit, and you

~ 12 make use of the fact that there is always a~ difference in

,.

,
power consumption when you're raising compared to lowering the13

14 rod, and that, again, is what you use in the third phase tom
i
- 15 determine position, where the only way that relationship can

7
16 swap is.if, in fact, you're pulling the rod on the insertion,.

|- 17 which is the winding of the drum in the reverse direction.
( .

d"
t 18 MR. BEARD (NRC): So at any rate, I guess in
,p
|g 19 summary you don't feel like that's a worthwhile thing to do in

20 that stage of the test...

2 21 MR. EGGBROTEN (PSC): The reason the test was
t

(l.'

developed in the manner that it was was it's assumed that you22

:- 23 have some indication that you are using, or you desire to
' '

| -

' /, .. 24 verify, so it starts out in a manner that assumes the(s.

25 equipment is in its existing condition, and you are simply
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1 verifying. Going on that assumption, you do not, under way
.

4 2 circunstances, desire to drive beyond the normal in limit,7-

lI
3 .because you will destroy your information.

4 MR. BEARD (NRC): There's a part in the paper

5 that indicates that while the wattmeter test can determine, _ .

* 6 whether both rod on the pair are, in fact, still hanging there,

7 that this is only nice to know information and is not
|
,

l

8 important, and therefore, not included. It seems to me that_
,

!
" 9 in view of'the recent experience that you have gone through,

10 that just exactly the opposite would be the case.
L

11 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): What I was trying to do,

!
12 there was indicated that you.could, in fact, determine that,'

[]} 13 if you were looking for it. I feel using that test at the

14 same time with the replacement materials envisioned, and what.

15
~

have you, we don't anticipate having a problem of the sort

; {F 16 that we've experienced in the past.

.
17 MR. BEARD (NRC): I guess I was taking the

- 18 approach that it's right there in front of you. Why not use

19 that to check, and yes, both rods are there. You add that one
..

20 step to the procedure, and that's done. I guess you don't

'k 21 agree with that.

22 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): You also--you have to
.m

~~

23 realize that could be added at a later time; however, let me
,

.[
24 point out that one of the things that is suggested, in fact,- ("N.:),

3 25 it's requested of the person performing the test to verify, is
J

-

' ''
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1 that, in fact, he sees what is called, quote, normal
,

2 indication for both the in and the outward shim, and should-

3 one rod not be supported, the wattage for an outward shim

r
[.:

4 should come in below what would be called a normal value.

r- 5 MR. BEARD (NRC): Steady stated wattage. The

6 same would be basically the same, but the steady state wattage
..

7 would be--

8 MR. TOMAN (FRC): Wattage would be roughly half.m

9 That's not very accurate, but it's significantly less.

10 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): It would not be roughly
.

11 one-half, because the manner in which the motor is always

12 driving the mechanism, and the internal losses of the

,-

f 13 mechanism means that you will get a reduction in load. But

14 for example, if the reduction would go from say 96 watts, half-.

15 ,of 96 would be 48 watts, and yet what we have seen is an-

-

16 inward shim takes, say, 40 some odd watts, 43 watts or
:

17 something, and say the reduction you would get would be

- 18 expected to be down to, say, 70 watts. It would nowhere be

19 near one-half. However, it would be a significant reduction

20 that should be observable.,

I
i 21 MR. BEARD (NRC): Is there an intent to use this

1 -

22 other than for in-core hot testing?

~~
23 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): Well, the intention of

24 that particular test was to address the concerns of the NRC,

25 as well as to provide a fairly detailed justification, and

j,l KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 also interpretation of the information that could be taken by_,

>
2 using the test. So the intent really is to provide a-

:

3 justification for doing the kind of work that we have done
_

i

4 extensively in the near past, and that is monitoring all

I 5 phases of rod motion to preclude difficulties by monitoring

6 the performance of the mechanism through this motor wattage.
m

7 MR. BEARD (NRC): Let me try again. If one

" 8 would run that test with the reactor hot, under pressure, you

9 would get a certain set of data or results. Would you expect

.
it would be a detectable difference between that and a reactor10

11 three weeks later that had been depressurized, had a lot of

12 moisture in it, was now cold? Would you expect the data to be
,-

_ s- 13 different?

" 14 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): I don't expect there

~

15 would be a substantial difference, although I do expect there
.

_.. 16 would be a slight difference, becanse there would certainly be

-

17 a difference in the lash and the mechanism, which would
1 .

!

18 probably result in a detectable difference in wattage, but I
-

19 don't think it would be substantial._

20 MR. BEARD (NRC): Well, I guess what I'm trying
| [.;.

-.

| 21 to get to is, we have been hearing for a long time that we

| i'
.. 22 expect the electrical characteristics, as determined by the

r

.

,p 23 back-EMF test, to shift a noticeable amount when you go frcm

,L.(.) 24 cold to hot conditions, and vice versa, and I think that the
..,

|J 25 scope of the discussion that's present the engineering

'7
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f; 1 that there might be a difference, whether you expect certain

]'. 2 parameters to be in the direction of higher or the direction
.

3 of lower or whatever you can say about it so the guy can

P
G 4 interpret the data appropriately. In other words, the exact

p 5 numbers that are used in here are so close that the

6 differences between hot and cold might be that big, I don't
-

7 know.t

8 MR. BEARD (NRC): It seems like it's an omission-

9 to not address it.

F
10 '

MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): That difference has not
,

..

11 been addressed in that test specifically because the test has--

!

12 been used extensively, and really has only been used during

M
13 shutdown. The test has never been used during power operation.s_.

14 MR. BEARD (NRC): Maybe that's what needs to be-

L'
15 said.

m
16 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): So, when you ask me a

17 question of the nature of the question you're asking, you're,

"
18 basically asking me to speculate on''my knowledge of the

.

19 mechanism itself, and whether or not there would be a
m ;

20 different change in loading conditions on the mechanish going
i

'

21 from cold to hot conditions. I suspect there is a slight

22 change in the loading condition primarily due to the heas-up

23 of the mechanism itself, the drive mechanism. I do not ,
' ~

-
*

i

24 believe.that would be substantial. However, I could endision,(};
a
j 25 say, it would be on the order of a couple of watts, which

; \
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1 say, it would be on the order of a couple of watts, which
1. m.

hl~ 2 would be detectable using that test.
:

1~

3 MR. BEARD (NRC): I was thinking along the line !

W
[g 4 of pointing out up front, this test's intent, and it's been

5 used to date for the cold shutdown conditions, if it were to--

.

6 be used during other conditions, one would have to adjust

7 appropriately.

8 MR. FULLER (PSC): For the record, that'sp.
't
"' 9- acknowledged.

r'
10 MR. BEARD (NRC): We think that the paper needs,

.

._ 11 some reorganization or the information needs to be pooled

12 together with regard to the various and sundry, different

([. 13 uncertainty factors, such as in one place, they are accounted
_

- 14 for in a composite fashion. There are just uncertainties

l' 15 relating to the accuracy of the equipment, precision, reading

16 errors, the effect of the width of the pin, the effect of the

17 voltage variations, both the effect of slow voltage variations,_

18 as well as spikes or transients, periodic power oscillations;
-

19 seems like all these things need to be put together; all these

: .. 20 uncertainties of all these various types need to be put

21 together in one place and evaluated what the uncertainty is
-

m,.

22 for this measurement. I mean, there's a discussion maybe in;

23 one place about the accuracy of the wattmeter, and another
' '

.,-

![~
;"[ ; '24 place it's missing and doesn't say anything about the accuracy

25 of the speed of the recorder, and you want to make K-time.

- . ,
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j 1 relationships.

\ -

g' ' 2 MR. BEARD (NRC): It seems like all these things

|"~:
3 need to be collectiva.y discussed and considered. I don't see

4 that, therefore--

5 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): One of the things I dide-

-

6 do to try to eliminate the possibility of the use of various

7 different
-

instruments and some of the things you're discussing

8 was that, I believe, all the values that were used in the-

.

-

9 actual test itself were normalized.

F
10 In other words, none of the prerequisites or the,

'
.

11 values that were required to verify certain conditions were,-

- 12 using absolute values. In every case, they were normalized so
- ,- .

13 that your final criteria was developed in terms of as_ .
-

_ 14 percentage, which was then compared against a nominal value

' 15 that I have used based on the data that I've collected, and I

16 think that addresses some of these problems.

17 In addition, that was the reason why each of the,

,

" 18 various tests performed was repeated a number of times in

r 19 order to eliminate the possibility of spurious--the kinds of-

ht

20 spurious things that you're considering here and the

21 possibility that those might somehow invalidate the data. And
--

22 the fact that the test is requiring each of the individual
-

. 23 performances to pass the criteria, in my opinion, makes it

24(; very, very highly improbable that the test could ever be run

25 and have a confirmation of an end position at any other than-,

J
.

M
*
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1 the, in fact, end position.

{Y '
_

- 2 So that was the intent in the development of the
.

''

3 test, to address those items, and beyond that, certainly your

C
[7 4 concerns are legitimate, and that's how the test was wr.cten,

r 5 to try to address those.

6 MR. BEARD (NRC): Your report indicates that
.

[ 7 there are discrepancies between the results that you attained

- 8 to date, and various statements in the FSAR and your

~

9 operations and maintenance manuals. I guess we feel like
.

10 those differences need to be resolved before this test can be

11 found to be acceptable.

12 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): Could you be more

~W
13 specific as to the discrepancies, and we can discuss them on a_s,.

14 case-by-case basis.p.

- 15 MR. BEARD (NRC): I don't remember the page

16 number where you discussed them. I know that there were

17 several discrepancies discussed. Let me see if I can find it,

i
'

18 quickly.

r-

{ 19 on page 10, there was a discussion, and it says

- 20 something about a steady state wattage value of 80 to 110

"
21 watts, although the O & M manual refers to a value of 72 watts.

'I7
;: 22 It goes on to say, this might be consistent with references
e_.

23 that an 18-watt increase is required or could cause scram

L(} 24 failure, although there's another reference to 60 watts.

9

j 25 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): The only discrepancy,
.

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303)'G93-1103
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1 certain discrepancy I found, I believe, is your reference tom

(
f7 2 60 watts, and it was found in the O & M manual, which may have
b

3 been a typo. As I recall, the references in the FSAR, and in
r-
*

4 the--excuse me, the FSAR were 72 watts for normal wattage for

|- 5 an out shim, and 90 watts as being the wattage value, all

| 6 reference to 105 volts, a failure to scram would occur, and
rr-

,

the intent of the report was to indicate that possibly because7

- 8 some of the values came in above 90 watts, it was perhaps not

9 unexpected that failure to scram occurred in some instances.
.-

10 MR. BEARD (NRC): That's one way of resolving
'

.

11 the difference. Does that mean, then, for good responses one

'~
12 should expect outdrive wattages to be 90 or less?

f s.,

| 13 MR.' EGGEBROTEN (PSC): I have not addressed thats,
-

-- 14 question since I'm not developing a criteria myself for what'

"

15 is a good or a bad rod.
|-

| 16 MR. BEARD (NRC): I guess'the point remains that
_

17 whatever discrepancies there are that are in the report, and-

~ 18 there are more than I just mentioned, that was just an example,
r-

[ 19 there's another one on page 5 of the report, but' I think that

20 those discrepancies need to be explained or resolved.

i_
21 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): There is one discrepancy,

-.

22 and primarily it's a reference in the O & M manual, and if you

.

23 flip to the attachment on that report, I think it had, and I--

L. ( ;. 24 don't remember which one it was, but it had the references
,

.! 25 that were pulled out of the O & M manual and the FSAR, and
a

.
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.
1 there is one obvious glaring internal discrepancy. It's in

r-
,

r}- 2 the O & M manual.

t
3 MR. BEARD (NRC): Attachment 14.

n
4 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): Attachment 14.

r- 5 MR. WAGNER (NCR): One quick question while he's

~

6 looking. On page 13 of this Attachment 6, it talks about
;-

7 ICRDs, one rod and the other being instrumented, those are
,

8 both have now been replaced, is that not true?-

''

9 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): No, they have not been
.-

10 replaced at this time. They will not be going back into the

11 core following refurbishment. However, they are in the core

'

12 serving as plugs.

Y.
13 MR. WAGNER (NCR): Thank you.s_ .

14 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Also--are you still looking?-
I

15 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): No, I found that.

16 If you look at Attachment 14, the reference, I-
i

_

17 believe, that was inconsistent with the other references was,

"
18 the reference on page 47 of the O & M manual that references

...

..

60 watts as the maximum normal outwattage, beyond which19
-

- 20 reliable scram capability was not assured, and that's

"
21 inconsistent with other references within that manual, to 22

,

22 watts as ,the normal insertion wattage, and 72 watts as the

,

23 normal withdrawal wattage, and 18 Watts as the difference
~ ^

l

{ between the normal and the value beyond which scram may not24

25 occur due to high friction. So, that's really the glaring
a

.

M 9
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1 inconsistency I see within the O & M manual, and we are taking

,

i !

7?- 2 steps to correct that.

3 MR. BEARD (NRC): There's a discussion at the
C

[T 4 beginning of the paper in the abstract about why the paper--for

n 5 the record, I'd like to state the purpose stated in the

'

6 abstract is very inaccurate. The request that we, the NRC,
c-
8[ 7 had made, at least that I'm aware of, for a technical basis to

8 be established for the test was not made with regard to thep-
:.
'

9 wattmeter test, but, in fact, was made in regard to the-

10 back-EMF test, and it appears that those two--that request has

11 gotten confused a little bit. The discussion on this bottom-

-

12 of page 11 of the papers, however, is a bit closer to the

~~r.
13 request, or the nature of our request,-and also another_sj

14 comment that I'll get to later, that's not a big item, just

L.
15 clarification.

-

j 16 MR. EGGEBROTEN.(PSC): If you're referring to

17 the statement here in the abstract, a request was made in the-

|
18 near past to justify the basis for the test and the following

~

19 document provides a sound technical basis for the use of this
,

20 test, that is not necessarily a reference to the NRC. It mayr
1

L
21 be, in fact, asking me to clarify for a technician. .

h
22 MR. BEARD (NRC): That's fine.

23 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): Exactly what he should be ~
F.

.p

({j 24 interpreting with regard to the data that he could collect

:) 25 using.the test.

:
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1 MR. BEARD (NRC): I would like to add that Imp

'#~
2 think that the technical discussion determining the theory and

.

3 what's being done in procedure is quite good. I just want to
r-

4 point out that it wasn't necessary because of an NRC request.
:~ 5 The next question was, in addition to the

.

. . .

possibility of breaking the multi-jaw coupling, as discussed6

'7 on page 13, the paper and its associated test procedure should,

!p 8 address the possibility of jamming the cable or its anchor due
:(

9 to being in a reverse position at about the minus 10-inch
..

[,L 10 position, or a quarter of a revolution. When we were here in
.

~

11 August or November, we were told that that is a problem area,,

_

12 but.it was completely omitted from the discussion.
,

D
. \1- 13 MR. IRELAND (NRC): We did go into that quite

14 extensively yesterday, J.T., and we looked over drawings,,'-
! 15 convinced ourselves that the swivel could not in a reverse

16 overdrive position get e o, if the clearances were proper,-

( 17 and there has been agreement reached that the clearances would
2

18 be checked by wiggling, if you will, during reassembly.
7.

|h 19 MR. BEARD-(NRC): So there's no information

7; 20 beyond what we were told in November?

|~ 21 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Yes, but the cable anchor

W
t 22 wedging problem has been resolved.

.

23 MR. BEARD (NRC): Good. I had a couple comments

({j 24 here related to the test procedure itself, but they really

25 came up as I was reviewing the test procedure, but reflect,

: -

,

C 4
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1 really more on the engineering paper that was up front of it,,

.,-

it' 2 and I was hoping to go ahead and pick those up. Here is one.
::

3 This discussion in the engineering paper needs--some discussion
r,
'

4 needs to be provided of the physical significance of a

5 wattmeter trace that does not reach steady state by the end of-

,

'

6 the shim, reference figure--the third figure on page 8 of the
-

7 procedure. Do you know what I'm talking about?
.

- 8 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): No , I don't.

'

9 MR. BEARD (NRC): You had three figures, within
.-

10 which showed the overshoot or dip, if you will, in the power
'

.

11 consumption. You had another one where it just dives off and,-
,

L 12 just reaches a. steady state value, and another one where it

,,
13 dived off so very, very slowly that by the time the shim wasg,

14 terminated, you never had reached steady state. I think thatp-

" 15 the engineering paper needs to be revised to have some
_

16 discussion of what that means.
.-
4

17 And the same point, I had another comment here

18 that's directly related. I will go ' ahead and read it. There|"
19 needs to be established--let me come back to that.

L

,

20 I just think you need to discuss that

!
- 21 engineering paper as to what is going on there.

,

22 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): The point is taken. We
-

,

| ~ ~

| 23 can go ahead and provide that, I guess. The essential
\

24 engineering point is the decayed difference will be different,~[

] 25 and then you have to somehow address how to deal with

.

; ,, ,
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[-. extrapolating forward, or was a final steady value--and1

m- 2 fortunately, that case does not come up very frequently, and
.

3 in fact, in the cases when we are shut down and cooled down,
n
f, 4 which is the most common instance in which we'd use this case

n 5 or this test, that doesn't seem to occur. So that is
L

6 something that's unusual, but it was intended that you should
il

; 7 be able to address any case under which you'd use the test,

r, 8 and so that's why that particular distinction was made there.

t

9 MR. BEARD (NRC): Could you elaborate on what
. . -

10 kind of situation causes you to get into this kind of a trace?
.

11 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): Well, it's unfortunate

'~

12 that we can't heat up and examine it in a little more detail
~,,

13 and look at that, but basically, the data which I have is_s

14- incomplete, and I can't really do anything except speculate

' t~'

15 without being able to collect more data. The traces which
.

'

16 - indicated the more rapid decay with slight dip, better traces

j taken shortly after the June 23 incident when we still had a17

"
18 lot of heat, namely, on June 23 and June 25, and my, you know,

.r
I.} 19 speculative response is that that somehow is related to the
,

20 mechanism and the thermal effect on the mechanism.-

21 MR. BEARD (NRC): The following questions are
.

-22 related directly to the procedure, I believe it's referred to;

23 as TSP 30. First, it seems to us that page 1 in procedures;,

|

~{, 24 should have an appropriate--should have a section entitled,

m

y 25 something like, limitations and precautions, with the

3,. 1
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"

[t 1 appropriate content,.as your other procedures seem to. There.

(
-r- 2 seems to be a glaring oversight.

3 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): The format for the

i~
4 procedure was tenative, and depending upon the manner and the.[

5 individuals performing it, and in fact, whether it would be,r-

'

6 implemented as a surveillance, it could be modified to any
-

7 format.
.

8 MR. BEARD (NRC): I was thinking along the line--

''
9 of, for example, you stated in the report that the way the

p --

10 wattmeter is hooked up can affect the results. So maybe as a

11 limitation or a precaution or something, there might be.-

-

12 something in there addressing that, or, you.know, other things

,.
13 that are appropriate, regardless of what form the thing

-s

14 finally takes.p-
1

15 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): The point's taken.
-

16 MR. BEARD (NRC): On page 2 of the procedures,
-.

_. 17 step 416, it indicates you have a multi-ammeter. Should that

- 18 be multimeter? I've never seen a multi-ammeter,

19 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): You're probably correct.

20 MR. BEARD (NRC): In this thing, you provided ag.
h"~

21 sketch on page 4 associated with step 431A,.let me see if I
.

22 can find it myself. This kind of a figure here is used

_ 23 throughout the procedure. The point that I would like to make ~

'y . 24 here is this kind of figure is okay for an engineering paper,

25 but we think it's quite inappropriate as an operating or test
J

G t
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.-

;, 1 procedure, because obviously you're not dealing with engineers.

7 2 You're dealing with operators or technicians. There's a
;-

t
3 fundamental concept in the preparation of procedures that you

,,

4 should indicate the figures and illustrations in the form as

~~

5 close as possible to what's going to be observed by the person
,

6 performing the procedure. I guess the bottom line on this is,
_

| 7 it appears to us that you need to redraw these figures in the

, r} 8 format, such as shown later in the traces, with the

9 appropriate direction of travel papers shown, scale,
.-

_

10 calibration factors, et cetera, et cetera.
.

-- 11 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): It would be our intent to
: m.

12 have engineers performing this test; however, your point is
's-

.

13 taken.
. -._ e

- 14 MR. FULLER (PSC): Also, recognize that a TSP is
:I .'-

15 more of an administrative-type information for the use of the
,

16 engineers, and if we were going to perform that test on a

; 17 step-by-step sequence with verifications and independent QC

iL
18 and all the rigamarole that goes along with it, which we would

.-

19 do, it would be in the form of a surveillance, and it would

20 address those type of comments.,

21 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): In addition to precautions, ,

22 and limitations, as you addressed earlier.

'

- 23 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): The reason I put the
~

.

I~ ({
24 graphs in in the format that I did was because, as they stand

v

25 in that format, they represent the, say, the more or less,

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103,
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1 accepted format for presentation of graphical information and |
.

> r.,

w 2 for that reason, realizing that there is confusion, I
v
'

3 explicitly attached quite a number of sample traces in the
|-

4 procedure for the person to use as reference, so that they

5 could clarify that difference. So that was--the point is |r-

'

6 taken, but that's why it was done in that fashion. There's
-

7 always going to be some confusion there.
-

,

i

.. 8 MR. BEARD (NRC): There's another relatively

9 minor one, and that-- it's, I think, that the acceptance
.._

10 criteria need to be stated in words prior to giving it in

_. 11 algebraic form. An example, one of the things that could be
*

i

.

12 stated is the initial power dip must go at least 5 percent

([' 13 below the stated watt' age level, before you start to throw out

14 equations. I think you would avoid a lot of potential for,,

- 15 error. That's somewhat editorial.

16 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): The poiht's taken.

17 MR. BEARD (NRC): Various tests are conducted in,,

.l
' 18 sets of 3 runs, and we understand that each and every run must
-.

19 be acceptable for the test to be successful. We have a
._.

20 question with regard to the spread of the data as to whether
I I .-

;

W- 21 or not that's significant. It seems to be in the back-EMF

}[ -22 test to be of some significance, and we are wondering if some
.

23 acceptance criteria needs to be established relating to these ~',,

i
4 fy 24 multiple runs, because inevitably, sooner 6r later, you're
i:g

~25 going to have voltage spikes, or some other remnant will come

.

'
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1 in and destroy the data for one test, or raise serious
..

2 questions about its validity.*

i :.#
3

3 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): That's correct, but for
a

4 the first 2 versions of the test, the performance of the test

-- 5 is simple enough that the test sequence can be repeated, and

6 on that basis, if some kind of a problem showed up,
-

7 essentially the way the test is written, it forces the

8 individual performing the test to go back and completely --.

'

9 MR. BEARD (NRC): Do it again.
..

10 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): -- completely repeat that

-_ 11 sequence of steps.

'' 12 MR. BEARD (NRC): On page 7, on procedure, in

([ 13 view of the various uncertainties we got, the distinction of

14 the wattage level peak of 156 versus 164, 170, seems to us to_,

L 15 be quite judgmental. I agree that you have done something
,

16 with regard to making it more relative in terms of percentages,_, ,

. 17 but it seems like this would become a little even less
r

L 18 pronounced if supposedly the initial position of the rod had,

f 19 say, been at minus 2 inches instead of zero.

20 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC)4 As far as the initial

'' 21 starting peak was concerned?

22 MR. BEARD (NRC): In other words, if before you,

_ 23 walked in to do the test, you're trying to confirm that the ~

24 rod's at zero inches, suppose yca had the situation wnere the.

2 25 rod really was at minus 2 inches because of, say,
_

'
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,_ 1 uncertainties in the calibration of the analog position meters,

I 2 that it really was at minus 2. Would you see the kinds of
i

3 differences that we're talking about here, or would the thing
f-

4 almost become indistinguishable?

I~ 5 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): Well, basically, the rod
.

6 is either hanging free and actually fully inserted, in which
.-

7 case the indication on the actual indication, in the

:
F 8 calibration there, is really irrevelant, or it isn't, in which

,

s

9 case, you should not get this pattern. So, in fact, we have
.

10 seen that a lot during the testing we have done. Some of our

! 11 calibration is off right now, and you still observe a trace,

'

< 12 which indicates an inserted control rod.

_N 13 MR. BEARD (NRC): While'we are on that, talking

14 about patterns, we noticed that in the discussion, and in ther

..

15 papel, or the procedure rather, you talk about the shape of
.

'

16 the thing as you go toward the end limit, in that as you....

: 17 approach the 6 o' clock position, the fully in position, you
it.
',

18 get a little flare-up on the wattage, and that's a
i-

L 19 characteristic, I think, you're captalizing on. When we were
:

20 out here, I guess it was in November, maybe August, you gave

. :.
21 us some traces that you had run that showed various distances,

_
22 and positions and whatnot, and we happened to look at those

.

23 and find that on those traces where you said the rod was at

(. 24 zero inches, you didn't have that shape of pattern. There was

25 a discrepancy here. Either the rod was not at zero when we
.

j KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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,

1 called it zero, or there's something else wrong. There's a

e- 2 discrepancy here that needs to be resolved.
i'
"

3 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): There's a number of
m

4 possibilities why you didn't see that particular tail. One
,

5 may have been that typically, the work that you were reviewing

6 in August was more along the version of the last, say, method

7 used in-this test, and in that particular instance, you were

4 8 comparing the in and the out shim behavior, and the time frame

'~

9 for the shims was such that you were not allowing it to reach

10 a steady value. Consequently, the decay destroyed the
.

11 evir?ence of that increase.

12 We still have the chart traces for review, if

7
.

that would be of any significance to you.13

- 14 MR. TOMAN (FRC): When you drive them in, do you

15 see that little peak no matter if the limit switch stops the
v

16 rod motion or not? -

.-

17 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): The peak is always

'-
18 observed as you approach the end limit. In almost every

19 instance, the data that I collected was taken off a rod which

20 had an indicating in limit switch. And as a result of that, I
;

~

21 maybe would have to speculate on whether or not you would
si

22 observe the same thing on a rod that had a malfunctioning, or

. 23 non-functioning in limit switch, and since the function of

{. 24 that switch is simply to remove the power as you get to the in

25 limit, I would see no reason why you would not see that.
-

e
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'- ; 1 MR. . FLY (NRC): What I see here indicates to me,
~p.
r,y" 2 you know, there seems to be a lot of variation in the data. I
Ri
'

3 would suspect that there would be a lot of variation in the

f"~
, [| 4 data due to the condition of the motor bearings and things

5 like that. I see that--I see a lot of spread in the data on7-

p.
"

6 motor bearing dynamic--the torque on the motor bearings, and I
-

; '; 7 would expect that to be reflected in your steady state values
;a

8 here. How do you separate out those sorts of defects?

|' 9 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): First of all, let me ask

b 10 for clarification, specifically with regard to the variation;

' __ 11 and data you're referring to?

' " 12 MR. FLY (NRC): Well, the data that we saw when

([' 13 we were here in November showed significant variations. I-
,

_ 14 would expect you to be able to tell me what the variation in

15 the data was.
,

;-

:, 16 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): I will attempt to
) L.

r
17 speculate about what you're saying. Correct me if I'm wrong.

![ 18 Basically, the manner in which the data was presented in the
:.

19 engineering report compared both data from roughly 37 control

20 rod drive orifice assemblies, and it also compared data taken,

- b 21 on a particular drive. I will agree that there is some spread. . ' ,

1.-

|r 22 in the data across 37 mechanisms and argue that that is not
I L..

i 23 unexpected.
'

-

7 24 Now, for the data collected on a particular,

) 25 mechanism, I believe that the variation that you see in the
L

-

at {'
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L{
1 data is actually very, very slight and certainly much less

,3 2 than you see in the data that was collected across 37
E:

3 mechanisms.
,c

;, 4 MR. FLY (NRC): I'm looking on page 4 of 9,

5 Attachment TSP 30PSC, Issue one, and I see in shims at the in'

'

'6 limit deteriorated. I see a lot of variation in the data, in

7 the power required by the motor, and I would have a lot of;,

8 trouble interpreting the data that I see the way you've'

i 9 interpreted it, even knowing what you're-trying to do.
m-

,,' -10 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): The particular mechanism
i

-

- 11 that we are looking at here, the graph that we are looking at

12 here ~was atypical in the. center, that it was much worse than.
~,.

f ,

_s / 13 most of the control rod mechanisms we examined. It was

-- 14 included to provide some kind of a feeling to an individual

:L
15 using this test for the kinds of variation that he could

.| 16 expect on a deteriorated mechanism during the performance of

17 the test, and so that he would have that for comparison. The,.

i

!:
"~

18 variation that we are getting there is roughly, say, on a

_
nominal value of about 30 30, my guess is that it's got an19

20 oscillation of, in a couple instances of maybe as much as 3 or
,

,

21 4.. You know, it's certainly less than 15 percent, I'd argue,

22 and yet at the'same time, this is an in shim that's ending at
,_

- 23 the in limit, and that particular characteristic stands out.
' '

{, 24 So the point for including this, even though

,; 25- it's a very abnormal mechanism, was to indicate that this kind
.

(j KOENIG E PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 of variation would probably result in failure to pass the test'

.,

dU 2 should it occur, and it would require repeating those steps in

'

3 the test in an attempt to pass the test, or force you into the
...

4 final phase of the test, where you have a much larger

5 distinction between the in and the out shim steady values,-

6 which on this scale they correspond to roughly 48 and 23,
.,

7 where that sort of variation is not significant, and if you go

- 8 to the very final phase of the test, you'll see that the

' 9 requirement for determining the difference between the in and

10 the out steady wattage is substantially tighter to eliminate

- - 11 the possibility of something like that causing a problem.

- 12 MR. BEARD (NRC) : Referring back to about page 8

_( 13 on your procedure. At this point in the procedure, you define

14 the decay times to be measured. Again, we are concerned that

15 you're using non-standard definitions, because the problems

r-~
16 that were associated with non-standard definitions that

L_

17 resulted in the standard definitions are creeping back up here,

- 18 and that is--let me give you an example.

19 On page 1 of 9 to Issue one of the attachment,

20 attachment to TSP 30C, as in Charlie, Issue one, page 9--page 1,

- 21 of 9, it's so complicated, I'm not sure I can find it myself.

22 The point that I would like to make here is that

23 if you look at the first drive there near the top, or the
' ~

.

|
' 24 right side of the page, it shows you' start out with a peak of

,

c:
25 about 180 watts, and then you have a dip and it does, in fact,

,
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; 1 undershoot. The point I'd like to make here is the flatness,

7
73C 2 of that undershoot. If I want to make a time call, that's a

[:
'

3 very wide area, an eighth or a quarter of an inch, and that's

:-
;-j 4 because I'm trying to point time when I should be looking at

5 something like the standard of 90 percent to 10 percent. It

*

6 eliminates all that uncertainty, all that error, and I really

7 think the test needs to be improved to use the standard

8 definitions in order to eliminate just this kind of a problem.r-
.

la
9 That's why they were created that way,

f~
[ 10 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): 'We can correct the test

-- 11 to modify the definition of decay to standard decay. The

"'

N -42 original version of the test was written by myself, and an

..([ 13 individual who's not familiar with some of these standard

14 definitions, and I don't see any problem correcting the test

'~ 15 to that format.
-

16 MR. BEARD (NRC): It might be a worthwhile;

17 addition to your library to get a copy of some of the.

~ 18 standards that the world uses.3

F.

19 The acceptance criteria throughout this
._.

20 procedure are such that 5, 25 and 50 percent appear to ben

21 quite arbitrary, and without an obvious basis. I'm wondering
>-

1 22 if you would elaborate on this because it seemed like this,

23 kind of thing ought to be in your engineering paper up front.
~

g
l

24 We need to understand why these values are appropriate or{.
25 acceptable values,g

k) KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103 |
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!, 1 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): For that reason, I
* pe.
br 2 supplied a substantial amount of data with the engineering

(:
3 paper, which was an attempt to provide the reviewers of the

P
.

4 paper with a feel for what kinds of data spread, or

r 5 repeatability, was obtained with the data that we had, and I

'

6 anticipated that the reader would very carefully scrutinize

7 that with regard to the acceptance criteria that were proposed

- 8 in the test.

'
9 (A recess was taken.)

.-

10 MR. BEARD (NRC): Back on the record. The next

- 11 paase will be some questions that Gary Toman has generated for

- 12 us that have to do with uncertainties and inaccuracies in'the

(' 13 equipment, but I would like to keep it in perspective that I
-

14 think our view is that the wattmeter test has very good-.

15 possibilities. I think it has got a few problems, but they-~

_

!. 16 are little things that can be fixed. It's not like maybe what
-

17 some other test might be. I think the concepts are sound. Ir-

18 think the engineering paper makes a good development for it.

7

19 A lot of the comments, as I'm sure were obvious, were largely
_ ,

20 editorial in nature. I want you to retain the perspective

21 that we think it's basically a good test with an optimistic
~

22 future, but there are a few little things that need fixing. I

23 don't want you to get the impression that from the number ofc.;

24 questions that the test is not right. That is all I'm trying(j
25 to say.

.
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1 MR. BREY (PSC): Thank you.

- 2 MR. TOMAN (FRC): My first question is, we have

3 Attachment 7 to P-85040, which is, I guess a standard

4 operating procedure SOP 12-01, it ends up saying initiated SRR.

5 Can you just give me an idea how you get from the SRR to TSP 30.--

6 MR. FULLER (PSC): An SSR is a station service
_

7 request that is essentially a work request to correct a

8 problem. It's a rather elaborate amount of detail on what's-,

'

9 on that in the initiation phase of the SSR. It could result
.

10 in a number of things.
.

- 11 MR. BEARD (NRC): Could you elaborate as to what

12 would be the normal track of going from an operator filling

( 13 out one of those forms to what steps would generally be in

:- 14 between doing this test?

-

15 MR. FULLER (PSC): To get to the TSP.
',.

16 MR. BEARD (NRC): Just roughly, in summary form.
m

j, 17 MP. FULLER (PSC): Other than the
l

- 18 administrative-type things, essentially SSR is written and
_

19 it's initiated by this retack or operate he identified the
+
l .. 20 problem in accordance with the requirements that are on the

21- SSR. From that point on, the SSR gets assigned a priority,
-*

I
i

22 and a department for resolution of the problem. Priority can
-

~~
23 run from, anywhere from an emergency to priority five, which

" (' 24 is resolved at.some time in.the future. The department
...

H. 25 assigned in this case would be the Technical Services
L

.

,.3 ;
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-' . Department, which that's their procedure. So it would go1

'
; 2 essentially immediately in the flow path from reactor operator

3 through the shift supervisor to the Technical Services

9
4 Department.-

,- 5 MR. BEARD (NRC): So this is pretty much a

6 direct result of the work request with the intermediate step

7 being the prioritization.
,,

- 8 MR. FULLER (PSC): Essentially.

9 MR.- TOMAN (FRC): Would the recognition that you

10 have to write an SSR to the point where the test is initiated,
.

- 11 that's somewhere on an hour range or less or more?

-

12 MR. FULLER (PSC): No. In all likelihood it

T' f' ',
x 13 would be more, depending on what the circumstances are, which

14 dictates what the priority is.-, .

15 MR. TOMAN (FRC): Thank you. Will personnel--or

16 how many people do you expect to be familiar with performing

- 17 that test?

-

18 MR. EGGEBROTEM (PSC): Maybe three.
.

19 MR. TOMAN (FRC): Maybe three, and.do you expect
_.

- 20 that there would be always somebody onsite that would know it?

~'
21 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): There would be

22 individuals such as the shift technical advisor..

23 MR. BEARD (NRC): So is the answer someone
.

y
t

~(j 24 onsite would be able to run the test?

25 MR. FULLER (PSC): Our shift technical advisors--

KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 MR. TOMAN (FRC): They are a full-time position.6

, - . .
s

3' 2 MR. FULLER (PSC): No , they are not. They are-
:
"

3 full-time positions, but they are not onsite per technical
n
i 4 specifications. They are not required to be onsite.
-

r- 5 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): They are on one-hour call

6 out.
-

7 MR. BEARD (NRC): One-hour call?

- 8 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Yes.

9 MR. BEARD (NRC): So a person that could do this
.-

10 test is available in an hour?

- 11 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Yes, sir.

12 MR. BEARD (NRC): That's the point we're trying

( 13 to make.

14 MR. TOMAN (FRC): Thank you.

15 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Yes, sir.
..

16 MR. TOMAN (FRC): Along that same line, if I
_

_ 17 remember correctly, the procedure requires that an electrician

2 18 be called to hook up the wattmeter.
..

19 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): Under some circumstances,
,

-_

20 that might be a requirement. We anticipate having

21 arrangements to have a wattmeter available for use in the~

22 future and are working towards that point now.
,

23 MR. BEARD (NRC): I'm trying to get a handle on-- '
?

" 24 maybe union crafts are involved, and what their availability,

25 is, and what sort of time frame you could go from an observed
$'

.
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P
e 1 anomaly or questionable area until you start this test, and

..

'
p 2 I'm thinking first off, a guy like you has to be around.
p:
'" S'cond off, it may be that an electrician who is a union man3 e

4 may or may not have to be called. You see what I'm trying to

r 5 get to?
.
'

6 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC)': A modification, I believe,
-

7 is in progress to install, which is installing the back-EMF
,

r 8 testing equipment, as well, to have those wattmeters readily

9 available so that in the future, we would expect that an
.-

10 electrician would not be required.
.

11 MR. TOMAN (FRC): On Page 9 of the wattmeter

'

12 discussion, there's an expressed concern about the effects of

( 13 voltage variations on the res'ults. On page 3-2 of the Blue

14 Book, it discusses what kind of voltage variations are~

15 required to get an 18-watt variation. At 105 volts, an 8-volt
_.

16 change would cause it, at 6--or 110 volts, a 6-;olt change
-

17 would cause it. At 115 volt, a 4-volt change would cause a.

~

18 1-watt change. What means will be used to verify the volt

19 resurges that would not cause incorrect results in light of
_

- 20 the fact'that most of the required results are in the 2- to

"
21 12-watt range?

22 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): The test incorporated a-

~~
23 step for monitoring voltage. The primary concern for

{} 24 inclusion of that step was to obtain data on steady him

j 25 values, particularly tor odd shims, for trending purposes and
ie
i

.
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{ 1 being able-to tie that into the nominal 105 volts, which the

k~m 2 mechanisms are supposed to operate. The concern we have for
.

"'

3 voltage variations comes from our observations primarily prior

; 4 to running the test when we see the electricians reset the

5 scram braker. Since we have run these in conjunction with the,,

i
*

6 back-EMF testing, we observe a little glitch at that point

7 typically. The voltage supply for the system is a transformer...

8 It's called an auto-transformer, I believe, which takes thep-
.*
'~

9 120 voltage supply and drops it down to 105, and when there
(.
I 10 are voltage variations, it attempts to compensate for that.

11 So, typically, we don't see a whcle lot of drift off of 105

12 volts. Say a couple volts.

13 MR. REESY (PSC): It's a self-regulating

14 transformer.-

15 MR. BEARD (NRC): Is it a Sola, S-o-1-a, which
_

'

16 is a trade name?
u

~

17 MR. REESY (PSC): Yes.

,

' 18 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): So to continue, our

19 concern, including those statements, had to do with insuring

20 we had data, both wattage and voltage, so that we could use. . .

e,

" 21 the data for trending purposes. During the actual test itself,
,

22 we very rarely seen glitches that we interpret as voltage

23 spikes, but there have been one or two occasions where large
'

,,

24 pumps have been turned on, and we see in the middle of a~

25 steady transient a little glitch that probably corresponds to

' KOENIG & PATTERSON, INC. (303) 893-1103
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1 some kind of voltage surge that's related to that sort of
.L-

- 2 thing, and so_I really don't have any concern as far as the l

j"iF
3 test is concerned with that because the manner in which the

4 test performs, and the repeatability of steps, would tend to

__ 5 make it almost incredible to have the same glitches at the

6 same times that would result in data that would be interpreted

7 as giving you a positive indication of position when, in fact,;

.. ,

8 it wasn't. f
2 9 MR. BEARD (NRC): You say the procedure has been

'

10 revised'to require monitoring and recording of the voltage?
t.

.

11 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): That is correct.

12 MR. TOMAN (FRC): Excuse me, in the procedure,"

f- 13 as we reviewed it, it requires a voltage check once and not a
,_-

|_ 14 continuous graph. Is that what you're referring to?

L 15 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): The procedure has a

!I 16 voltage check, and I thought the text of the procedure had
ib
' 17 certain statements requiring the monitoring of that voltage

i- 18 for abnormalities. I could be incorrect.
!

f 19 MR. TOMAN (FRC): I know for a fact that it does
L

20 have these--records the voltage at the beginning of the test.

t- 21 I don't remember seeing anything that said continuously watch
,!:_.

*

22 your meter, and look for dips.
-

23 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): We can correct that, if -

,,,

24 it's not there, but I think the point needs to be made that IB
j 25 don't think that's a concern with regard to the test because
l

i

.
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j.. 1 of the manner in which it requires repeat of the sequences, so

2 that I don't feel you could get those glitcher coming in with

~

3 the correct periodicity to allow you to determine position

p. .

2 4 incorrectly. I just feel that would be an incredible
1.

5 circumstance.p.
[, ,

6 MR. TOMAN (FRC): I accent that. I'm not asking
--

[ 7 you to put this monitoring in. I'm just saying, I do not see
L.

8 it there. I will accept your answer.,_
.

L 9 One concern I have is the procedure says, at
-

10 least on the first one, if you get bad results on the first

_ 11 try, try again, and I believe it states you can do it as many

12 times as you want until you get a good result. Should there

'' 13 not be any limitation whatsoever on if you get 15 bad results. .v
14 in a row, and one good one, that seems to be --,_

b- 15 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): I think if you do, in fact,

16 run into a situation where you do.have a problem, the.

17 requirement that abnormal circumstances be reported for those,

- 18 circumstances where you do have a legitimate problem, we will

19 address that possibility, and my own experience is that those

! _,- 20 circumstances where you do have a problem, you do have some

" 21 fairly dramatic indication, and so I did not personally see
,

-

22 the need to limit the number of performances of a test,
.

-

1 23 particularly when you consider the very tight restrictions I
~

,_

; -

!- 24 placed on the acceptance criteria. They are extremely tight,

25 and.for that reason, I did not feel that there was a problem;
.

=

'
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1 with repeated performances of the test sequence, because I,

.-

f 2 could envision going in with a rod, and possibly one such as

"
3 the degraded one I provided in there as an example, and

l~
[ 4 probably taking two or three test runs before you met the

5 requirements, but I think you would ultimately meet the.-

''
6 requirements for a rod such as that, and certainly if you were

r
,' 7 to bump up to the final sequence of the test, I think that

8 would definitively allow you to meet the requirements, but the7-

9 concern I have is that, say if you did have a rod which had
._,

10 some degraded performance, such as the example pointed out by
,

11 Mr. J.T. Beard earlier, it would not be desirable to jump to
,

12 the last phase of performance of this test without very

'r~.
_s_ seriously considering the adverse effect you would have on any13

14 remaining indication that you had. And, for example, should

''
15 it be that you had a stripped pot, but you had, say one

!! 16 remaining limit indication, it would be certainly something

17 you would want to consider very carefully before you jumped to

18 the last test sequence to verify that light, if you're using

f! 19 the test for verification purposes, because you most certainly

|

|g 20 will eliminate that remaining indication performing the last

'
21 sequence of the test.

:,.

. I.. . 22 MR. TOMAN (FRC): I had a little confusion. I
.

~~
. 23 understood that this test basically would be for when you did

'' [ 24 not have the lights, and you're saying that you might also use

i 25 it for the alternate step where you lost digital and analog:J.

.
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1 indications to confirm that the limit switch is real, is that
r:

2 what you're saying? This is a possibility that it may be used
.

" 3 that way?
f

h 4 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): The way the tes't was
t

5 originally developed, and it exists now, is the first two

t
'' 6 phases are really intended to provide confirmation. In other

7 words, they are designed to not damage the mechanism in any

8 way, or any ec,mponent related to providing an indication, and,

l'
r.. 9 so the original desire I had presented was to come up with a

10 test which would allow confirmation of existing indication. -

11 And so the way the test was formatted, the first two_

i '
,

-- 12 procedures within the test do that, and because of that

D 13 requirement, they are also weaker than, say, the final procedure.=
'

._.V
14 MR. BEARD (NRC): I guess one concern that we

15- had was, I think it bothers everyone a little bit'to say that

F 16 rou could run the test, say, three or four times, talkins; e:
-

17 about, say, the first phase of the test, and after three or

(d
9

18 four times, you would reach a point where it would, in fact,

!f 19 pass the criteria. It seems like after you have done it once,
U

20 you have a feel for where you are, but you could have glitches,
2- 21 you could have one of these spikes in there. It seems to me

,

22 that if you're going to do it more than twice without passing,
23 that some level of management or supervision, maybe it's a ~

%a 24 department head, maybe a station manager, or somebody would

]U.J
25 want to be brought in at that point and say, even if you do

.
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__

;) . . 1 run it 6 times and you get a pass, what faith am I going to
.

|-

f 2 put in that.
t
p"

3 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): The point is taken. Let
.

n
t 4 'me emphasize, or at least indicate what my concern was for
.

5 probably what would be the most typical cause of failure forc.

!-
6 the test for a rod which, say, was normally in the inserted

'

7 position. It's very common when we are doing the rod

8 withdrawals to run into a rod withdrawal prohibit, okay. So,

'' _. hat will happen is the operator will bump the rods, and then9 w

10 he'll get the prohibit, and then he comes back and the rod is

11 slightly raised, in which case the next time he bumps the rod,

12 he's not at the fully' inserted position, and that's going to'-

[~ ', 13 cause him--or the test to fail.
. _ %'

.

14 Another very typical. thing of what happens is_.

- 15 the operator, when he hits the switch, will, his hand slips

r-
16 off the switch and it bumps back to zero--or you know, returns{-
17 to the off position, and he immediately actuates it again.-

L,
'- 18 That gives you a double spike, which will cause you to fail
.-

19 the test.-
-

20 That sort of thing was my primary--well, that'sg

21 the kind of things that I saw in the review of the data I- had-

f

22 that would cause this test to fail, which I felt you should
u

23 not be penalized for.
'

..

i.-
L- 24' MR. BEARD (NRC): I can see that those kinds of-

h 25 things are going to happen from time to time and maybe you
be

h-
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1 ought to run it and expect you're going to have that happeng
,

/

r( 2 the first time, or allow for it, and the second time you run

i'
3 it, you tell everybody, hey, let's be careful because we

r-
I.

4 screwed up the first one. But after twice, it seems to me

L r- 5 it's time to start calling people. That's my personal view.

6 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): I don't see a problem for
-

7 adding that kind of requirement for management notification.

-- 8 MR. BEARD (NRC): I think it makes a big

9 difference, if I were a station manager or senior operator, or
..

10 shift super or something, to get the word, hey, we ran the
-

-

- 11 test and it passed, versus I ran it eight times and it passed

12 the eighth time. There's a hell of a lot of difference in

/.
n. 13 those two messages. So I think that what you were suggesting,

- 14 that improvement would be very worthwhile.

15 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): We can go ahead and

I
[ 16 include that.

17 MR. BEARD (NRC): We had some questions here on
p --

!' -
18 the instruments that were actually being used, the equipment.

19 This wattmeter apparently is a 500 wattmeter, 1,000 watts, and

20 the paper associated with it says it's 500 watts, and there's
i

""
21 all sorts of complications that come up. We are wondering if

.-

22 an appropriate wattmeter, and appropriate paper, can't be
~

.

23 acquired. It seems like what you really want is something on
f

~ { ;, 24 the order of 250 watts, and you want a higher speed recorder

F
d 25 with an appropriate scale for 250 watts to eliminate the

.

kpe
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f~
/ : 1 normal human errors that are going to creep up.

, )~ -
2 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): The question of thef.
3 appropriateness of the wattneter is well taken. We do,

--

4 however, feel that the wattmeters that we have are adequate,

r- 5 and with the appropriate training,-they can be used

6 successfully.

7 The question of the scales, the wattmeter is a.

,

-- 8 standard off-the-shelf item, which can be adjusted to either

*

9 500 or 1,000 watts, and unfortunately, the manufacturer only

i 10 supplies one kind of chart paper, and that corresponds to the

11 500 watt model. So it's a bit of a complication, but I think--

-

,

''

12 an individual who's aware of that can go ahead and correct for,

13 that.

14 I believe you had another point that needed to
't

! '- 15 be addressed there.

| 16 MR. BEARD (NRC): The speed of the paper.

. . .. 17 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): The question of speed is
| 1
'" 18 also one which I believe can be addressed, and the fact that

ir-
;[. 19 we have wattmeters that run at two speeds leads me to believe,
;u
,' 20 without any knowledge of this in any way, shape or fashion,

21 that there is probably an internal adjustment that will allow
,

22 you to adjust speed.
-

23 MR. BEARD (NRC): Just seems like the type of
~

.g

24 measurement you're making is typically less than one minor

i

pt 25 division on the paper, and just general practice says you need
a

r

i
I
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1 to make that bigger. I think there was also something in the
. -

pk' 2 report that said the tests were conducted with the thing
t
L'

3 running at low speed. So maybe running at high speed will
-,

4 solve the problem. I don't know. Maybe--I think I heard you

~ 5 say that the wattmeter could be adjusted from 500 to--from |

I
; 6 1,000 to 500 watts. Maybe that little thing could be done.
'

..

7 But it seems like a lot of effort ought to be put into that

:- 8 area.
!.

''

9 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): The question of speed, it

| 10 was always run during this test at the slowest speed--excuse

11 me-- at the highest speed, and again, the question of the-

:
'

12 internal adjustment of the speed is only speculation. It is a

( 13 standard two-speed item.'

14 Again, I believe that when I mentioned-

' 15 off-the-shelf and 500 and 1,000 watts, I was talking about the
-

16 mechanical structure of the equipment itself and the
_

17 electronics, I believe, are specific to 1,000 watts. So those
.

!- 18 could not be corrected. You would be buying a new wattmeter.
.

19 I think a very essential point that needs
~.

20 to be made, though, is that the chart recording aspect of the; ;.

;" 21 wattmeter, and the continuous record that it provides, is one
1 , ..

'

!: 22 which is very important to successful interpretation of the
: -

,

23 results. So I think this format is one of the outstanding1,

!!
| {, formats that you have.on the watt recorder, okay, and this24

.. : 25 format should be retained.
u

?

4
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| 1 MR. TOMAN (FRC): I don't think--we are not
r.
'

E 2 asking you to change from this style wattmeter. What we are
;
L.

3 saying is a 1,000 watt scale reduces your precision with which
v.

_

you can make these measurements. If you had a 250 watt scale,4

- 5 or a 200 watt scale, I think your peak --

6 MR. PLUMLEE (NRC): Could I make a comment to
.

7 maybe put this issue to rest?.

8 You referred to P85040, Attachment 6, on Page 14,-

9 doesn't that address your question? And I quote, examination

10 of a digital or other watt-recording device to increase the
.

- 11 sensitivity of the measurement should be considered.

12 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): Since I wrote that, let me
y
_s. 13 address it. We have looked at the possibility of obtaining

14 other devices, and one of the devices that we have, in fact,

15 attained for our other equipment is digital type
v

[ 16 watt-recording indication. The problem that you have here is,

.

17. first of all, with digital indication, you do not have on-line

i
18- real time information. If you're taking that and putting it

<

19 into a computer, you must have real time information for the
,

20 information to be useful during the kinds of circumstances
,

4

'

21 that this testing has been most useful.

<j 22 The second point that needs to be made, the
.

7 23 industry, to a very large extent, is digitizing and going to
!.'

' ({;~

24 wattage transducers, away from watt recorders. It is
n
.j 25 extremely difficult to obtain watt recorders with the desired

m i
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!

l~ range that you're specifying, even though there are available
,,

h' 2 wattage transducers that could be run into a computer.

'e . -
3 So the problem we have is, the watt recorder is

r
4 the optimum format for an engineer or technician to use to

5 provide real time analysis of events that are taking place,

6 and yet, unfortunately, it's become obsolete, almost, with

7 regard to the kinds of things that are out there in use today.

- 8 So that presents us with a problem, because to

9 be useful, to be most useful, we need to have a wattage

10 recorder format, in my opinion.
.

- 11 MR. BEARD (NRC): I guess we may appear to be

12 beating this point to death, but we're trying to convey the

'g . '

13 concern that the type of measurements in this particular. s_ .

14 application, the scales and the paper and the time speeds,

15 just don't seem to be a very good match, and we encourage you.

.

[ 16 to do better. Can we move on now?
.

17 MR. EGGEBROTEM (PSC): The point's taken, and weq-

!
"

18 will attempt to improve the format within the limitations of

19 the available hardware.
.

20 MR. TOMAN (FRC): This is one step further. We

"

21 have a 1,000 wattmeter and we use the 500 scale paper. The

22 procedure, as it's written right now, has a problem that we
. .

23 use watts and scale divisions interchangeably, and I think
,

(~) 24 it's going to be very confusing to someone not intimately

25 involved with this thing that at one point you're talking 96

rr -
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.

I watts, and you're expecting 48 points on the chart. I agree
,

[{- 2 that you're normalizing, that takes it away. but this

L
3 inconsistency of looking for one watt value versus what's

-.

*

4 going to come up on that chart, I think that ought to bet

5 cleared up to be consistent throughout.-

6 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): The point is well taken,

7 and admittedly it's a problem, but in any instance, when you

8 use some sort of instrument, the technician is required to be

9 familiar with that instrument and be able to interpret that

10 instrument and compare it to what the requirements for the
.

11 test are, and the test, specifically, was written to be

~

12 non-specific with regard to instrumentation because it was

'/
_ s_'

-

13 realized that it was possible, we would be using other

14 instrumentation to perform the test.

'

15 MR. BEARD (NRC): While Gary's looking at some

[
16 questions, maybe I can skip back and just ask, earlier we

17 talked about the issue of whether the operator--earlier,,
;

18 before lunch, we had talked about the issue of whether or not

; 19 an operator could reset a scram and, in fact, stop the rod

20 travel before it had gone to completion during a scram. I
.

-

21 think that you folks were going to go back and check the

[ 22 technical information and get back to us on whether or not

23 that's true or not true, and I'm just wondering if maybe at
'

{; this time we could get an answer on that while he's looking at24

25 the other.'

a
,
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1 Is the answer yes or no?,_ .

;(
2 MR. FULLER (PSC): The answer is yes.,

';

3 MR. BEARD (NRC): The answer is yes.
, r-

,;- 4 MR. FULLER (PSC): Under certain circumstances.; i..

5 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): You better define those.-
4

6 MR. FULLER (PSC): Yes. We can go through the;

7 circuitry, perhaps that would be easier to describe what's

; - 8 happening, but essentially, if there is a scram signal, and if

'
j 9 that scram signal is cleared--clears automatically during the

-
:,_
- i

j _, and if the operator does not take proper action, which10 scram,

- 11 is the--on an automatic scram, which his first immediate
;
'

12 action is to insert a manual scram, and if he chooses to reset

k%s
. -( 13 the scram, two out of three scram )mgs, then yes, during that
:

! 14 interval, he can stop the rods.

15 MR. BEARD (NRC): How does a manual. scram cause

'

16 it to be less interruptible?

f. 17 MR. FULLER (PSC): Manual scram overrides
ti.'
lb 18 whatever action he takes on the reset buttons.

19 MR. BEARD (NRC): I guess I was trying to

!. 20 understand. You said that if he, if the condition --
i

,

i ~' 21 MR. FULLER (PSC): That's why I said it would
,r-

L. 22 probably be easier to go through the circuitry.
t .. .

. .

| 23 MR. BEARD (NRC): I was hoping to avoid that

; 24 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Let me explain, if I may.
~

;

25 When we get the automatic scram, we interrupt the power, and,

B
._

* " " ' " ' ' ^ " " " ' " - '" - (' ') '''-22 '
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1 de-energize the two buses supplying the power to the brakes,

2 so we drop the rods. In addition, when the control operator
4

"' 3 puts the manual scram on, he interrupts those same circuits,

4 but in two different places, so it's a redundance, if you will.

5 That's all it is.

'~ 6 MR. BEARD (NRC): Does it seal in--

ri 7 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): No, it is a manual switch8

La

8 only. It can be reversed.

b 9 MR. BEARD (NRC): But it stays in the trip
. . . .

| 10 position?
NS

... 11 MR. NOVACHE'K (PSC): It% maintai osition.

12 Aisst&>S--

, ' . 13 MR. BEARD (NRC): So, I guess, I see you'r point

14 now, Chuck, and as long as he does follow what apparently is__,

i
- 15 your procedure to follow up an automatic scram with a manual

.

16 and leaves it in that position, then any subsequent action he
..

. 17 would do for reset would have no effect. ,

t
-' 18 MR. FULLER (PSC): That's correct.

I 19 MR. BEARD (NRC): I guess the only remaining

20 question is, would be the possibility in the design that he,,

L 21 can stop the rods before they go to completion. Do you folks
,

22 feel like you need to look at that again and see if that's the.

~~23 way you really want this plant to be designed, or whether you
.

l

i . 24 want to make some changes?
|

E 25 MR. FULLER (PSC): I don't think that we really
U

.
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I.
1 want to take a long-term engineering effort to redesign the

n}ic 2 plant from that perspective. We have never had that situation

'

3 arise. Our operators are well-trained, particularly on the

I- 4 scram episode, and what is required of them to do, and I;_

5 expect them to do it.r,
i.
'

6 MR. BEARD (NRC): Can you just confirm it is a
-

7 written requirement that the operators follow up all
..

8 automatics with a manual and leave it in the trip position.n.
.

9 MR. FULLER (PSC): Yes, that requires my

10 permission to restart.,

. 11 MR. REESY (PSC): That's reinforced by saying we

12 are in total compliance with INE Bulletin 80-06.
'

_(]. 13 MR. BEARD (NRC): It's been a long time since I

14 wrote that, but it seems like -- let's let that rest.
y_

15 MR. TOMAN (FRC): J.T. partially touched on this

h 16 area, and I think I'm going to just read one of my.three
L

17 questions in this particular area to reinforce one of our,_

|
U 18 concerns.

19 We~have an acceptance criteria for the dip test,

20 where you look for the dip after it starts up on an out pull

U 21 from an in position, and the criteria is that you have to be
,

_

| ' ', 22 greater than 5 percent difference between a steady state and
m

,

23 the dip value, and if we are looking at the point where we

24 have this steady state, 40 watt range, then this dip would,"'

j
b 25 therefore, be around 38 watts, or a 2-watt difference
L

.

L .
,
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h. 1 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): Okay, you're talking in
'fm.
,, l ' 2 terms of just the nominal values on the strip charts now, theE
.I

J 3 actual wattage would be times two.

4 MR. TOMAN (FRC): Right. You have 500 scale

5 -paper, which has a minimum scale division of ten divisions,

{-
U 6 ten scale points. Good engineering practice is to estimate no

h 7 further than half of the division, leaving the value of five
L

8 as the limit of precision. Could you comment a little bit on,

9 this limit of the estimating it at five points versus looking
.

10 at a difference of two scale points?
. . -

11 MR. EGGEBROTEM (PSC): The point that you make

12 is, I guess, as far as what constitutes good engineering<

~{{} 13 practice with regard to interpolation on'a scale. I'm not
_

14 exactly certain whether there are standards published on that.

15 My own experience has been that interpolation of

$ 16 the last division into ten for moderate size scales is not
J

,

17 unusual certainly.

$ 18 With regard to the statement on precision,

[" 19 basically, the precision, as defined in engineering, is used
L'

20 with regard to the ability to repeat a measurement, and if you

- 21 look at some of the wattage shims that constitute shims with
,

[ 22 the drum wrapped, where we were shimming and then stopping
L_

'

23 every 20 inches of rod travel, and you look at the peak
'

.

24 wattage that occurred there, from the design of the mechanism,-.

7 25 I would expect that the difference that should occur in that
4 .
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[ 1 peak, once the drum was wrapped, is very, very minor over a

2 20-inch distance in rod shim, and as you look at the graphs,--.

f.-' 3 you see that the peaks, in fact, are very, very repeatable

9
4 typically, as long as there's been no abnormal interruption of

|

5 the sequence, such as a rod withdrawal prohibit, or something.

6 of that nature. So, it's on that basis, actually looking at
~

7 the repeatability of these peaks, and the steady values, that.

_ 8 I'm making the statements concerning precision that I've made.

9 MR. TOMAN (FRC): With regard to determining the*-

I 10 decay time for the one test, you have the three different

_ 11 means, and one of them is the time of the shim, meaning that

- 12 you didn't get down to near your steady state value. It would

(] 13 seem that that would allow the performer of the test to

14 manipulate the results. Could you justify the acceptability

- 15 of using the time of the shim as a decay time?

I 16 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC) Basically, typically in
L

17 those instances where the steady value is not reached during
_

p-
L 18 the time of the shim, that result alone, if it's not within a

-

19 couple watts essentially, will probably--in fact, I'm almost
_

20 certain that's going to result in failure to satisfactorily
,

- 21 complete the test. So if it is essentially not coming out to

'

22 something which is stabilizing--now, the que'stion of
_

23 addressing that problem had to do with the data that.we took
~ '

-- r . 24 at elevated temperatures, one set of data, where we saw that
._, b'

25 the decays had a much longer--well, I should clarify the use
a: I

,
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1 of the word time constant there. Basically, the decays--

W
Ja# 2 normally, when we are using this test, have run the data,
!

U 3 shutdown, depressurize and cool, you don't even need to be

?
,- 4 concerned about decay time, because it reaches what is
.

5 essentially a steady value within, say, 10 seconds, and f.n7

6 fact, typically it's maybe around 7 seconds.
-

I 7 The other circumstance, we had some data that
L,

8 was done at elevated temperatures, and there, it's not clear,

il
k 9 now why, but the decay did not come down quite as nicely on

10 the tail end, and for the duration of the shims we have here,

. 11 there's a possibility that it still has a very slightly

12 downward slope. Because the test incorporated shims for"-

'') 13 obtaining the data, you somehow have to address the queution
_.

14 of how you determine the final steady value when, in fact, it

15 hasn't reached a final steady value, and if you address that"

16 from the point of view of using interpolation, that presents

! ,_ 17 problems.
4.,

[- 18 MR. TOMAN (FRC): Perhaps the issue earliier on

19 that J.T. brought up of looking for 60 or 70 percent of decay
g
i 20 might resolve this problem, or something of that nature
,

i- 21 MR. EGGEBROTEN (PSC): Yes, I agree to that point,
,

.', 22 that may'be the manner in which this problem should be
_

'

23 resolved, When I was writing the test, I was concerned that
'

_.,
,

- 24 it would be simple enough for a technician to do, and so

il 25 expressing decay in terms of, you know, the decay constant E,
2

-

'
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i.,. and using the initial--you really have to--the problem that1
.

E' 2 you get into, you have to know the final steady value, andp-
i

3 even there you have to interpolate the final steady value,
,

4 because you have to remember this is not decay down to zero.r

5 It's decay to a final nominal value. So somehow you have top.

6 interpolate to determine what the final steady value is. Then

7 you can use the decay constant based on E, or one time

- 8 constant, or whatever, to come up with a time to decay to that
.

9 value, but somehow you're forced into interpolating to
1-

10 determine what, in fact, the final steady value is.
..

11 MR. TOMAN (FRC): This is a question which is

12 off to the side. We have paragraph 4.5 of the procedure,

[[? 13 which states that only if at the analog and digital position

|_ 14 pots are not correctly indicating, and the in limit switches

15 don't pick up, this test should be performed, maybe a third
.

;| 16 test, I don't remember this one. How is the verification of
ju
!j_ analog--analog digital position pots operability to perform,17

ll
+ 18 is that only on full out - full in?

i

I
19 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): We compare the two. As we

1

1, 20 indicated earlier, we would compare the two to determine the
|:
;- 21 discrepancy. And perhaps, if we were at the in limit switch

[ 22 or the out limit prior to, we would compare to determine which
L

.

23 one of those was correct.
I.

i [m,k 24 MR. TOMAN (FRC): Okay. I think we have covered
p

25 my other questions already. J.T., I'm finished with my
.
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A 1 questions.

R
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2 MR. BEARD (NRC): I think that concludes our;.

3 questions about the wattmeter. I'd like to just say again*

b3 4 that I think our overall perspective on the wattmeter is it's

5 basically a good test. It needs a few fine points, but it

- 6 seems to be a good test.
.

7 Dick Ireland has asked that we take a pause at
...

8 this point, so I relinquish whatever it is I relinquish.,.

- 9 MR. IRELAND (NRC): We'd like to recess for a

10 little while. I think our reporter is getting very tired

,
11 again, and we are getting very tired, too. We need to change

i

12 pace and get on to another topic before Mr. Gahm gets away.
~~

13 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Excuse me. Before we break
-

14 up, I researched the installation of that modification to the
_

15 cam, and we have not installed it because we have not receivedu

[ 16 the parts. There is a change notice, or a modification
L

17 package, which permits installation of that cam, but until the
,

a-|;

:EI 18 parts are available, we will not install it.

19 MR. BEARD (NRC): This is the cam on the lower

20 slope.
':

21 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Yes.-

.
, MR. BREY (PSC): We also have a number of issuess22

,a

23 that came up that were left open that we want to close yet
' '

|

:

:L - 24 this afternoon concerning the control rod drives. There

{I'Vs: 25 aren't very many, and they will not take very long, but we do
i_, '

,
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1- 1 want to do that.
L._

1

[:; - 2 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Five minutes be adequate?
:
d 3 MR. BREY (PSC): Yes, five minutes.

4 MR. IRELAND (NRC): I guess we are off the

5 record now._

6 (Discussion was had off the record.)'

.-

7 MR. BEARD (NRC): I'd just like to say for the

8 record that we had some very detailed discussions during the_,

9 break and cleared up some very fine details that we are
-.

10 curious about that are not important to put on the tape, and I
.

11 think that with that information, that concludes the essence

i_ 12 of our questions.

' ' '
13 So, I guess that basically wraps up the

L..~

14 questions that we prepared. We covered an awful lot of

15 material here today. I think it's been a good session in that

"

,16 we have gotten a much better understanding than we could have' -

t, ,

17 through studying the report as we did, or through exchanging
|,-

18 correspondence. I think, unfortunately, some of the answers,_

i 19 we got very clearly. Where we would have liked to have seen

20 yes, we have done something, the answer came back no, we
!

21 haven't, but nonetheless, we have a clear understanding. I
-

I' 22 think that's of value.
._

23 Dick, I think you indicated you had some other ~

c
.

L_, 24 items, and some other information, so maybe we should shift toy
G

"} 25 that.
J

.

'
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l MR. IRELAND (NRC): If you're through.

hq- 2 MR. BEARD (NRC): Why don't we go to the one
,il
G' 3 where they were going to give us some carryover information

E 4 and that way he can leave.
** !.

5 MR. BREY (PSC): We have an item to put into...

6 the record.

7 MR. HOLMES (PSC): For the record, and this will ;

8 be Exhibit CRD-17, these are the expanded scale back-EMF_ . ,

9 testing graphs that you requested earlier in the meeting for

10 scram times 6 to 8 seconds into a scram, and 50 to 52 seconds

, 11 into a scram.

12 MR. BEARD (NRC): Fantastic. I might add that's

.

13 very good turn around. Somebody's been humping--hustling.
'

\,,,

.
14 MR. HOLMES (PSC):' Back-EMF. testing is very

1

15 versatile.s

_

16 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Would you like to turn to
L

17 the next subject now?
_

d- 18 MR. BREY (PSC): Yes, I would.

f 19 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Thank you.
.w

20 ML. BREY (PSC): We would like to revisit the
,

21 tendon issue for a few minutes.o

22 Let's go off the record
'u!

23 (Discussion was had off the record.) ' '

T.
.

- 24 MR. BREY (PSC): I would like to p'ropose an

|d3
25 issue, surveillance of the tendons, and I'd like to turn it

I
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![ 1 over to Mr. Warembourg to provide that.

2 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): As a result of the
ir
7.

3 various comments, questions, evaluations and so forth on the'

' 4 tendons, we would like to propose to you a tendon surveillance

5 program, which we would put into perspective, at least as,,,

' - 6 initiating this program over the next three years, or until we

7 can demonstrate that we have established an effective

8 corrosion control system.,

* 9 First of all, in terms of visual inspection, we
~

10 will perform a visual inspection on a frequency of a six-month

.,
11 cycle. That visual inspection program will consist of

i

12 establishing both a new and a control group of tendons. The
'

13 new group would represent tendons that we would look at that

14 had not been previously looked at on each six-month cycle.
_

L 15 The control group would represent the number of tendons which

16 we would establish as a fixed number, which we would look at

17 each and every six-month cycle.

I
,

w 18 on that basis, in terms of the groups,

"'

19 circumferential tendons, we will provide a visual inspection
...

,,
20 of 13 new circumferential tendons and establish a control

J- 21 population of three. We will establish for tophead--for top
,

..

22 crosshead tendons, we will establish the requirement of one-

- d
~-

,
23 new tendon in.a control population of one. For the bottom

24 crosshead tendons, we will establish a population of six new-

.

J 25 tendons, and a control population of two. Longitudinal
.J

'
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(.
! 1 tendons, we will establish a population of i for the new(m

2 tendons, and six for the control tendons. That's the number

U 3 of tendons which we will look at on a six-month basis.

4 Now, obviously, when we run out of accessible

5 tendons, we will start repeating those in the new cycle again..,

t 6 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Both ends?

7 MR. WAREMBOURG-(PSC): If they are accessible.
p

,
8 MR. MILLER (NCR): Okay.

I
- 9 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): In terms of our immediate

~

10 accessibility programs, as we defined to you in our letter, we
L

11 have tendons which we called accessible, which right now are,,

I *

12 presently not accessible without some plant modifications, and,*

e- .

13 therefore, those will have to be in a later population group
<_ -

.
14 until we can get those modifications made.

b 15 . In terms of a liftoff program, we have--we would
-

16 provide a basic commitment to provide liftoff on two control
i.

_
17 basis frequencies. One on an 18-month frequency, in which for

ha
~

18 circumferential tendons we would do liftoff tests of 13, for
-.

[ 19 top crosshead tendons we would do liftoff tests for one, for
-

20 bottom crosshead tendons we would do liftoff tests for three
|b( L;

21 and for longitudinal tendons we would do liftoff tests for 12.

22 On a six-month basis, we will establish a

23 control group. That control group then will be lifted off on ~

- 24 a six-month basis, circumferential three each, top crosshead
,

El 25 one each, bottom crosshead one each, and longitudinal three.
.J
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ff' 1 Based on our visual inspections, we will
! .; w clued ~

,

.~ 2 ^-*"d" -A h mandatory engineering evaluationj Jf
e;

C 3 and when we discover that the number of failed wires in any

f,' 4 tendon is equal to or greater than 20 percent.ide will define

5 that 20 percent of failed wires such that if both ends of that.,

b 6 tendon are not accessible for visual inspection, we will

'[ 7 assume that 20 percent of that 20 percent will have failed on
' L.

8 the opposite end that is inaccessible and will, therefore, be
-,

b 9 included in the-20 percent population to trigger the

if 10 engineering evaluation.
. L; .

11 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Do you mean 20 percent *of
,,

ij '

12 the 20 percent, or 20 percent of the number of broken wires?.t

'' ^;- 13 - MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): 20 percent of the number
y

14 of broken wires. Excuse me. In other words, for a tendon
.I
|L 15 which is accessible from only one end, our triggering point

!E- 16 will be 16 percent.
i.,

17 MR. BEARD (NRC): I wish you would have said it
=.

18 that way the first time._

ii1 19 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): That's basically what we
4 b,.

20 would include as a surveillance program in terms of the tendon
RT:

21 system._.

22 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Would you, please, make a

~-
23 comment about how you will choose the control groups?

.

, 24 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): The control groups for
?

M'a 25 both visual and liftoff, we will establish--within that group,
d

.
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...

I we will assure that those tendons we have identified corrosion
,

'

2 in.,.

.

'' 3 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I understood we were talking

r-

| 4 more in case of the worst corrosion with ready accessibility.
:~

"

5 I mean, I'm not going to be glad with one wire that's corroded,

t-

I 6 and we are calling that a corroded tendon.

7 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Okay.
L

8 MS. BENNETT (NRC): The worst corroded tendon
i
L' 9 with ready accessibility.

'

10 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): With ready accessibility

11 is fine.
.

L 12 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I think I better take

" ' '
13 " ready" out of there.

. .-

,
14 MR. MILLER (NRC): Is that acceptable to PSC?

-- 15 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Yes.

_

16 MR. IRELAND (NRC): We are pleased that Public
..

_.
Service Company has taken the initiative to expand-the17

18 surveillance program planning for the interim period until the--

;{ 19 final ~ corrections to put a stop to corrosion are in place.
u

20 The plan outlined by Mr. Warembourg a moment ago, we accept it.
F.
i-

" 21 We would expect it to be implemented in terms of your internal
i ,. .

|| 22 surveillance procedures in such a manner that in the near
!L_

23 future, whatever that might be, in a month or two, we can come '
1-
L- 24 to the site and review it.

'

; -

j3 25 MR. BREY (PSC): We commit to that.
.J

,

'
- -
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[ 1 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Thank you.
e_
hi 2 Off the record.

b 3 (Discussion was had off the record.)

4 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): One of the questions that
'e

5 was asked was, could we identify which tendons the original,

6 sample wires were installed in, and where they were installed.

[ 7 We have searched high and low, and we have not been able to
L -

8 drag up that documentation. To the best of our knowledge, we

I 9 don't even know at this point whether it exists onsite. If it

I 10 does exist, we'll get it to you, but don't hold your breath.
L

, , ' 11 It does not look like a very promising pie'ce of information.

12 MR. IRELAND (NRC): May I ask a real short

-n' 13 question on that? I would have to presume that records of
-

14 this sort are in GA's records archives somewhere. I'mr

- 15 guessing. GA is not here, so --
.

I 16 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I would like to agreeb
17 with you, Dick, but I'm hesitant to do so. I don't really

L 18 know at this point in time whether or not we have--the GA

..

19 employees we have onsite that's working with our site
..

20 engineering group, we have tried to ask them to look at this

I 21 thing, and we've come up with a complete zero at this point.

22 MR. IRELAND (NRC): The only reason I make that
'

-

23 comment is that I do recall a number of years ago, perhaps 12, - '

24 I don't know, 15, that such records were to have been
(il-

,

"

25 established, so that you could conduct your surveillance
L

.
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-

!- 1 program which GA was going to do in a rather methodical way.
L,

2 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We won't-- we'll continuer.
i
E

3 to pursue this and see what we can gather up, Dick, but in

|m
h. 4 terms of being able to walk away with something today, we just |
Li-

5 have not been able to.,

t-

6 MR. IRELAND (NRC): I'm registering a little bit'-

e-
\

7 of hope. If the records are misplaced or gone, there's'

u
;

l8 nothing we can do about it. I think--I''m quite positive in my.,

.

' 9 own mind that they at one time did exist.

r-
10 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): In terms of the question

t. .

_. 11 as to how the sample wires were installed, we did go back and

12 try to look at the Western Concrete records. They were the
.,

13 installer. We have been unable to find any specific
,,,

..

14 information in those records that would indicate how the wire,,

- ' 15 was installed.

16 In terms of the questions on detensioned tendons,

17 the following tendons were detensioned, BILU3, BILU4, CO2.5,

U 18 VM17, and TORL2.

.

19 MS. BENNETT (NRC): I'm sorry.
--

.,
20 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): TORL2. Of those

-- 21 detensioned wires,.we pulled full length wires that had been
.

22 buttonheaded on both ends from BILU4, CO2.5, VM17 and TORL2..

23 We examined those wires visually along their entire length, ' ~

24 and.of those wires that we pulled with buttonheads on both

r;; 25 ends, we found no corrosion on those wires, not at the ends or
U

.
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1 not in the middle.
e

b;- 2 On BILU3, .the 12 wires that were broken in that
.

3 tendon were pulled from both ends.

4 So my statement of pulling an equivalent length

5 of wire is defined by the fact that we not only pulled the
_

6 short end out of the broken wire, but we pulled the long end.i

P 7 So if you were to add them together, there might be a short

8 section missing, but very short, and all 12 of those were
i
t 9 pulled out and were examined.

[' 10 Rick addressed the one that he found some slight
L.

...

discoloration in about 8 foot down the tube in his report.11

12 The rest of the wires, as far as we--as far as the records.

13 indicate, we found nothing.
,

14 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Can I interrupt you for a
. . -

15 moment,-

p 16 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Sure.
L

17 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Out of curiosity, when you
;,.

Lj 18 looked at both ends of that tendon, were 12 buttonheads on

T 19 each and popped up?
.$

20 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I cannot tell you that.
,

$ 21 I don't know.
,

",' 22 I guess if I had to guess, they probably would
a

~

23 not have been raised on the other end.
,

"
,. . MS. BENNETT (NRC): On the long end.24

S 25 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): On the long end, but
dj

,
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f.I 1 remember, that tendon was detensioned and that's the only
D

2 reason why we could get those wires up.
;;

C 3 The question was asked, do we know how many

I? 4 wires have been broken during liftoff. Please recognize that
'

is
5 this is, in the short period of time that we had, a very quick

L 6 look at the surveillance records. We found two tendons where

{:
7 we broke additional wires on liftoff. Those were, four wires

(

_
8 were broken on BILU3, and four wires were broken on BILU4 on

9 liftoff. I'm not addressing retensioning. I'm only..

'I~ 10 addressing liftoff.
: l. .

11 In terms of Table 2 of our metallurgical report,

12~ to correct those numbers in that report---

'''

_ . .'; 13 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Lab Report 527

14 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC).: Lab Report No. 52. The;-

d- 15 population of longitudinal tendons is 89 out of 90. The
-

16 population of bottom crosshead anchor assemblies is 44 out of
,

x.

17 48.
_

The population of top crosshead tendons is 4 of 48, and

A' 18 the population of circumferential tendons is 75 out of 620.

19 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Thank you, sir.
_

20 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Now, in clarification of
,-

c 21 those circumferential tendons, those--that 75, that population

P 22 of 75 includes all of those tendons that we pulled caps off in
-

23
.-

previous surveillances to meet technical specification -

24 requirements, so that the 75 does not necessarily,just
Y~~.w
T 25 represent our last investigation since we have discovered the
3
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l

).-

1 corrosion, but that represents all circumferential tendons

( !
~s 2 that have been looked at since day one.

!s,

3 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Question on that one while
-

4 you're right there. You say 75 of 620 end caps. Do you know'

5 how many tendons that represents?r.

l

6 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I do not know how many'

i 7 tendons that represents.
-t

8 MR. MILLER (NCR): Before you leave this area,n.
a
I 9 Don, would you mind telling us, or supplying for us, how many
..-.

10 wires broke on retensioning? You opened it, so--
5 .

11 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I did not ask them to,_

12 give me that information, and so I don't have it.

s

} 13 MR. MILLER (NCR): Could it be supplied at some
_

14 future date?
_,

15 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We can get that"

-

16 information. I believe --
c

.. 17 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Can I make it easier for you?

18 Table 2 says the number of indications of failed wires, and if

'

. 19 we know which ones were broken during liftoff, then the others
_.

20 have got to be during retensioning...

:
-21 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): For example, I do know,-

..

22 like on BILU3, I can give you that information. We had, when
_

,
23 we found that tendon, we had eight original failed wires. Four' '

24 were broken during liftoff and seven additional wires were broken
779

hf 25 during retensioning. I do have that information on BILU3, but
a)

,
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1 I do'not have it as a general basis for all of those tendons.

2 It could be on the table. I don't really know. I think

l 3 between Table 2 and that other table, if you add ~them all up,

I 4 you can find that out, but I wouldn't swear to it.
L.

- 5 Now, in terms of what we have done to date. On

' 6 longitudinal tendons, visuals, we have performed a visual
-

7 inspection on 89 of the anchor assembli's on the tophead twice.e

8 Liftoff of the longitudinal tendons, we have performed 74c.
:!
L 9 liftoff tests.

I 10 MR. MILLER (NRC): Of different tendons?
l .

11 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Different tendons. We

12 have not repeated liftoff tests on tendons. In terms o'f the
-.

13 top crossheads, the top crossheads, we have performed 20
,_

.
14 liftoff tests. In addition to that, it's not clear. We've

i

: t- 15 got four additional inspections, visual inspections, and we're

f .16 not certain at this point in time whether that four is

|_ 17 included in the 20 population, but the visual inspections
| L

u 18 would be no less than 20. They could be 24. On the

I[ 19 circumferential tendons, liftoff tests, 77, visual inspections,
iLP

20 107.
, , ,

.-

|'C- 21 MS. BENNETT (NRC): One hundred and what?:

|P 22 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): 107. So we have looked
i t..

j 23 at--we have lifted off 77, and we performed visual inspections" '
;D
! .

' jg- 24 on the 30 additional.
sa

] 25 What have we got left?
a *

,
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l MS. BENNETT (NRC): Bottom crossheads.(\- |

ds 2 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Bottom crossheads.
1

3 Bottom crossheads, we have performed 44 visual inspections, 30 |

! 4 liftoffs, and we do know in that case that those 30 liftoffs
i,

5 represent 15 tendons. In other words, we lifted off one end,.

6 and then the other end.

lI 7 That's basically the up-to-date information on
||-

8 the tendon inspection.,_

i 9 You asked a question about what tendons we found

10 the white bacteria or fungi in. I'm sorry, we just were not

11 able to drag that out of the s'arveillance records. We will

12 have to get back to you on that one.

~ '
13 You asked us to prepare guidelines for visual

L-

14 inspection, and we are here to tell you that is in process.

15 You also asked about where we would install

16 sample wires in our surveillance. I guess at this point in
..

17 time, given our other commitment where we're going to install

- 18 those wires, it's not an important issue.

19 You also asked what we would do in terms of a

20 gas sampling in terms of the permanent technical specification,

- 21 and again, I would indicate to you that based on our other

22 commitments, that will be provided at a later time.
_

23 .And, I think those were the basic questions that"

24 we were left with.-.

1 - (",! .

l, 25 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Do you have any more topics
r_:
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. .

_

1 that you wish to go into?.

|~f'r 2 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I have no others.-

-

G
3 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Don, when we were talking

II 4 about a map of the tendons, which tendons had had which
t.

5 examinations and so forth, I got the impression that because

6 that graphical map was not due until the 18th of March, that

I 7 we were going to be supplied with a tabular form of the same
.l.

8 information. Do you have anything for me?,.

I 9 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I don't know that either

'

10 way we will be able to beat that March 18th date very
: -

11 significantly. The research that it takes to get the
_

12 graphical table going is about the same thing that it takes to

{}
~

13 get the tabular table going, but we will do our best to tr? to

14 get that to you as soon as we can.

15 MS. BENNETT (NRC): Okay.
'

16 - MR. IRELAND (NRC): One minor housekeeping

17 matter. As we have gone along during these past three days,

L 18 we have run across a number of items like that where we have

19 agreed that you would be providing us with additional
.

20 information. My cross checklist of that which has been and

,
21 has not been provided is by this time totally confused. I

22 think Mr. Holmes has been keeping a tabulation. I put stars--

..
23 on the margins of the transcript to identify a bunch of them,

24 but I'm not sure that I've got them all squared away. I'm- . . q.
.

Tj 25 going to assume they are.
>

.
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1 I believe we are drawing very close to the point |
"

;. i

2 where we can conclude this thing. We have no more questions. |_s

3 (Discussion off the record.)-

f 4 MR. IRELAND (NRC): It appears that we have a
c

5 little bit more for discussion. I'd like to get, I guess,

(-
t. 6 basically some clarif'ication of your plans on proceeding with
~

7 the back-EMF testing method. So, Mr. Beard will go into that
.

8 in a moment.
I
i 9 Before we proceed further, however, I do want to

.

"
10 say something for the record, namely, that we are extremely,

L -
11 pleased with the reporter, and the reporting firm. The

12 accuracy of the transcript is outstanding, one of the best

{' 13 I've ever seen, and especially working under rather trying

14 conditions where everyone is talking at the same time and

_ 15 probably speaking in very unfamiliar terms. They are truly to

~

16 'be complimented.
-

17 MR. BREY (PSC): We appreciate their efforts
.

- 18 also, but in particular, I appreciate the opportunity to get
~

19 together with you, and the rest of your colleagues from the
-

.

in a timely fashion to resolve the many issues that are20 NRC,

_ 21 outstanding among us.

22 MR. IRELAND (NRC): I hope we have reached the
L

23 end and that we now have a record we can proceed with. I
- -

24 believe we have, except for the one remaining item.c.

C.)
]; 25 J.T.?
e

,
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I 1 MR. BNARD (NRC): What I thought might'be al. .
J.- 2 worthwhile effort for a few minutes before we depart here this
!~
I 3 evening would be to try to get a better understanding of your

f 4 perspective as to how the back-EMF test fits into the grander

.. 5 scheme of things. From my view, I thought there was an

6 understanding that the rods were going to be refurbished, and <

7 there would have to be some test developed to show that they

_. 8 were, in fact, in real good shape, and when the reactor was
;

! 9 restarted, there would be a very high degree of assurance that

10 an event similar to the one you had in June of '84 would not
'

.

11 recur.
,

12 I further understood that you folks proposed a
__

13
-

back-EMF test to serve that purpose of, quote, inoperability
-

14 determination, if you will. Obviously, this test has to be

>L 15 developed over stages because we're talking about ultir2tely,
,

I 16 as I understand it at least, a test that would be run under
L

17 hot pressurized reactor conditions, but you have to sort of
I'
C 18 bootstrap your way up.

!,.

j 19 I was under the impression that we were going to

20 have a test with criteria and values associated with this
l'
..
L- 21 criteria for the cold in-core test, and then a program with

22 which it would be bootstrapped up for the hot test, but

23 basically that cold data would tell us, you and us, that the ~

7, 24 rods, in fact, are in good condition, reactor can be restarted.
% .)

25 It's not clear to me that my understanding was

~
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1 enjoyed universally. So I, therefore, would like to ask what
.~

.- 2 your understanding was. And here I would like to emphasize a

3 distinction between what letters, commitment papers and things

4 of this nature may say. I'm more interested in the intent

5 behind them, rather than what some piece of paper may say.r
!
'

6 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): In terms of the back-EMF

7 tests, we, from our own economic viewpoint, are trying to

. 8 develop a test which, as you point out, gives us some good
.

! 9 feeling about the refurbishment program, gives us a basis upon
I
; which to build some statistical data for in-core testing of10
!

,
11 those' rods so that as we proceed down the path, we will

.

12 hopefully have the ability to measure any degradation that
_

13 might be taking place. Most certainly that's our intent,
_

_. 14 always has been our intent, in terms of the back-EMF program.

15 I, guess in terms of making it a definite startup-

-.

16 issue, our intent was to try to develop this data, and keep .

17 you informed of where we're going with this data, and the

b 18 program, but not necessarily to have a situation where we are

;[ 19 prematurely developing acceptance criteria that because of a
,L

.

20 limited statistical basis, we can't live up to in the end.

L 21 So I guess that was really our basis, J.T., and
,

[ 22 I do not think as a result of our meeting today that our
t.

, ,
efforts on back-EMF are going to change in terms of what we ~ '23

24 will continue to pursue and how we will continue to develop7 3
P'

25 that program.
J
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1 MR. BEARD (NRC)2 Do we all agree that some

2- operability determination needs to be made before--or as the

R |.L. 3 reactors are being authorized for restart, be it back-EMF, be

[[. 4 it some test, but some operability--I'm at a loss for words
{.

5 exactly, but there needs to be some gauge. I guess I'm saying,

b 6 I'm asking, do we agree there needs to be a gauge that the

[" 7 health and welfare of these rods is in a very good state at
i-

_

the time this plant is authorized for restart?8

. 9 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I guess from our

'

10 perspective, in refurbishing the 37 rods and putting them in
.

11 the best condition that we know how to put them in, short of
;I

,_ 12 going out and buying a whole new complete set of 37 rods,

~^ 13 regardless of what our acceptance criteria is, I guess it's
_

14 PSC's position that those rods are going to be in the best
f-

15 condition that we know how to put them in, and whether or notu

[| 16 we have a measurable acceptance criteria at that point in time
U.

17 to measure that rod, I guess we are not looking at -- we don't

_ 18 know what else we could do, other than what we are doing. We

'

19 would like to have an acceptance criteria that we can continue
-.

20 to build on, but we wouldn't necessarily indicate that we need
'I.
L; - 21 to have something to have our feet held to the fire on before-

,if 22 we restarted because we think we are doing everything that we
L;

23 possibly can to return those rods to an operable condition, -

...

e

24 regardless of what we might accept or establish as an
7 -),,C
] 25 acceptance criteria. We don't know what else we would do with
J

,
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1 the rods at this point in time.
.

2' 2 MR. BEARD (NRC): I guess what I hear you saying

3 is that the real fix is this complete refurbishment that

I 4 you're referring to, and that along the side, besides that,-

5 you are continuing to develop a test, which really has not,.

!

'
~ been presented--I'm hoping I'm explaining your position-- has not6 i

|[ 7 been presented to the NRC as the yardstick by which we would
(

8 determine the acceptability for restart. But nonetheless,
,

!i: 9 you're continuing to develop a test that aims in that general

,f- 10 direction, determining the health and welfare of the rods?
:.

,
11 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): That is correct.

12 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Additionally, the
-,

13 surveillance program that we would be proposing, and the
.-

14 interim surveillance program that will be implemented, or will_

15- demonstrate that the rods operability to scram.

m>

16 MR. BEARD (NRC): The interim surveillance?-,
. :.

_
17 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): As we committed in the

'

;
- 18 responses to the 14-man session.

[ 19 MR. BEARD (NRC): I'm trying to remember what
L

20 kind of things were in there. That was the rod drops and
, G-i

' 21 other things.

:f 22 MR. FULLER (PSC): That was the surveillance
! L.

;
_

23 program that we discussed earlier today. ' ~
>

q] ,- 24 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): To put the development of
us

] 25 the back-EMF in prospective, you'll probably recall as we
a

.

'
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1 started into this program, initially our commitment to you was
s~
1: 2 we're going to refurbish those 6 rods that failed to scram,

3 and fellows, we may not do anything else. And the next thing
.

_

4 that we came back to you with was, well, maybe we need to

.

5 refurbish more than 6, and we will try to establish some kind

6 of a criteria that would allow us to judge which rods in the
-

7 core are acceptable, and which are not. So we started--it was
4.

_
8 on that basis that we started down this path, knowing full

' 9 well that if we were not going to pull a rod and refurbish it,

' ' '

10 we did have to have some justification for that.
.

11 As we continue down this path, and we begin to

12 discover more and more problems, and then finally when wet

~~
13 discovered the problem with the cable failure, that avenue of

14 approach became less and less important, and the subject of

- 15 whether or not we needed to refurbish all of the rods became

16 more important, and that's, I guess that's what our position

17 is and why we feel that the back-EMF testing had more

la 18 importance to begin with than what it has now in terms of our

~

19 authorization to restart.
.

20
, MR. BEARD (NRC): I think that that helps me

:e- 21 because I understand'your perspective better as being that it

22 was really a test to determine which rods would be refurbished,
_

23 rather than a gauge of the health and welfare at restart time.'-

- 24 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): That's correct.

T; 25 MR. FLY (NRC): I guess that's, you know, a
~

.

p]
'
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1 question I have, because you've gone back and you've,

..;

[- 2 refurbished how many rods to date?
?
E 3 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Nine or ten.

~4 MR. FLY (NRC): Nine or ten?

5 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Actually one, and that_

6 isn't fully refurbished yet from the standpoint that we did

7 not do the purge seal installation, nor replace the reserve

8 shutdown material yet. It's only the gear train that's been
[
l 9 refurbished, so one from a control rod standpoint.

[ 10 MR. FLY (NRC): I guess that is really the point,
;_

,

11 because the last few times we've been here, we have talked
_

12 about refurbishing the 6 rods and we refurbish--we, quote,

13 refurbished the 6 rods, and I mean, we are now to a po~ int'}

14 where we don't really consider those rods refurbished because
_

_ 15 you've learned so much more about refurbishing them.

~, 16 But I guess my question is, how do you know when
_

17 you're through developing that refurbishment procedure and are
m

_ 18 ready to stick the rods in?

-

19 MR. BEARD (NRC): And operate the reactor.
L

20 MR. FLY (NRC): And operate the reactor, or
p

_ 21 you're still in the refurbishment development procedure?

} 22 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): I think that the basis for
_

23
.

us going back and refurbishing those previous six rods is that-

.

.
24 the documentation was not complete enough to give us a warm

b
7; 25 feeling, and give you a warm feeling, that it was done in
d

.
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I 1 accordance with the methodology we had to use. Now the
,

| -.

h.[ 2 procedures that we have developed at this point provide
:

S 3 excellent documenta. ion of everything that we are doing in
-

-

4 accordance with the established procedures, and in accordance

_ 5 with knowledge that was not available to us in the form of

-6 people that actually wrote the O & M Manual, we pulled them-

-

7 out of various sections of the country in a manhunt, who came

_
8 in and looked at our procedures, and knowing the mechanics of

.

9 the situation, have given us the best that we can possibly

I~ 10 attain at this point.
i.'

~

11 MR. FLY (NRC): So you have gotten the people
,..

|
12 who did this for GA7t

'{' 13 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Yes.
_

14 'MR. FLY (NRC): And have gotten them in?
.i .

L 15 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Yes.

-.

16 MR. FLY (NRC): That was not brought out.
'd.

_
MR. BEARD (NRC): Those were some test engineers17

P

- 18 that were brought out last time, or at least one test engineer?

19 MR. NOVACHEK (ISC): I don't believe they are

20 test engineers. They actually were in on the initial assembly,

- 21 or I believe they were in when we installed the cable.sealc
,

I 22 for the first time, and we removed all the control rod drives
_

23 in the early seventies. Now, one of those individuals -

_
^

2

24 actually was a major contributor in the preparation of the O &-

3 25 M Manual, so any questions we had on interpretation of how
2
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1 things were done have now been answered. We feel that this is

. 2 the best we can possibly do.

3 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Let me interject a statement

Ih 4 or two, and then declare our side of the program closed.
!-

5 I stated a while ago that review and approval of
f~
I 6 the details of the back-EMF testing methodology was not a

[ 7 condition for restart. That is still true. That is a
(

_
position that has been taken in writing. We have certainly a8

9 continuing interest in seeing a test like this further>

[ 10 developed. It appears to me to have a good deal of promise.
I

.

11 It may have some limitations. I don't know. But I think its
['

12 fundamentally your obligation to develop some kind of a testing.

' 13' method which will give you the degree of comfortness to assure

14- you that that system, that shutdown system, is going to
.

:b 15 operate satisfactorily. It's not our business to get into the '

16 details of all of it.

17 We are interested, obviously, in the acce tance

- 18 criteria. Whether that be on a precise numerical basis or not,

19 I don't know. I would tend to shy away from that, or whether
:-

20 it be on the basis of some kind of expressed versed principles,
||
;L 21 I don't know. I choose not to get into that.

:| 22 There are many things which have happened over
:L

23 the last several months, beginning in June and bringing us up -

24 until now, which mitigate very strongly against the necessity--

(/
"

25 to proceed with reviewing and approving the details of a test
-

e
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1 like this. You are refurbishing all of them. You're.

. 2 replacing all of the bearings with new ones. You're replacing

3 all of the reserve shutdown material. You have other testing-

WMk,
-~

4 methods available to you, including the antes that you have
.

5 utilized as a custom in the past, now supplemented by a
f-
b 6 back-EMF method, which probably is going to be very useful.
_

7 I will close my end of it down right now.

_
8 MR. NOVACHEK (PSC): Just a clarification. Not

. 9 all the bearings, all the shim motor bearings.

'

10 MR. IRELAND (NRC): That's what I meant to say,

11 yes, the ones which are apparently most suspect.
._

12 MR. BEARD (NRC): I did have one last very
-

13 specific item. Can I just raise this?
.-

14 In the January failures of the drives, I
b_
|L 15 understood that you were moving the rods at that point in time

I 16 in order to get more back-EMF data. Is that back-EMF data
:L
'

17 available?
-1

2 18 MR. WAREMBOURG'(PSC): The most recent--

" 19 MR. BEARD (NRC): January 14th, 15th, 1985.
|- |

20 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Rods like 15, 17 and 36,
m

:-- 21 those are the ones you're talking about?
I +

'E 22 MR. BEARD (NRC): Yes.
s

23 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): We were obtaining -

.

7 24 back-EMF data on those rods when they failed to scram, yes.
hh

|.. 25 MR. BEARD (NRC): How much trouble would it be
U
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1 to see what that data looks like?
~

ai 2 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I think there's some of
.i
' 3 it in the report, but we have not given you all of that. Rod

4 15 is in the report. I think 17 and 36 are also in the report.

5 MR. MILLER (NRC): Could we get a commitment_

- 6 from you to supply that to us at a future date?
_

7 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): Sure, as soon as we
_

_- 8 finish with our analysis of it and get an understanding of it,
9 we will be happy to provide it to you.

_

10 MR. MILLER (NCR): Okay.

_
11 MR. IRELAND (NRC): I believe we are ready to

' - 12 adjourn.

|
'

13 MR. BREY (PSC): How about the corrections to
_-

14 yesterday's transcript.
|

- 15 MR. IRELAND (NRC): Did you want to do that on
t,..

( L.
'

16 the record, or do you want to sit down around the transcripts
|

17 and come to mutually satisfactory pen and ink corrections?'_

18 MR. BREY (PSC): Off the record.-

_

19 (Discussion was had off the record.)
-

20 MR. BREY (PSC): We'd like to provide changes of

L 21 substance to the proceedings of February 21.

22 Mr. Fuller?

_
23 MR. FULLER (PSC): The book to which I'm ' ~

l
. ,. 24 referring to is Volume I dated February 21, 1985, yesterday's
f

25 minutes..;
,a

> r

'
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1 On page two,'the paragraph starting on line 14,

,J , 2 excuse me, line 15, the change is,'we would like to change the l

i 3 word " feel" to "believe", and I will explain why that is a

'

4 change in substance.
,

.-

_
5 We cannot confirm absolutely at this point that

6 that A interspace leak happened at the time of the transient,

~

7 slightly before the transient or slightly after the transient,

8 therefore, it is somewhat speculative on our part about the
-

9 water going from- the A interspace up to the purge line at the

~

10 time of the transient. We believe very strongly, however,
- .

11 that that water did get up to the purge line from the A
_

12 interspace subsequent to the transient.

~' 13 That's all of the comments I have on that one.
-

,
_.

14 MR. NOVACHEK~(PSC): I have no problem.
.r-

;L. 15 MR. WAREMBOURG (PSC): I've just got one of
,

~

-16 substance on Volume II. On page 65, line 7, the 215 degrees

i 17 should be 250.
,

18 MR. BREY (PSC): Dick, that ends our items of_

~

19 substance. Again, I thank you very much for coming here, and

[ 20 going through these last three days with us to resolve our
!!.

L 21 issues in the hopes of bringing the plant back in a very

22 ' timely manner.
'

23 MR. IRELAND (NRC): We do appreciate the - ^

,

~ 24 courtesy you have shown to us in bringing everyone together
.O.
7 25 and arranging for a court reporter so as to expedite
i

'
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1 everything in a grand style. It has, I think, been a very,. s

2 efficient way of proceeding. That's about all I have to say,
-

'

3 thank you.

4 MR. BREY (PSC): Thank you. I wholeheartedly

- 5 agree.

6 (Proceedings were concluded.)
._

7
..

8 * * * * * *,

9

~:
10
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